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THE PRESIDENT'S NEW ECONOMIC PROGRAM

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1971

CONGRESS OF T-IIE UNITED STATES,
JOINT Eco-o,-nc CoNWmITTEE,

Wa7wington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room G-308,

New Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairsi of the
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire, Bentsen, and Percy; and Representa-
tive Widnall.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F. Mc-
Hngh, senior economist; John IR. Karlik, Richard F. Kaufman, and
Courtenay M. Slater, economists; Lucy A. FaIcone and Jerry J. Jasin-
owski, research economists; George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority coun-
sel; and Walter B. Laessig, economist for the minority.

OPENING STATEMNENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXIRE. The committee will come to order.
As we continue today to study the various facets of the President's

new economic program, we have the benefit of testimony by one of the
truly great labor leaders of our times, Mir. Leonard Woodcock, presi-
dent of the United Automobile Workers.

Air. Woodcock has spent the last 30 years in service to his union-
a union which has shown itself time after time concerned not only with
the welfare of the workingman but also with the welfare of the Nation.
Ile has served at virtually all levels of the union from staff man to the
highest level, succeeding another great union leader, Walter Reuther.

It has been repeatedly pointed out that the President's new economic
program must have consensus support by business and labor leaders,
indeed by all major groups if success is to be achieved.

We know that labor leaders have for some time been in favor of an
incomes policy to halt the inflationary spiral, but it is also common
knowledge that cooperation will be achieved only if all major groups,
business as well as labor, are treated equitably.

I am convinced that no program will succeed which allows the re-
turn on capital to be raised at the expense of labor income. I am not at
all certain how best to see that such a result does not happen. Virtually
all economists we have heard have argued convincingly that going the
excess profits tax route would not be a satisfactory resolution of this
problem.

We are pleased to have you with us this morning, Air. Woodcock.
Will you come to the witness table 9

(509)
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I have read your excellent prepared statement and I would ap-
preciate it if you could summarize it. The entire prepared statement
will be printed in full in the record.

Will you now identify the distinguished gentlemen who are with you
for this record?

First, I would like to call on Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to join in welcoming Mr.

Woodcock this morning. I do not imagine that a labor union has ever
done more for a political candidate than the Automobile Workers did
for my distinguished predecessor, Senator Douglas. I developed a very
healthy respect for the UAW's political participation. It was on the
highest level, and in the best interest of labor. No one has ever done
more for labor than Senator Paul Douglas. I would not have held the
high respect I do, I do not think, for te UAW if they had not sup-
ported a man who stood behind labor for some 18 years. We all miss
him very much in the Senate.

I have had the pleasure of working with Mr. Walter Reuther and
Mr. Woodcock in programs for the interest of the country. Certainly
their contribution to solving the problems of urban areas and of
finding a better way of providing for the health of the Nation has been
notable and highly creative.

So we welcome you very much indeed to discuss a highly contro-
versial subject that again calls for the best in all of us to find a response
to the economic crisis in which we find ourselves now. Your testimony
will be very valuable indeed. Although we may have differing ideas
on approaches, I think we can agree that we cannot expect nations
abroad to exercise restraint and not to retaliate against us for the ob-
vious things that we have done to stimulate our automobile industry
unless we provide the example in this country of finding ways to work
together-labor, management, government and the public-to develop
a sensible program that can be enforced and will be enforced by the
American people.

Your testimony this morning, Mr. Woodcock, will be very valuable
indeed. We certainly welcome you.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD WOODCOCK, PRESIDENT, UNITED AUTO-
MOBILE WORKERS, ACCOMPANIED BY NAT WEINBERG, CHIEF
ECONOMIST; AND JACK BEIDLER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you very much, Senator.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have with me on my right,

Mr. Nat Weinberg, who is the chief economist on our staff, and on my
left, Mr. Jack Beidler, who is our legislative director.

I note that you state that the prepared statement in full will appear
in the record, so with your permission, I would like to highlight it.

Chairman PROXMTYRE. Fine: we would appreciate that.
Mr. WOODCOCK. The new economic policy addresses itself to three

problems-unemployment, inflation, and the balance of payments. I do
not need to stress that unemployment is a most serious and aggravat-
ing problem. With the exception of two recent months it is higher now
than at any time since November 1961 by the official figures. And, of
course, the official figures do not take into account possibly a million
discouraged individuals who have dropped out of the labor market and
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therefore are not counted as unemployed. Nor do they include another
3 million who are on short time, not at their option, but because of the
difficult economic circumstances.

As of July, there were 54 major labor market areas with unemploy-
ment rates of 6 percent or more as compared to only 6 in January of
1969.

This human tragedy and waste has its counterpart in an industrial
capacity that is limping along at 73 percent utilization, with a de-
celerating productivity which, although it has been picking up some-
what, is still far below the trend level. The gross national product
is $70 billion, in terms of second quarter 1971 dollars, below the under-
stated official measure of potential.

As we see it, our economy is in sharp need of the stimulus of in-
creases in demand-increases in consumer spending by the tens of
millions of families whose incomes are below the level determined by
BLS to be the minimum necessary for a moderate standard of living;
increases in Government spending to ease the financial plight of the
cities, to cope with environmental pollution, to eliminate urban blight,
to improve education, to bring adequate health care to all, to eliminate
poverty, to provide efficient and reliab]e mass transportation, to create
a sound system of criminal justice and rehabilitation, to improve
public recreational facilities and to deal with all the other deficiencies
in the public sector.

By tax cuts for low- and middle-income consumers and by stepped-
up public spending, financed in part by closing tax loopholes that
favor corporations and the wealthy, the administration could quickly
provide work for the jobless, put idle productive capacity into opera-
tion, rapidly boost productivity, and close the gap between actual and
potential GNP, while at the same time making sizable inroads on
unmet and urgent public and private needs.

Instead, the administration proposes to open up huge new tax loop-
holes for business that will sharply diminish badly needed Govern-
ment revenues indefinitely into the future, while throwing low- and
middle-income consumers the bone of the one shot, 1-year advance-
ment of an already scheduled tax cut that is dwarfed by the tax hand-
outs offered the corporations.

The proposed revival of the investment tax credit is only one of
several items in a multibillion-dollar giveaway of tax revenues to cor-
porations under the guise of providing so-called "incentives" to do
what they would largely do anyway for sound business reasons. The
other elements are the change of depreciation rules made administra-
tively a few months ago, the so-called asset depreciation range (ADR)
whose legality is presently being challenged in the courts by the UAW,
among others, the proposed Domestic Internatioilal Sales Corporation
(DISC) legislation, and an incentive for research and development
whose details are as yet unspecified but which can safely be assumed
to be of the same essential character as the other measures. In addition,
in recent days, there have been reports that the administration will
propose further incentive tax reductions to corporations allegedly for
the purpose of stimulating them to train the so-called hard core un-
employed.

Making a rough allowance for the cost of those measures which have
not yet been spelled out in detail, it seems likely that they will add
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up to an ongoing reduction of somewhere in the neighborhood of 20
to 25 percent of total corporate tax liabilities.

The investment credit, we maintain, is a windfall. It is available
for investment that would have been made in any event as Well as for
any inevitably small and relatively minor amount of additional in-
vestment that would have been attributable to it. As a matter of fact,
it is available even to a firm that responds to the credit by reducing
the amount of its investment well below the previous levels.

The contention that the investment tax credit is a windfall was
underscored by the statement of Mr. James M. Roche, chairman of the
board of the General Motors Corp., in his statement on August 31,
1971, generally supportive of the President's program, who said:

* * * the investment tax credit is intended to stimulate spending, especially
by some smaller companies and those in weak financial condition. It should be
understood that most companies of any size determine their purchases of equip-
ment by the needs of the business and not by any short-term tax advantages.

Mr. Roche makes it very clear that whether there is an investment
credit or not, the behavior of General Motors will be precisely the
same. Of course, this was also true in the period 1962 to 1970 when the
investment tax credit was on the books. but that did not prevent Gen-
eral Motors from taking back $297 million in investment tax credits
for doing what they would have done in any event.

If the intention behind the investment credit is to stimulate spend-
ing "by some smaller companies and those in weak financial condi-
tion," the wastefulness of the credit is underlined. We suggest there
are better ways than the investment credit to help those small busi-
nesses that need and deserve help, and at far less cost to the public
Treasury.

One method would be protection of small firms against monop-
sonistic abuses by the large corporations to which they sell. A small
manufacturer of original equipment, automobile parts or components,
for example, has no market other than the giant auto corporations. As
a result, he is at their mercy. We are in possession of an internal Ford
Motor Company memorandum dated August 24,1971, which reads as
follows:

Vendor Price Reductions.-In addition to avoiding future increases, we should
attempt to 'roll-back' vendor prices, renegotiate prices already established.
Reports should be submitted by August 30 * * * on the approach to be taken
on this and the total potential savings, followed by weekly reports on actual
savings achieved.

In the statement previously quoted, Mr. Roche of General Motors
also made it clear that AI)R, the asset depreciation range, represents
a waste of revenues somewhat similar to the investment credit and
that the trickle down theory on which the proposed taxes are based
is entirely without merit, w hen he said:

* * * it must be noted that the tax credit and accelerated depreciation apply
only after equipment is purchased and put to use. This, like the other elements
of the program, means very little unless we can achieve the improved economy
the President has called for.

In other words, according to Mr. Roche, the real stimulus to invest-
ment is a healthy economy in which consumer and public demand
press on existing productive capacity. To that belief, we of the UAW
wholeheartedly subscribe.
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ADR, as has been suggested, is a similar -windfhall to the investment
credit. It represents a wwasteful dissipation of tax revenues for the
benefit of corporations and their stockholders, estimated variously at
$37 to $39 billion over the next 10 years. If it has any effect at all on
levels of investment, ADR. like the investment credit, will stinulate
job-destroving modernization under present conditions rather than
job-creatinr expansion.

The DI9C proposal would exempt from taxes profits made by
subsidiaries set up by manufacturing corporations to handle export
sales unless and unti], with a, few minor exceptions, those profits have
been paid out as dividends to the parent corporation. Wie do not pro-
pose to review in detail all of the loopholes for evasion of corporate
profits taxes that would be opened up by enactment of DISC. Those
were thoroughly explored and exposed in a confidential committee
print of a report dated July 13, 1970, which was prepared for the
House *Ways and Means Committee by the staff of the Joint Com-
mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The aldmiinistration's main argument for the DISC proposal boils
down in essence to the need to create a new tax loophole in order to
mitigate the damange being done by an already existing tax loophole.
In a statement presented to the House Ways and Means Conmnittee,
the Secretary of the Treasury said that the DISC proposal:

* * * is designed to provide the same type of U.S. tax treatment for U.S.
companies engaged in exporting as is presently available if they manufacture
abroad through foreign subsidiaries. The DISC proposal is designed to create
and preserve more jobs in the United States by causing a healthy expansion in
U.S. exports, and by making it as attractive from a tax standpoint for U.S.
companies to produce goods in the United States for export to world markets
as it is for them to build their factories in foreign countries and produce abroad.

He was referring to the fact that profits made by such foreign
subsidiaries are not presently taxed unless and until paid out as divi-
dends to the U.S. parent corporation. This, we agree, does create an
incentive to manufacture abroad, but we suggest that the way to deal
with the problem is to close the existing loophole rather than create
another one. The UAW has repeatedly urged that the profits of for-
eign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations be taxed currently, without
waiting for their repatriation.

The Government has yet to spell out the details of its R. & D. and
manpower training "incentives." On the assumption that the same in-
centive approach will be made, we think these two proposals can be
rejected as wasteful.

To call such tax giveaways incentives is to ignore the fact that the
revenues lost are grossly disproportionate to the results, if any,
accomplished.

Turning those revenues over to the corporations in a slack economy
is to drain them out of the stream of job-creating demand and to di-
vert them into idle savings in corporate treasuries and the coffers of
wealthy stockholding families.

To use them for public purposes, instead. or to improve the after-tax
buying power of low-income families would be to generate high-
velocity purclhasling power, lifting the economy toward full employ-
inent. whicih is by far the best and most effective stimulus to increased
investment and intensified training of the so-called hard-core unem-
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ployed, financed voluntarily by business, which it has always done
when there is a need.

The administration proposed to advance by 1 year, from January 1,
1973, to January 1, 1972, the increase in personal income tax exemp-
tions to $750 and the increase in the standard deduction to 15 percent
with a maximum of $2,000 already provided for by present law. This is
a one-shot, once-and-for-all tax reduction. It means tax savings total-
ing $2.2 billion for calendar year 1972, including nine-tenths of a bil-
lion dollars in fiscal year 1972, with the remainder effective the follow-
ing fiscal year. It will not reduce revenues available for public purposes
in future years below what they would have been in the absence of the
change proposed by the administration.

The tax handouts proposed for business, in contrast, are intended
as permanent measures, recurring year after year. The investment tax
credit would cost $2.7 billion in the current fiscal year, and $4.1 billion
in fiscal 1973. According to the White House, the revenue cost vill
fall to $2.5 billion in fiscal 1974 as a result of the reduction in tax
credit from 10 to .5 percent.

ADR, as noted, is estimated to cost approximately $3.9 billion per
year averaged over the next 10 years. The on-going revenue cost of
these two business windfalls is therefore $6.4 billion. To this should
be added another billion dollars, approximately, unofficially estimated
for DISC, plus something like $2 billion per vear in R. & D. man-
power training incentives.

The total thus becomes something less than $9 billion per year.
Allowing for futulre growthl, it is not unreasonable to say that the
average will be $10 billion per year over a 10-year period. This is
equal to 25 percent of the profits taxes paid by corporations in 1968,
the all -time record high year for corporate profits.

The continuing giveaway to business on the order of $10 billion
per year will not. of course, diminish the Government's requirement
for revenues to finance public sector needs that are growing apace.
The revenues will have to be sought elsewhere and the targets most
likely will be the low- and middle-income families. Administration
circles have for some time been making ominous references to a na-
tional value-added tax. which is merelv a variant of the regressive
sales tax.

With regard to the automobile excise tax, we can and do support
the proposal to eliminate the excise tax on passenger cars.
A.nachronistic and discriminatory, the tax does affect low-income fam-
ilies as well as the more prosperous. because given the sad state
into which urban mass transportation has been allowed to fall, cars
are no longer luxuries but necessities. Low-income families unable to
buy new cars will be aided nonetheless by elimination of the excise tax.
because prices of used cars are affected by prices of new cars. As the
l atter are reduced by removal of the excise tax, the former will decrease
also.

The industry has promised that the full savings of excise tax elimi-
nation will be passed on to consumers. Nevertheless. I for one share
the. misgivings others have expressed concerning the possibility of
creeping recapture by the automobile corporations in years to come
of excise tax savings intended to benefit consumers. The automobile is
a changing product from year to year and the annual model change
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provides a host of excuses to raise prices even if the unit production
costs are not increased.

The pricing methods of the automobile corporations provide a means
to assure, if Congress should be so inclined, that consumers will con-
tinue to reap the benefits of excise tax elimination despite the changes
in the product. The industry follows a so-called standard volume pric-
ing policy. This means that prices are fixed to yield a target rate of
return on investment at a given level of output. Overhead costs per
unit at that volume are added to labor, materials, and other direct
costs. The total of such unit costs is then increased by a markup which,
when multiplied by the number of units comprising standard volume,
will yield a dollar total of profits equal to the target percentage return
on investment.

It would be a relatively simple matter to specify in legislation that
the excise tax removal would apply only to companies which annually,
with the introduction of new models. and each time prices are changed,
filed certifications by genuinely independent auditors that their prices
do not represent a greater markup over the standard volume unit costs
than did their prices on, say, their 1971 models. The auditors would
have to certify, of course. that methods of determining standard
volume and all other pertinent factors were the same as in 1971. An
exception should be made for companies whose output in the preceding
year accounted for less than 20 percent of the industry's total output.
Such companies' prices are limited, in any event, by the prices fixed
by their bigger competitors.

With regard to the impact of the removal of the excise tax on unem-
ployment, we were bitterly disappointed to hear Mr. Cole of General
Motors and Mr. Iacocca of Ford say that any increases in production
resulting from the removal of the excise tax and imposition of the
import surcharge would be achieved through overtime rather than the
hiring of new wvorkers.

*Wre do believe the record shows that the proposed revenue reductions
and spending cuts, in combination, represent a transfer from the poor
to the rich, and we do not think the phrase "Robin Hood in reverse"
is badly applied. The victims of the various spending cuts proposed
are, in each case, the poor and middle-income groups. Welfare reform
is to be postponed for 1 year. Also to be postponed is revenue sharing.
We in the UAW have opposed this program because we consider it
unsound, but the proposal to postpone it undoubtedly means that the
administration will resist timely action to relieve the desperate finan-
cial plight of the cities bv other. more desirable means. The 10-percent
cut in economic aid is a blow to the poor and literally hungry peoples
of the economically underdeveloped countries. It is difficult to under-
stand why the President chose to cut economic aid rather than military
aid. which goes largely to prop up dictatorships around the world.

The remaining victims of the spending cuts are the government
workers, most of whom are in the lowv and lower middle income groups,
and those who depend upon them for services, who are likely to be in
the same income strata. Promised pay increases to government em-
ployees are to be postponed and the number of government workers is
to be reduced by 5 percent.

In fact a 5 percent cut in government employees will wipe out as
many jobs as would be ereated in the auto industry if excise tax
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elimination and the import surcharge wvere to bring about an increase
of 500,000 units in production of domestic cars and if that increased
production were fully reflected in increased employment rather than
overtime work. I think we should note that the ratio of 25,000 jobs for
each 100,000 cars produced, a ratio often cited by the administration
in recent weeks, applies not to jobs in the automobile industry as such,
but rather to all jobs involved, from extraction of raw materials to the
dealers' showrooms. There is reason to question whether that ratio
would apply on an incremental basis, since many of the jobs involved
represent overhead employment which does not vary in direct propor-
tion to output.

Specific recommendations. Mr. Chairman, that we would have, are
that Congress should rescind by legislative action the asset deprecia-
tion range system and should reject the administration's proposal to
revive the investment tax credit. If Congress does not see fit'to do this,
the credit should be established on an incremental basis, with some
base line of previous behavior to determine the amount of credit. And
taking Mr. Roche's assertion at face value, the credit should either
be limited to corporations below a specified size measured in terms of
net worth, sales or employment, or if applied to all corporations,
limited to a maximum amount related to the legitimate needs of the
small firm. Half of the credit should be set aside temporarily in a

* government trust fund to cushion adjustment for workers who might
be displaced as a result of investment for modernization purposes.

ire believe Congress should reject the attempt to open the new DISC
loophole in the tax laws for the benefit of a relative handful of Giant
international corporations. Instead, Congress should close the existing
loophole which is used as the excuse for the DISC proposal-that is,
profits of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations should be taxed
currently, whether or not they are immediately repatriated.

Congress, too, we believe. should reject any administration proposal
to create a new tax windfall in the guise of a trainling incentive and,
instead, should enact legislation based on the principles of the British
Industrial Training Act, whereby a training tax is imposed on all
employers and that tax rebated if in fact 'they establish approved
training programs.

Similarly, Congress should reject proposals to create windfall tax
handouts for research and development and again apply the prin-
ciples of the British 'Industrial Training Act. An R. & D. tax should
be imposed and rebated to einpi6yees with iR. & D. programs meeting
specified standard.

With regard to income tax changes, we believe the changes in per-
sonal income taxes should be made effective retroactive to January 1,
1971, instead of a year later, as proposed; that a flat dollar credit per
exemption should be substituted for the total of $100 in exemption
increases presently scheduled to take effect in two stages. This would
redistribute the tax-savings involved toward low- and middle-income
families. The total amount of the credit should be no less than the
$4.1 billion 'involved in the presently scheduled exemption increases
or at least $20 per exemption.

And the low income allowance should be increased substantially.
We continue to advocate that there should be a tlhoroughgo(oing

revision of existing laws for the purpose of closing loopholes that
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favor corporations and the wea'lthy, with the understanding that the
additional revenues raised 'will be spent promptly on employment-
generating programs serving national priority purposes.

I have already indicated that tthe'discriminatory auto excise tax
should 'be repealed; and in view of the fact that the presidents of the
two leading automobile companies 'have said that increased produc-
tion would 'be met by increased overtime and not 'by new hiring in
spite of the state of vast unemployment, this calls for an increase in
the overtime premium under the Fair Labor Standards Act. It is
clear that the present premium no longer operates 'as a deterrent and
should be at least double time instead of time and a half.

We believe the welfare reform 'bill now .in the Senate should be
improved and made effective at the earliest practicable date.

'We believe that to meet the crying need for aid to the cities, liberal-
ized financingg for grant-in-aid programs should be substituted for
the admin'istration's revenue-sharing proposals and put into effect
without delay.

We believe, too, the Congress should refuse concurrence in Presi-
dent Nixon's proposal to delay presentily scheduled wage and salary
increases for Federal employees, and should take whatever steps may
be necessary to make sure that those increases iare paid in accordance
with the previously established timetable.

We also believe some effective means should be found by the Con-
gress to force the release for spending of the $12 billion in appropri-
ated funds that the administration has impounded. Prompt spending
of that $12 billion will provide a major boost to employment, much of
it in the service of the financially hard-pressed cities.

Despite threats of a veto, which should be overridden if it be-
comes a fact, 'Congress should provide -for a substantial increase in
the number of jobs available for the unemployed in public service
employment.

The present intolerably high rate of unemployment is, by the record,
the deliberate creation of the national Government. As the vice presi-
dent of the Chase Manllattan Bank has said, if increased unemploy-
ment is the price of curbing inflation, then "the unemployed perform
an important social service by being out of work; I do not see why they
should not be paid for it." Therefore, without question, the unem-
ployed have a legitimate claim to benefits higher than the miserable
amounts now paid. The Congress should enact realistic minimum Fed-
eral standards governing benefit amounts and duration under the
State unemployment insurance laws and provide for temporary Fed-
eral supplementation up to the level of those standards until the States
have had an opportunity to conform.

WAe in the UAVW support the two features of STEP aimed at cor-
recting the balance-of-payments deficit. The suspension of gold con-
vertibility was 'an essential step toward compelling the revaluation of
undervalued currencies which put the United States at an unfair dis-
advantage in world trade, and toward reform of the world monetary
system. The temporary import surcharge can also be a useful bargain-
ing lever contributing to the same end and perhaps also to the relaxa-
tion of discriminatory and improper barriers to American exports.

It must be noted that those Europeans and Japanese 'who attribute
to the plight of the dollar to the unbridled export of capital by large
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U.S.-based international corporations are on sound ground. This prob-
lem and a host of associated problems flowing from it will continue
to plague our country until capital exports by such corporations are
brought under control. To that end, the UAW has proposed the crea-
tion of a Foreign Investment Licensing Board, which will permit
only those foreign investments by American firms Which can be
shown to be in the interest of the United 'States.

'We believe, too, that the investigation we have asked for of the
dollar speculation by these same U.S.-based international corporations
should be pursued.

The third factor contributing to the difficulties of the dollar and the
deficit in the balance of payments is the refusal of certain American
corporations to compete vigorously with foreign producers both in our
domestic market and in the world market. Outstanding among these,
of course, are the major automobile corporations. Here we have an in-
dustrv whose profits persistently run at rates far higher than the aver-
age for all manufacturing corporations, while simultaneously, 16
percent of its domestic market is served by imports. Where these two
conditions exist side by side, the conclusion is inescapable that the
industry is refusing to engage in price competition with imports.

We think that a proposed tax, which we have called a competition
promotion tax, could be an answer to this problem. It would apply
only to corporations in industries where the average rate of profits
on net worth for the industry had persistently, let's say over the pre-
ceding 5. years, and significantly, let's say by 15 percent, exceeded the
average rate for all manufacturing corporations; and imports of the
general type of product made by the industry have exceeded a specified
percentage-for example, 10 lercent-of total domestic consumption
during the tax year.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Woodcock, may I just interrupt to ask, as
I follow your prepared statement, you are about halfway through.
Will you be able to complete your prepared statement in a reasonably
short time?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Yes, I will try, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I will appreciate that.
Mr. WOODCOCK. 'With such a tax in effect, the firms covered could

increase their after-tax profits only by reducing their before-tax profits
orm by reducing the inflow of imports or by a combination of both. We

-seriously suggest the strong attention of this committee to this possi-
bility, because I do not know how long we can continue to live with
the anomaly of mounting imports, an enormously high profit target,
and the refusal of the automobile industry and other industries to
compete, either in our own domestic market or the world market.

The inequities under the freeze that we presently have are numerous
and demanding and, at present, are being patiently withstood. How
long that patience will last is a matter of speculation.

Certainly, we are not in the kind of situation that we had in the
Korean war. At that time, long-term collective bargaining contracts
were a rarity, most union contracts ran for a year, or if they ran for
2 years, had a wage opener in a second year and so could easily accom-
modate any changing situation. The UAW was one of the very few
unions at that time which had a longer than 2-year contract. The
Korean war freeze did not have the effect that today's freeze has had
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of converting into profits moneys contractually committed to the
workers. That is why we say that those raises now held up have to be
paid. These contractual obligations are owed to the workers and there
is no moral basis or possibly legal basis for taking that money from
the workers simply to deposit it in the corporation treasuries of their
employers.

With regard to what should come after the freeze, we have continued
to pursue for the past 14 years a proposal for a permanent price-wage
review board. Congressman Reuss in the House oii September 13 intro-
duced a bill, H.R. 10592, which would put this proposal into law.
Very franlkly, it goes to the question of those companies which are
price-dominant-we estimate there are about 100 such-who could not
increase their prices without a 60-day notice to a governmentally ap-
pointed board which is provided for on a tripartite basis. That board
would have power of subpena, and a covered company proposing to
increase prices would have to lay out under the power of subpena all
of the economic facts on which it claimed the necessity to increase
prices. If one of their claims was that demands of a labor union were
creating this situation, then that union, too, would be required to come
forward and lay all of its facts on the table.

We do not propose any powers of compulsion for this board, but
that it have simply the right to make all of the facts available to the
American people so that the power of democratic public opinion could
play into what is now a closed-out dark recess of our ecornonic life.

We would hope that this committee, too, would give serious atten-
tion to equity because the fact of our inflation is not that it is caused
by wage push. This inflation, like every inflation that we have had,
began with a price inflation unrelated to labor cost push. Only after
it had been in being, in this instance some 18 months, did the pressure
of catching up on wages begin to have an impact on the situation.

We think the enactment of such a bill will go to what we claim is
the basic cause of our present inflation, the real answer to the peculiar
behavior of prices in recessionary periods, surfacing first in 1958 and
again in 1970-71, where despite sharp drops in sales and heavy unem-
ployment, prices continued to rise. We think an analysis of those prices
will show that competitive prices follow the normal trend of competi-
tion and tend, in such periods, to drop. But administered prices, con-
trolled by relatively small numbers of huge corporations, we think,
are the cause of this anomaly, and we believe such a mechanism as de-
scribed in our statement, now introduced into at least the House of
Representatives, would provide a significant answer to this very trou-
blesome problem.

We do not propose it as a practical matter immediately after the
freeze, although it could be the answer to phase 2, but we certainly
propose that it could be an on-going answer on a permanent basis,
and we trulv believe that had we had such machinery through the
1960's we would not find ourselves in the economic difficulties that we
face today.

I would like to say that we are considerably disturbed by several
suggestions made to this committee that there should be guidelines tied
to productivity. That does not bother us too much, except we do not
think there is any necessity for static governmental guidelines, because
our contracts have historically followed national productivity, not the
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productivity of the automobile industry, which is substantially higher
than national productivity. But we are disturbed that there should be
proposals that cost-of-living compensation should be limited to partial
restoration of the prefreeze position.

In an inflationary period, when all prices are rising and incomes rise
accordingly, to deliberately deny to one segment of the population,
namely the working people-and most of the working people are under
union contracts-their right to keep level with the rise in price is sim-
ply to take from them a portion of the increased total income and hand
it to another section of the economic population. The cost-of-living pro-
posal which we had to fight a year ago to win back in its equitable form,
after a 67-day strike in the General Motors Corp., is counterinflation-
ary, is good for the country. When the second and third year increases
are tied to a 3 percent improvement factor as they are in the automo-
bile and agricultural implement contracts, and the rest of it is tied to
price increases, with that portion of the -wage not paid if in fact prices
do not increase, is the precise kind of permanent stabilization from col-
lective bargaining which can meet a big piece of our on-going problem.
We would 'hope that the committee does not give too much credence
to wage guidelines that would restrict workers to a partial cornpensa-
tion for cost-of-living increases.

On the question of the myth of low profits, I do not have to advise
you, Mr. Chairman, because you have pointed out the maldistribution
of profits. But the fact is that profits through the second quarter of
1971 are very close to their maximum previous peaks made in 1968 and
1969; in the second quarter, the figures just released by FTC-SEC show
that it was the third highest quarter in aggregate profits in history.
Of course, when you extract the figure showing that the smaller com-
panies are still going down, then it clearly underscores that the biggest
companies are moving toward record levels that would, if unchecked,
spell out beyond any doubt the inequities of the present performance.

I think, too, that the maldistribution of profits, with the corpora-
tions with assets of less than $1 billion losing ground in the first quar-
ter of this year by 16.2 percent, as opposed to a year ago, whereas the
profits of those over $1 billion have increased by 18.8 percent, further
underscores the necessity of price review in that sector of the economy
which is the administered pricing section, which takes in practically
all of the corporations with assets over $1 billion.

With regard to the restriction on dividends, we find little to get
excited about there. It makes not too much difference whether the hold-
ers of the stock get their increased advantage through immediate cash
increase in their dividends or capital appreciation through the in-
creased value of the stock, because profits are otherwise rising and not
being immediately paid out.

We are not satisfied that interest rates are drifting down. We believe
that the powers afforded the administration under the Credit Control
Act, which include the rolling back of interest rates certainly one of
our most difficult inflationary problems-should be utilized precisely
for the purpose of rolling back interest rates and not simply freezing
them at their recent highest levels.

We also draw to the attention of the committee the income equaliza-
tion tax, as we have called it, which, in its broad outline, was publicized
in the British magazine, the Economist, in articles published in the
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September 28 and November 30 issues of 1963, which provides that as
other incomes, other nonwage incomes increase, to the extent that their
rate of increase is greater than the rate of increase in wages, then there
should be a tax to recapture that additional increase.

If we are to have wage restraints, then clearly there has to be a total
across-the-board incomes policy which goes to all forms of income
and not simply to wage income. Our statement describes in some detail
the proposed tax.

I think it is quite obvious, too, that the contracts that are in existence
have to be allowed to operate. In phase 2, if regulations are to be estab-
lished, obviously, new negotiations have to conform to them. Most of
the major industrial contracts concluded were heavily frontloaded,
and most of them-practically all of them, I believe, in the second and
third year-are clearly within what could be considered reasonable sta-
bilization standards. We have said, and we mean it, that if our con-
tracts are interfered with, as they never have been in the past under the
most difficult of circumstances, as far as we are concerned there is no
contract. If I had agreed last November to sell a house for $30,000 and
I was now told that all I could get for that house was $25.000. I can
say, well, I will not sell the house. There is no difference between a
labor contract, which delivers for a 3-year period the willingness of
people to work in that establishment, and any other kind of commercial
contract in that regard.

We think, too, if we are in for a restraint period, the whole question
of profit-sharing should be encouraged. Because clearly profit-sharing
comes after the fact, after the prices have been established, after the
prices nave been paid, all expenses 'have been paid; and therefore, it
is entirely noninflationary in its impact.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Woodcock follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEONARD WOODCOCK

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on President Nixon's New Economic
Policy (NEP) and to suggest practical, constructive and equitable alternatives
to some of its features.

The NEP itself is a confession of the failure of the Administration's previous
policy of deliberately engineering recession in the misguided belief that the way
to combat inflation was to inflict unemployment upon millions of workers, to
idle more than a fourth of the nation's industrial capacity and to suffer the
loss of the many billions of dollars of wealth that the jobless workers and the
unused capacity could have created.

Tn most of its main features, the new policy is equally misguided. It will have
little, if any. effect in reducing the present intolerable level of unemployment. It
is rife with inequities. And it reflects a perverse sense of national priorities.

The members of the UATW, and American workers generally, have a profound
interest in NEP not only because the wage freeze and its aftermath will have a
direct impact upon the welfare of their families but also because certain of its
other features, if approved by Congress, will have far-reaching effects upon the
distribution of income and the quality of life in America. I shall deal first with
these latter features, next with those aspects of NEP bearing on imports and
the balance of payments, and finally with price and wage stabilization.

TAXES AND UNEMPLOYMENT

The NEP. avowedly, addresses itself to three problems-unemployment, in-
flation and the balance of payments.

The seriousness of the unemployment problem cannot be exaggerated. At
latest report, unemployment affected 6.1 percent of the labor force by the official
measure-higher (except for two recent months when the rate reached 6.2 per-

67-19.3-71-pt. 4 2
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cent) than at any time since November 1961. The official figure, however, takes
no account of perhaps a million 'discouraged" workers who are not counted
as unemployed because, seeing no hope of obtaining work, they have given up
the search for jobs and of another 3 million who are involuntarily on reduced
working hours for economic reasons.

As of July 1971, there were 54 major labor market areas with unemployment
rates of 6 percent or more compared to 6 in January 1969, when the Nixon
Administration took office.

As is usual, the main victims of unemployment are the most disadvantaged
mnemnbers of our society-the unskilled, the poor and the black and, particularly,
the youngest members of those groups, whose hopes have been blighted im-
mediately upon their entrance into the labor force. In addition, the Admiinis-
tration's failure to plan the transition from a wartime to a peacetime economy
has inflicted disproportionately high unemployment upon veterans and abnor-
mally, perhaps unprecedentedly, high unemployment upon scientists and engi-
neers, as well as others, displaced from defense production.

The human tragedy and waste of unemployment has its sad reflections in
other forms of waste-an industrial capacity that is limping along inefficiently
at 73 percent utilization, a slowdown of productivity wvhich, despite recent ac-
celeration, is far below the trend level and a GNP that is $70 billion (in second
quarter 1971 dollars) below the understated official measure of potential.

Clearly, ours is an economy that now needs the stimulus of sharp increases
in demand-increases in consumer spending by the tens of millions of families
whose incomes are below the level determined by BLS to be the minimum neces-
sary for a "moderate" standard of living-increases in government spending to
ease the financial plight of the cities, to cope with environmental pollution, to
eliminate urban blight, to improve education, to bring adequate health care
within the reach of all, to end poverty, to provide efficient and reliable mass
transportation, to create a sound system of criminal justice and rehabilitation,
to improve public recreational facilities and to deal with all the other deficiencies
in the public sector.

By tax cuts for low- and middle-income consumers and by stepped-up public
spending-financed in part by closing tax loopholes that favor corporations
and the wealthy-the Administration could quickly provide work for the jobless,
put idle productive capacity into operation, rapidly boost productivity and close
the gap between actual and potential GNP while, at the same time, making
sizable inroads on unmet and urgent public and private needs.

Instead, the Administration proposes to open up huge new tax loopholes for
business-which will sharply diminish badly needed government revenues in-
definitely into the future-while throwing low- and middle-income consumers
the bone of a one-shot, one-year advancement of an already scheduled tax cut
that is dwarfed by the tax handouts offered corporations.

Although attention has centered on the proposal to revive the investment tax
credit, this is only one of several items in a multi-billion dollar giveaway of
tax revenues to corporations under the guise of providing so-called "incentives"
to do what they -would largely do anyway for sound business reasons. The other
elements are the change in depreciation rules made administratively a few
months ago-the so-called Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) whose legality is
presently being challenged in the courts by the UAW. among others, the pro-
posed Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) legislation, and an
"incentive" for research and development whose details are as yet unspecified
hut which can safely be assumed to be of the same essential character as the
other measures. In addition, in recent days. there have been reports that the
Administration will propose further "incentive" tax reductions to corporations
allegedly for the purpose of stimulating them to train the so-called "hard core"
unemployed.

Making a rough allowance for the cost of those measures which have not yet
been spelled out in detail, it seems likely that they will add up to an on-going
reduction of somewhere in the neighborhood of 20 to 25 percent of total cor-
porate tax liabilities.

Investment credit a windfall
While described as "incentives," these tax cuts are in reality windfalls. The

investment tax credit, for example, is available for investment that would have
been made in any event as well as for any-inevitably relatively small-amount
of additional investment that might be attributable to it. (In fact, the credit is
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available even to a firm that responds to the "incentive" by reducing the
amounts of its investment below previous levels.) Thus, in the unlikely event
that the credit stimulates an investment increase of as much as 10 percent, more
than 90 percent (100 divided by 110) of the credit will represent tax revenues
wasted in paying businesses for investments made for reasons that have
absolutely nothing to do with the credit.
5297 million for GM

Any doubts on that score should lie laid to rest by the press reports quoting
numerous corporation executives who state flatly that their investment plans
will not be changed if the credit is enacted. For example, in a prepared state-
ment issued on August 31, 1971. in which he hailed the NEP, James Roche.
chairman of the General Motors Corporation, said:

'. . . the investment tax credit is intended to stimulate spending, especially
by some smaller companies and those in weak financial condition. It should he
understood that most companies of any size determine their purchases of equip-
ment by the needs of the business and not by any short-term tax advantages."

The sweeping nature of Mr. Roche's statement makes it clear that GM's in-
vestment plans were equally unaffected by the investment tax credit when it
was previously in effect. That, however, did not prevent GM from claiming the
credit. In fact, it obtained $297 million in investment tax credits in the period
1962-70. From the standpoint of what the "incentive" accomplished, that was
$297 million of public revenues washed down the drain-a sheer waste of monies
that could have been put to good use for public purposes.

If the intention behind the investment credit is. in fact, as Mr. Roche believes,
to stimulate spending "by some smaller companies and those in weak financial
condition," the wastefulness of the credit is underlined. The overwhelming por-
tion of the tax revenues lost as a result of the credit will go to benefit the larg-
est and financially strongest corporations. What sense is there to subsidizing GM
to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars in order to provide the few thou-
sands of dollars that could be helpful to some small and shaky firm ?

There are better ways than the investment credit to help those small businesses
that need and deserve help, and at far less cost to the public treasury.

One method, that deserves the most serious consideration by Congress would
be protection of small firms against monopsonistic abuses by the larger corpora-
tions to which they sell. A small manufacturer of original equipment automobile
parts or components. for example, has no market other than the giant auto cor-
porations and, as a result, he is at their mercy-which is far from tender. The
mail recently brought to the UAW an unsigned note enclosing a copy of an in-
ternal Ford Motor Company memorandum dated August 24, 1971, and signed by
W. D. Innes, the Company's Executive Vice President. The memo instructed the
recipients as to the steps to be taken for "Profit Improvements." Point 5 reads
as follows:

"Vendor Price Reductions-In addition to avoiding future increases, we should
attempt to 'roll-back' vendor prices-renegotiate prices already established. Re-
ports should be submitted by August 30 by Mr. Mills (covering all activities
except AAD) and 'by Mr. Bergmoser (for AAD) on the approach to be taken on
this and the total potential savings, followed by weekly reports on actual sav-
ings achieved."

Later in this statement, I will propose other measures to help small business.
In the statement previously quoted, Mr. Roche of GM made it clear both that

ADR represents a waste of revenues similar to the investment credit and that
the trickle-down theory on which the Administration's tax proposals are based
is entirely without merit. He said: "c * * it must be noted that the tax credit
and accelerated depreciation apply only after equipment is purchased and put
to use. This, like the other elements of the program, means very little unless we can
achieve the improved economy the President has called for."

In other words, according to Mr. Roche, the real stimulus to investment is a
healthy economy in which consumer and public demand press on existing pro-
ductive capacity. To that belief we wholeheartedly subscribe.
NIEP taxr changes and unemployment

With the Madison Avenue gimmickry that is characteristic of the present Ad-
ministration the investment tax credit has been labeled a "job development"
credit. It is obvious, however, that with the effect of the credit on the level
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of investment marginal, at best, its contribution to employment must also be
marginal.

In fact, its effect on employment, to the extent that it has any effect at all, is
more likely to be negative. With existing industrial capacity utilized only to the
extent of 73 percent, there is little reason to invest in expansion. Such invest-
ment as will be made in the absence of major increases in demand will be for
purposes of "modernization," i.e., to replace existing plant and equipment with
more efficient facilities. In fact, the proponents of the credit argue that it will
help to increase productivity. But unless markets expand, higher productivity
means that fewer workers are required to satisfy demand for the products of
industry. Thus, unless accompanied by measures designed to boost demand
sharply, the investment tax credit, to the limited extent that it may tend to
increase investment, will become a job destruction rather than a job develop-
ment measure.

What industry lacks today is not machinery but customers and the investment
credit could make the latter even scarcer.

Although the credit is unlikely to affect materially the volume of investment,
the proposal to start it at 10 percent and then reduce it to 5 percent after August
1972 would undoubtedly affect the timing of investment. It would push forward
already planned investment to the period before Election Day 1972. This pro-
posed political manipulation of tax rates has serious economic dangers. Ac-
cording to the Zuew York Times for September 15, 1971, the Chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee was joined by the ranking Republican mem-
ber in expressing concern that the proposed drop in tax rates:

"* * * would induce businesses to order so much equipment in the next 12
months that the equipment producers would suffer a depression afterwards * * $"

ADR windfall
ADR, of course, is a smilar windfall. It merely permits corporations to reduce

their taxes by charging depreciation at higher rates than were previously per-
mitted on investments that already have been made, before the Administration
promulgated ADR, and that would be made in the future even if ADR did not
exist. It represents a wasteful dissipation of tax revenues for the benefit of
corporations and their stockholders-estimated variously at $37 to $39 billion
over the next 10 years. If it has any effect at all on levels of investments, ADR,
like the investment credit, will stimulate job-destroying modernization under
present conditions rather than job-creating expansion. In addition, the power
of the Administration to put ADR into effect is at least questionable on legal
grounds and the uncertainty created by the pending court challege assures that,
for the time being at least, it will have no effect on business decisions.

DISC windfall
The DISC proposal would exempt from taxes profits made by subsidiaries

(so-called "Domestic International Sales Corporations" or "DISCs") set up by
manufacturing corporations to handle export sales unless and until (with a
few minor exceptions) those profits have been paid out as dividends to the
parent corporation. The alleged purpose is to provide an 'incentive" to stimulate
exports.

This is not the place to review in detail all the loopholes for evasion of
corporate profits taxes that would be opened up by enactment of DISC. Those
were thoroughly explored and exposed in a "Confidential Committee Print" of
a report dated July 13, 1970, which was prepared for the House Ways and
Means Committee by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation. One example, however, may be useful to indicate the general effect
of the proposed legislation. The confidential report says that the rules for
pricing products transferred to a DISC by its parent corporations:

". . . would, in effect, attribute to the 'DrSC a significant proportion of the
profits attributable to the parent's manufacturing activities.

* * * * * * *

"The special pricing rules which would apply to a DISC would have the effect
of according tax exemption or deferral to profits that presently are considered
to be manufacturing profits derived from U.S. sources. In other words, what is
presently considered a U.S. source manufacturing profit could be channeled into
the DISC and thereby exempted from U.S. tax when earned by the DISC and,
in addition, treated as foreign source income when distributed by the DISC."

Aside from providing tax loopholes, the purely windfall character of DISC
tax exemption is made evident in the following paragraph of the report:
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,'To obtain the benefits provided by the DISC proposal, a corporation is not
required to increase its exports. A corporation presently engaged in exporting
may channel its existing exports through a DISC subsidiary and thereby ex-
empt or defer U.S. tax on the portion of its export profits which may be allocated
to the DISC under the special pricing rules. In other words, the tax benefits
granted under the DISC proposal are not conditioned on any increase in export
sales."

In fact, it might be added that the tax exemption would be available even if
exports were reduced1. Thus, this alleged "incentive," like the investment tax
credit, provides rich tax rewards for contributing less to the avowed purpose
as well as for contributing more.

The report estimated that, if the entire tax saving were passed on in price
reductions in order to obtain export sales (which is hardly likely to happen):

"* * * the $600 million revenue loss estimated by the Treasury * * * would
give rise to an increase in export of about $300 million."

Others have estimated the annual revenue loss at nearer to $1 billion than
to the Treasury's estimate of $600 million.

.The Administration's main argument for the proposal boils dowvn, in essence,
to the feed, to create a nets tax loophole in order to mitigate the damage being
done by an already existing tax loophole. In a statement presented to the House
Ways and TMeans Committee on September S, 1971, Secretary of the Treasury
Connally said that the DISC proposal:

"* * * is designed to provide the same type of U.S. tax treatment for U.S.
companies engaged in exporting as is presently available if they manufacture
abroad through foreign subsidiaries. The DISC proposal is designed to create
and preserve more jobs in the United States by causing a healthy expansion in
U.S. exports, and by making it as attractive from a tax standpoint for U.S.
companies to produce goods in the United States for export to world markets
as it is for them to build their factories in foreign countries and produce
abroad."

Oe was referring to the fact that profits made by such foreign subsidiaries
are not presently taxed unless and until paid out as dividends to the U.S.
parent corporation. This undoubtedly does create an incentive to manufac-
ture abroad rather than in the U.S. It apparently has not occurred to the
Administration, however-despite its expressed concern to increase exports
and otherwise improve the balance of payments-that the way to deal with
the problem is to close the existing loophole rather than to create another
one. The UAW has repeatedly urged that profits of foreign subsidiaries of
U.S. corporations be taxed currently, 'without waiting for their repatriation.
To do so, however, would increase rather than reduce the taxes payable by
the corporations involved-which perhaps explains why the Nixon Adminis-
tration overlooked that means of discouraging the growth of overseas manu-
facture -by U.S. firms. (In passing, it should be noted that there is an obvious
inconsistency between the Nixon Administration's plea for DISC on grounds
that it will keep U.S. jobs from going abroad and its vigorous, in fact mili-
tant, efforts to obtain removal of restrictions that hamper American corpo-
rations seeking to invest in productive facilities in Japan-facilities intended
to serve not only the Japanese market but also the U.S. and "third"
markets-)

It is also probably of some relevance. given the biases of the present Ad-
ministration, that the lion's share of the Administration's proposed DISC
tax windfall would go to the largest corporation. The confidential staff re-
port says:

"The major impact of the revenue loss from DISC would. of course, be con-
centrated among the major exporting companies. The Commerce Department
estimates that roughly 100 of the largest U.S. firms account for the majority of
our exports, more than 50 percent. although this is a rough guess. They would pre-
sumably receive approximately their proportionate share of the tax reduction.
If they account for 50 percent of our exports, they would, of course, receive about
$300 million out of $600 million."

Apparently the DISC Proposal was too much even for the stomachs of a large
number of the corporation executives who made tip the membership of the
Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy (the "Williams
Commission"). According to the TVall Strect Journal for Septemher 14. 1971:

"The members 'failed to reach a consensus' on Mr. Nixon's Domestic Inter-
national Sales Corp. bill, one insider says, because about half of them worried
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that the cost of tax deferral on export profits wou]d outweight the benefit of
encouraging exports."
R. & D. and nuanpower training "incentives"

TIhe Administration has yet to spell out the details of its R & D "incentive,"
referred to in President Nixon's August 15 address and the manpower training
"incentive" mentioned in the press in recent days. Judging by the track record,
however, it can be predicted that these will be of the same general nature as
the investment tax credit and DISC: that they will provide tax reductions for
R & D and training expenses that would have been incurred in any event and
that the tax handouts will be available to firms that decrease as well as to those
that increase such expenditures.
Tax "incentives" in general

To call such tax giveaways "incentives" is to bring to mind George Orwell's
"Newspeak." To put it mildly, the revenues lost are grotesquely disproportionate
to the results, if any, accomplished. The revenues involved would be far better
used if devoted to public spending on the nation's priorities and to tax relief for
those at the bottom of the income structure. To turn those revenues over to corpo-
rations in a slack economy is to drain them out of the stream of job-creating
demand and to divert them into idle savings in corporate treasuries and the
coffers of wealthy stockholding families. To use them, instead, for public pur-
poses or to improve the after-tax buying power of low-income families would be
to generate high-velocity purchasing power, lifting the economy toward full em-
ployment, which is by far the best and most effective stimulus to Increase invest-
ment and intensified training of the so-called "hard core" unemployed financed
voluntarily by business.
Tax changes for individuals

{The Administration proposes to advance by one year, from January 1, 1973, to
January 1, 1972, the increase in personal income tax exemptions to $750 and the
increase in standard deduction to 15 percent (maximum $2,000) already provided
for by present law. As noted, this is a one-shot, once-and-for-all tax reduction. It
means tax savings totaling $2.2 billion for calendar year 1972, according to
Secretary Connally, including $0.9 billion in fiscal year 1972 with the remainder
effective the following fiseal year. It will not reduce revenues available for public
purposes in future years below what they would have been in the absence of the
change proposed by the Administration.

The tax handouts proposed for business. in contrast. are intended as permanent
measures, continuing year after year, indefinitely into the future and reducing
federal revenues below presently anticipated levels forever. The investment tax
credit, by the Secretary's estimate, would cost $2.7 billion in the current fiscal
year and $4.1 billion in fiscal year 1973. According to the White House, the
revenue cost will fall to $2.5 billion in fiscal 1974 as a result of reduction of the
credit from 10 percent to 5 percent. (It should increase in subsequent years as
the volume of investment rises with the growth of the economy.) ADR. as noted,
is estimated to cost approximately $3.9 billion per year. averaged over the next
10 years. The ongoing revenue cost of these two business windfalls is therefore
$6.4 billion. To this should be added another S1 billion, approximately. unofficially
estimated for DISC, plus-to make a guess that probably underestimates the Ad-
ministration's generosity to its business supporters-something like $2 billion per
year in R & D and manpower training "incentives."

The total thus becomes something on the order of $9 billion per year. Allow-
ing for future growth, it is not unreasonable to say 'that the average will be
$10 billion per year over a 10 year period. This is equal to 25 percent of the profits
taxes paid by corporations in 1968, the all-time record high year for corporate
profits. (Taking into account the fact that part of the tax giveaways involved
would go to unincorporated businesses, the aggregate tax savings to corporations
would still amount to between one-fourth and one-fifth of their peak year taxes.)
By the eleventh year, the continuing benefits to business would have equalled 50
times the one-shot $2.2 billion tax savings to individuals.

It Is little wonder that corporations have accepted so readily the 90-day freeze
on their prices with such lavish benefits promised them in return.

A continuing giveaway to business on the order of $10 billion per year will
not, of course, diminish the government's requirements for revenues to finance
public sector needs that are growing apace. The revenues will have to be sought
elsewhere and the targets, most likely, will be the low- and middle-income
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families to whom the Administration proposes to throw a one-shot tax reduc-
tion bone. Administration circles have for some time been making ominous ref-
erences to a national value added tax-which is merely a variant of the regres-
sive sales tax. If the corporate giveaways are enacted, low- and mniddle-income
families will pay dearly for their tax bone in the not-too-distant future.

The bone, moreover, is an bare one at that. A $50 exemption increase for a
family in the 14 percent tax bracket amounts to $7 per year per person in taxes
saved. The same exemption increase is worth $35 per person to familiies In the
70 percent bracket.

The Nixon Administration is impelled to discriminate against low- and middle-
income families even when such miserly amounts are involved. The ADR is
already in effect (although under challenge in the courts) but the Administra-
tion can brook no delay In adding investment credit billions to ADR billions.
The investment credit is proposed to be made effective August 15, 1971; but
tax reduction for individuals is proposed to be delayed until January 1972. (The
Administration has indicated that it would not object to making the investment
credit retroactive to April 1, 1971-i.e., to giving corporations an "incentive" to
do what they already have done.)
Auto ezcise tax

We can and do support the proposal to eliminate the excise tax on passenger
cars. This is an anachronistic and discriminatory tax. It is one of the few excise
taxes increased to finance first World War II and then again the Korean War
that still remains at the World War II level. It affects low-income families as
well as the more prosperous because, given the sad state Into which urban mass
transportation has been permitted to fall, cars are no longer luxuries but neces-
sities. Residents of urban ghettos are often unable to accept available jobs, which
are increasingly In the suburbs, for lack both of public transportation and of cars
to enable them to get to work. They and other low-income families unable to
buy new cars will be aided, nevertheless, by elimination of the excise tax be-
cause prices of used cars are affected by prices of new cars. As the latter are
reduced by removal of the excise, the former will decrease also.

The industry has promised that the full savings of excise tax elimination will
be passed on to consumers. The auto corporations, in fact, are publicly committed
to rebate the excise to consumers who buy cars at present frozen prices between
August 15 and the date excise tax elimination is enacted, assuming retroactivity
to that date.

Nevertheless, I share the misgivings others have expressed concerning the pos-
sibility of creeping recapture by the auto corporations in years to come of excise
tax savings intended to benefit consumers. The automobile is a changing product
from year to year and the annual model change provides a host of excuses to
raise prices even if unit production costs are not increased.

The pricing methods of the auto corporations provide a means to assure, if
Congress should be so inclined, that consumers will continueto reap the benefits
of excise tax elimination despite changes in the product. The industry follows
a so-called "standard volume" pricing policy. This means that prices are fixed to
yield a target rate of return on investment at a given level of output. Overhead
costs per unit at that volume are added to labor, materials and other direct costs.
The total of such unit costs is then increased by a mark-up which, when multi-
plied by the number of units comprising standard volume, will yield a dollar
total of profits equal to the target percentage return on investment.

It would be a relatively simple matter to specify in legislation that the excise tax
removal shall apply only to companies which annually, with the introduction of
new models, and each time prices are changed, file certifications by genuinely in-
dependent auditors that their prices do not represent a greater mark-lip over
standard volume unit costs than did their prices on, say, their 1971 models. The
auditors would have to certify, of course, that methods of determining standard
volume and all other pertinent factors were the same as in 1971. In order to allow
flexibility in the pricing of individual car models, it would be sufficient to require
a single certification covering each company's entire range of cars. Such legisla-
tion would have the additional value of, in effect, setting a ceiling on the auto
corporations' mark-ups over costs which are already much too high.

An exception should be made, however, for companies whose output in the pre-
ceding year accounted for less than 20 percent of the industry's total output.
Such companies' prices are limited, In any event, by the prices fixed by their
bigger competitors and their rates of return on investment tend to be lotver than
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those of the larger firms. Excepting them from the certification requirement would
enable them to retain the benefits of reductions in unit costs achieved through
increasing their shares of the total market, if they were able to do so.
Avto excise and employment

Removal of the auto excise tax is the one element of NEP that seemed to offer
genuine promise of significantly increasing employment. That promise has now
been brought into question by the Presidents of the two major automobile cor-
porations, Edward N. Cole of General Motors and Lee A. Iacocca of Ford. Both
of them were quoted in the press as indicating that increases in production result-
ing from removal of the excise and imposition of the import surcharge would be
achieved through overtime rather than through hiring new workers from the
ranks of the unemployed.

Mr. Tacocca said that if demand hit an annual rate of 11 million vehicles in the
last quarter "you would see a lot of overtime raising average weekly earnings."
Mr. Cole's statement was to the same general effect and GMI's position was ma.de
even clearer 'by John Z. DeLorean, GM1 vice president 'and head of the Chevrolet
Division. The latter said:

"The first step to new job is overtime. If increased production is needed over a
longer period of time, then we'll put people on."

As I said 'at the time in a statement released to the press:
"This make a mockery of the stated intention of President Nixon's new 'game

pl]an' as it relates to the auto industry. The elimination of the auto excise tax. the
higher duty.on foreign cars and the devaluation of the dollar-all designed to
boost domestic car sales-were supposed to create thousands of new jobs. Instead,
they will apparently create only overtime pay."
Spending Cutts

'Whatever limited possibilities there might be of increased employment resulting
from the tax cuts called for in NEP will be more than offset by the proposed re-
ductions in government spending. According to the Administration's own figures.
as released at the White House August 15. the net reductions in revenues under
NEP would be $4.2 billion in fiscal 1972 while e-nenditure reductions would total
$4.7 billion. Thus, the government would be taking out of the economy with one
hand a ha'lf-billion dollars more of demand than it would be putting in with the
other hand. Even setting aside the fact that the revenue reductions would go
largely into corporate and stockholder savings, while the expenditure reductions
are at the exnense of persons who save little or nothing, the net effect would be
to reduce rather than to increase employment. The Nobel-Prize-winning econo-
mist. Panul Samuelson, 'properly concluded:

"* * * that won't create one extra job. It will create negative jobs * * *. That
would completely emasculate his whole program."

Perverse priorities
In effect, the revenue reductions and spending cuts in combination represent a

transfer from the poor to the rich. It is this fact that has given rise to the phrase
"Robin Hood in reverse."

The vietims of the various snending cuts proposed are, in each case, the poor
and middle income grouns. Welfare reform, the one forward-looking orogram pro-
posed by the Administration, is to be postponed for one year. The President ap-
pTmrently thinks he will no longer'be able to afford it after bestowing his largesse
upon the coroorations. Also to 'be postponed is revenue sharing. We in the TJAW
have onposed this program becaulse we consider it unsound. But the proposal to
postpone it undoubtedly means that the Administration will resist timely action
to relieve the desperate financial plight of the cities by other, more desirable
means. Again, the poor are the victims becanse it is they who suffer most when
the cities are unable to finance essential services. The 10 percent cut in economic
aid is a blow to the poor and literally hungry of the economically underdeveloped
countries. The recently announced exemption of Latin America from the ent in
aid is all to the good-provided it does not mean that other continents. equally or
more severely afficted by poverty, will have to take cuts greater than 10 percent.
It is difflenlt. in faet imnossible, to understand why the President chose economic
aid for this cut rather than military aid which goes largely to prop up dicta tor-
shins.

The remainina victims of the spending cuts are the government workers-most
of whom are in the low- and lower-middle-income groups-and thoqe who denend
upon them for services, who are likely to be in the same income strata. Promised
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pay increases to government employees are to 'be postponed and the number of
government workers is to be reduced by 5 percent.

The fact that the reduction of government employment is to be accomplished
through attrition does not alter the essential fact that the total number of
job opporunities available in the economy will be significantly decreased. In
fact, a 5 percent cut in government employment will wipe out as many jobs
as would be created in the auto industry if excise tax elimination and the
import surcharge wore to bring about an increase of 500,000 units in production
of domestic cars and if that increased production were fully reflected in in-
creased employment rather than in overtime work. (Incidentally, it might be well
to note for the benefit of the Committee that the ratio of 25,000 jobs for each
100,000 cars produced-a ratio often cited by the Administration in recent
weeks-applies not to jobs in the auto industry as such but rather to all jobs
involved from extraction of the new raw materials to the dealers' showrooms.
There is reason to question whether that ratio would apply on an incremental
basis since many of the jobs involved represent overhead employment which does
not vary in direct proportion to output.)

Failure on employinent front
The most puzzling aspect of NEP is its failure to come directly to grips with

the most serious unemployment problem the nation has faced in a decade.
Unless it is completely blinded by its trickle-down ideology, the Administration
must know that its proposed tax handouts to business, at best, will make only
a minimal contribution to employment and one that could well be offset by its
expenditure cuts.

The rationale for government intervention into the price-wage field, which
Is NEP's biggest break with the Administration's past policy on the domestic
economic front. is that, absent such intervention, measures to boost employ-
ment might aggravate inflation. Now the Administration has bitten the bullet
with its (grossly inequitable) wage-price freeze and its commitment to con-
tinue with some form of stabilization follow-ing the end of the freeze. The
cause of previous inhibitions having been thus removed, the Administration
should now be moving full steam ahead to increase employment. Its political
interests, if nothing else, would seem to so dictate.

Yet, although the Administration is attempting to sell NEP as a program,
in the President's words, for "creating new jobs and halting inflation," it in-
cludes no measures that can be counted upon to bring about a sharp reduction
of the unemployment rate.

RECOM MENDATIONS REGARDING TAXES AND EMPLOYMfENT

The analysis in the preceding pages foreshadows many of the recommenda-
tions I wash to place before the Committee for its consideration in connection
with the tax and employment aspects of NE, P. I have deliberately withheld
those recommendations to this point, however, in order that they may be
evaluated in their totality and in the light of the analysis as a whole.

Taxes
With regard to the tax proposals listed below, I would like to emphasize

again that this country is in serious danger of eroding to the vanishing point-in
the name of "incentives"-important sources of tax revenues desperately needed
to meet urgent problems that seem to be crowding in upon us at an accelerating
pace.

I recognize fully that carefully devised tax measures can provide powerful
impetus for corporations to enlist in the service of important public purposes.
But those measures need not always take the form of offering rewards-at
the expense of the Treasury-for doing what is desired (and certainly not re-
wards for doing what corporations would do in any event in their own interests) .
Equally powerful, and often more powerful, are tax measures that add to
revenues at the expense of those who refuse to cooperate toward the attainment
of society's goals. Few. in fact, will withhold their cooperation if such measures
are carefully designed. Thus, the end result is to accomplish the desired social
purpose without impairment of public revenues.

Specific examples of the kinds of tax measures I have in mind appear below
in connection with incentives for research and development and manpower
training.
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Recommendations
The recommendations with regard to taxes and employment are as follows:
1. ADR: Congress should rescind ADR by legislative action and should

prohibit any future changes in depreciation rules -by the Executive Branch.
2. Investment tax credit: Congress should reject the Administration's

proposal to revive the credit.
To subsidize private investment indiscriminately out of government revenues

is both unsound and highly distasteful. The soundest and most effective means
for stimulating investment is a full employment economy. In the event, how-
ever, that Congress should find politically Irresistible the pressure for some
form of eredit, I would propose that:

(a) The credit should be established on an incremental basis. This would
mean that the credit would be available only for investment in excess of (i)
the dollar amount of investment in excess of the average during a base period
of. say, the preceding 3 years, or (ii) the amount of investment in excess of
the average ratio of investment to sales in a similar base period, or (iii) the
amount of investment in excess of the depreciation taken for tax purposes in
the same year. This approach at least would make the results more nearly
commensurate with the revenue loss.

(b) Given the assertions by Mr. Roche and other business spokesmen that
the investment plans of large corporations are not affected by the credit, the
credit should be either (i) limited to corporations below a specified size
measured in terms of net worth, sales or employment, or (ii) if applied to all
corporations, limited to a maximum amount related to the legitimate needs
of small firms.

(c) Half of the credits should be set aside temporarily in a government
trust fund to cushion adjustment for workers who might be displaced as a
result of investment for "modernization" purposes. The monies involved
would be held in the reserve for 5 years during which period it would be used
to pay specified benefits to adversely affected workers. The amount required
to be set aside would be reduced for companies that established sound pro-
grams to pay such benefits. Monies remaining at the end of five years would
revert to the company involved. Thus, the firm would have an incentive to plan
carefully to minimize dislocation of its workers. If the firm's reserve proved
inadequate to pay the specified benefits. the deficiency would be made up
by the Treasury. (The National Commission on Technology. Automation and
Economic Progress. popularly known as the "Automation Commission," com-
mended this proposal for study by the Treasury, the Council of Economic
Advisers and other appropriate agencies.)

3. DISC: Congress should reject the Administration's attempt to open this
new loophole in the tax laws for the benefit of a relative handful of giant inter-
national corporations. Instead. Congress should close the existing loophole which
is used as the excuse for the DISC proposal-i.e.. profits of foreign subsidiaries
of TJ.S. corporations should be taxed currently, whether or not they are im-
mediately repatriated.

4. Manpower Training Incentive: Congress should reject any Administration
proposal to create a new tax windfall under guise of a training "incentive" and.
instead, should enact legislation based upon the principles of the British In-
dustrial Training Act. That Act imposes a training tax on all employers. Those
who establish approved training programs receive rebates of their taxes (plus
additional funds. if needed) to finance the training. Small employers may pool
their training activities in order to obtain the tax rebates. This approach has
proved highly successful in Britain.

5. R. & D. Incentive: Congress should similarly reject proposals to create
windfall tax handouts for R & D and. instead. should apply the principles of the
British Industrial Training Act to stimulate R & D. An R & D tax should be
Imposed on all firms with rebates to those with R & D programs that meet
specified standards. Small firms would be permitted to pool their R & D activities
in order to obtain the rebates. If antitrust legislation should be found to prohibit
pooling of R & D by small firms. carefully safeguarded amendments should be
adopted to legalize such pooling. There are many industries in which the typical
firm is so small as to make impossible any significant R & D. Some are industries
suffering severely from import competition. to the detriment of the balance of
payments. The approach suggested would help them to become more competitive
with imports.
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6. Income tax changes: In order to create employment opportunities and to
raise the living standards of low- and middle-income families:

(a) Changes in personal income taxes should be made effective retro-
actively to January 1, 1971, instead of a year later as proposed by the
President.

(b) A flat dollar credit per exemption should be substituted for the total of
$100 in exemption increases presently scheduled to take effect in two stages
at the beginning of 1972 and 1973, respectively. This would redistribute the
tax savings involved in favor if low- and middle-income families. The total
amount of the credit should be no less than the $4.1 billion dollars involved
in the presently scheduled exemption increases or at least $20 per exemption.

(a) The "low income allowance" should be increased substantially.
7. Loophole closing: A thoroughgoing revision of existing law should be under-

taken to close loopholes that favor corporations and the wealthy, with the under-
standing that the additional revenues raised will be spent promptly on employ-
ment-generating programs serving national priority purposes.

8. Auto Excise Tax: This discriminatory tax should be repealed promptly,
conditioned upon assurances that the auto manufacturers will give consumers
the full benefit of the tax savings on a continuing basis. Congress should con-
sider reinforcing such assurances legislatively by the means suggested earlier
in this statement.

9. Overtime Premium: In view of the fact that the two leading auto cor-
porations have indicated an intention to meet increased production schedules
flowing from excise tax removal through overtime rather than through increased
employment, and the likelihood the other industries will take the same course.
Congress should move promptly to increase the overtime premium under the
Fair Labor Standards Act from the present time-and-a-half to double time. The
growth of fringe benefits whose costs are related to numbers employed rather
than to hours worked has made the present premium ineffective as a deterrent
to scheduling overtime work and therefore ineffective in opening up job op-
portunities for the unemployed.

10. Welfare Reform: The welfare reform bill passed by the House should
be improved in the Senate (to provide. among other things, for maintenance with
federal financing of existing benefit levels higher than the national minimum)
and made effective at the earliest practicable date.

11. Aid to cities: Greatly liberalized financing for grant-in-aid programs should
be substituted for the Administration's revenue sharing proposals and put into
effect without delay. The grant-in-aid approach should be extended to meet im-
portant urban needs not now covered. Red tape and overlapping involved in such
programs should be eliminated. The coordinated package approach applied in
Gary. Indiana. should be used on a broad scale, embracing all related programs.
In addition, consideration should be given to the proposal made by former
Budget Bureau director, Charles Schultze, for a temporary program of direct
aid to cities whose finances have been impaired by the recession in the national
economy.

12. Federal Employees: Congress should refuse concurrence in President
Nixon's proposal to delay presently scheduled wage and salary increases and
should take whatever steps may be necessary to assure that those increases are
paid in accordance with the previously established timetable. In addition, Con-
gress should use all means available to it to assure that no reductions in federal
employment are made which would either impair the execution of governmental
programs or impose an unduly heavy workload on government employees.

13. Release of impounded funds: Congress should seek means to compel Presi-
dent Nixon to release for spending the $12 billion in appropriated funds that he
has impounded. One method which may perhaps not be the best, would be to
provide that the proportion spent out of monies appropriated to the Department
of Defense shall at no time exceed the proportion spent. out of the presently im-
pounded $12 billion. Prompt spending of the $12 billion would provide a major
boost to employment, much of it in the service of the financially hard-pressed
cities.

14. Public Service Employment: Despite threats of a veto (which should be
overridden if it materializes), Congress should provide for a substantial increase
in the number of jobs available for the unemployed in public service employment.
This program, also, would be of great help to the cities as well as to the jobless.

S15. Unemployment insurance: The present intolerably high rate of unemploy-
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ment is the deliberate creation of the national government. As William Butler,
vice president of the Chase Manhattan Bank, has said, if increased unemployment
is the price of curbing inflation, then: "* * * the unemployed perform an im-
portant social service by being out of work. I do not see why they should not be
paid for it."

Certainly, the unemployed have a legitimate claim to benefits higher than the
miserably inadequate amounts now paid. Congress, therefore, should promptly
enact realistic minimum federal standards governing benefit amounts and dura-
tion under the state unemployment insurance laws and provide for temporary
federal supplementation of benefits up to the level of those standards until the
states have had time to conform their laws to the standards. The standards with
respect to benefit amounts should take into account the value of fringe benefits,
as well as of wages, lost by unemployed workers.

aALANCE OF PAYMENTS

We in the UAW support the two features of NEP aimed at correcting the
balance of payments deficit. Suspension of gold convertibility was an essential
step toward compelling the revaluation of undervalued currencies, which put the
U.S. under an unfair disadvantage in world trade, and toward reform of the
world monetary system. The temporary import surcharge can also be a useful
bargaining lever contributing to the same end and perhaps.also to the relaxation
of discriminatory and improper barriers to American exports. We are aware,
however, that these measures have created serious problems in other countries.
We hope that escalating retaliation and counter-retaliation can be avoided and
that negotiations will proceed smoothly to a conclusion acceptable, even if not
perfectly satisfactory, to all nations involved.

It must be noted, however, that those Europeans and Japanese who attribute
the plight of the dollar to the unbridled export of capital by large U.S.-based
international corporations are on sound ground. This problem-and a host of as-
sociated problems flowing from it-will continue to plague our country until
capital exports by such corporations are brought under control. To that end, the
UAW has proposed creation of a Foreign Investment Licensing Board which
would permit only those foreign investments by American firms which can be
shown to be in the interests of the United States. I hope there will be opportunity
at some time to explain the proposal in detail to this Committee and to other
Congressional bodies because I believe it merits the most serious consideration.

The difficulties of the dollar in world money markets were aggravated, as
President Nixon said, by "international money speculators" who "have been
waging an all-out war on the American dollar."; He neglected to say, however,
that prominent among those speculators were some of the U.S.-based international
corporations mentioned above. They are within reach of our government and its
laws but the President called for no action to penalize them or to curb their
damaging activities. On behalf of the UAW, I have asked Chairman Patman
of the House Banking and Currency Committee to launch a searching investi-
gation of the monetary manipulations of such corporations with a view to enact-
ment of legislation which will prevent future speculation by Americans inimical
to the interests of their own country.

A third factor contributing to the difficulties of the dollar and the deficit
in the balance of payments is the refusal of certain American corporations
to'compete vigorously with foreign producers both in our domestic market and
in the world market. Outstanding among these are the major automobile
corporations.

Here we have an industry whose profits persistently run at rates far higher
than the average for all manufacturing corporations while, simultaneously,
16 percent of its domestic market is served by imports. Where these two condi-
tions exist side by side, the conclusion is inescapable that the industry is refusing
to engage in price competition with imports.

In an economy whose basic premise is competition, clear-cut refusal to compete
provides ample justification for any action required to remedy the situation,
nonmatter how drastic it may appear. I wfill outline below a form of tax that
would give the auto industry, and other industries similarly guilty of refusal
to compete with imports, a powerful incentive to change their ways. The tax,
at first glance, may seem harsh but it should be kept in mind that some of the
remedies for noncompetition under antitrust legislation, although infrequently
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applied, are even harsher. Breaking up a firm is certainly a more radical pro-
cedure than imposing a special tax designed to induce competition.

Competition promotion tam
The proposed tax might be called a "Competition Promotion Tax" because that

would express its purpose. It would apply only to corporations in industries
where:

(1) average rates of profits on net worth for the industry had persistently
(e.g., over the preceding 5 years) and significantly (e.g., by 15 percent)
exceeded the average rate for all manufacturing corporations; and

(2) imports of the general type of product made by the industry exceeded
a specified percentage (e.g., 10 percent) of total domestic consumption during
the tax year.

If both those conditions existed, the special tax would be calculated in accord-
ance with the following formula:

T.=(1.05_P(l-T)) X(Cb)2

where: T. is the special tax rate to be applied to the corporations in question;
T is the regular corporate profits tax rate (48 percent at present);
Pa is the average before-tax rate of return on net worth for all manu-

facturing industry;
P. is the before-tax rate of return on net worth of the particular cor-

poration subject to the special tax;
Oh is the percentage of consumption accounted for by domestic produc-

tion in the base year; and
C, is the corresponding percentage for the tax year.

Effect of tax
With such a tax in effect, the firms covered could increase their after-tax

profits only by reducing their before-tax profits (which would require price cuts)
or by reducing the inflow of imports or by a combination of both. The reduction
of prices, of course, would contribute to the reduction of imports.

So long as the industry remained subject to the tax, none of its constituent
corporations could realistically hope to obtain a rate of return as high as the
average for all U.S. manufacturing firms.

The industry, however, would have two escape hatches by which to free itself
from the tax-both consistent with'the purpose for which it would be imposed.
The tax would cease to apply if, during a period of five consecutive years,
average rates of return in the industry fell to less than 15 percent above the
all-manufactu6ring average'for the' same period. The tax wbuld be removed in that
case even though imports remained above 10 percent of consumption but the
d6crease in profit rates presumably would attest to reductions ini prices, reflecting
an effort to compete.

Alternatively, the firms in the industry could free themiselves from the Special
tax by competitive actions-priced reduction,''quality improvement, production
of less expensive models, etc.-which would reduce imports below 10 percent of
domestic consumption. While no firm might be able single-handedly to reduce im-
ports below that level, all in the industry would be impelled by the tax to try to do
so and price cuts put into effect by one or more for that purpose would compel
the others to follow.

The tax wofii&'have no effect ('except ifi an extraordinarily profitable year)
oci firms, sulch as'American Motors in the auto industry, whose rates of return
run lower than the average rate for all manufacturing corporations. They would
pay the normal-profits tax (now 48 percent) which would be the minimum rate
applicable to all firms in the industry regardless of the rate computed from the
formula.

The incentive provided by the tax would be extremely powerful because the
formula is highly sensitive to even small changes in prices or in the level of
imports. Kny increase in 'either or both would reduce after-tax profits. Any
reduction in prices or imports or both would increase after-tax profits.

The purpose of the tax is not to raise revenues but to stimulate competition
against imports. It would not be inconsistent with that purpose to give reasonable
advance notice to the industries concerned-to provide in the legislation imposing
the tax that it not become effective until, say, three years after enactment. Such
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advance notice might induce the desired competitive behavior and thus create
conditions under which the tax would not be payable (i.e., industry profits less
than 15 percent above the all-manufacturing average, or imports less than 10 per-
cent of consumption, or both).

The proposed tax is novel, of course. But novelty should not deter serious con-
sideration of its merits. The phenomenon of corporations that deliberately refuse
to compete is also rather novel. New problems require new solutions.

I urge this Committee to look into the possibility of this type of tax as one
means to correct the payments deficit, to create additional employment in
domestic industry and to regain the former share of the United States in the
world market for automobiles and for other products as well.

HALTING INFLATION

It is now almost universally recognized that the wage-price freeze imposed
as part of NEP creates so many serious inequities that its continuation for more
than 90 days would be intolerable. The Administration has committed itself to
limit the freeze to 90 days and to substitute some other form of stabilization
thereafter.
Inequities under the freeze

It is imperative even before the freeze period ends, however, to begin to apply
that provision of the Economic Stabilization Act which authorizes "the making of
such adjustments as may be necessary to prevent gross inequities." The Cost of
Living Council (CLC), delegated by the President to exercise the powers granted
him by the Act, has, by interpretation, provided significant price leeway to indus-
try. Noteworthy in this connection was the reinterpretation for the benefit of the
steel industry of the words "substantial volume of actual transactions . . . dur-
ing the 30-day period ending August 14, 1971." Steel corporations were permitted
to consider "substantial" sales equal to more than 10 percent of total sales made
after the last price increase they had imposed during the 30-day period.

The CLO has yet to show comparable flexibility, however, even with respect to
the most glaring types of inequities on the wage front.

I will not burden the Committee with the many serious types of inequities
being inflicted on UAW members by the free because of the failure of CLC
to show the same sympathetic understanding for workers' problems as it has
shown for industry's. I have no doubt, however, that, if I were to recite some
of the inequities that our members are now suffering, the members of the Commit-
tee would wonder, first, why they have not been corrected, and second, why the
workers have been so patient in waiting for correction.

It is urgent that there be no further delay.
I would point out to the Committee, however, one significant difference between

the current situation and that under the freeze imposed temporarily during the
Korean War. At that time, long-term collective bargaining contracts were a rarity.
Most contracts ran for one year or, at most, for two years with provision for
renegotiation of wages at the end of the first year. The UAW was one of a very few
unions that had longer term contracts providing for deferred wage increases
rather than renegotiation.

Thus, generally speaking, the Korean-War freeze did not have the effect, as
today's freeze does, of converting into profits monies contractually committed
to workers. We in the UAW were compelled, during the 1951 freeze, to warn the
stabilization authorities that If the wage increase provisions of our contracts
were made inoperative, we would have to consider the contracts null and void and
would deem ourselves free to use whatever means might be necessary to negotiate
acceptable new contracts. Fortunately, the freeze was relaxed in time to permit
payment on schedule of a cost-of-living increase, which came due first, and, later,
of an annual improvement factor wage increase.

Today's freeze must be similarly relaxed to permit effectuation within the
90-day period of the economic provisions of existing contracts. Every collective
bargaining contract contains provisions (generally non-economic) sought by
the employer as well as economic provisions for the benefit of workers. It Is
obviously unfair to permit the employer to retain the benefit of provisions written
into the contract on his behalf while denying workers the benefits they obtained
in return.
After the freeze

What should follow the freeze? It should now be evident to all that we need
a permanent program for price stability. We should not have to lurch from a
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vacuum of policy, to an inequitable freeze, to rigid bureaucratic controls, back to
the vacuum and so on ad infinitum.

The UAW, for more than 14 years, has been urging such a program in the
form of a Price-Wage Review Board, the detailed specifications of which have
now been set forth in legislative language in HR 10592 introduced by Congress-
man Reuss on September 13. I am strongly of the opinion that, had that legis-
lation been in effect during the 1960's, the present inflationary spiral would
never have started.
Premise of bill

Congressman Reuss's Bill is based upon the same premise as that underlying
other voluntary stabilization measures (as distinguished from price and wage
controls) such as guideposts or incomes policies. Proponents of all such measures
recognize that the restraining influence of effective price competition is absent
from certain important industries having significant effect on the general price
level. They therefore propose to make up for that lack by substituting the re-
straining influence of public opinion.

The Council of Economic Advisers, for example, in its initial statement of its
guideposts in its 1962 annual report, said:

"An informed public, aware of the significance of major wage bargains and
price decisions, and equipped to judge for itself their compatibility with the na-
tional interest, can help to create an atmosphere in which the parties to such
decisions will exercise their powers responsibly."

It is important that the nature of the problem be clearly understood. It was
well-stated, I believe, in a letter that Walter Reuther sent to President Kennedy
on April 12, 1962, immediately after the President had publicly denounced U.S.
Steel for increasing its prices. The letter said in part:

"There is no room to doubt any longer either the power of the giant corpo-
rations in certain industries to rig prices against the public interest or their
readiness to do so. Both were amply documented in the hearings of the Senate
Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee on administered prices in the drug, steel,
and automobile industries, among others. Any lingering doubts that some might
have entertained should have been dispelled by the guilty pleas in the recent
antitrust case against the electrical equipment manufacturers. If the corpora-
tions involved in that trial-some of which rank among the largest and (for-
merly) most reputable in the country-are prepared, in direct violation of law
to conspire to rig prices on products sold to the government of the United
States only the most gullible would believe that they and leading corporations
in other industries would hesitate to rig the prices they charge their private
customers-especially when the latter can be done without running afoul of the
law.

"We confront a phenomenon anticipated neither by Adam Smith nor by our
antitrust laws-the phenomenon of 'price leadership' in industries where prices
are administered and not determined by market forces. Where one corporate
giant dominates an industry prices can be rigged at monopolistic levels without
the necessity for an actual conspiracy that would involve a conflict with the law.
The unseemingly haste of U.S. Steel's 'competitors' In following Its lead did not
necessarily require communication between the leader and the rest of the pack.
The latter dare not set their prices higher than U.S. Steel's for fear of losing
customers. They dare not set them lower for fear the giant will retaliate. They
comfort themselves in these conditions of their existence by grasping eagerly
the opportunities for higher profits that become available to them when the
giant by raising its prices permits them to raise theirs.

"Thus we have the fact of monopoly prices set by a single corporation, with-
out the overt appearance of actual monopoly. We have the effects which the
antitrust laws were intended to prevent without the only causes-monopoly or
conspiracy-that can set the machinery of the laws in motion. U.S. Steel has
shown us once again that we need new legislation aimed at today's price leaders
in administered price industries instead of at the obsolete concept of conspiracies
which reflected economic facts of past years-legislation drafted to meet the
monopoly and conspiracy problems of more than half a century ago."

The above describes the problem with which we propose to deal by inform-
ing and mobilizing public opinion.

Public opinion can be invoked effectively, however, only when pertinent infor-
mation is made available to all who are interested. The Kennedy-Johnson guide-
posts broke down, among other reasons, because of a failure to equip the public
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with the data needed to judge the propriety of price actions in general and, par-
ticularly, in cases of maintenance of excessive prices that should have been re-
duced. HR 10,592 is designed to assure that the public is fully informed.
Summary of bill

HR 10592 would require the price-leading corporation in each major adminis-
tered price industry to give advance notice of proposed price increases. Other
firms could be brought under the procedure by the President if he thought it
necessary in the interests of price stability. A tripartite Price-Wage Review
Board, with members representing labor, industry and the public, would hold
hearings on the proposed increases with a Consumer Counsel representing the
public interest. The subpoena power would be used to assure the presence of needed
witnesses and the availability of all pertinent books and records. The Consumer
Counsel would be empowered to initiate hearings aimed at bringing about reduc-
tions of prices he considered excessive. Unions would be required to participate
in the hearings if the corporation proposing the price increase alleged that grant-
ing union demands would necessitate the increase.

At the conclusion of the hearings, the Board would not pass on the merits of
the proposed price increases (or union demands) but would issue findings of
fact designed to enable the public to make its own judgment of the merits. After
the notice period expired, the corporation would be free to raise its prices and
the union, if any were involved, would be free to press its demands. Both would
act, however, in the knowledge that the public had the facts required to pass
informed judgment on their actions.

Explanation
The above summary of H.R. 10592 is largely self-explanatory, It may be de-

sirable, however, to elaborate on certain of its features and to emphasize the
significance of certain others.

To begin with, the Bill's approach differs from that of the now discredited
guideposts in a number of highly important respects:

1. Focus on prices: The Bill recognizes the obvious fact that the goal of sta-
bilization policy is to achieve reasonable stability of the price level. It therefore
parts company with those who shift the conversation from prices to wages when-
ever inflation is discussed.

Government data show conclusively that the last three periods of inflation
(including the present one) began at times when unit labor costs were actually
declining. Thus, it is clear that wage restraint will not prevent prices from
rising. On the other hand, price restraint will make unnecessary the augmented
wage increases that are required to compensate workers for the erosion of their
buying power by inflation. Wage increases are relevant to price stability only
when they would necessitate price increases or would prevent price reductions
that otherwise would be put into effect.

For these reasons, wages would be involved in the proposed procedure only.
when a corporation alleges that its proposed price increases; (or refusal to re-
duce excessive prices) is attributable to the cost of meeting union demands
that :have.been presented to it. Under those circumstances, the union involved
would have to justify its demands in public hearings side by side with the cor-
poration .employing its members.

The focus on prices also recognizes that it is both perfectly proper and en-
tirely compatible with price stability for labor and management to bargain over
their relative shares in the income generated by an industryior enterprise. This
principle was recognized under the guideposts. In fact, in the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers 1962 Report, which presented the initial statement of the guide-
posts in 1962, it was stated and restated three times, as follows:

On page 186:
"* * * there is nothing immutable in fact or in justice about the distribu-

tion of the total product between labor and non-labor incomes."
On page 1SS:
"The proportions in which labor and nonlabor incomes share the product of

industry have not been immutable throughout American history, nor can they
be expected to stand forever where they are today. It is desirable that labor and
management should bargain explicity about the distribution of the income of
particular firms or industries. It is, however, undesirable that they should bar-
gain implicity about the general price level." [Italic added.]
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On page 190:
"Finally, it must be reiterated that collective bargaining within an industryover the division of the proceeds between labor and nonlabor income is not neces-sarily disruptive of overall price stability. The relative shares can change withinthe bounds of noninflationary price behavior. "
The same thought was reiterated in subsequent Council reports.The principle involved was recognized as a practical matter under the sta-bilization programs established during both World War II and the KoreanWar. Executive Order No. 9599, issued oln August 18, 1945, after the war withJapan ended, permitted wage increases to be put into effect:
"* * * without the necessity of obtaining approval therefor, upon the con-dition that such increases will not be used in whole or in part as the basis forseeking an increase in price ceilings, or for resisting otherwise justifiable re-ductions in price ceiling * *."
,Similarly, during the Korean War, wage increases comparable to the UAW'sannual improvement factor increases were permitted to be paid provided theemployer agreed not to use them as a basis for seeking approval of price increases.It would be senseless. in any case, to waste the time and facilities of theBoard in the hashing out of collective bargaining issues which, by the employers'own admissions (in not claiming them as the basis for proposed price increases)have no bearing on price stability.
2. Availability of facts: The Council of Economic Advisers, in its 1917 an-nual report, lamented that its efforts to apply its guideposts to prices were frus-trated because it:
"* * * ordinarily does not have the detailed information which would permita clear judgment as to the appropriateness of the proposed price changes oileither the basis of the guidepost standards or other relevant considerations."The Bill would meet that problem by equipping the Consumer Counsel withsubpoena power to assure that all necessary witnesses and all pertinent dataare available for examination in the public hearings.3. Price reductions: The Bill would empower the Consumer Counsel to ini-tiate hearings designed to mobilize public opinion in support of price reductionswhere the facts show existing prices to be excessive. The guideposts, as theCouncil confessed, were a complete failure in this respect. For example, theCouncil's 1967 annual report declared:
"In general terms, the greatest failure of observance of the price guidepostlies in the failure to reduce prices on a considerable number of the product linesof a large number of industries."
Yet, 'a major factor causing inflation has been the refusal of industries withrapidly advancing productivity or abnormally high profits to reduce their prices.The general price level obviously cannot be stabilized if industries with risingcosts raise prices while those with low or falling costs maintain or even in-crease their prices.
4. Keeping the task manageable: The guideposts represented a scatter-gunapproach. In theory they applied to every firm and every union in the entirecountry. In practice, the price guidepost was used to mobilize public opinionin only a handful of cases while the wage guidepost became a shibboleth foremployers generally both in the public forum and across the bargaining table.Application of the Bill would be confined to the potential sources of seriousInflationary abuses-the price-leading corporation in major administered priceindustries and to such other firms or industries as the President might fromtime to time find necessary to bring under the legislation.The price leader (or "price-dominant" corporation, in the language of the Bill)is defined as the firm that accounts for 25 percent or more of the sales in a productcategory and more than the sales of any other corporation in the same category.Any field in which one firm controls that large a part of the total market isobviously one in which price administration or oligopoly prevails. Productcategories would be established only for products having "a significant effecton overall price stability." If public opinion is to be effectively mobilized, it wouldbe unwise to apply the procedure to industries or products having only negligibleeffect on the general price level.
It would be enough to confine the notification and hearings procedure to theprice leader (i.e the dominant 'corporation) in each industry because its deci-sions necessarily determine the prices of other firms in the same industry. Theauto industry provides numerous examples of situations in which Ford and

67-193-T1-pt. 4-3
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Chrysler adjusted their prices-up or down-to approximately the levels set
by General Motors for comparable cars or optional equipment.

An analysis made by UAW economists some years ago indicated that coverage
of only about 100 corporations in all would be sufficient to exert significant
leverage on over-all price level changes.

At the same time the Bill would enable the President to bring other firms or
Industries under the procedure when necessary to safeguard price stability.

5. Advance notice: HR 10592 would assure that the public had advance notice
of impending price increases in important industries. The facts would be brought
out and public opinion would be able to exert its influence before the price increase
became a fait aceomnpli. Under the guideposts the Council often could do little
more than wring its hand after an inexcusable price increase had been put Into
effect Post-mortems on price increases conducted by Congressional committees
have been revealing but have come too late to have any practical effect.

Unions are now required by law to give advance notice of intention to modify
or terminate their contracts which, among other things, generally means to seek
wage increases. This part of the Bill would do nothing more than to put a small
number of corporations under a similar obligation with respect to price increases.

6. Case-by-case approach: President Johnson's tripartite (labor, management,
public) Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy recognized the need
for a case-by-case approach to problems of price stability. In a statement adopted
August 18, 1966, after thorough and careful review of experience under the
guideposts. the Committee felt compelled to say:

"* * * it is impractical if not impossible to translate the goals reflected in
the guideposts into formulae for application to every particular price or wage
decision."

That conclusion applies with even greater force to the current situation because
of the extremely uneven distribution among workers and firms of the gains
from and sacrifices imposed by years of inflation. Attempts, under these circum-
stances, to hold wage and price changes within the confines of uniform formulae
would be doomed to failure. for no system of voluntary restraint will work if
its end product is flagrant inequity.

Implicit in the qualifications and exceptions noted in the Council's original
1962 statement of the guideposts was the necessity to look carefully into the
facts of each case. Today's circumstances emphasize that need. H.R. 19592 pro-
vides for the required case-by-case approach and would establish machinery to
assure that all pertinent facts of each situation are elicited and brought to the
public's attention.
Other features of bill

I believe it will be useful to call to the Committee's attention certain other
features. aspects or probable effects of the Bill which lead us to believe that it
would be a workable mechanism contributing in important degree to price
stability.

1. Deterrent: We believe It would create an effective deterrent to unjustifiable
price increases. With the Bill in effect. we doubt that any major corporation
would even formally propose to make any price increase for which it could
not make at least a presentable case. It is almost inconceivable, for example, that
U.S. Steel would have proposed the 1962 price increase which President Kennedy
succeeded in rolling back if it had had to contemplate the prospect that its
officers would have been required to submit to cross-examination in.public hear-

inzs, with all pertinent data available. concerning the necessity an'd justification
for the price decision.

The Bill contemplates that every reasonable effort would be made to give the
hearings the widest possible publicity. Televising the hearings would be useful
both for informing the public and for strengthening the deterrent effect of the
procedure.

2. Relatively few hearings: The deterrent effect would have the further value
of limiting the number of hearings which would have to be held. Public attention
could therefore be focused sharply on relatively few cases. Toward this same end,
the Bill would permit the Board, with the consent of the Consumer Counsel, to
waive bearings where. for example, preliminary examination of the data indicated
that the proposed price increase was clearly justified or where it would have
negligible effect on the general price level or where it would be offset by price

decreases for other products of the same company. With only about 100 corpora-
tions In all normally covered by the procedure, Its scope would be sufficiently
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narrow to permit public opinion to zero In effectively on clear-cut cases of abusive
price Increases. Consumer groups and business or government customers having
an important interest in the particular prices involved could be counted upon
to help bring the pertinent facts of significant cases to public attention. It would
be more difficult to do so effectively if the number of covered corporations were
too large.

3. Permanent machinery: The Price-Wage Review Board and the Consumer
Counsel are intended as permanent agencies. This would enable them and their
staffs to develop a high level of expertise In dealing with price issues and in
presenting their findings in a manner readily understandable by the public.
The existence of the machinery on a permanent basis would also help to avoid
the initiation of inflationary spirals. As is clear from the record of the present
and past inflations, such spirals start with prices. Once some important prices
rise, they work their way into the costs of other businesses or into consumer
prices, inducing or compelling increases in other prices or in wages, which then,
in turn, lead to further increases in prices and wages, etc. If public opinion is
mobilized effectively to halt the initial price increases, there will be no spiral.

4. Emergency price increases: The Bill recognizes that on occasion firms may
l)e confronted with sharp increases in costs which necessitate immediate price
increases in order to avoid serious impairment of profits. It would therefore per-
mit such price increases to be put into effect prior to the expiration of the period
of advance notice which would otherwise apply. Severe penalties would be im-
posed, however, for price increases improperly made under false claim, or exag-
geration of the extent, of an emergency. The amount of the penalty could be
objectively determined on the basis of the size of the price increase measured
against the actual cost increase, if any. The Board, in consultation with the
Consumer Counsel could develop standards and regulations concerning, for ex-
ample, the extent of impairment of profits that could be considered to create an
emergency and methods of measuring such impairment.

5. No recommendations: Under the Bill the Board would not pass on the
merits of the proposed price (or wage) increase or make any recommendations
as to whether or not it should be put into effect. The reason is that there is at
present no generally accepted basis for determining the propriety of any level
of prices, wages or profits nor, as previously noted, are there any general
formulae that can properly be applied to the enormous variety of individual
situations. Given the facts of particular cases, the public will begin to form, and
to express, its own judgments as to what is or is not proper conduct under
certain sets of conditions. Out of these judgments there should, in time, evolve
generally accepted standards of proper conduct. When that occurs-hut not
before then-it may be possible to formulate criteria that could be used as the
basis for recommendations and to write such criteria into law.

6. Findings of fact: Although the Bill would prohibit recommendations or
judgments on the merits, it does call for the Board to issue findings of fact. The
facts to be made public should include such matters as changes in production
costs, the source of such changes (e.g., wage costs, materials prices, overhead
costs, changes in volume of production, etc.), the degree to which cost increases
are offset by cost savings (such as those flowing from advances in productivity),
the profit position of the corporation, the effect of the proposed price increase
upon per unit and total profits, the effect upon those profits if the ascertained
net cost increases wvere to be absorbed by the corporation, and all similar matters
which would enable the individual citizen to make an informed judgment as
to the propriety or justification for the proposed price increase.

In order to insure that every area of pertinent fact is covered, the Bill con-
templates that all parties to the hearings (which may include, besides the cor-
poration proposing the price increase and the Consumer Counsel, unions, con-
sumer organizations, customer corporations, government agencies, etc.) would be
invited, at the conclusion of the hearing, to submit lists of their contentions based
on the evidence presented at the hearing. The Board would issue its findings with
respect to each such contention. For example, if a union contends that, after grant-
ing a proposed wage increase, the corporation would still have, at a given volume
of output, a profit equal to X percent of its investment the Board would make a
finding of fact on that claim. If the corporation should contend that It requires a
profit of Y percent in order to attract needed capital, the Board might issue a
finding concerning profits earned by other corporations operating under similar
risk factors and their experience In raising capital.
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7. Flagrant cases: Despite the absence of provision for recommendations, the
Bill definitely does not contemplate that responsible government authorities
would do nothing in flagrant situations of abuse of pi-icing power. Although, as
noted, there are no generally accepted standards of proper price behavior, it is
possible to recognize clearly outrageous behavior totally unjustified by the facts
of the situation. Where hearings had elicited evidence that effectuation of a pro-
posed price (or wage) increase would be of that nature, it would be entirely am
propriate for the President (or others high in government), to direct the fire of
public opinion against the threatened abuse and to take such other action as
might be appropriate. With the hearings having uncovered the facts, effective
mobilization of public opinion would be greatly facilitated.

Other measures needed
I should make it clear that I do not advance HR 10592 as a panacea which,

in and of itself, would eliminate the inflationary problem and all its damaging
-consequences. Administered price abuses are a major, probably the major, factor
causing inflation in our economy. But there are other sources of inflation which
have to be dealt with also. For example, there are serious supply bottlenecks in
-certain sectors of the economy, of which medical care is an outstanding example.
There are situations in which disproportionate increases in certain forms of de-
mand put inflationary pressures upon capacity. For example, rapid increases in
profits following the end of a recession encourage and provide the means for
speculative investment in new plant and equipment and in inventories. We need
to be alert, always, to problems of these kinds and to develop a battery of selec-
'tive measures designed to open up supply bottlenecks which interfere with the
achievement of national priority goals, to suppress inflationary non-essential
demand and, to the extent consistent with national needs and purposes, to route
demand toward underutilized capacity and away from the supply bottlenecks.

Wise use of selective measures could help to prevent the onset of inflation.
Such measures also could be helpful in ending inflations when they do occur and
in minimizing the social damage and economic losses that flow from use of the
blunderbuss of restrictive over-all fiscal and monetary policies to halt inflation.
For example, selective credit policies could protect the flowv of urgently needed
funds for housing and the projects of state and local governments while choking
off credit for excessive investment in new plant and equipment or for inventory
speculation. Selective manpower measures, such as a public service employment
program, for example could provide useful jobs, maintain family incomes, supply
valuable training, and serve important public purposes even as demand was cur-
tailed in certain areas of the economy to damp dow-n the inflationary fires. Insofar
as health care costs are concerned, I see no solution short of enactment of the
Ken nedy-Griffiths-Corman Health Security Bill.

We regard HR 10592 as merely one element-although an important element-
in the arsenal of selective economic weapons needed to maintain price stability
simultaneously with full employment.

H. R. 10592 meets Phase 2 requirements
I believe that HR 10592 meets the requirements of what has come to be known

as "Phase 2"-the period immediately following the end of the freeze-as well as
the need for on-going, permanent machinery to promote price stability. I am
realist enough, however, to know that a direct move from the freeze to the
machinery and procedures of HR 10592 is not going to occur. Nevertheless, I
would like to state the reasons for concluding that HR 10592 would meet imme-
diate as v-ell as long range needs, in the hope that consideration of those reasons
will contribute to the shortening of Phase 2 and its prompt replacement with the
Bill's Price-Wage Review Board.

Jt is evident that the continuance of inflation does not have its source in those
industries where price competition prevails. That would be most unlikely, if not
in fact impossible, given the magnitude of present slack in the economy. Even a
cursory reader of the newspapers prior to'August 15 .1971, must have been aware
that important price increases were centered in the oligopolistic, administered
price industries. As those industries raised their prices, firms in some of the com-
petitive sectors may have had no alternative but to try to compensate for resultant
cost increases. But many were finding it increasingly difficult to do so. (Their
difficulty or outright inability to raise prices is reflected in the maldistribution of
profit increases to which Senator Proxmire has called attention and which I will
discuss later in this statement.)
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It therefore should now be possible to break the spiral through application ofthe force of public opinion to the price leaders of the oligopolies-as provided forin HR 10592.
As matters now stand, however, the White House will bring forward its ownprogram for Phase 2. Whether or not that program will require legislation is notnow known. However, both the White House and the Congress should 1)e fullyaware that no program will work that is not acceptable to America's workers.Stabilization policy is a delicate matter and one that, far more than most, requiresthat essential ingredient of democracy-the consent of the governed.

Essential conditions
The union representatives who met with -the President about 10 days ago madeit clear that a price and wage stabilization program will be acceptable to America'sorganized workers only if it is voluntarV and tripartite and applies equitably toall forms of income.
"Voluntary" means that the government keeps hands off, stays out and leavesall decisions including those pertaining to standards, rules, regulations and proce-dures to the sense of public responsibility of the labor and management partiesdirectly concerned. It means also that those parties select their own representa-tives to develop and implement the program. "Tripartite" means that labor hasan equal voice with management in all decisions, with deadlocks between thembroken by public members who are independent of any form of government controland whose impartiality and integrity is beyond question.
The above is an exact description of the essential characteristics of mechanismsestablished for stabilization purposes in World War II and in the Korean War.There is no question but that those mechanisms worked-and with remarkableeffectiveness. There were sharp differencse between the labor and managementmembers at times but, once decisions were made, no matter how distasteful toone group or the other, 'both sides cooperated unreservedly in carrying them out.Based up the proven success of the voluntary and tripartite approach, it wouldbe a grave mistake to experiment now with other kinds of mechanisms. Particu-larly dangerous and futile would be to attempt to impose rules and standardsfrom above and to administer them through -an agency in which workers had no

direct and effective voice and, therefore, no confidence. A number of witnessesbefore this Committee have stressed the importance of involving the affectedparties. That proved essential under wartime conditions. It is far more essentialnow when there are no comparable external pressures for acquiesence in un-pleasant measures.
No straitjacket

I feel compelled to make clear, with all the emphasis at my command, thatthere must be no straitjacket of any kind on the voluntary process. The tripartite
body must not be restricted in any way-whether by the Administration or byCongress-with respect to the development of standards, rules, regulations andprocedures.

I stress this point because of the various bills that have been submitted whichwould establish legislative guidelines of one kind or another to govern the move-ment of wages and/or prices.
At the point such guidelines are imposed, the stabilization process would ceasein substance to be voluntary no matter what -forms might be devised to disguisethat fact. The parties to the voluntary, tripartite operations in two major warsdemonstrated that they had the responsibility and the wisdom to establish theirown standards without outside interference. There is no reason to believe thatthose who might be called upon to participate in a new voluntary stabilization

effort would be any less wise or responsible.
Partial cost-of-living compensation

With all due respect, I must say in all frankness that I am particularly ap-palled by suggestions made to this Committee for the establishment of guidelinesthat would allow only partial compensation for increases in living costs.That goes farther than the wage rules in effect at the height of the KoreanWar. UAW contracts providing for substantialy full compensation for increasesin living costs were permitted to operate soon after the Korean War wagestabilization program became effective. Subsequently, under its General WageRegulation 8, the Wage Stabilization Board permitted all cost-of-living wageincreases (including those negotiated after the stabilization base date, Jan-
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unary 25, 1951) to be put into effect without prior approval provided only that
they did: "* * * not exceed the corresponding subsequent percentage increase in
an acceptable index * * *." No one could reasonably expect workers to accept
less protection against rising living costs under today's circumstances than they
had during the Korean War.

The inequity of the proposal that workers be limited to partial protection
seems to have escaped or to be of no concern to the proponents. It must not be
-forgotten that, as inflation increases the prices of goods and services, it also
increases the total of all incomes in the economy proportionately. If some get
-smaller shares of the increased total income, others must get larger shares and
the goods and services output of the economy is thereby redistributed at the

.expense of the first group and in favor of the second.
Traditionally, the reason for combatting inflation has been its inequitable

redistributional effects. Now it is proposed that inequities be created in order
-to combat inflation. To compound the inequity, the workers who are singled
-out to be the victims of deliberately created inequity are the very persons who
bave been the prime victims of inflation Itself. Need this Committee be re-
minded that the average after-tax real weekly earnings of some 48 million
production and nonsupervisory workers In the private economy are now lower
than in the last quarter of 1965-nearly six years ago? They have been on a
treadmill while living standards, generally, were on the rise. Now. it is proposed
to run the treadmill faster so that they will lose even more ground.

Making workers pay for price failures

It should be obvious that effective price restraint will make cost-of-living
wage escalation inoperative. Escalator wage increases are paid only after prices
have risen. To propose that workers receive only partial compensation for in-
creased living costs is, therefore, to propose that they bear the burden of the
government's failure to stabilize prices.

Any government genuinely determined to halt inflation of prices would have
no hestiation in allowing wage escalators full and free play because the matter
would be essentially academic. Proposals that limits be placed upon cost-of-
living wage escalation therefore bring into grave question the genuineness and sin-
cerity of the intention to stabilize prices. They cause me to wonder whether we will
see in Phase 2 a continuance of the farcical "voluntary" price controls of the

current freeze period during which wages are held in a straightjacket. Anyone
who believes that there is in fact a.freeze on prices will find it instructive to
read the article in the September 20, 1971, issue of Newsweek headed "We Don't
Want to be Heavyhanded." Heavyhandedness is confined to wages.

If the underlying assumption is that some prices will be free of restraint or
that the price restraints cannot be expected to work perfectly, why should the
workers be selected to be the victims? Doctors fees, for example, could prove
particularly difficult to restrain. The proposal, therefore, eould well have the
effect of compelling workers to contribute, at the cost of their families' living
standards, to further increases in the real incomes of doctors whose average
annual net earnings were reported recently to exceed $40,000 per year.

Equity
The proposal to limit workers to partial compensation for increased living

costs is in direct conflict with the third essential condition for success of any
stabilization policy-absolute adherence to the principle of equity. Even under
wartime conditions it was found necessary to establish at least some highly
visible symbols of equity. There were stiff excess profits taxes during both
World War II and the Korean War. In both cases, top-bracket personal income
tax rates ranged up to levels that earlier would have been considered confisca-
tory. Moreover, in the Korean War period, as noted, it was recognized, based
upon experience derived from World War II, that no rigid ceilings such as the
Little Steel formula could be placed upon wage increases. Allowance was made
for increases in real wages so that the distribution of income would not be dis-
torted to the disadvantage of workers.

Under conditions such as those that prevail today, when we are hopefully dis-
engaging from war, equity becomes all the more essential to the success of
stabilization efforts. There must be equity not only among workers or groups
of workers; there must also be equity as between workers and other elements
of society whose incomes are from non-wage sources.

The problem of equity arises in the second of the above forms because wages,
generally, tend to be the only form of income, as such, to which stabilization
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policies apply. Certain other forms of income-interest, professional income,
capital gains, executives' bonuses, stock options and expenses and other "per-
quisites"-are completely untouched. The attempt to restrain still other forms
of income-profits and dividends-is usually indirect and based upon criteria
concerning prices, ignoring the fact that profits can rise sharply even while
prices remain unchanged. Ironically, the statistical record shows that wages-
the only form of income to which stabilization policy usually directs itself-
are a passave factor in the inflationary process. Wages do not initiate the
spiral and their rate of increase tends to slow down as inflation itself abates.

The singling out of wages gives rise to inequities which bring the stabiliza-
tion programs into disrepute and make them unworkable. The point was recog-
nized and clearly expressed by President Johnson's Advisory Committee on
Labor-Management Policy. In the statement quoted previously, the Committee
said:

"We believe that in a free society any policy to achieve price stability will be
acceptable and effective only if it bears equitably on all forms of incomes."

Other democratic countries have been compelled to the same conclusion. They
had experimented with approaches similar to the U.S. guideposts which directly
affected only income from wages. They found it necessary to place increasing
emphasis on non-wage incomes.

They moved from wage policy toward "income policy." Instead of focusing
upon the relationship between wages and productivity, they came to stress the
relationship between total money income8 and real national output. Stress on
the total of money incomes means that an incomes policy, among other things,
is fully consistent with collective bargaining and with government policies
designed to change the distribution of income by form or by size in the interests
of equity and social justice.

The phrase "incomes policy" is being used in the United States today as a
-euphemism for measures that consider only wages and prices. Misuse of the
.phrase makes it important to emphasize that incomes policy contemplates a
much broader scope.

The crucial difference is that incomes policy recognizes the need for equity
-as between workers and other groups in the society. Such recognition is reflected,
for example, in a report of the Working Party on Costs of Production and Prices
,of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OEDC), of
which the United States is a member. The report said:

4*' * * experience shows that whatever may be the mechanism of cost infla-
-tion, wage earners will ask for some quid pro qvo in return for any agreement
to accept a more moderate increase in wages. As the Trade Union Advisory
Committee has put it:

"'An argument can be made out for planning or guiding incomes; an argu-
ment can also be made out for leaving them unplanned and unguided; but there
is nothing at all to be said for planning or guiding half the incomes and leaving
the other half unguided and unplanned and subject to market forces or varying
-degrees of monopoly control.'

'The existence of a policy for wages clearly gives this argument considerable
weight. Those whose incomes are subject to restraint will naturally demand the
-establishment of criteria by which the inflationary or noninflationary behavior
of other incomes can be clearly established, and the assurance that action will
be taken if the assumption that-discounting short period fluctuations-other
incomes will follow the development of wages, turns out to be wrong.

"In other words, it is not enough for justice to be done-it must 'be seen to
Tbe done; and it must be seen that the government has the ability to intervene
'effectively in cases where intervention would be justified."
,Profits

As other democratic nations wrestle, individually and through OECD and
the International Labor Organization (ILO), with the problems involved in
'df-veloping and implementing an incomes policy, they are confronted insistently
with the role of profits in the inflationary process. The chairman of the OECD
Working Party mentioned above, in introducing a study prepared for his group,
wrote:

"During the preparation of its second report, the Working Party had several
'discussions on the role of profits in the process of cost inflation. It concluded
that: 'While it is difficult to disentangle the role of different elements in total
'costs, it seems probable that the failure of cost reductions to be reflected fully
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or immediately in prices is an important feature of the process by which costs
and prices are levered up under conditions of cost inflation.'

"As a result of the work of the experts, the Working Party feels that it should
have been rather more positive about the role of profits.

"In this connection, the evidence presented in Chapter VI of the report sug-
gesting a quite strong relationship between profits and changes in profits, and
wage movements, is both interesting and significant. While this evidence is open
to alternative interpretations, it seems to provide further support for the view
that, a successful incomes policy must cover prices, profits, and other non-wage
incomes as well as income from, employment." [Italic added.]

No democratic country has yet developed a successful incomes policy because
none has met the test of equity as between workers and other groups in society.
The guideposts collapsed in our country under the weight of the inequities to
which they gave rise and a similar fate has met peacetime stabilization efforts in
other countries for the same reason.

Any new stabilization effort to be made in the United States which goes beyond
the principles of HR 10592 must therefore restrain all forms of non-wage in-
comes to the same degree as wages are restrained.

With regard to profits, I have hitherto urged an excess profits tax, despite
its defects, because it is a familiar device to most Americans. Later in this
statement, I will propose what I believe to be a better approach. Clearly, how-
ever, there is need to restrain the rise of profits by one means or another if
wages are to be restrained to any degree.

The myth of "low" profits
Attempts have been made in recent weeks to create the impression that profits

are too low and must be encouraged to increase. It has been said, in particulars
that profits now form a smaller proportion of GNP than in 1938. To this there are
several answers.

The first is that the comparison is between apples and oranges. The measure
of profits in the national income accounts, upon which the comparison is based,
reflects repeated changes in tax rules which have transformed a large part of
what were formerly called "profits" into "capital consumption allowances."
The monies involved still go to the corporations, but the labels on part of them
have been changed.

The second answer is that economists generally would agree that. as capital
becomes more abundant in relation to labor, rates of return on capital should
decline. All other things being equal, this should have meant a significant de-
crease in the profit share of GNP since 1938. However, except for temporary,
cyclical dips, the evidence suggests that rates of return may actually have been
on a rising trend.

The third answer is that profits, in the aggregate, are not low at all. In fact,
in the second quarter bf this year, they were approximately at their all-time
peak and, by now, quite likely have exceeded it.

The Department of Commerce, on August 20, 1971, reported corporate profits
before taxes were at an annual rate of $82.0 billion in the second quarter of
this year. The same release stated, however, that the figure reflected an up-
ward adjustment of $3% billion in depreciation charges because of ADR. Thus,
before that adjustment, profits would have been $85.8 billion. The same release
showed that profits in the record high year 1968 were $87.6 billion. The lattef
figure, obviously, reflets no ADR adjustment and is therefore comparable with
$85.8 billion for the second quarter of 1971. The decrease from the peak year
was thus only 2.1 percent.

Narrowing the focus to manufacturing profits, it appears they also were ap-
proximately at their all-time peak in the second quarter of this year. The August
1971 issue of the First National City Bank's Monthly Economic Letter says:

"After adjustment for seasonal variation, FNCB's index of manufacturers'
after-tax profits (1967=100) advanced 4% to 118. This puts it witliin striking
distance of 'the alltime high bf 119 reached in the fourth quarter of 1968. In
other words, virtually all of the 22% decline in manufacturing earnings during
the recession has been made up during the first two quarters of recovery."
[Italic added.]

Under the caption "Two sets of books?" the bank letter goes on to explain
that its profit figures (and those of the FTC-SEC) reflect "accounting prac-
tices used by corporations for reports to 'their stockholders" while -the Depart-
ment of Commerce figures, which the Administration uses to argue that profits
are low, refledt "accounting used on income tax returns."

It is remarkable that, after 'only two quarters of a most anemic recovery,
profits had already approximately regained 'their all-time peaks.
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There is every reason to believe, therefore, that as recovery continues and
capacity (muich of it, because of Ithe pre-recession eapital goods boom, consist-
ing of the most advanced equipment obtainable) is more fully utilized, produc-
tivity will soar and profits will skyrocket even if prices are held absolutely rigid.

Clearly, measures are needed to keep profits in balance with wages if the
latter are (to be subject to any form of restraint.
Maldistribution of profits

While profits in the aggregate have recovered, the latest FTC-SEC report on
profits of manufacturing corporations reveals a gross maldistribution of the
recovery in' profits as between the largest corporations, on the one hand, and
those of small and medium size, on the other. Senator Proxmire deserves credit
for calling attention to this fact.

Total before-tax profits of all manufacturing corporations in the first quarter
of 1971 were 0.3 peircent higher than in the same quarter of 1970.

However, corporations with assets of less than $1 billion showed a profit
decrease of 16.2 percent for the period. The smallest corporatibns-those with
assets of less than $1 million-suffered a decrease of 40.4 percent. Every one
of the 8 asset size groups below $1 billion had lower profits in the first quarter
of 1971 than in the same quarter a year earlier.

Profits of corporations in the $1 billion and over asset category, in marked
contrast, increased by 18.8 percent in the same period.

While the percentage decreases varied irregularly among the asset Size classes
below $1 billion, the following picture emerges when the 9 FTC-SEC groupings
are consolidated into 3 classes:

Change in pretax profits
Corporations with assets- Percent

Under $100 million-------------------------------------- -20.1
$100 million but less than $1 billion…----------------------------- -13.3
$1 billion and over……----------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ----- +18.8

The contrast between increased profits for the largest corporations and de-
creases for the others remains even -if General Motors profits are eliminated on
the theory that GM's post-strike "catch-up" sales tended to inflate 1971 profits in
the $1 billion and over category. With GAI profits subtracted in both 1970 and
1971, 'that category nevertheless showed an increase amounting to 11.8 percent.
Support for H.R. 10592 approach

I now turn back, parenthetically, to 'an earlier point. The maldistribution of
profits reinforces the conclusion that the machinery provided for in HR 10592
Would 'be appropriate for the present situation and Phase 2 as well as for the
long term future.

The discrepancy in profit movements must, at least in significant part, re-
flect continued price increases 'by 'the oligopolies, on the one hand, and the in-
ability of smaller firms to pa'ss on the cost increases resulting from the giants'
price increases, on the other. The same conclusion is supported by other evidence.

Thus, the spiral could be broken now by a Price-Wage Review Board that
would concentrate its efforts on the price leaders of the oligopolies. Moreover,
the danger that smaller firms might raise their prices as recovery proceeds
could be minimized under ER 10592 9by hearings held on the initiative of the
proposed Consumer Counsel to bring the force of public opinion to bear upon
existing oligopolistic prices that yield excessive profits. Public airing of the
facts in such cases, or even the possibility of public examination, could bring
about price, roll-backs which would lessen the cost pressures upon smaller
firms and permit price competition among them 'to operate above a lower cost
floor.

The dividend charade
Returning now to forms of restraint tither than HR 10592, -it must be noted

that restraint on dividends (although necessary -to achieve equity) is not a
substitute for restraint on profits as such. If profits 'are sufficient to pay in-
creased dividends, it makes little difference to most Stockholders whether divi-
dends are actually increased. Dividend increases not paid now can always be
paid later. Meanwhile (or if they are never paid) the monies involved become
part of the corporation's net worth and (aside from short-term fluctuations) add
to the market value of the stock. Many stockholders. in fact, would prefer that
dividends not be increased because they prefer capital gains which are taxed
a't lower rates, to dividends which are subject to regular income tax rates.
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In a transparent effort to distract attention from the Administration's omis--
sion to ask Congress for power to control profits, an elaborate charade is being
acted out over the essentially meaningless issue of dividend increases during:
the 90-day freeze. First came the President's plea to corporations not to raise-
their dividends. Then there were the highly dramatized and publicized calls-
to Washington of executives of corporations that had ignored the plea. Next
were the chants of victory over roll-backs of dividend increases-or over
promises to reduce the next quarterly dividend. This, in turn! was followedL
by the issuance of a "dividend guideline" which actually relaxed the previous
"guidance" not to increase dividends over the effective rate declared in the'
most recent dividend period prior to August 15, 1971.

The significance of all this was hardly commensurate with the dramatics.-
Interest

Interest is a form of non-wage income the President did and does have power
to control. He refused to use the authority granted him under the Credit Con-
trol Act on grounds, according to Administration spokesmen, that interest ceil-
ings would become floors and, therefore, it would have been unwise to freeze-
interest rates at the high levels prevailing in August 1971.

This argument does violence to the facts of the situation because it ignores
the authority provided in the Credit Control Act to roll back interest rates. The-
rates in effect in August are totally irrelevant. The Act states unequivocally that
the Federal Reserve Board:

". . . upon being authorized by the President under section 205 and for such
period of time as he may determine, may by regulation . . .

"(7) prescribe the maximum rate of interest, maximum maturity, minimum
periodic payment, maximum period between payments, and any other specifica-
tion or limitation of the terms and conditions of any extension of credit."

The powers available under the Act were not used despite the facts that
interest rates have been a major causal factor of inflation and that a roll-back
would have brought substantial relief from inflation to millions of families,
to financially hard-pressed state and local governments and to thousands of
small businesses.
Income equalization tao

The Administration's tender treatment of profits and interest in contrast
to the freeze on wages emphasizes the need for measures to assure equity as
betwen wage and non-wage incomes.

A means to achieve equity was presented by the British journal, The
Economist in articles published in the September 28 and November 30, 1963,
issues. Recognizing the essentiality of equity to the success of an incomes policy,
the magazine proposed what it called an "Incomes Equalization Tax (IET)"
to be applied to non-wage incomes. It then went on to say:

"The principle on which the proposal is based, which is assumed to be rea-
sonably generally acceptable, is that the rewards to capital per unit should not
increase faster than the rewards to labour per unit.

"The method of the proposal is to vary the tax on unearned incomes to make
the average rate of increase in unearned incomes equal to the average rate of'
increase in wages." [Italic in original]

Without repeating the detailed arithmetical illustrations offered by The-
Economist, the IET may be explained as follows. An annual index would be-
computed for wage rates and for each form of non-wage income subject to the,
tax. Assume, for example, that in year X the index for wages was 115.7 and
that for dividends was 126.4. The difference between the two indexes in favor-
of dividends is 10.7 index points. This figure is then divided by the index for,
dividends (10.7 divided by 126.4). The result (multiplied by 100 to convert it
from a decimal to a percentage) is 8.5 percent, which is used as the IET rate-
applicable to dividends.

A tax of 8.5 percent applied to all dividend income would reduce the totaf
of such income to the same level relative to the base period as the index for'
wages (126.4 x (100.0-8.5)=115.7). The regular income tax is then applied
to the sum of all forms of income received by the taxpayer after deduction of
the sum of the IET liabilities applicable to each form of non-wage income
received.

To avoid imposing undue tax calculation burdens on individuals receiving
relatively small amounts of non-wage income, persons with less than specified
amounts of such forms of income could be exempted from IET. Certain forms
of income which the individual has no means of increasing (pensions, for ex-
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ample) could also be exempted. (Unlike The'Economist, however, I would nof
propose tax remission for forms of income which lagged behind wages. The-
reason is that the tax assumes that only wage income is subject to direct
restraint, so that non-wage incomes remain free to fluctuate in the normal
manner. The purpose of the tax, therefore, must be to prevent increases in
non-wage incomes from outstripping wages.)

This tax is subject to none of the criticisms usually directed at the excess-
profits tax. In addition, it can be applied not only to profits but to all forms of
non-wage income, thus making for across-the-board equity for wages. Applied
to profits, it would not penalize unusually successful firms. Their IET rates
would be no higher than those of the less successful. Similarly, the IET rate
would be the same for all individuals receiving the same form of income regard-
less of whether their amounts of such income had increased or decreased in
the year.
Effects of applying IET to profits

There is convincing evidence that an IET applied to profits would not only
contribute to equity but also would contribute materially to the attainment
of other highly desirable economic goals.

An article in the Summer, 1971, issue of the Wharton Quarterly (published
by the Wharton School of Finance of the University of Pennsylvania) examined
the effects of a hypothetical special tax that would confine increases In profits
to the same rate of increase as wages. (The tax is not called "IET" and the
article seems to have been written without knowledge of the proposal made by
The Economist.) One of the authors of the article is Professor Lawrence R.
Klein who is widely respected as an outstanding econometrician. The analysis
involved use of the Wharton Econometric Model of the U.S. economy.

The conclusion is that such a tax would have the effects of increasing output,
sharply reducing unemployment and markedly retarding the rate of price
increase.

Several variants with the tax assumed to be in effect were run through the
econometric model. All pointed to essentially the same general conclusions. One
version. based upon quarterly data and assuming the tax had become effective
in the fourth quarter of 1970. showed that over a two-year period:

Real GNP would be $17 billion higher (in 1958 prices) than it would have
been in the absence of the tax.

The unemployment rate at the end of the period would be 3.39 percent
instead of 4.83 in the absence of the tax.

The GNP price deflator would increase at a rate of 2 percent instead of
3.3 percent in the first year and by 1 percent instead of 2.4 percent in the
second year.

In addition, the government deficit would be smaller than if the tax had
not been in effect.

The analysis also shows that controls on wage rates alone, without the special
tax on profits, would have the effects of reducing real GNP and incireasing un-
employment.

Carried to 1980 on the basis of annual data, the model shows that the special
profits tax would yield similarly favorable results over a longer period. GNP in
1958 prices is $28 billion higher by 1980 than it otherwise would have been. The
average unemployment rate for the 10 year period is substantially lower than in
the absence of the tax. Practical price stability (an annular increase of 0.8
percent) is achieved by 1973 and beyond 1975 "the price index stays constant
or drops a little."
Enact IET

I strongly Urge enactment of IET if Phase 2 provides for any form of resfraint
of wages to which non-wage incomes are not subjected.

IET. as the Wharton Quarterly article demonstrates. would yield substantial
economic gains as well as contribute materially to equity. With respect to im-
portance of equity, the article is quite emphatic. It says:

"A deficiency of past guideline rules is that they overemphasized restraint in
wage patterns to the exclusion of restraints in other income shares and that they
have not been enforced or enforceable. A balanced policy stands a better chance
of being acceptable now.

"There is a much greater chance that American labor will accept a guideline
principle for earnings if there is a corresponding guideline principle for profits.
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Wage restraint, by itself, would tend to be reflected in unusually large profit in-
creases and this would lead to an eventual breakdown of the principle."

Without equity as between wage and, non-wage incomes, whether established
through IET or some other device, the cooperation of American workers in the
stabilization program cannot be expected and will not be deserved. Absent equity,
the end result, as it has been in every democratic country where stabilization
measures have been applied in peacetime, will be collapse of the stabilization
program. Collapse, it should be added, has generally been followed by a wage
explosion as workers act to remedy the inequities inflicted upon them.

Other problems of equity
Whatever form Phase 2 assumes. there will be other matters of equity that

will urgently require attention. Without attempting a complete list, there is,
for example, the necessity to assure retroactive payment of contractually owed
wage increases withheld during the freeze period. Otherwise, the workers in-
volved will have the right to consider their contracts cancelled and to negotiate
others in their place.

Similar problems arise with respect to individual workers denied, during the
freeze period, longevity and progression wage increases, additional days or weeks
of vacation based upon length of service and a variety of other types of wage
increases and fringe benefits.

For the longer run, it goes without saying that fairness will require, among
other things, latitude for workers trapped by the accidental timing of the expira-
tion of their contracts to restore their normal position relative to those who.have
recently negotiated new contracts. It will require, also, freedom to obtain wage
increases that compensate fully for increases in living costs plus additional
amounts to allow workers to share equitably in the growth of the economy's
output (and more where more can be obtained without increasing prices), pro-
vision for correction of wage inequities and substandard wages and no impair-
ment of existing contractual rights.

Respecting contractual rights
Respecting rights established under existing contracts, even though the wage

increases provided for exceed standards that may be adopted by a tripartite
board, does not mean acquiescence in continuing inflation. Newly negotiated
eontracts, of course, would have to conform to the established standards. This
will mean-assuming price increases are effectively restrained-that the aver-
age rate of increase in wages will tend to decline. The declining tendency re-
sulting from new contracts will be reinforced by existing contracts because many
of the latter are heavily "front-loaded" with wage increases scheduled for the
second year and beyond substantially lower than in the first year. In fact, sec-
ond and third year increases provided under most contracts are within reason-
able stabilization standards. As a result, the average rate of increase will steadily
approach such standards and within a short time will conform to them if every
contract now in effect is permitted to be implemented in full.

Profit sharing
I urge also that negotiation of profit sharing agreements be not only permitted

but encouraged if wages are subject to any form of direct restraint. Profit shar-
ing can under no circumstances be considered inflationary. Profits are a residual-
computed after the consumer has paid the price involved and after all costs
have been met. The sharing of that residual can neither add to the costs nor in-
crease the price.

Any form of restraint requires some safety valve. If the possibility for
economic gains is limited, improvement of working conditions will serve to some
extent as the safety valve to relieve the pressure that cannot find an economic
outlet. Under the World War II stabilization program, certain forms of fringe
benefits served that purpose. Profit sharing can be an important additional safety
valve. serving simultaneously to advance economic equity as between workers and
stockholders.

Congress is ultimately responsible
The ultimate responsibility for an equitable stabilization policy rests squarely

upon Congress. It was Congress that gave the President the power to impose
the freeze. Congress alone can decide whether the President will be allowed to
continue his inequitable use of those powers or whether the legislation involved
shall be rewritten or replaced to assure an equitable and effective stabilization
policy.
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Reports in the press on the predictions of Secretary of Commerce Stans with
respect to Phase 2 sound an ominous warning that the Administration may be
bent on imposing grave inequities upon America's workers-to make them and
them alone bear the sacrifices of combatting inflation. Only Congress can stand
in the way and see to it that equity is done.

It is imperative that Congress accept its responsibility to assume by legisla-
tion that stabilization measures will be fair to all concerned.

I urge specifically that such legislation require the President to stabilize only
through the voluntary and tripartite mechanism that I have described. I urge
further that, whether through IET or some other device, Congress assure that
equity prevails as between wages and all forms of non-wage income.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much' Mr. Woodcock, for a
real tour de force. This is a brilliant statement. I have had a chance
to examine it fully and I think you have done an excellent job, espe-
ciallly on how hard you come down on the sid& of the need for stimulus
of the economy for many reasons-not only because we need jobs here,
but also as several previous witnesses have pointed out, because if we
are going to be able to negotiate effectively for a devalued dollar, we
negotiate far better in an atmosphere of prosperity than in an atmos-
phere of worldwide recession. If we have to negotiate from the stand-
point of people in this country being desperately concerned with
holding on to even short-term policies that would benefit jobs here,
it is going to be very hard, it seems to me, to overcome the protection
incentive that we have in this country and that every country has.

However, let me ask you first about something that does trouble me a
lot. As I say, you come down hard on the side of stimulus, and I think
that is all to the good. But you seem to come down very soft on the
question of holding down prices. I say that even though it seems you
have one element that gives it more restraint. You provide subpena
powers. That is good. But what you also provide is a wage-price re-
view board cut off from the Government and manned by labor and by
business, and the public, with labor and business having a majority
vote here in a situation, it seems to me, where we might have great
trouble getting inflation under control. Especially since you advocate
full wage compensation for, as I understand, previous increases in the
cost of living, and full wage compensation for increases in productiv-
ity, both.

Now, I just calculated that if we followed your prescription here
and had any kind of general guidelines, it would be a 73/4 increase in
wages, which it seems to me would just carry on the inflation as we had.
How do you meet this kind of objection?

Mr. WOODCOCK. I think the record shows, Mr. Chairman, that this
works. During the Korean period, we had an economy that was under
forced draft, in full throttle. We were actually rationing scarce metals
because of the demands for them. Yet precisely the kind of contract
that we now have with the automobile companies was specifically
approved in a wage stabilization policy, which called for the improve-
ment factor, which is a productivity factor, and which called for cost
of living compensation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But you see, what I am getting at is this: As
I understand the presentations we had by Mr. Okun and Mr. Schultz,
both of whom stressed that one-half of the increases in the cost of liv-
ing would be on the assumption that in the coming year we are going
to be able to hold down the cost of living. In fact, the assumptions they
made were that labor would be far better off than they were last year
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or the year before-any year in fact, since the early 1960 s-because
they would get an increase of 3 percent or more in their real income;
that is, if you had a firm, effective price policy where you were able
to hold prices down to less than a 2-percent increase. Then you could
provide for about a 5-percent increase in wages and you would have
a real increase in income for workers of 3 percent which would be,
perhaps, better than you would have under what you proposed.

Now, if you talk about the Korean situation, as I understand it, we
had comprehensive, across-the-board controls. Mike DiSalle, who was
one of the administrators, testified before this committee that during
the Korean war, we provided for controls not only in the concentrated
sectors that you suggest, but virtually the whole economy.

Mr. WOODCOCK. But the fact is, Mr. Chairman, I must repeat the
contract that we have with General Motors Corp. now was specifically
approved under the wage stabilization policy in the Korean period,
when we had a situation of too many dollars chasing too few goods.
We do not have that situation now.

Chairman PRoxMIiRE. If we put into effect some kind of wage-price
review board and some kind of control of wages and prices, and the
prices increase during the coming year, the rest of 1971 and 1972, at
only a 2-percent rate, that would be reflected, as I understand it, in full
in the wage increases. Is that correct?

Mr. WOODCOCK. No, it so happens that our present contracts do not
call for compensation in full, but that was part of the collective bar-
gaining agreement. That was part of the bargain that was made.

Chairman PrOXMIirE. Well, you see, what I am getting at is the very
great importance under your notion of tieing in wage increases, to cost-
of living increases of holding prices down. And it just seems to me that
this kind of a board, without any legal force to act to prevent prices,
from going up, or certainly not to roll prices back, simply does not
gi ve the clout we need.- We need the assurance that prices will be held
down.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Our statement says-I did not say orally that the
board would have the po-wer to lay out the facts where a rollback in
prices was called for to see if public opinion would have some impact
in regard to this.

Chairman PROxMIRE. But the President would not have any legal au-
thority to do so under your proposal, would he, or you would not give
him that?

Mr. WOODCOCK. He would have the authority to initiate process.
Chairman PnoxMriRE. To hold the hearings?
Mr. WOODCOCK. Right.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. And in the event that General Motors wanted

to go ahead and raise prices, or some other big company wanted to go
ahead, there is nothiiig to prevent them from doing it in the event that
the negotiations were such that the union management decided that
they would provide for an inflationary wage settlement. All the Presi-
dent could do would be to criticize it. He could not act-or could he?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Except that they are responsive to public opinion.
I think they are responsive to ptiblic opinion. Right now the auto-
mobile companies say that because they are going to be required to pay
a wage increase on December 22 and a cost-of-livin fl increase after that,
they are going to have to increase the price. They do not have to prove
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a thing. 1I.the Worean period, they accepted the rule that productivity
wage increases obviously could not be the basis for them requesting an
increase in price. We also have on record the statement of the president
of General Motors Corp., made last April in Philadelphia that, for 21
years, productivity increases in the automobile industry matched or
exceeded increases in labor costs. Now, that is in an annual com-
pounded rate for those 21 years of 6.1 percent. Yet we were charged

,during those 21 years with being inflation breeders.
Now, long after the fact, the president of the General Motors Corp.

says .that is not true at all; the industry matched or exceeded the in-
creases in labor costs.

Now, if those things were in the clear light of day, I think the
,General Motors top management would be responsive to the resulting
public opinion. At least it is worth a try, rather than having bigger and
big'er governmental bureaucracy interfering in our type of economy.

Zhairman PROXMIRE. As I understand, the people who would be
"holding the hearings and making the determination would be repre-
sentatives of labor, not appointed by the President or any govern-

-mental body, but nominated and in effect, appointed by labor itself;
representatives of management, appointed by management; and then

-a public member. Is there not a likelihood that with that kind of line
-up, you would get a fairly soft view, very sympathetic to providing
price increases'? Peflhaps not in an industry like the automobile in-

.dustry, which'is a strong industry, which, as you say, has been charac-
-terized by extraordinary profits and so forth, but in many other in-
.dustries, it would seem to me there would be a very good chance that
you would get a tendency to let prices rise in the trucking industry,
the steel'industry, many others.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that there is not the same
-necessity for the tripartite form in the kind of price-wage review we
:are proposing as an on-going permanent mechanism as there is in a
-wage review. That tripartite system is absolutely essential, from our
point of view. But the principle of what we described as a permanent

-price-wage -review board could operate just as well with a presiden-
tially appointed-board, with members sanctioned by the Senate of the
United States. It would-not have to be tripartite.

Chairman -PRoxmIRE. You would not object, then, to an alternative
approach, or would you?

Mr. WOODCOCK. I would not, no, sir.
Chairman-PRoxmIRE. You would not object to a governmental ap-

-pointed board, approved by the Senate? Would it have to be tripartite?
Mr. WooDcocK.-The bill that was introduced calls for that. But from

-my point of view,-it would not necessarily have to be tripartite.
ChairmanPRoxaikmu.-:Would it have to be voluntary?
Mr. WOODCoCK. It'is voluntary in the sense that we have always ad-

-vocated that there-would be freedom of action left. The only control
would be the power of public opinion, which I think in a democracy is
fa mighty-potent force.

Chairman PRoxmiRE. Wel1, on the assumption that potent force
-would-beeffective-most of the time, is it not a real possibility that it
might not be effective in some cases, and that might blow the whole
,thing outed the water _stliezairline strike blew the wage-price guide-
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lines out of the water in 1966 ? If the President had the power to step
iii or some body had the power to step inl

Mr. WooDcocx. The airlines strike, unfortunately, was prolonged be-
cause of the refusal of the industry to agree to an escalation clause.
Subsequently, they agreed to a much higher increase plus a much
higher escalation clause. I think it simply underscores our feeling
about the wihole situation.

I would, Mr. Chairman, like to draw the attention of the committee's
staff to an article which appeared in a magazine, Challenge, for No-
vember-December 1966, by Prof. Alvin Hansen, then of Harvard Uni-
versity, -which goes to this whole question of whether escalation clauses
in themselves are inflationary. May I put this in the record?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed, by all means. Without objection,
it will be printed in the record at this point.

(The article referred to follows:)

[From Challenge magazine, November-December 1966, vol. 15, No. 2]

INFLATION AND THE NEW ECONOMICS

(By Alvin H. Hansen)'

In sharp contrast to the "fiscal drag" syndrome of only two years ago, the
fear of inflation once again dominates the economic news. Yesterday's problems
are quickly forgotten as we look back wistfully to the 1960-65 era of "reasonable
price stability."

But how about full employment? The fact is that along with so-called price
stability came an average 1960-65 unemployment rate of 5.6 per cent.

Now. that the United States has at long last become a high-employment, high-
pressure economy, it is confronted with price increases like those which Europe
has faced. Wishful thinking aside, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that,
like the Europeans, we may have to learn to live with a somewhat higher, though
still relatively moderate, rate of creeping inflation.

But there is no convincing evidence that strong, advanced countries are un-
able to manage creeping inflation sufficiently well to prevent it from escalating
into galloping inflation. The problem, to be sure, requires continuous surveil-
lance and responsible fiscal and monetary management.

The U.S. entered a new period of price behavior in about the middle of 1965.
The milk, pork and other food shortages, a major factor in recent price move-
ments, will hopefully prove to be self-correcting. More serious is the recent rapid
rise in the prices of manufactured goods despite continued stability in unit
labor costs.

The reason for these price hikes is quite simple. Profits soared in 1996 beyond
the wildest dreams. And a guideposts policy is always in deep trouble when
profits in relation to wages get out of line. Abnormally high profits render respon-
sible collective bargaining well-nigh impossible. Britain's Labour government is
facing the same problem with its "incomes policy."

Gardner Ackley was quite right when he pointed to excessive profits as the
real inflation danger because of their impact on wage negotiations. One solution
might be to give the President discretionary power to raise or lower taxe rates
within proscribed limits, which to some degree would limit excessive profits.
In pure theory, the ideal would be an administratively managed excess profits
tax. If profits are restrained, employers can be counted on to hold excessive wage
demands in check, and under these conditions the government, having already
restricted profits, would be in a strong position to throw its full weight against
excessive union demands.

But until consumer pressures become stronger, an excess profits tax, except
in full-scale wartime, is scarcely probable. But a supplementary corporate and
personal income tax, as recommended by the subcommittee on fiscal policy of the
Joint Economic Committee, should not be impossible.

'Alvin H. Hansen, Lucius N. Littauer Professor of Political Economy (Emeritus),
Harvard University, is widely recognized as the "father" of Keynesian Economics in the
United States.
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The experience of early 1966 illustrates well the superiority of an administra-
tively managed supplementary tax compared with a legislative change in tax
rates. A flexible supplement can be adjusted up or down by small gradations.
as easily as the familiar adjustments of the discount rate. Since the changes would
be small and could be reversed almost immediately as conditions demand, the.
White House would have little hesitation about using such power boldly and
speedily.

But without this power, a President will always hesitate to ask Congress to
raise taxes. It is one thing to ask Congress for a substantial, though temporary,
change in rates. It is quite another matter to order small adjustments in the
supplementary rate. Small changes would be taken in stride, just as is the case
with the discount rate.

The Administration was, I suspect, quite right in its reluctance in early 1966
to go to Congress for a substantial increase. A small incremental change would,
however, have been possible as a routine performance.

But what we really need is an integrated monetary and fiscal policy. If wev
had one, a tax increase combined with a relatively soft monetary policy would
have been in order in the first quarter of 1966. But since the Fed launched
its own antiinfiationary program in direct opposition to the wishes of the Ad-
ministration, the government was virtually compelled to go easy in tax policy
in order to prevent excessive restraint.

I am unable to see how any rational person can argue that it is a good thing
to have two independent, and at times antagonistic, drivers, each attempting
to steer the economy, unless indeed he wants no effective control at all. We htIve
gotten ourselves into this deplorable situation not by any clear-cut legislative
mandate. It has evolved bit by bit from occasional overt acts of independence
by the Fed followed up by frequent reiteration by the Chairman that the System
is, in fact, by law an independent agency. Unfortunately, no President, as far as I
know, has challenged these claims.

So where does this leave us? I fear that clarifying legislation is not possible,
and if seriously undertaken might do much harm. If we were starting all over
again, I am sure that no Congress would specifically set up the Federal Reserve
Systemn as an agency independent of whatever Administration, Democratic or
Republican, happened to be in power. But it is quite a different matter openly
to demote the Fed from its present alleged independence. The best we can hope
for is a common-sense interpretation of the meaning of independence.

According to one definition it means that the Board is independent outside
of the government. A Board member is regarded as duty-bound to vote his ow-I
convictions, even though they really run counter to the policies of the
Administration.

But there is another, quite different, common-sense meaning of independence.
In this view the Board is independent within the Administration. Each Federal
Reserve Governor is duty-bound to fight for his convictions inside the govern-
ment. But he should not defy the Administration. Disagreement may reach a
point at which, as a man of integrity, he will feel compelled to resign. He
should, of course, always be free to state his personal views before Congres-
sional committees.

Let us hope that a sane view of this controversy will prevail. Let us hope
that we shall not again see such a display of arrogance as we witnessed in
December 1965, when the Fed defied the Administration and raised the discount
rate.

Some commentators have tried to defend the Board's action on the ground
that it was, in this case, right. I am unable to follow this argument. Witness
the near crisis created by the interest rate war and the unholy scramble for
deposits.

The issue here, however, is not a question of who was right. The point
at issue transcends by far any specific incident. Surely an elected democratic
government must be held responsible for its management of the economy. Every
Administration, whether Republican or Democratic, must have command of
all the instruments of control so that it can carry out its program.

One practical procedure might be to institutionalize the so-called quadriad
consisting of the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, the Secretary
of the Treasury, the Director of the Budget and the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board. Here differences of opinion, as represented by all the relevant
agencies, can be thrashed out.

Vital decisions by majority vote of the quadriad would be reported to the
President, and if approved by him should command the united support of all

67-193-71-pt. 4-4
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ithe agencies concerned. No more would be demanded of a Board member than
is now demanded of every Cabinet officer. Whenever a Governor of the Federal
Reserve System felt that he could no longer go along with the overall govern-
mental policy, it would be his duty to resign.

I should like to add a word about the relation of monetary to fiscal policy.
WAe have been moving, in recent years, in a dangerous direction. Not only have
.we allowed the Fed to become increasingly independent, we have also tended
to expect from monetary policy far more than It is capable of producing. In
the past, our monetary authorities were content to make a modest contribution to
stabilization policy. Not so in recent years.

In my view-I am aware that not all adherents of the New Economics would
fully agree-monetary policy should always be relegated to the position of serv-
ing as a handmaiden to fiscal policy. In this capacity it can play an enormously
important role. Money is important. No government can pursue an effectively
.expansionist fiscal policy without having at its beck and call the vast monetary
powers of a central bank. Nor can it pursue an orderly program of fiscal restraint
unless the central bank plays its supporting role in carrying out tax, expenditure
and debt-management policies.

From the growth standpoint, I should hope that we can develop long-range
government expenditure programs based on social priorities. These long-range
projections could play an important stabilizing role with respect to planned
private investment outlays. The long-run interest rate should be kept low to
help stimulate growth. As for countercyclical policy, I should strongly favor
primary reliance on tax policy. When we use fiscal policy, we know what we
are doing. We can calculate fairly accurately the impact of tax and expenditure
,changes. Sharp changes in the rate of interest leave us groping in the dark, as
.the recent Federal Reserve fiasco illustrates.

Consumer price increases of the magnitude experienced by the high-pressure
economies of Western Europe admittedly present equity problems in a society
operating generally with fixed money contracts. Since all advanced countries
prefer full employment, despite its attendant inflationary consequences, it would
seem that the next order of business in the free world is to devise and build
institutional arrangements to alleviate the inequities flowing from creeping
inflation.

James Tobin emphasized this point in a recent book: "It is a major defect
of our financial structure that inflation hedges are not available for the majority
,of the population. American inventiveness and ingenuity have been sadly lacking
in this area. The government could issue bonds with purchasing power guarantees
and life insurance companies could offer 'variable' annuities to protect benefl-
ciaries against inflation." Paul Samuelson reaches a similar conclusion in his
recent two-volume Collected Scientific Papers.

We have, of course, already made some starts in this direction. Some 2.5
million workers are protected by so-called cost-of-living escalator contracts.
Private universities have learned to live and prosper in a period of creeping
inflation. Social Security benefits have been raised periodically, but always with
a lag. Inflatiou-proof arrangements need not necessarily exert an upward push
on costs. Escalator wage contracts prevent immediate wage demands based
on anticipated cost-of-living increases.

Such arrangements redistribute rather than add to aggregate income. By and
large, they take income from the inflation-advantaged group and give it to
the infiation-disadvautaged group. But these measures are not inflationary per se.
And they will become increasingly necessary in a high-pressure, full-employment
.economy.

Living, as the whole Western world does, in an age of creeping inflation,
the impact of this fact upon expectations becomes obviously a crucial matter.
As I have already noted, there appears to be no evidence in advanced countries
that creeping inflation necessarily leads to runaway inflation. How can one
account for this fact?

In a perfectly fluid free market we should expect a rapid escalation of any
Inflationary movement. But the price system, fortunately, is not perfectly fluid.
If it were, any movement away from equilibrium would rapidly cumulate. Not
only is the system far from being fluid, it is in fact a network of contracts,
partly legal and partly behavioristic. Inertia plays a big role. Any movement
away from equilibrium makes headway against a sticky mass. The result for-
tunately, is a lagged:adjustment to change.



What implications do these considerations have for the commonly held view
that cost-of-living escalator clauses in collective bargaining contracts tend to
accelerate creeping inflation? In my opinion, this view is a mistaken one.

Take the recent abortive contract (the one turned down by the membership)
between the airlines and the machinists union. Aware of the continuous, though
moderate, upward trend of consumer prices throughout the past 18 years, the
union demanded a cost-of-living escalator clause. The airlines stood firm against
this. The union, fearful that a consumer price rise of, say, 2.5 per cent or more,
might largely nullify any intended increase in real wages, demanded, and was
granted, still higher wages as compensation for surrendering the escalator clause.
The revised (and finally accepted) contract was far more geneorous than the
first. It provided both higher wage rates and an escalator clause, and crashed
right through the Administration's wage guideposts. Thus, with or without the
escalator clause, the expectation of creeping inflation affected the proposed
settlement.

Higher wages, paid in anticipation of price increases, come immediately into
play, and so at once operate to intensify inflationary pressures. Future wage
increases. paid in accordance with an escalator clause, come after consumer prices
have risen. Escalation validates a price increase that has already taken place,
hut is not the cause of the price increase that has already occurred.

The lag is highly important. Stability in a market economy is largely a
function of lagged adjustments. At all events, there is no escape from the per-
fectly reasonable demand of workers that the Consumer L'rice Index must
somehow be taken account of in wage contracts. It makes more sense to make the
adjustment after the event than to force the issue before the event.

Clearly, the modern inflation problem presents many conflicting and often
irreconcilable factors. What then? Should we abandon the wage-price guide-
post? I think not. We do need a thorough overhaul of the statistical foundations
upon which the guide-posts rest, and we need to clarify our concepts, and our
goals, with respect to price stability. But as broad-gauge directives, the guide-
posts do point to basic relationships which cannot be ignored. The guideposts
should be perfected, not abandoned.

Improving guideposts. Presidential authority to raise or lower taxes within
specific limits and, finally, monetary policy working in tandem with fiscal policy,
could give us full employment and "reasonable price stability." In the meantime,
let us not blame our inflationary pressures on the New Economics.

Chairman PROx-mInE. You would concentrate these limitations on
the big firms. You point out that that is where the big profits are, and
you feel that is where the real problem is. The fact is, however, for
over the last 10 years, by far the biggest increase in prices has been
in the service area. And I suppose if there is one industry that has been
characterized by inflation more than any other. it is the health indus-
try. Would your proposal reach that kind of inflation?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, the problem in health care, I think, is unique
and, of course, we are clearly on the record that we think the enactment
of the principles of Senate bill 3 anid House bills 22 and 23 is the only
answer to the problem of inflationary htealth costs.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It may be that we need long-term health legis-
lation, and no doubt we do. But that might take some time to get. I
think you will agree with me that a realistic appraisal suggests that
we will not get that for a long time. We have a real problem coming
up on November 12. Do you still feel this should be concentrated en-
tirely in this very limited sector?

Mr. WooDCOCKi. First of all, with regard to phase 2, as a practical
matter, I accept that the administration has a responsibility. We in
labor have said that for our cooperation, we require a tripartite volun-
tary mechanism with a balancing party of public, not governmental,
members with the same procedural rights and authority that prevailed
in the Korean period and also in World War II.
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Chairman PROXrIRE. The Korean period and World War II, we
did have an across-the-board restriction on prices and wages. We did
not confine them to the steel industry, the automobile industry, the
other big industries, or the lbi corporation.

Now, you are suggesting a departure from that; is that right?
Mr. WOODCOCK. We are talking about two separate things, sir. I

accept that phase 2 is going 'to be-I do not know what it is going to
be. It could be general, it could be specific. I -would think right now it
would have to be general. But the on-going price-wage review we
propose on a permanent basis.

Chairman PROxMIRE. I see; fine. You are proposing a permanent
kind of structure to deal with prices in the administered areas where
you have concentrated economic power. But you would not object to
a more comprehensive, general kind of guideline to apply to the whole
American economy, or virtually the whole American economy?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Yes; we object to guidelines. We think the American
economy is so complex that you just cannot write any general
guidelines.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How would you deal with inflation outside of
these sectors? You say you have a long-term program that you have
been talking about now to deal with the concentrated sector of the
economy. What would you recommend for phase 2?

Mr. WOODdOCK. We think the maldistribution of profits, for example,
shows the small companies with continuing difficulties, that they are
affected by competition in price, but their general impact on the econ-
omy is not enough to offset the continuous upward price movement
of the administered industries.

I think if you took a short span of time, the last 3 or 4 years, it
would be clear that the administered price sector has been skyrocket-
ing. When you go to the service industry, it is true in terms of per-
centages, 'they have had some sharp upward movements in the last
few years, but that was from an abysmally low base, whether they be
hospital workers or those holding low income jobs. When their in-
crease is 200 percent, they started at a base of maybe a dollar; it is
nothing again, to the economic impact of the powerful aggregates of
capital I am talking about.

Phase 2 also does provide that the President would have the power
to move in other areas that do not fall within the description of price
dominance. If you had, say, in the construction industry or whatever,
inflationary behavior, then the- President 'could direct the board to
move similarly in those situations.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Woodcock, you favored the repeal of the auto

excise tax proposed by the administration. Do you have any position
on the excise tax on trucks and on tires?

Mr. WEINBERG. When we think the first is discriminatory, we have
to say the others are, too.

Senator PERCY. I get a great deal of mail complaining about excise
tax on telephones. Does the UAW have a position on the excise tax on
telephones?

Mr. WEINsBERG. We have not taken any position with regard to it.
I think, when you get into thatkind of. a field, the usage of a pu'bliq
utility falls in a somewhat different area. It is certainly a convenient
tax base.
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Senator PERCY. There was no mention made of the problem of pro-
ductivity in your remarks here today. If my figures are correct, be-
tween 1947 and 1966, the average rate of advance in output per man-
hour in the private sector was about 3 percent. Then, in 1967, it
dropped to 2 percent, and there was practically no productivity in-
crease between mid-1968 and mid-1970. And I think this has aggra-
vated our problemn.

Do you have any suggestions as to what we should do to increase
work output and productivity?

Mr. WOODCOCK. There's a great deal said about productivity in the
total statement. It is true that productivity was sagging in the time
period you have described. In the first phase, it was due to the mini-
recession of 1966. The second was due to the recession which began in
1969. And everytime we have a recessionary period, productivity falls.
Because, as you know, sir, when sales drop, immediately the produc-
tive personnel not needed to produce the products not being sold are
cut loose. But the nonproductive personnel are kept, on the assumption
that there may be a turnaround in the very near future.

The nonproductive personnel, kept on the payroll while the produc-
tive personnel are let go, increase the overhead burden and this drops
productivity. It is not until the recession is months in being that they
begin to move to the nonproductive personnel. Consequently, as we
move out of the recession, the rate of productivity soars. If we can move
to stimulate purchasing power in the middle-income level and the
economy moves up, productivity, without any investment, by that very
fact will move up very sharply, and profits will move up very sharply
with it.

Senator PERCY. In your statement, you quote some of the automobile
companies and what they have said about overtime versus additional
workers. This is the first time I had heard of those remarks. I was
deeply distressed by it. It was my assumption that we would be hiring
more people at our plants rather than just increasing overtime.

Do you have any suggestions as to what we can do to reverse this
policy and add people, rather than just add overtime pay? I am con-
cerned that wage increases for those working regularly might result
in additional savings rather than more purchases. We are saving at a
rate of 8 percent right now. It is a question not of adding to the wages
,of workers who are currently employed, but rather of hiring people.
Would it help if we contacted the heads of the automobile companies
and talked over this policy with them? They were in the forefront
of hiring hard-core unemployed. Are the hard-core unemployed hired
under the "Alliance for Business Program," the ones that have now
been laid off ?

Mr. AWTOODcOcK. Well, to the extent that they are on the low end of the
seniority list. yes, they have been released.

Senator PERCY. Certainly, they ought to get a chance now to be
rehired if we are giving an incentive to the automobile industry by
takingf the excise tax off and the 10 percent border tax. That is a great
benefit to the automotive industry.

I think this is an area where we could all work together. and I
certainly, as an individual, would be happy to talk with the heads of
the automobile companies or their representatives to see what we can do
to have them voluntarily adopt a policy that would be in the national
interest. rather than just pay more overtime to people already working.
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Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, as you have noted, Senator, we propose that
one way to create a deterrent is to step up the fair labor standard
penalty from time and a half to double time. But failing that, or in the
absence of that, it would certainly help if you and others would talk
to the heads of the companies.

We tried in our negotiations to make overtime a voluntary thing
to the individual. They strongly resist that. We were not able to win it.
We have found that in recessionary periods there is a deep sense of
shame among our working members when they have to work a Satur-
day or the 9th and 10th hour, Monday through Friday, and come home
and their next door neighbor is entirely without a job. They have a
deep sense of shame, and bitterly resent it. But they are forced to do it
under the contract.

Senator PERCY. I would like to ask your judgment on what we can do
to make American industry more competitive? How can we compete
more effectively in international markets when we consider that we will
have a wage differential for a long time to come? I am concerned, for
instance, that the steel industry is becoming less and less competitive.
At the peak of World War II, Japan produced 9 million tons. By
1973, that amount will increase to 175 million tons. Two-thirds of the
Japanese steel industry facilities are less than 9 years old; ours are
getting old and obsolete. What can be done to make America's steel in-
dustry more competitive so that the U.S. market is not flooded with
foreign steel?

Mr. WOODCOCK. 7Well, I am no expert on the steel industry, but I
think it is a fact that over a long period of years. the American steel
inlustrv did not take the necessary steps to keep abreast technologi-
cally. That, does not set aside the fact that the rebuilt economies, Japan
and other countries. have had a tremendous advantage because they
started from scratch and could take advantage of the latest technologi-
cal capabilities.

But I think it is fair for us to say. getting back to the industrv with
which I am conversant, that the will to compete is not there. Volks-
wagen certainly has been terribly vulnerable. Last year, they had a
tremendous upsurge in their worldwide sales, but their rate of profit
was dropping precipitously, continuing to drop. possibly to a loss situa-
tion. If ever a company was vulnerable in the North American market.
it was Volkswagen. I would have thought that price competition by
the Vega and Pinto. and if that would have happened the Gremlin
could have followed., could have driven Volkswagen at least out of the
American domestic market. Instead, thev increased the price and are
now being bailed out by the surcharge and the proposal to eliminate the
excise tax. It is this lack of willingriess to compete in a true free enter-
prise sense that really bofherq us.

Senator PERCY. Industry officials maintain the only new "green field"
steel plant-that is, a plant constructed from scratch-that has been
built in the last 10 years in the United States has been built in Illinois.
When asked why this lack of ability to increase their caDital goods
investment, they say it is because the need for investment incentives
is not fully recognized in this country and that they do not otherwise
have the capital. Industry has pointed out that the United States to-
day has the lowest percentage of investment in productive facilities
in relation to GNP of any industrialized nation in the world, and that,
as a result, our facilities are becoming obsolete very rapidly. Our rate
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of percentage reinvestment was only 16.5 percent of our GNP, com-
pared with 23 percent in West Germany, 24.5 percent in France, 34
percent in Japan. Then, in looking at the specific figures, the IT.S.
policy permits aggregate costs recovery allowance of only 7.7 percent
in the first taxable year, against West Germany's first year writeoff of
16.5 percent; Italy 20; France 21.5; Japan 34.5; and the United
Kingdom 57.8 percent.

I put the question: How can American industry effectively compete,
then, with foreign companies given every incentive to invest?

I think here we have perhaps an honest difference of opinion as to
how we can stimulate capital investment in this country through tax.
wvriteoffs or tax incentives, whatever it might be, other than the in-
centive that the U.S Government has now proposed. The investment
tax credit was a Kennedy development in 1962, and it certainly
stimulated the economy.

Mr. WOODCOCK. We opposed it then, Senator.
Senator Pracy. You did oppose it then?
Mr. WOODCOCK. Yes.
Senator PERCY. And you still oppose it now.
I would very much like to talk with some of our economists on this

WhIIIen I testified at the Senate hearings, I offered to do this. I may have
a blind spot; but I simply have not been able to come up with any other
way to enable American industry to increase investment other than
to give it everv incentive to take modern machinery and update-and
therefore use high-priced, high-quality American labor with more
capital behind it. I would be very happy to discuss this point with your
economists and see whether my blind spot could be removed, or whether
the facts might prove that there might be a sound case to be made for
this in lieu of any other alternatives.

My time is up, so I shall yield.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Woodcock, let me congratulate you on a very well-prepared and

thoughtful presentation. I find myself in a position of having listened
to a couple of experts here asking questions that I would have asked.
But let me pursue it just a bit longer.

It is somewhat incongruous to see American labor today wanting
to be a tripartite board without Government control. And much of
American business apparently on the other side. This seems to be an
incongruous thing with the free enterprise system.

But other than that comment, I am concerned too, about the ques-
tion about increasing productivity. We had Arthur Burns testify
before this committee, and he said that the way we really stop inflation
is to increase productivity faster than waages and prices go up. It seems
that is an axiom; it is basic. I have been given the figures that since
1960 productivity in this country increased 2.3 percent; that in
Germany by 5 percent; in France it is 6.6 percent; and although you
have seen an increase in wages in Japan of a compounded 15.1 percent.
productivity has increased 14.2 percent. So, their unit cost has stayed
reasonably constant. It seems to me this is one of the real serious
problems that we have today in trying to save our balance of trade,
save our balance of payments.
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I share the concern that has been expressed by Senator Percy as
to what we can do to increase productivity in this country to meet
foreign competition. I have had the figures given to me also that in
the United Kingdom. although they have a figure on a norm of some
50 percent plus that they are allowed to write off, in some instances oln
some industries, they are allowing 100 percent writeoff and getting
new productive capacity indeed.

Then I heard you comment earlier about the problems we have
with Japan and Germany, where they had to start from scratch and
they had the very latest in technology now and that that was one of
the things that made them very competitive. I think we really need
some specifics in what we can do to try to become more productive in
the face of foreign competition. This is where we can really use somd
help.

Mr. WOoDcocK. Well, Senator, if I may, the Monthly Labor Review,
a publication of the U.S. Department of Labor, has two very interest-
ing tables in the August number. One is for the period 1960 to 1965,
rates of change in output per man-hour and hourly compensation and
unit labor costs. It shows that for the period 1960-65, unit labor costs
in the United States went down by seven-tenths of 1 percent. Only one
other country went down; that was Canada, by 3 percent. All of the
others went up. Japan went up by 4.3 percent, United Kingdom up
by 2.4, and so on. So we were the second best in the 5-year period.

In the period 1965-70, which vwas marked by the mini-recession of
1966 and the recession of 1969-70, the unit labor costs in the United
States went up by 3.9 percent. We were then the third highest in the
rate of increase. But this is largely the product of recessions that we
were going through. I think that it should be clear that stimulus and
mass purchasing power, getting the economy going, will have an
important effect on our productivity rate.

Now, to stay with something I know-I am, I repeat, no expert
on the steel industry, but the automobile industry worldwide does not
have the profit targets that the U.S. companies have on their home
ground. The General Motors Corp., which was worth $1.4 billion in
1947, by 1970 was worth $10.2 billion and 91.3 percent of. that was
a result of reinvested profits. So, certainly that corporation did not
need any additional stimulus. They were making tremendous reinvest-
lnent. And much of that 91.3 percent increase in worth was represented
by the outflow of American dollars to buy additional General Motors
control of other companies in other countries.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, I have heard the argument that if we in-
crease consumer demand, that increases in turn productivity. I find
some difference with that. I think that a lot of the capacity that has
been laid aside, and approximately 25 percent of our capacity is idle
today, is the least productive capacity in the world market today.
Obviously the oldest plants, these are the farthest behind in technology
that are idled first and consequently never put back into production
again. I question seriously that just because you reach total capacity,
you become more productive on a unit cost basis.

Mr. WVEINBERG. The record does show, though, Senator that as the
teconomy moves up, productivity moves up faster than normally.

Mr. WOODCOCK. In an ideal situation, lessening demand would mean
that the least productive capacity goes off steam. In fact, that is not the
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case. Closeness to market and other things have a big impact. The Gen-
eral Motors assembly plant in Freemont, Calif., one of their newest
plants, is now operating with only one shift. I assume that was dictated
by the market and not by the age of the facility, because it is one of
their newest facilities.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me touch on another point here before my
time expires. That is the question of a voluntary compliance with a tri-
partite board and you are feeling that public opinion would provide
enough pressure. Now, is it also your feeling that this kind of public
opinion was not generated in times past because information was not
properly developed and presented to the public on which. they could
base that decision? Is that correct?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, again, we have the practical phase 2 problem,
in which we have covered a multiplicity of situations and public
opinion would have difficulty even keeping track of things, let alone
bringing any pressure to bear. But in our on-going proposal for a
Wage-Price Review Board, we say there are a hundred companies that
are in the purview of that Board, who are dominant in the industry in
which they operate. With that Board having the power of subpena in
which they could bring out all of the relevant facts, there would be so
few cases, not all at one time, that the spotlight of public opinion would
focus, be right on it, and I think with all the facts laid out, that would
be a very considerable deterrent to inflationary price increases.

Senator BENTSEN. I think a very simple approach to the solution you
propose would be having a tripartite board, but my hangup is whether
or not we would see sufficient public pressure, even if they were suffi-
ciently informed, that it would have enough power to bring about the
desired result. That is my concern.

Mr. WOODCOCK. All I can suggest, sir, is that we try it and find out.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Following up that questioning 'by Senator

Bentsen, the trouble I am having vith your proposal here, Mr. Wood-
cock, is that I just do not see how a phase 2 board can influence public
opinion on a highly complicated, confused subject 'if it does not have a
relatively simple guideline for measuring and influencing behavior, a
guideline which the public can understand. Is it not much harder for
this Board to be effective if you proceed without any kind of notion
of what is right, what is fair?

AIr. WooDcocK. Again, I would like to try to sort this out. With
regard to phase 2, where we are insistent that it has to be tripartite
and has to be voluntary in the sense that that Board would have a right
to set its own procedures and guidelines and the rest, it obviously
would have to have some sanctioning power behind it to make it com-
pletely operative-that is one thing. The on-going Price-Wage Review
Board which we would buy for phase 7-I do not want to mix it up
with phase 2-does not have to be tripartite, as I have emphasized
before.

Chairman PROX311RE. But phase 2, you say, does have to be tri-
partite, it has to be voluntary and there could be no guidelines. It seems
to me the most useful element of guidelines is that the overwhelming
majority of price decisions and wage decisions would not have to come
to Government. They would be made on the basis of what they know.
It seems to me all of the decisions, and there are a whale of a lot of
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considerations in the wage-price guidelines that we had from 1962 to
1966, at least they had a fairly simple guideline-3.2 percent, long-
range productivity increases-there were violations of it, but you did
not have to act in each specific case. It seems to me that what you are
proposing here is that every time a big settlement is made in any of
these industries or anywhere where the Wage-Price Review Board
would have any influence, they have to consider that particular deter-
mination and decide whether that determination is fair or unfair.

Mr. WOODCOCK. With regard to the permanent Price-Wage Review
Board, phase 3 or whatever, that would not even come to the attention
of the Board unless the particular company involved proposed to in-
crease price, or unless the consumer council provided for it.

Chairman PROXrIRNE. Under these circumstances, after November
12, I would assume that there would be a tremendous number, literally
thousands of decisions, to increase prices. If I were in charge of a busi-
ness that had any kind of discretion on increasing prices and the
Govermnent did not say that you freeze prices-we are saying now, the
President has said we are not going to do that-if it simply said hold
prices down and do not make too much of an inflationary settlement,
I do not think it would have much influence on me.

Mr. WooDcocK. When we talk about the phase 2 tripartite board,
that has to do with wages. We made it clear to the President that there
had to be in company with that an effective price mechanism. We did
not specify in what way. That same board would not control both. It
would have to be an effective price mechanism.

Chairman PRoxiifuE. OK, you say an effective price mechanism. I
agree. I think that is the heart of it, the guts of it. If we do not have an
effective price mechanism, the President and this country are going to
lose the inflation battle. It would have to be effective. To 'be effective,
I would think it would have to have some kind of guideline.

Mr. WooDcocK. Beyond that, we say there has to be effective control,
~on an equitable basis, of all forms of incomes.

Mr. WEINBERG. Senator, if I may intervene for a minute, in World
War II and during the Korean period, there were tripartite boards
that concerned themselves with wages. Those boards did not have
standards imposed on them from outside, whether by the administra-
tion or by Congress. T'hey developed their own standards. A tripartite
mechanism developed standards that they applied to the cases that
came before them. They issued regulations that permitted certain wage
increases to 'be made without prior approval if they conformed to those
standards. Yet they had the freedom to look at each situation case by
ease if it went beyond those standards to determine whether the pro-
posed wage increase was proper in the light of general stabilization
objectives.

There was the Little Steel formula in World War I. This was a
standard that was adopted by the board, by a tripartite board-during
Wo7orld War II, rather. During thfe Korean period. 'here was a wage
formula that essentially involved productivity plus the cost of living.
They ratified, in effect, the kinds of agreements we had in the auto-
mobile industry. There were standards, but these standards were not
imposed from outside. They were developed by the parties directly
concerned, plus the aid of people drawn from the public.
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Chairman PRoxmtiRE. What troubles me about that is that we have
a situation entirely different from the Korean war and World War II.
David Ginsburg testified on Friday, and I think ver effectively,
when he said this, "If we look back on what had been done, I think
we are going to make a mistake."

What he had in mind is that today's conditions are vastly different
from what we had in World War II and Korea. That is, we had a
national determination to win World War II and to patriotically
make whatever sacrifices are necessary to do so. We had a similar,
although weaker, undoubtedly, national motivation in the Korean
war. We have nothing like that now.

Mr. WEINBERG. There is a very significant difference that points
in the other direction. Both in World War II and during the Korean
period, we were operating in an economy where the pressure was
such that the boiler was almost ready to burst. We had effective price
controls. If we had an effective price control mechanism today, it
could be concentrated on a very few areas, because we have a slack
economy and competitive industries find it very difficult to raise their
prices.

This is because of the fact that you called attention to, the fact that
the smaller corporations in competitive industries are actually losing
ground in terms of profits, because they are having difficulty in raising
their prices; whereas the bigger corporations are increasing their
prices and profits. So the pressure is less than it was in the past and
given effective measures on the price side, the labor side takes care of
itself with reasonable standards adopted by a tripartite board.

Chairman PROX31IRE. I would agree with much of that and it is
very, very helpful to have you gentlemen appear before us this morn-
ing and to have the head of one of the biggest labor unions in the
country, a very effective labor leader, argue that we have to have
some kind of price control program; I think that is very useful. I
join with you in that.

I would like to ask one or two questions. I want to join Senator
Percy in saying one of the most devastating things about your analy-
sis is the fact that you, in a real position to know what you are
talking about, indicated that the industry the administration picked
out to stimulate, No. 1, the automobile industry, is probably not going
to create any more jobs. The investment tax credit is not going to help
very much. The excise tax is not going to help very much. The devalua-
tion of the dollar and so forth is not going to mean very much,
because what is going to happen is that those working in the industry
are going to work longer hours.

As a matter of fact, for other American industry, the hours now
are relatively very low, I think 37 a week. If this is true in the auto-
mobile industry, it is likely to be much more true in other industries.
You do not have to work them much overtime, just work them a 40-
hour week instead of a 37-hour week.

I just have to ask you this, because it is so critical. Organized labor
has indicated that they are very insistent on some kind of an excess
profits tax, some kind of limitation on the compensation of capital.
You propose two very ingenious approaches to this. One, the income
equalization tax and the other the competition promotion tax. I would
like to suggest on the first that you change the name. I think competi-
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tion promotion sounds great and you will sell-it. Income equalization
sounds as if you want everybody's income to be equal. You do not want
that, of course. In fact. you do not even expect profits to be equal on
that basis. What I would like you to give, me, if you can, in a minute
or two is the reason -why this kind of approach you have proposed
here would not eliminate much of the incentive that we have for
holding down costs?'

The reason I have persistently opposed a profits tax is that I am
concerned that you take out of the act the most important discipline
we have in our economy in holding costs down. Now, you argue, as I
understand it, that the competition promotion tax, which is your
fundamental taxing of profits, would not do so. Why is that?

Mr. WOODCOCK. The most persuasive argument we hear against the
excess profits tax is that it encourages inefficiencies in what otherwise
presumably are the most efficient producers. The IET, as we have
called it, would apply across the board. For example, if it were shown
that dividends had increased by a given percentage more than wages
had increased, the difference would be reflected in a tax that would go
to all dividends. There would be no penalty on being efficient, so
there would be no penalty against inefficiency. That would remove
all arguments advanced against the excess profits version.

Chairman PROXMrIRE. Would it not mean that as you increase your
profits by holding down your costs, Your taxes would increase and,
therefore, your incentive for holding down your costs would diminish,
or would this simply apply to all industry?

Mr. WOODCOCK. This would apply across the board.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So, if you were more efficient than the rest

of the industry or exercised greater ability in holding your costs down,
you would get the reward?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I did not get the rate you had in mind on

that.
Mr. WEINBERG. The rate flows from the facts. Senator. This, as

you know, is drawn from a proposal of the British magazine the
Economist. What they proposed is that there would be an index of
wage rates and comparable indexes for all-

Chairman PROXMIRE. I do not want to confuse these things. You
are talking about the income equalization?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am talking about competition promotion.
Mr. WEINBERG. Oh, the competition promotion tax bases the tax

on two things, the differential of profits within a given industry above
the average rate for all manufacturers, plus the progress made by the
industry in reducing the inflow of imports. To the extent that profits
increase above the average manufacturing level, the tax becomes
heavier, or to the extent that the profits are reduced in relation to
the average manufacturing level, profits come down nearer the average,.
the tax is similarly reduced.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How large is the tax?
Mr. WEINBERG. The tax is computed from the ratio of the industry's

rate of profit against the rate of all the industry
Chairman PROX3MIRE. But you have to have some rate?
Mr. WEINBERG. The rate flows from the formula.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. I saw that formula and it is pretty tough to
understand it.

Mr. WEINBERG. I am trying to explain it in terms that do not in-
volve mathematics.

It would vary the tax up or down depending upon whether profits
in the industry were higher or were lower in relation to the average
manufacturing rate.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. The only thing I am getting at is this would
increase taxes-if the corporation pays 48 percent now, would they
pay 53 percent under your proposal, go up to 70 percent?

Mr. WEINBERG. It could be 53, 55, or( 60 percent. It depends on hoT
high the profits of a given industry were in relation to the profits of
the average manufacturing firm. We start from the premise that if
you have side-by-side a situation where profits are substantially and
persistently above the average for manufacturing, and at the same
time there is a huge invasion of the domestic market by imports, then
that industry obviously is not competing in terms of price.

Chairman PROXmIRE. You would not apply this to the banks?
Mr. WVEINBERG. I do not see any ready way to apply it to the banks,

because the banks do not have an import problem.
Chairman PROX.IiRE. They have been making tremendous profits

recently.
Mr. WNrEINBERG. I do not see any comparable import problem in

banking that you have in manufacturing industry.
Air. WOODCOCK. This is our situation in the automobile industry

where the average rate of profit runs twice the average rate for manu-
facturing generally, yet we are being drowned by imports.

Mr. WEINBERG. The other element of the formula would reduce the
tax to the extent that that industry reduces the amount of consumip-
tion attributable to imports. Or the tax increases if imports increase.

Chairman PROXMIRE. As I say, I want to explore this. It is ingeni-
ous. Maybe we can get to it later on.

Mr. Widnall.
Representative WIDNALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I regret I

was not here as you were testifying earlier. But I certainly will read
your testimony and go over the record completely.

I note in your testimony, you suggested that our economy now re-
quires, "the stimulus of sharp increases in demand." You suggest a
number of areas in which such increases would be appropriate. Could
vou tell us what level of increased governmental spending in these
areas you would favor?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, it is partly rechanneling of governmental
spending and certainly not to reduce Government revenues and give
them back to the corporations; to utilize that money, rather. for aid
to the cities and all the really desperate need areas that we have, to
make it-

Representative WIDINALL. What inflationary impact would such
sharp increases in demand have?

Mr. WOODCOCK. We think the inflationary problem is an anomaly.
Inflation during a recessionary period should not be, according to the
text books. But it is there. We have tried to find an answer to that.
But what the economy most needs. in our opinion, is a stimulus in
demand from the great mass of the American people, the low and
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middle income groups. We think that feeds to the question of produc-
tivity, it feeds to a whole host of problems, including increases in
governmental revenues.

Representative WIDNALL. Yrou suggest the imposition of a competi-
tion promotion tax in certain industries with high rates of return on
investment and in which imports constitute a fairly high proportion
of total domestic consumption. What would you think of also apply-
ing such a tax in certain of our highly concentrated domestic in-
dustries which enjoy an average rate of return on investment sig-
nificantly above the rate for all manufacturing corporations, regard-
less of the role which imports play in such specified industries?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, we think as that comes into the area where
there are price-dominant situations, that would be responsive to our
permanent Price-Wage Review Board proposal. We are reacting to
the import problem in this tax proposal and I do not think we would
be prepared to widen it just because the logic would seem to make a
relationship. It just does not make any sense to us that the automo-
bile industry, which has profits twice the manufacturing average,
should be beset by imports because they cannot compete on price. It
does not add up.

Representative WIDNALL. Is not one of the troubles in the automo-
bile industry that the cars are completed at the factories with all the
accessories on them in most instances, and that causes a greater con-
sumer price because you have all the gadgets added as extras? The
advertised price might be $3,000, but you are buying a $5,200 car with
the various additions that go on that. That is where a great deal of
the profit is, is that not true?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, of course, that comes back to the individual
decision. The individual decides whether he wants all those options and
gadgets and if he can afford them, fine.

Representative WIDNALL. How long does it take for him to get a car
that has none of the gadgets?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Most cars are really built to customer order; 75 per-
cent of all the cars sold 'are because a customer said, "I want precisely
this kind of a car," rather than buying it off the showroom floor.

Representative WIDNALL. An awful lot of people would go in and
just take it as is, then they are astounded at how much the price is built
up when they look at the additions to it-the air conditioner, the radio,
the heater, the various kinds of glass and so on.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Well, there are some very persuasive salesmen on
those showroom floors.

Representative WIDNALL. Some of the time, they just indicate that it
is going to take quite a while to get the kind of car you want, because
these things are all there, and we can give you this now.

Mr. WOODCOCK. That is part of the gimmickry.
Representative WIDNALL. So, if you are protecting the consumer, and

I am, we should try to protect them from the mannfadturer's alertness
in putting everything on the car and saying, this is the car. and if you
want to get a car now, here it is, all ready. All you have to do is polish it.

Mr. WOODCOCK. There comes a point in a free society when the indi-
vidual, I am afraid. has to be on his own.

Representative WiDNALL. This I agree to, and I have made that sug-
gestion many other times in many areas. Somebody testified in connec-
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tion with the supermarkets that there should be a sign in every super-
market as you enter, "Housewives, do not leave your brains outside."
Unfortunately, things look good and you think you are getting a
great value, a great bargain many times.

What happens as far as imports are concerned, is we have been
pricing ourselves out of the market by making a lot of our cars too
fancy. People love to have all the luxury that goes with it. As a matter
of fact, I think a lot of people think of them as their homes rather than
the one with bricks and mortar and wood, and it is a maj or investment.

Do you think that such a tax could operate to give us better price
competition in many of the oligopolies which control many of our
basic industries?

Mr. WOODCOCK. The competition tax?
Representative WIDNATL. Yes.
Mr. WOODCOCK. That is our obvious announced purpose in proposing

it.
Representative WIDNALL. It is an ingenious proposal.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Certainly, if General Motors wanted really to com-

pete against Toyota and Datsun and Mazda and Volkswagen, they
could lick them in this market. They beat them in their home market
of Germany. Volkswagen sales have been falling in Germany under the
competition of Ford and General Motors, but they have been rising in
the United States and other foreign markets at the expense of General
Motors and Ford. It does not make any sense, but that is the way it is.

Representative WRIDNALL. A lot of the major manufacturers over here
have been blind to the fact that there has been competition provided,
increased competition, and they have been inclined to laugh it off and
say, well, we have an American product and it is going to be sold
because people know our product is a good product. They are getting
products from overseas now and they cannot laugh off the competition
they get. I just hope that industry, labor, and everybody else is aware,
of the seriousness of the competition that we are getting from over-
seas. I have seen so many things with my own eyes over there that I was
not award of as to the extent of that competition, the extent of the quar-
ity of the product and so forth. We can learn a lot from other countries.
I hope we will in the housing field, too.

That is all. Thank you.
Chairman PROXIRNI. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Woodcock, last April or May I gave a speech on

the floor of the Senate in regard to the automobile industry. I was con-
cerned about the softness of our bargining position with respect to
other countries, particularly Japan. At that time I computed the dis-
parity in the situation. If you took a $1,400 wholesale car, an automo-
bile, which is a pretty good price for a Japanese car, unrealistic for an
American export, but that is grood price for the Japanese and a fair
price. If they import that ear into our country at that time, there was
an internal tax that they had to pay, the importer, of $229, about 16
percent. If we exported to them a $1,400 car, the Japanese Goverrnent
would charge $1,654 in taxes, a 74 percent tax; and if it were a $4,000
car. which is more realistic., it would be. $2,771 or 70 percent.

Now, there is no possibility of American automotive exports compet-
ing with imported Japanese cars under that kind of condition.

Do you feel that a large part of our problem has been that we have
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given way too much in the bargaining process and that other countries
have not responded enough? Do you think for that reason we face a
crisis now with this temporary-I hope it is temporary-border tax,
and that a large part of our answer can be found in equalizing the bar-
gaining position that we have with respect to imports and exports
reflecting other countries ?

Mr. WOODCOCK. Obviously, what you have described as a fact is
absolutely unfair and improper and I hope it can be bargained away.
But let us suppose it could be magically wiped away tomorrow. It
would make no difference in our problem. Because the American indus-
try solves its problem by buying into the so-called competing economies
with the export of American capital. Chrysler in Mitsubishi, Ford in
Toyo Kogyo and General Motors in Isuzu. They satisfy themselves in
that way. If they were restricted to this continent, the North Ameri-
can Continent, they would fight very hard to protect this economy.
But as long as they can buy into these others, that solves their problem.
It does not solve the problem of the American worker or the American
people.

Senator PERCY. The staff of our Joint Economic. Committee has
made a computerized projection of the economy. What they 'have taken
is a certain given amount of money that has to be dealt with in three
different ways. The first way was to reduce personal income taxes. The
second way was to reduce corporate income taxes. The third way was
to use part of it for reduction in corporate and a large part of it for
an investment tax credit. Their computerized projections show that a
simple personal tax cut in the first quarter of 1972, if done immediately,
would create 100,000 additional jobs, and by the end of 1972, we would
be at the rate of creating 200,000 additional jobs. If a corporation's
taxes were cut simply, virtually no increase in job creation in the first
quarter is shown and only 100,000 annual rate by the second quarter.
But by coupling it with the investment incentive, they show 300,000
additional jobs in the first quarter and 700,000 additional jobs by the
last quarter, increasing additional personal income by $8.5 billion.

I would like the full schedule of this computerized projection to
be put into the record and furnished to you and I would very much
appreciate your staff analyzing this to see if there are holes in it; if
there are, I hope you will point them out to us in order to continue the
dialog as to the best way to create more jobs. We are earnestly look-
ing for the right answer to this. We want more people put to work. I
think that this JEC research conclusion should be subjected to that
kind of scrutiny, and we will furnish you a copy.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Will the Senator yield to me?
Senator PERCY. I will be happy to.
Chairman PRoxM=. I am glad the Senator brought that up. I would

like to point out that was the minority staff of the committee. The
majority staff did not join in that. It is my understanding they dis-
agree rather vigorously with some of the assumptions that went into
the computer, in effect. As you know, computers will show whatever
your assumptions are.

Senator PERCY. This is why I asked some experts to look into this.
I should have pointed out that it was the minority staff that did it. I
did not want to give them undue credit.

Chairman PROXmIRE. A great staff.
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Senator PERCY. I wanted to show no partisanship at all on our Joint
Economic Committee meetings. It was done by the minority staff. I
think, therefore, they should be put on the spot to defend what they
have done against experts.

Mr. WOODCOCK. We will be glad to have a chance to react, sir.
Senator PERCY. Senator Javits is not here, unfortunately, this morn-

ing. He very much wanted to be here and has been detained in return-
ing to the city. I joined together with him in a group of what we like
to call progressive Republicans in making some suggestions for stimu-
lating the economy. One of the suggestions that has been made is to
have industry productivity councils. I have supported that specific
suggestion for a long time. The purpose of the councils would be to
point out inefficiencies in industry (inventory accumulations of what-
ever it may be) that are contributing to a lack of productivity
increases.

Would the UAW cooperate, if such councils were set up, by working
together with management and Government to find ways to increase
our productivity within the automotive field and all the other fields
that the UAW serves?

Mr. WOODCOCK. If they were relevant and commensurate with the
facts, yes, of course, we would.

Senator PERCY. I was interested in your comments on DISC. I must
say I have been very concerned. It provided a tax credit where there
could be no increase in the exports, and this seems to me to be unwise.
Why give something away when there is no increase? Would you feel
we should take a look at seeing what could be done to stimulate ex-
ports abroad and cause companies to direct more attention to markets
abroad? We are too complacent in business about just the comfortable
U.S. market, wanting to protect this market and raise barriers against
outside interference, and are not willing to take risks abroad. Would
you feel differently about this proposal if it provided incentive only
if a company increased its exports over the level that now exists, and
would you be willing to find some such method?

Mr. WOODCOCK. We would not be closed minded about the matter.
Senator PERcy. Let us see if we can do some creative thinking

on it.
I was delighted to see your concern about welfare reform and de-

ferral of this program. How urgently do you feel this reform is
needed ? Do you feel in the UAW that reform in welfare and the family
assistance plan is necessary for the country to rectify some of our in-
justices? How high a priority should Congress assign to moving this
program forward ?

Mr. WOODCOCK. We think it has a very high priority and it stands
very high in our hoped-for scheme of things.

Senator PERCY. As you might know, a number of us voted to over-
ride the Presidential veto on the public service jobs. I believe it is
crucial and essential that we have programs of this type and I am
pleased that now the administration is supporting it. Could you be
specific about the additional number of jobs you feel that the public
sector should carry at this particular stage? We have now created
something over 200,000 public service jobs. Where should be be going
in this area, what priorities should be put on expenditures for public
service jobs?
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Mr. WOODCOCK. Of course, we have been supportive of the whole
concept of employer of last resort, which would expand the number
very significantly. It certainly needs to be much greater than the
200,000. We have, I understand, talked in terms of a minimum of
500,000.

Senator PERCY. I think that is a good figure. I think it is a logical
figure. And I very much appreciate the support UAW has given in
this area. I hope we can all work toward that. I think it is the best in-
vestment we can make, certainly better than just continuing welfare
costs without getting the productivity output that people are capable
of giving and want to give if they can find a job.

Thank you very much for appearing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I might point out, Mr. Woodcock said a mini-

mum of 500,000 jobs. The full committee recommended a fiscal pro-
gram which we calculate will provide a million jobs. Frankly, I do not
think that is enough, and I do not think it is enough for many reasons.
We are going to have an increase in the work force of a million next
year. We are going to need another three million jobs to keep pace with
the productivity increase in the economy in addition to that. We are
going to have an addition to the work force just by the discharge of
the military and so on. So, I think we need a tremendous increase
and I have not seen a program yet which in my judgment is likely
to be adequate to do the job.

I want to thank you so much. We have a lot of other questions we
would like to ask, because you have presented so much in your excellent
statement, but the hour is late.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Mr. Chairman, may I have permission to place in
the record the UAW executive board's statement on "Licensing U.S.
Corporations' Foreign Investments"?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection, of course.
atThe statement referred to follows:)

LICENSING U.S. CORPORATIONS' FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

Thomas Jefferson, observing the practices of the business men of his day,
wrote:

"Merchants have no country. The mere spot they stand on does not con-
stitute so strong an attachment as that from which they draw their gains."

Those words, written more than 150 years ago, are an apt description of the
attitude of today's international corporations. Operating in many countries, they
acknowledge loyalty to none and seek to play each off against the others for
their own selfish purposes. Among other things, they move their investment
capital across international borders motivated solely- by the desire to maximize
profits and with total disregard of the economic and social consequences for
the peoples either of the countries in which they are headquartered or of the
host countries. All too often, pursuit of profits leads them to invest where labor
costs are lowest, exploitation of workers is least restrained and the degree of
social responsibility required of them is in general minimal. The people of both
headquarters and host nations alike are regarded not as human beings but as
mere instruments for the creation of profits, as Henry Ford II made clear when
he said:

"In South Korea, Taiwan and Indonesia we see promising markets and we
see an attractive supply of cheap labor."

Today, when the United States is running a huge and historically unprece-
dented balance of payments deficit and the dollar is under attack in the world's
foreign exchange markets, U.S. corporations continue to export capital in
enormous volume to create and expand facilities in other countries. The opera-
tions of such facilities substitute, at least in significant part, for what would
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otherwise be U.S. employment and production for both the domestic and foreign
markets. The combined foreign exchange drain resulting from the outflow of
capital and the replacement of U.S. by foreign production is greater than the
total balance of payments deficit, large though that is.

The major U.S. automobile corporations provide a glaring illustration of the
manner in which international corporations act in total disregard of the national
interest. Although the UAW had foreseen the growth of demand by U.S. con-
sumers for small cars and had urged the industry to manufacture them as early
as January 1949, more than 22 years ago, the industry refused to do so until last
year. As a result, imports, consisting mainly of small cars, flooded into the U.S.
market. Introduction of U.S.-made compacts in the late 195Os showed that
domestic production of smaller vehicles could turn back the tide of imports.
But the reduction in imports was only temporary, for two reasons. First, the
compacts were too large and too high-priced to provide direct competition for
the car imported in the largest numbers-the Volkswagen, whose imports con-
tinued to increase even after the compacts were introduced. Second, the size of
the compacts was considerably increased in the years following their introduc-
tion with the result that their prices were also increased.

Had production of small cars been started in the U.S. within a reasonable
time after the UAW first urged it, the imports probably would never have
gained a significant foothold in our market and we would, in addition, probably
have been able to maintain our once dominant position in automotive exports.
Thus, the nation's balance of payments would have been benefitted on both
sides-by lower imports and higher exports-quite likely to the tune of billions
of dollars annually.

Instead, the automotive Big Three invested U.S. capital heavily in overseas
plants, which in itself damaged the balance of payments, used those plants to
supply the world market with small cars and exported such cars from Europe
to the U.S. Such exports cut almost as heavily into the U.S. balance of payments
as would similar exports by foreign corporations, the difference being only a
small amount in repatriated profits.

The small cars introduced by the U.S. producers last year are too high-priced
to meet import competition as effectively as had been 'hoped. In addition, foreign
car exporters to the U.S. have been given time to develop their dealer and service
networks and parts inventories and, by now, they may be too well-established
in the U.S. market to be easily uprooted by domestic competition. In short, the
Big Three may have missed the boat in developing competition for the imports.

Now, with Japanese car imports rising rapidly, the U.S. auto industry has
appearently decided to join them rather than make an all-out effort to lick them
with competitive products. The Big Three have pressured the Japanese govern-
ment into permitting them to invest in Japanese car-producing corporatiofis-
which involves another sizeable negative charge against the U.S. balance of
payments.

The role of the auto corporations in undermining the U.S. balance of pay-
ments, although major, is but one of many similar tales that could be told about
U.S.-based international corporations.

The problems created for the U.S. might be regarded as less serious if the
negative effects of direct foreign investments were counterbalanced to a signiifi-
cant degree by constructive contributions to the economic development of the
poor nations. However, aside from investment in the extraction of raw materials
(notably oil), the overwhelming portion of U.S. direct foreign investment goes
to advanced industrial nations capable of raising capital from other sources
and such investment as does take place in less developed countries tends to be
exploitative in character and is often harmful rather than helpful to economic
development.

In addition, the exploitative aspects of the foreign activities of U.S. corpora-
tions often generate anti-American attitudes among the peoples of the host
countries. As the latter strive to wrest control of their national economic des-
tinies from the griup of U.S.-based international corporations, strains are
placed on our country's international relations and our foreign policy is warped.

As war is too important to leave to the generals, so are U.S. foreign policy
and foreign exchange resources too important to leave to self-serving inter-
national corporations. The nation's foreign exchange resources are assets that
properly should be considered as belonging to the entire American people and,
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therefore, not to be disposed of solely in the interests of a relative handful of
corporations but rather to be carefully husbanded and used for the nation's
highest priority international economic purposes.

To that end, the American people, acting through democratic economic proc-
esses, must recapture control over the use of the nation's foreign exchange.

After giving careful consideration to the problems 'arising from direct foreign
investment by U.S. corporations, the UAW International Executive Board has
concluded that there is a need for legislation, which it urges Congress to consider
and enact promptly, to require governmental licenses for direct foreign invest-
ment of U.S. capital. As 'a starting -point for Congressional consideration, and for
discussion by citizens generally, we suggest, without attempting to be definitive,
that the legislation might take the form outlined below.

All firms or individuals proposing to invest U.S. capital in any establishment
operating in another country would be required to apply for a license to an
agency that might be called the Foreign Investment Licensing Board. In order to
assure that all interests affected would have an effective voice in licensing deci-
sions, the Board would be tripartite, consisting of persons drawn in equal numbers
from labor, industry and the general public.

The main criterion to be applied by the Board in acting on applications would
be whether the proposed investment is in the interests of the people of the United
States. The burden of proof would be upon the applicant for the license. In apply-
ing the criterion of U.S. interests, the Board would consider, among other things,
the impact of the proposed investment (a) upon American workers and firms
(including effects on employment opportunities, wages and other labor condi-
tions), (b) upon U.S. communities dependent upon the production of products or
services similar to or competitive with that involved in the proposed investment,
(c) upon the U.S. balance of payments both in the short and long term and (d)
upon U.S. relations with the people of the host country.

The Board would be directed to ignore balance of payments considerations in
evaluating proposed investments in less developed countries. In addition, consid-
eration should be given to the devising of other special standards which would
encourage investments in such countries of a kind that would contribute to their
economic and social progress.

The Board would be empowered to attach conditions to any licenses it issued.
Failure of the applicant to abide by those conditions would result in revocation
of his license and require him promptly to repatriate any capital invested under
it. Certain of the conditions, which would be applicable to all licenses, would be
specified in the statute and the Board would be empowered to add others it deemed
to be necessary to accomplish the purposes of the legislation in connection with
individual applications. In effect, such conditions would establish a code of good
behavior to -be adhered to by U.S. firms operating in other countries.

Among the generally applicable conditions to be specified in the legislation
would be requirements that (1) the foreign establishment pay fair wage, reason-
ably related to the productivity of the workers employed, and otherwise main-
tain fair labor standards. (2) the workers' right to free collective bargaining
through representatives of their own choosing be recognized and (3) the estab-
lishment will not discriminate against any worker or applicant for work on the
basis of race or creed.

The first of the above conditions would be a step toward the implementation of
the principle of international fair labor standards written into the Havana
Charter for 'a United Nations Trade Organization and later urged by the U.S.
government in GATT negotiations. The third condition mentioned would give our
government leverage upon U.S. corporations operating in South Africa, for ex-
ample, where they acquiesce in, and turn to their financial advantage, discrimina-
tory practices outlawed in the United States.

A further condition would be made generally applicable in the interests of U.S.
workers and their communities. The applicant would be required to guarantee to
make whole-to compensate fully for loss of wages, fringe benefit protections and
seniority rights-any of its U.S. workers who might be adversely affected, directly
or indirectly, as a result of the proposed investment. The protection would cover
losses of employment or income as a result either of a decrease in exports from
the firm's U.S. facilities or an increase in imports from its foreign facilities.

The Board's licensing power would extend not only to proposed new invest-
ments but also to reinvestment in other countries of profits made by foreign
branches, subsidiaries or affiliates of U.S.-based firms. The same criteria, stan-
dards and conditions would apply to such reinvestment as to new investment.
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Refusal by the Board to issue a license for reinvestment of profits would require
the firm to repatriate to the United States the profits involved.

Public 'and Congressional discussion of the proposal sketched out above will
undoubtedly reveal the need for additional provisions to deal with other problems
arising out of direct foreign investment by U.S. firms. We look forward to such
discussion as the basis for development of the soundest legislation possible.

The need for governmental action along the lines proposed is imperative. Only
through such legislation will the American people, through their goverlnmelnt, be
able to regain from the international corporations the mastery over political and
economic foreign policy which is an essential attribute of national sovereignty.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to put on record that
the 1argest part of the employment burden must be borne by the public
sector. These jobs must be permanent additions, and I think the public
sector can certainly provide more.

Chairman PROX-NIRE. Not to prolong this dialog, I do want to
point out that one problem here is that we do not want a permanent
Government program begun now for temporary jobs. In fact, the ad-
vantage of the majority's proposal is that it would provide a stimulus
without eroding the revenues that we get in the ]ong run by stepping up
income tax reductions, by postponing the social security tax increase,
and so forth, and to provide assistance to the cities on the basis of what
they need during this recession period to make up for this short fall-
an increase of, as I understand it, $4 or $5 billion, to be phased down
as unemployment drops. So, I want to stress the fact that we have to
be ready for all these programs you spoke of so eloquently-a welfare
program, antipollution program, health program-all of these pro-
grams are going to take enormous resources and we want to be prepared
to provide those without inflation.

Thank you very much, Mr. W1"oodcock. It is most useful testimony.
Our next witness is the scholar, economist, Mr. Robert Roosa,

currently a partner in Brown Brothers, Harriman & Co. Mr. Roosa
was Under Secretary of the Treasury under Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson. Before that he was a high official in the Federal Reserve
System.

Thus, his experience provides a background sufficiently broad to
help us understand all major phases of economic policy-fiscal,
monetary, and international.

In addition, I should note that Mr. Roosa was one of the first
eminent proponents of a wage-price freeze to break the inflationary
spiral. In his appearance before this committee early in 1970, more
than a year ago, he proposed a 6-month freeze on wages and prices.
Let me just quote:

I think the fundamentals of policy have to have three legs. There has to be a
monetary policy, a fiscal policy, and an incomes policy. I would hope that just
as in the 1950's this committee led in the further articulation of the meaningful
approach to monetary policy and in the 1960's to that in fiscal policy-the
monetary earlier, the fiscal later-that the 1970's will see this committee leading
the way toward the evolution for a full employment economy of a genuine and
effective incomes policy.

Mr. Roosa went on to say:
I know it is easy to scoff at this; the administration has been denigrating it

with the jawbone epithet, which I think is most misleading and deceptive. I
think it ignores the fundamental role of Government in any economy to set up a
framework of new boundaries-as evolution results in new conditions-within
which the forces of the market can operate. And I certainly do not believe that
there is any inconsistency between fundamental reliance on the principles of a
market economy and some form of incomes policy.
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We are happy to have you with us today so that we may assess the
new economic program which represents, I believe, a vindication of
your position expressed one year and a half before this administration
recognized the need for an incomes policy.

I understand you have been a little under the weather. We very
much appreciate your coming under those circumstances. You do not
have a prepared statement. Go ahead and we will question you.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT V. ROOSA, PARTNER, BROWN BROTHERS,
HARRIMAN & CO., ACCOMPANIED BY T. MICHAEL LONG

Mr. ROOSA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like also to introduce my colleague, T. Michael Long, who

works with me in Brown Brothers, Harriman, in New York, and who
actually volunteered to prepare a statement while I was laid up last
week, but I thought it would be better and, it now proves, mercifully
that I had no statement to present in the little time that will remain
for discussion with the committee.

I would just like to state two or three propositions with respect
to the President's program as a whole.

First of all, that I am not going to quibble about timing. I am de-
lighted that at last action has come.

I also feel it was quite wise to institute a freeze with the intention
that the period of the freeze would be used to work out-with the
hopefully full cooperation, as we have seen here this morning, of labor
and management, and with both arms of the legislative branch-of a
program that really would be meaningful for the second phase.

I trust that such a program will evolve by November 13 and that
its form will include a wage-price review board whose powers will
have many of the characteristics which you have already alluded to in
the previous colloquy. I do not think it is possible in the present setting
to think of turning this all back to a purely voluntary set of arrange-
ments.

So I would urge, first, that the position the administration will take,
I suspect-and that I hope the Congress will take-is that the Presi-
dent should have the power to reinforce decisions of whatever kind
that are taken under the framework of a wage-price review board
system.

I would also agree with what has been said here, principally from
the rostrum, that the operation of the board should proceed with the
benefit of some guidelines. I believe that, in the present setting, the
problem of inequities is particularly great. Inequities intrude with a
freeze at any point when the preceding momentum of rapid increases
has been so great, as to cause the base at which one could follow
another to be inevitably far behind, that would leave room and need
for considerable redressing of position. During a transition period
that may last for another year or longer, redressing will involve dis-
cretionary scope to permit increases that would be considerably out-
side those productivity bounds which would normally, I think, be
appropriate for the guidance of settlements. This will be especially
true of increases granted after a long delay in the normal contract
cycle.

Then, I would also want to suggest that the power vested in the
President should be so designed that it would be exercised only after
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the full review procedures had been used, and moreover, that the
findings of any board should be referred back to the parties in any
particular negotiation with the advice that it was up to them to deter-
mine the context of prices and detailed wages that would satisfy the
general finding.

These provisions are necessary so that there need be no intrusion of
the board-and I would think a tripartite board is probably going to
be inevitable and desirable-and so that the findings of the board need
not enter into the details of any specific price or wage. However, if
there should prove to be, once the contracts have been received and
once the set of prices had been established, evidence adduced by any
party that the results are clearly out of line with the general finding
of fact-the rough range of percentage increases implied by that find-
ing-then and only then should the President have the power to come
in and even the power to set specific wages and prices. Without that
residual powver I believe that we cannot expect, in this present situation
of still great disarray, that there will be an orderly outcome from the
present, highly propitious, freeze, and the halting of the momentum
of inflationl which this has implied.

In other areas of the President's action, I awill just mention a few
points in my own view and then hope to have an opportunity to
elaborate on whatever lines are of interest to the members of the
committee.

I would disagree with the previous witness with respect to the invest-
ment credit. As you will remember, I supported the investment credit
before this committee and, as Mr. Weinberg will remember, I guess
I was the first representative of the administration to present it to the
economists of the AFICIO in April of 1961. That was not a comfor-
table presentation. However, I supported the investment credit then;
I do now.

I do not agree with the 10-5 division. It seems to me that whatever
the percentage, it ought to be fixed and it ought to remain a permanent
feature of the tax law, not a gimmick to be jiggled around. I think it
is, in part, necessary as an offset to the competitive disadvantage that
sometimes arises because American labor, as it should be, is paid better
man-for-man and scale-for-scale than is prevalent in much of the
world outside.

Now I think we need this as a built-in partial corrective for that,
both for protection against inflationary pressure of occasional instances
of cost-push, and to help preserve our competitive position in the
world economy.

So that my reason for supporting the investment credit is somewhat
different from that which others may suggest. It certainly points
toward a permanent change in the tax structure and for a constant
and not a variable rate.

In addition. I feel that it is most important soon to remove the Buy
Ameriea feature for a variety of reasons. But I would think since that
feature is itself linked to removal of the surcharge, it will have to stay
on. MNv comments on the surcharge will suffice.

I believe that the surcharge has served an extremely useful purpose.
It has staggered the world into a realization both of the immensity of
the involvement with the U.S economy and of what it can
mean to lose some of that market. At the same time others have begun
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to realize howv dreadful it would be if the world were to degenerate
into a trade war with viciousness that extends both into national
antagonisms and into the shrinking, rather than promoting, of a con-
tinued expansion of world trade.

So I think we are playing with a very dangerous instrument here.
It is a little like applying a tourniquet; it can do a lot of good for 20
minutes. Much longer and you can lose the member you are trying to
save. I think in the same way, it may be that we can keep a surcharge
for 20 -weeks, but not much longer without doing permanent destruc-
tive damage to the system as a whole.

I think that if what has been done wvill alert the world, we have
achieved a great deal, and I think it would be unwise for anyone to
specify the precise time period. When I use the 20 weeks as a figure
of speech, it is only that-that is only to indicate that the aim is to have
it temporary. It will be removed under certain conditions.

It may be that the administration's asking price has thus far been
too high. I am not sure I k;nowT precisely whiat it has been. I admire
them for trying.

I also hope that the atmosphere that will be forthcoming from our
foreign colleagues in the other governments and the central banks
and finance ministeries will be sufficiently rewarding, that it will not
prove necessary or appropriate to continue the surcharge much
longer. I am most hopeful that the initial improvement will come with
respect to exchange rates. There is much there that still needs to be
done, and beyond that the reform of the international monetary
system.

In that last connection, Mr. Chairman, I did have an opportunity
to comment at some length a week ago to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, and the basis of comment there was-

Chairman PrOXMAIRE. We have your statement. It is a precise state-
ment of 31/2 pages. Without objection, that statement will be printed
in full in the record at this point.

(The statement follows:)

TESTIMONY PREPARED FOR SUBMISSION TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON
SEPTEMBER 14, 1971, BY ROBERT V. ROOSA, PARTNER, BROWN BROTHERS, HARRI-
MAN & Co.

MNr. Chairman, I am very happy to be with you today. Since I was advised only
late last week of this opportunity to testify, I regret that I cannot offer a full
exposition of my views at this time. I am looking forward to the opportunity of
discussing today all aspects of the President's new economic policies with which
members of the Committee are concerned.

The President's new economic policies have an overriding importance for the
future of the international monetary system, and for relations among the ad-
vanced nations. Although the pressures for changing the Bretton Woods system
have been mounting for many years, the President's actions in imposing the 10 per-
cent import surcharge, suspending the gold-convertibility of the dollar and in
proposing a buy-American investment credit, have created a situation of interna-
tional tension requiring prompt, sensitive, and creative plans and negotiations
that will result in substantial changes in the international monetary system. The
outcome of these negotiations will be of great and enduring importance for the
American people.

In lieu of further initial comments, I should like to submit the text of my
Open Letters to the Group of Ten and the IMF which was published in The New
York Tintes last Sunday, September 12, 1971:

By cutting the dollar loose from gold convertibility in mid-August of 1971,
the President has moved forward by at least a decade the timetable which many
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members of the International Monetary Fund had implicity been following
toward this fundamental change in the structure of the international monetary
system. To be sure, no one was ready at this time, in spirit or in planning, for
the mutation to which all knew they must eventually adjust. Yet now that the
golden cord has been cut, the International Monetary Fund and all its members
have a fortuitous opportunity to move with deliberate speed toward a new form
of the Bretton Woods system-a form which hopefully may be as well attuned
to the changing world economy over the remainder of the twentieth century as
the original Bretton Woods design was for the quarter century that followed
World War II.

A certain amount of tidying up of presently existing arrangements will have to
occur first, in order to provide a reasonably calm environment for the deliberation
and negotiation that must precede agreement on a major new design. An early
upward adjustment of the exchange rate parities of a handful of currencies
against the dollar should be speedily agreed upon. Provided the changes are suffi-
cient to assure the credibility of the resulting structure of exchange rates, there
is undoubtedly room for considerable differences as to the precise magnitudes to
be chosen. And so long as a new flexibility can be expected to emerge as part of
the new design, there need be no prolonged quibbling nor international deadlocks
over the details of a few percentage points in the specific parities set for the end
of 1971.

The agreements which should be reached promptly represent a sort of damage
control operations, in order to avert further spreading and hardening of the trade
restrictions, capital controls, and multiple exchange rates which have been
rapidly splintering the international economic community over recent months.
Moreover, so long as these restraints are proliferating, it is impossible to expect
the nominal "floating" of the currencies of other leading countries to provide a
sure clue to the appropriate levels of their parities. Since a severing of gold from
the dollar had to come sometime, it would be most unfortunate, however, now
that the step has been taken, if other countries or the IMF should expect the
United States-as a sort of penance while new parities with the dollar are being
set-to glue back together some pieces of the broken idol through a hastily con-
trived "return to gold" at some slight change in its dollar monetary price.

Once the immediate pressures toward economic isolationism can be checked,
by reestablishing the customary modalities for making payments across the ex-
changes, the way will be open for further constructive consultations. The mem-
bers of the International Monetary Fund, spurred by initiatives of the indus-
trialized countries in the "Group of Ten," have already demonstrated their
capability for creative innovation, during the four years of preparation that
preceded the historic agreement in 1967 to establish Special Drawing Rights
(SDR's) as a manmade substitute for gold reserves in the IMF. It is around these
SDR's serving as a nucleus of reserves, that the world can now begin to develop
a kind of monetary system that will be capable of maintaining stability-instead
of permitting recurrent disruptions and distortions that inhibit international
competition-in the payments flows among nations over the years ahead.

Just as the final collapse of the convertible gold-dollar version of Bretton
Woods was precipitated by a sudden and rapid deterioration in the interna-
tional economic position of the United States, so also the first steps in preparing
the stage for a new Bretton Woods system are quite properly being initiated
by our Government. By acting to halt the corrosive inflation, to stimulate greater
productivity, and to enlarge employment and incomes, the Administration is
positioning the United States to restore sustainable two-way flows of trade and
capital between itself and the rest of the world. The immediate stage setting
on the part of the United States also rightly includes fresh effort to cut the
dollar costs of supporting military and economic assistance programs abroad,
and to attack the many non-tariff barriers to the freer expansion of trade and
capital movements.

One lesson that has become clear, over the four weeks following August 15,
however, is that the dimensions of any of these economic and financial efforts
which impinge on other countries are so large, and so intertwined with a myriad
of powerful political and social considerations in these other countries-large
or small, developed or developing-that no sweeping or swift agreements are
likely to be found. The Administration is surely right to attack the immediate
problems confronting the United States all at once. with fresh exhilaration and
determination; it is equally right to urge other countries, particularly those
with large balance of payments surpluses, to initiate proposals as a basis for
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joint consideration and action; but it would just as surely be wrong to expect
any large proportion of the imbalances among nations to be settled in a single
massive negotiation. No country wants piecemeal correctives, with the risks
they bring of new crises created by the disparities that still remain; but the
needed total result may have to be reached through several separate, though
parallel and interrelated, agreements or undertakings. In the necessary arraying
of priorities, the time has come for a heightened concentration of attention
on the longer range objectives to be sought in the redesign of the international
monetary system.

Pleading only the special privilege of one who, in Dean Acheson's lofty phrase,
was "present at the creation," I would like to put into the cauldron of discus-
sion among the "Group of Ten," and hopefully the other members of the INIF
as well, a seven-point program for adapting the Bretton Woods design to the
flexibility that the world's monetary system now needs.

(1) The SDR's should be the principal reserve asset for use by central banks
in making direct settlements among themselves. The dollar, and other currencies,
should be held by central banks primarily as transactions balances, for use in
intervening in the public markets for foreign exchange.

(2) Because most countries are not yet ready to demonetize gold completely,
SDR's should be defined as a specified weight of gold in order to continue a
role for gold within the Bretton Woods system. No central bank should be
required to include gold within its reserves and no reserve settlement obliga-
tions should include a required gold component. All IMF requirements presently
in terms of gold should be made interchangeable with SDR's. Any central bank
should be at liberty to sell or buy gold, to or from anyone, provided the price
does not exceed the equivalent of the established gold content of the SDR.

(3) The gold content of the SDR might be changed only through the same
voting procedures as apply to a change in the Articles of the IMF itself.

(4) Each member country declaring an established parity for its currency
to the IMF should define that parity in terms of SDR's.

(5) The acceptable normal range of variation in the market rate for any
currency with an established parity, as defined in the Articles, should be widened
from the present 1 per cent above or below the old dollar parity to 2½/2 per cent
above or below the new SDR parity.

(6) Under conditions determined by the Executive Directors of the IMF,
market rates should be permitted to fluctuate outside the 21/½ per cent band for
transitional periods of up to one year, by which time a new parity must be
established.

(7) The scope provided in the original Articles for modest changes in parities
without detailed IMF scrutiny or opprobrium has long since been fully used by
most members. That original intention should be renewed by a change in the
Articles to encourage more frequent and smaller adjustments of parities, subject
to general provisions established from time to time by the Executive Directors.

This combination of suggestions preserves the essence of the Bretton Woods
system: the IMF at the center as the ultimate source of needed reserves, and
with related powers to exert some discipline upon individual countries whose
actions seriously impair the well-being of the members as a whole; established
parities for convertible currencies; and a numeraire for the setting of those
parities. The major changes would be the increased reliance on the SDR (with
the use of gold in reserves remaining a matter for the independent choice of each
country), the elimination of gold convertibility requirements for the United
States and the IMF, and the introduction of orderly arrangements for flexible
adjustment of exchange rates and parities.

The deeper processes of change in the world economy certainly point toward
the need for analysis well beyond the scope of this brief comment, and probably
point toward action well beyond the range of any influences to be expected from
greater or lesser flexibility in exchange rates alone. It is the rapid evolution of
such forces which do in my mind, however, urgently emphasize the need for
resuming the kind of intensive probing and appraisal that began in 1963, when
the Deputies of the Group of Ten first began exploring the foundations of the
system on which the SDR's have since been built.

Mr. RoosA. This is all I intended, Mr. Chairman. Sorry it took so
long.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Oh, that was fine. It only took about 5 minutes,
a little lore.
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You say the wage-price review board cannot be voluntary com-
pletely, that the President must reinforce decisions, that some guide-
lines should be provided, and that we ought to be very much aware of
the necessity for working out inequities.

I think it would be very helpful if you could give us some specific
example of just how this would work.

Let us take a particular industry; say it has average increases in
productivity. What would you do in terms of their ability to raise
prices? What would they have to do if they wanted to raise their
price? Could they?

Would you provide a guideline that would prohibit it, and what
could they do in terms of determining wages?

Mr. ROOSA. In a typical industry, I would follow very closely, I
think, the approach that you have already heard from Arthur Okun. I
think that the presumption would be that, overall, average price in-
creases should remain within the 1- to 2-percent range.

If a case can be made-and prices do serve other purposes-that
there is an allocative need for higher prices in a particular industry
at a given stage of its development, that burden of proof would rest on
the management involved. The presumption would be in the typical
industry you have mentioned, for average price increases in the 1- to 2-
percent range, and then reading back from that the costing out of any
wage agreement, would be in terms of what the average productivity
would be. I would say that the calculation of industry productivity
will be misleading, that we should have overall productivity of econ-
omies as a whole.

There I think Arthur is using a figure in the 31/2-percent area.
Then I would also go along with the notion that there has to be,

since we do not have inflation licked yet, some recognition of the cost
of living-I would take half, as he does-and then would expect that
the 1- to 2-percent slippage on prices would be sufficient to cover what-
ever in excess of productivity gains was implied by the cost-of-living
adjustment. I would confine it to half.

I think the justification for that is just as you gave earlier.
Chairman PRoxmniRE. Say you have an increase, then, in wages, and

I take it you would have to apply it across the board to permit in-
creases of around 5 percent.

Mr. RoOSA. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Say you have a very productive industry

which has a long record of being able to hold its costs down and reduce
its costs year by year. It would be in a position, even if it just main-
tained prices witTiout increasing them at all, of substantially increas-
ing its profits because of the governmental policy of holding down
wage increases to 5 percent. How would you handle that situation?

Mr. ROOSA. I first of all would be sure that I knew what the produc-
tivity calculation was and whether the fluke is likely to be able to con-
tinue in the years ahead.

If I were persuaded that it was, I would say that the board's obliga-
tion is to ask the management to present reasons why prices should
not be reduced, before the board begins to assume that the price in-
crease of 1 or 2 percent should persist throughout that particular firm
or industry-with that larger pie somehow split between management
arnd labor. I think it is the power to expose to review and to public
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opinion the performance of average prices in a high productivity in-
dustry that may be a major longer run contribution of the wage-price
review system.

I would not give the board the power to impose a precise reduction
in prices. I know that arithmetically, mathematically, we like to think
that gadgeteering of that kind would work. I would, however, give
them the responsibility to ask management to establish why they con-
sider it necessary to have 1- or 2-percent price increases, given their
productivity performance; why they do not instead propose to reduce
prices.

If, 'however, the management fails to make the case, then I would
think that it is up to the board again to apply with some flexi-
bility the basic principle that we cannot encourage gross in-
equity, and that labor in that particular industry should share in
what are now being the reaped fruits of higher productivity.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So what you do is, in a productive industry,
you feel that rolling back prices would be too much and that the best
way to handle the profit that developed would be through profit
sharing?

Mr. ROOSA. Yes; although I would first expose the case both to the
Wage Price Review Board-or a subunit hearing the case-and to pub-
lic opinion. The Board should insist that the industry or firm demon-
strates why it could not reduce prices on average. There I think public
opinion can play a role. I think it becomes too intricate to try to de-
vise what the individual prices should be and to impose them.

I think the review comes first, the review and exposure procedure
and then, second, the sharing, because I do feel that labor has a case
there. If there is going to be a reasonable assurance that wages will
be held down, if you have a high productivity industry and there is
not a reduction of prices, then there is clearly going to 'be an inequity.

Moreover, by having said this and if this became an established
policy, I doubt very much if any industry would hesitate to both con-
sider some price reduction and then, of course, pass along under the
pressure of this arrangement a substantial part of whatever is the
accruing windfall to its own labor.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course, this would be discriminatory. The
labor that has the good fortune of working in a highly productive in-
dustry would get premium pay.

Mr. RooSA. Yes; it would, but I think it reflects what has to happen
in a dynamic economy and it does also imply one of the concerns I
had about our guideposts while we were using them. I felt they were
splendid for the time 'and should have been continued, but that they
would not last forever because there is too much change going on in
a dynamic economy. It just flies in the face of commonsense-I think,
most of us would agree-that all labor should be, from a given base
date, subject to a percentage increase based on overall national pro-
jections for overall productivity and overall price change.

I think we have to see some difference there and this will lead to
differences in the allocation of labor, even to the geographic move-
ment of labor.

Chairman PROX3IRE. How long would that phase 2 last, in your
view? Would you be working toward a completely free system with-
out those controls?
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Mr. ROOSA. Yet; I would, but I would qualify that, too.
I would like to think that we would keep the phase 2 review proce-

dure in effect only so long as the dominant pressure toward inflation
were the cost-push pressure, and that it would be possible to rely on
a Presidential determination as to when this phase ends, just as we
have had one now as to when it begins. I am not sure that I could
judge whether that is feasible, but I do feel that it is important to
distinguish between an inflationary phase which is predominantly
"cost-push"7-as I believe the present one is-from the "demand-pull"
and monetary expansion induced varients of inflation.

I do not disagree with Mr'. AWoodcock in saving that the start of the
p]resent inflation wvas something else, but the cost-push took over long
after the demand-pull had been killed: in fact, killed so well that we
stifled the economy and are still struggling under that stifling
influence.

Chairman Piioxmipi. F-low would you feel, Mr. Roosa, about Con-
gress taking the initiative to provide legislation? It may be the ad-
ministration, which was given, as you know, under the Economic
Stabilization Act of 1970, just overwhelming power. They can do
almost anything they want to without any further legislation at all.

You are proposing a program Which nmight be quite different from
the one the administration is likely to put into effect. Would you think
it would be wise for us to step in and provide some limitations to the
Economic Stabilization Act which, as I say, just gives the President
carte blanche?

Mr. ROOSA. I do not thinky the President should have carte blanche.
I do believe that for the first time around, the Economic Stabilization
Act of 1970 was broad and, for any lasting legislation, much too broad.

You did protect yourselves by putting a time limit on it, which I
thought was the only wise way to do it at that time.

Chairman PRoX7iiRE. The administration has just indicated that
they may just come up and ask us to extend that time limit. I am very
reluctant about that.

Mr. ROOSA. I think we have learned enough to close in the boundaries
by now. I think, of course, something has to be done in execution, the
primary responsibility of the administration should, hopefully, follow
largely their design. But to think that you just simply fall over dead
and let them arrange it as they wish is destroying the essence of our
combined legislative and executive system.

So I would hope that in the process of at least reviewing the ad-
ministration's legislative proposals, if not otherwise, there would be
room for establishing boundaries of this kind.

I also hope that if the administration decides not to use the Wage-
Price Review Board svstem-which allows for discrimination and
the evening out of inequities-it should have a bit of a hard time justi-
fying that in front of this committee and others, and that a very whole-
some debate should occur.

I suspect that they may well come in with something at least bearing
a faint resemblance to this approach and, therefore, it will be a matter
more of tuning up detail rather than outright conflict. But certainly
the specification should be provided, and I would see no harm, for
example. in a provision in any renewal legislation that there would
be a designated 2-year terminal date, and that it might be terminated,
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in effect, sooner if the President should decide that the phase of a
dominant cost-push impact on inflation had been reached sooner than
that.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Congressman Widnall.
Representative WIDNALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Bob, I want to welcome you before the committee. We all enjoy your

testimony, and I know that it comes from somebody who has been a
dedicated public servant, who is very intelligent and who has worked
to accomplish a great deal for several administrations.

I often wonder whether or not Paul Volcker is catching up to your
round trip record across the Atlantic.

Mr. ROOSA. I think he is; yes.
Representative WIDNALL. I know he is doing practically the same

thing you were doing to try to meet the necessities of the times.
Would you describe to the committee what has happened to the

Eurodollar market and the Eurodollar flows since the President's
August 15 message?

Mr. ROOSA. The market has not been as moribund as might appear.
The Euromarket, of course, consists of, broadly speaking, three parts.

There is the short term money, which consists of the very vast sums,
so much of which moved shortly before August 15, enough to compel
the President's action. Of course, the patterns of short term Euro-
dollar movement have died down considerably. Most of what could
move had moved. Much of it had, some of it is gradually trickling back.
There has not been as much coming back, partly because the exchange
rates adjustments, in everybody's mind, are not over. The people who
moved to protect themselves are not just greedy speculators, they, as
people who have to preserve their own interests and protect themselves
against loss of currency exposure until they see a greater degree of
certainty as to where the exchange rates are going to settle, have been
just seeking cover. So that, as far as the short term money movements
of the Euromarket are concerned, since August 15 they have been
relatively small.

And interest rate changes, although significant, have not gyrated
anything like the period just before and very briefly after August 15.

The other markets are the Eurocurrency markets as distinct from
the Eurodollar. Those have been somewhat more active than earlier,
even though there is a currency uncertainty, and even though most
central banks rather frown on having extensive markets in their own
currencies in Europe.

The Swiss, for example, have done almost everything they could to
prevent the development of a Euro-Swiss market, although in some
ways it exists. The Japanese have discouraged an external yen market,
although there is a very small one. You cannot do much business in
it and that has not changed.

The external D-mark has been conditioned by the fact that controls
on the use of the D-mark have, at least in short term bank balances,
become tighter, as they have in Switzerland, of course. And you know
as far as France and England are concerned, the flows in and out of
their currency are rather tightly controlled. The British have always
had controls and the French have their system.

So, while those controls are somewhat more active, the other Euro-
currencies are not taking the place of the Eurodollar as a longrun
matter by any means.
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Then, third, there is the market in securities or shares, -which has
been partly in terms of the D-mark, but is mainly a long term Euro-
dollar market. Surprisingly, the rates have not changed very much.
They tend to follow the rates in the U.S. market. The volume, of
course, stopped for some time, but just apropos of what Mr. Wood-
cock was referring to, shortly before this episode of August 15, General
Motors had-and this is worth noting-in acquiring its purchase of
Isuzu, had floated the issue to acquire the funds in Europe, not in the
United States, and had made arrangements for the transfer of those
proceeds into yen whenever they got the proceeds. The proceeds, how-
ever, were not to become available until after August 15.

The functioning of the market in handling this borrowing has been
smooth, some of it is still in process. But as far as anyone reading the
newspapers can tell, it has been handled smoothly. That market has
functioned, the securities have been issued, and paid for after a couple
of weeks lull, the Eurodollar market has reopened, and the pace of new
issues, I suspect, in another month will be back, if not to previous
rates, at least to a substantial volume.

So that while the world has been shellshocked, they now know there
are limits to how far the dollar will devalue relative to the key other
countries, and they also know that money is needed to carry on longer
term investment, and I think the market will in a short time begin per-
forming reasonably well.

Mr. Long reminds me that I should also mention that although this
is not a part of the Eurodollar market any more, there was earlier on
a very heavy pouring of central bank funds into the Eurodollar market
which, even before August 15, had ceased, and the proceeds of the
very sizable flows of funds into central bank reserves just before and
after the 15th have now all come to this country. So that the holdings
of central banks in the U.S. Treasury bill market have become larger
by $10 to $12 billion. And of course, that has had some effect on lower-
ing short term interest rates here.

Representative WVTIDNALL. Well, to turn to something else, do you
believe the United States is correct in its stubborn refusal to change
the price of gold vis-a-vis the dollar.

Mr. ROOSA. I will give you a good yes and no answer.
I think the principal act already taken by the President is to sus-

pend convertibility. Once that step has been taken, it should not be re-
versed. To the extent that anyone, here or abroad, suggests that the
price of gold should be changed with a view to restoring gold con-
vertibility, I would oppose it. To the extent that they say there should
be a change in the price of gold just as a nominal gesture to indicate
kAmerican contrition for whatever we have helped to contribute to-
ward this current chaos, I think it is trival and irrelevant. It may have
to be considered at some stage, at least indirectly, but I would much
prefer instead to say that we are at a watershed in terms of the whole
development of the international monetary system, that we should
seize this opportunity to move forward as rapidly as we can to arrange-
ments through which all currencies' parities will be defined in SDR's in
the International Monetary Fund; and that the dollar will cease to
be the unit of account. People can use the dollar if they wish, but it
will be optional.

The SDR will also become available through the BIF and the dollar
itself should have its parity determined in SDR's rather than in gold.
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In turn the SDR should be, just again for nominal purposes, not be-
cause there is actual convertibility, but just for bookkeeping purposes,
the SDR could be defined in terms of gold. For that purpose any change
in the SDR gold price should be made in the same way that any change
in the Fund articles can be made, so that it would be a decision of all
countries, members of the Fund, and not a unilateral decision of the
United States.

If under those arrangements a change in the gold price of the SDR
were to be made, I have no quarrel whatsoever, but it seems to me we
should seize the opportunity now to move in that way and not by
stumbling backward in the direction from which we have come. I feel
that, hopefully, wve can leave the dollar price of gold behind.

Representative 11VIDNALL. My time is up at this time.
Chairman PRoxrInr.E. MNr. Roosa, I am delighted to hear you modify

what I understood lwas your position. Perhaps I misread it, perhaps it
was not reported correctly, but I understood you to say you were very
much opposed to our devaluing the dollar even a little, even though
it was trivial and irrelevant. I sav I am glad to hear you say that be-
cause I think the rest of your response was so important.

We are expecting our trading partners, it seems to me, to go the
whole way with almost nothing on our part. As I understand it, for
example, if France should revalue the franc, it is one thing for it
to do it when wve devalue the dollar in terms of gold, because then they
do not have to go all the way in terms of everV other currency. Once
they revalue the franc, it affects not only the dollar, but everything else.
So it seems to me that just as a practical matter, we might consider
the advice of Edward Bernstein, who came before us and suggested that
we might devalue the dollar in terms of gold by, say, 8 percent, make
it $38, and a fraction instead of $35 an ounce.

We do that and we do not help the speculators. We obviously are not
going so far as to restore gold as the monetary unit. We can do it and
accompany it with the statement that we want to go the SDR route,
which you describe here.

It seems to me that is a much more sensible, logical kind of approach
than sitting there with all the immense bargaininig power that the
United States of America does and just putting it to our trading part-
ners and putting them in a position where they just have to back down
and give up as much as we are asking them to give up.

Mr. ROOSA. Let me just put one qualification on that.
If I were doing the negotiating, I would not want to say that. be-

cause I would not want to give anyone the thought that by this little
change in the gold price, without reestablishing convertibility, we
would end the process of change. If, as leverage to assure that others
will concur and to switch over to the SDR as the basic reserve cur-
reilcy (that is, the numeraire for defining party) if, as we wish to get
that objective, we gain much more by going slowly on any U.S. change
in the gold price. then I would certainly go slow on the U.S. gold
price change. I think we have everyone up to a high pitch here where
at least a commitment, if not legislative action, on a very significant
change in the system can be within reach.

Representative WIDNALL. But you see, you say go slow on the gold
price. That may also mean going slow on the surtax elimination.

Mr. ROOSA. I hope not.
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Representative WIDNALL. And going slow on the "Buy American"
phase of investment credit, because it seems to me this whole negoti-
ating package is tied together.

We give up nothing and we are asking, as I say, partners who, with
all their gainis and all their advantages, are weaker.

I do not kniow if you have had a chance to see the statement by
Secretary Ball.

Mir. ROOSA. I have.
Chairman PRoxMiRE. He made a very, very effective presentation

that we have not been takingi a beating from our trading partners
and documented it in great detail.

Mr. ROOSA. Yes; it sounded very good. He gave me an opportunity
to read it before he gave it to you.

Chairma~n PROXMTRE. Do you dispute that analysis?
Mr. ROOSA. No; I thought it was splendid and he was preparing

this because lie had to go to Europe. I told him that he should send
it down here by telegram, if necessary.

Chairman PROXMmhE. I put it in the record. I thought it vwas very
good.

Air. ROOSA. Absolutely, just splendid. I do not disagree with that.
H-le and I discussed everything in his statement, so I would just say
I endorse what is in his statement.

The key point I would like to make about this is, we have reached
the stage now where we can at last do in the international monetary
system what every domestic economy has recognized for years. That
is 'that it is not some superficial formula for the backing of a cur-
rency that determines its value, it is how you control its quantity and
what is in front of it to buy that determines its value. It is a very
simple proposition, but it is a hard one to get established -in the mores
or 'the thinking of people of differing 'backgrounds and experience.

In this country, we knowv that it has not been necessary to ha-ve gold
backing for the dollar to determine what its value would be and it
would be irrelevant or impossible to consider it. We have reached that
stage now in the international community and I would just like to
be sure that twe do not lose the momentum. Beyond that, any pro-
cedure that is feasible in terms of negotiation is all right with me.

I would say, though, that on your point about asking them to give
up a lot, we give up a little in fact, however, vou look at it, it is their
exchange rate against ours that will have to change. So I think Eddie
Bernstein, when' he was here, used the word "flim-flam" and that is
what it is. But if we need a flimflam in order to get that achieved, all
right.

My own hunch would be that we can probably get about as
much as is reasonable in terms of the internal conditions of other coun-
tries in terms of exchange rate changes without that gold price change
now, provided that at the same time we move with deliberate speed,
and I mean so that all the legislative procedures could be finished by a
year from now, to have the many other provisions of flexibility in the
monetary fund that are included in this little statement I gave you.

And then if we do not have exactly the best set of exchange rate ar-
rangements that we would have liked to have had before we lifted the
surcharge, we will have had, first, a basic change in rates, and two, a
commitment to go through with the improvement in flexibility in a
short period of time. That. I think, is enough.

67-193-71-pt. 4-6
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Then once the flexibility is in being, the additional adjustments of
rates which will be appropriate can be made, and by that time, if the
United States were to make a change in the parity of the dollar defined
in SDR's, that, too, could be made.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you, I just wanted to step in at this
point because I have great admiration for you and I indicated at the
beginning how you were the first one to call for the freeze, to the best
of my knowledge. But I just cannot resist pointing out that last August
7, this committee, the Joint Economic Committee, our Subcommittee
on International Exchange and Payments, issued a report which
seemed to trigger this cutting loose from gold because it brought so
much attention to this situation.

Mr. ROOSA. Yes.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. They suggested that the United States close the

gold window and let the dollar float to bring about the exchange rate
changes required to strengthen the U.S. balance of payments.

Mr. ROOSA. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, the President did that. However, before

the President did it, in the New York Times of August 11 you were
reported as asserting that the subcommittee's proposals were imprac-
tical.

Would you like to defend your judgment of August 11 in the light
of what has happened?

Mr. ROOSA. Well, the Secretary has said he would eat some words;
I will eat some.

I cannot remember the full context in which I might have said that,
but certainly my judgment that it was impractical arose from my view
on one other matter, and it is implied in what I said here, that I would
not have been against closing the gold window. That, obviously, was
practical and it was in the President's power to do that.

I did feel that it was impractical to "devalue the dollar and do it
that way." I thought that for two reasons

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do it what way, by closing the gold window?
Mr. ROOSA. No, do it by changing the gold price. Closing the gold

window itself would do it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I do not think our subcommittee proposed

that.
Mr. ROOSA. You did not? I am hazy now on context, but at any

rate, the key to my own view is that the devaluation of the dollar
occurs because of the change in the exchange rate between the dollar
and the other leading currencies and whether you call that devalua-
tion or whether the others just float up against the dollar does not
matter to me. But I did not think that there was any specific act that
the United States could take other than closing the gold window which
would do this, and second-this was the other part of it-I do believe
that even now the U.S. dollar is in fact undervalued with respect to
some hundred-odd other currencies in the world.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The U.S. dollar is undervalued?
Mr. RoosA. Undervalued with respect to every currency that is not

floating and even some that are floating-in South America, all of
Africa, all of Southeast Asia-tremendous areas of the world that
use the dollar are in fact using a currency which to them is even now
undervalued, since we are the only currency that is uniformly used in
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payment among all countries, and since a hundred-odd of them would
find that devaluation of the dollar would in fact be very costly and
difficult for them, that makes it easier for us to sell them exports and
harder for them to sell to us.

Chairman PROXMrRE. Well, would we not expect that those curren-
cies of the underdeveloped countries by and large would simply ad-
just? They would do the same thing we did?

Mr. ROOSA. Well, if they do
Chairman PROXMIRE. And it would not be easier for the strong

currencies to stand pat under these circumstances? If this were done,
of course, on the basis of negotiations.

Mr. RoosA. I doubt very much if it is easier. But the key, in any
event, is the relation between the U.S. dollar and the other strong cur-
rencies, of which there are six, seven, or eight-at this moment. There
may not even be that many that are so clearly out of line that they
really have to have a change, that we could not wait until we have
flexibility that would permit them to float into a new position. I am
here thinking about the Scandinavians, British, and so on.

But I do certainly believe that the key now is in establishing the
new arrangements for a system in which there will be flexibility on all
sides, and would grant that if the United States were to change its
own parity in any way, then certainly something in the order of 100
other countries would probably have to make corresponding changes
in order not to lose out because of the devaluation of the dollar
against them.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Under present circumstances, will not de-
ferring changes produce speculation?

Mr. ROOSA. Yes it will, and nothing is ever ideal. But there are other
aspects to the problem. Just take the Japanese case. If you look at it
from our side in terms of the trade relations and everything that Mr.
Woodcock was talking about, certainly the case is very clear without
the surcharge for at least 15-, possibly 20-percent revaluation, or how-
ever we do it. We could go down 10 when they go up 10, or whatever,
but that total is the disparity now to be closed.

Yet, given the conditions of the Japanese economy, to make that
charge at once is just such a terrible wrench, given an internal corpo-
rate structure that is so highly leveraged as theirs, that I really, even
with the tremendous amount of government support and subsidies
which they are contemplating, I shudder to think how I would ever
be able to think this through if I were in the Japanese Finance
Ministry.

They have a tremendous internal problem. There is no question
that if they could have done 9 percent back when the Germans did
it a couple of years ago and then started to float as the Germans did in
May, the whole process of adjustment could have been accomplished
stage by stage. As it is now, I see no way out other than to keep some
unfortunate degree of uncertainty as to when and how much Japan
may have to go again, even after some action is taken soon.

I am afraid it is just an unfortunate fact of the transition over to
a new system. There are going to be inequities and difficult strains here,
there, and in some other countries. We have to find a workable com-
promise among them. That is why negotiation is hard and is not helped
by any of us sort of giving the impression that this is just a cat and
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dog fight. It has to be a hard, quiet, respectful negotiation urgently
pursued.

Chairman PROXNEIRE. Congressman Widnall.
Representative WIDNALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roosa, in view of the fact that our dollar liabilities to foreigners

exceed our gold stock by almost 400 percent, would any devaluation
of the dollar short of a 400-percent markup for gold make any signifi-
cant difference?

Mr. ROOSA. No; of course, as long as the convertibility to gold
through the dollar is cut off, it, I think, is not going to make any
difference in any case.

Again, what really determines the value of the dollar with the
people is what they can use it for, not what they can go backwards
and convert it into.

As I say, we have now reached the stage where that is going to be
forcibly impressed on all minds and, thank goodness, we are going to
have a more rational monetary system.

Representative WVIDNALL. Could not the whole dollar devaluation
situation be taken care of by directing the Fund to widen the margin
for gold transactions, which they -are empowered to do without amend-
ment of the IMF charter?

Mr. ROOSA. I do not think so, because that would restore gold to a
central position or imply going back in that direction. My own prefer-
ence is much more for putting the SDR in that position in the future.

Representative WIDNALL. Along another line, would you describe the
effect of the President's August 15 message on international business
transactions generally? Has it significantly hampered foreign ex-
change operations?

Mr. ROOSA. Yes it has because of course most forward trading has
been either suspended or nominal and for the continuing vigorous and
expanding operation of world trade. there do have to be active markets,
spot and forward, in the leading currencies vis-a-vis the dollar.

You find it very hard to get anything more than a nominal quote
on most days for anything more than a small sum or usually spot or
payment within 2 or 3 days. My own feeling is that if this condition
continues with the present kind of stalemate on what may happen on
exchange rates, on parities, that is, more than, oh, say, a couple of
more months, we will begin to see the effects not only in considerable
shrinkage of the goods moving in trade-that has been obscured now
by dock strikes here, too, on the west coast-but also, by that time,
we will begin to see much more in the way of restrictive practices on
the part of other countries, who, finding that they cannot fulfill
the pattern of gross exports and imports which they foresaw and to
which they have been accustomed, may then begin to try to save on
foreign exchange by restricting imports. That is the principal reason
why I think it is poetic justice that the surcharge should be tied with
the change in parities, the establishing of the new set of rules of the
road for the time being, because the longer we avoid establishing rea-
sonable parities, the closer we come to some deterioration, if not a
breakdown, in world trade.

At the same time. the longer we keep on the surcharge, the more we
encourage that kind of retaliation, which will be harmful for world
trade.
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Mind you, I do not imply here that I am critical of the surcharge
having been imposed and I am not critical of its continuing to this
moment, but I do feel that it has to be viewed as a temporary instru-
ment and not a permanent device.

Representative WIDNALL. I agree with you on that.
Do you see any significant cancellations or fall-off in orders for

imported goods at the present time?
Mr. ROOSA. I just am not sufficiently in a position to know. I am not

actively in the importing game. I think probably it is a bit too soon
to have judgment.

I did hear yesterday that you cannot buy a foreign car any more.
The lots have been cleared out and the supply coming in, I guess, has
temporarily been reduced while the market is appraised.

But as to specific evidence, I just do not have it.
Representative WIDNALL. That is all. Thank you.
Chairman PROXxIRE. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Roosa. You

have done a fine job, most enlightening and helpful. You certainly
bring useful, practical, understandable expertise in a complex area. It
has been most commendable testimony. We are very grateful to you.

The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning when
we hear at 10 o'clock in this room from Senator Philip Hart and Pro-
fessor Lawrence Klein of Wharton.

(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Tuesday, September 21,1971.)
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the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire, Javits, and Percy.
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McHugh, senior economist; Johm R. Karlik, Richard F. Kaufman, and
Courtenay M. Slater, economists; Lucy A. Falcone and Jerry J.
Jasinowski, research economists; George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority
counsel; and Walter B. Laessig, economist for the minority.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXmIPE. The committee will come to order.
This morning, as we continue hearings on the new economic program,

we will be exploring in greater detail several issues which have been
touched on repeatedly during these hearings-including antitrust
policy, trade policy, and the troublesome questions of taxes on profits.
Our first witness will be the distinguished senior Senator from Michi-
gan, Philip Hart. He will be followed by a panel of three economists:
Mr. Lawrence Klein of the Wharton School, Mr. Lawrence Krause of
Brookings, and Mr. Henry Wallich of Yale University.

One point which can hardly be stressed too often is that much of
our inflationary problem results from the inefficient structure of our
economy. If we had an economy in which there was less monopoly
power; in which imports entered more freely; and in which the Fed-
eral Government's own purchasing power was used to promote price
stability, we would have an economy with far less inflationary pres-
sure. The task of any formal price and incomes policy would be in-
finitely easier.

The Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly has pioneered
in uncovering the inefficiencies in our economy which contribute to
inflation. The hearings which that subcommittee has held on antitrust,
on administered pricing, on concentration of ownership, on import
restrictions in the fuels industry, and on a host of related subjects,
form a vast encyclopedia of information on the structure of the U.S.
economy. It is a great privilege to have as our first witness this morning
the chairman of that subcommittee, Senator Hart. Senator Hart,
please go right ahead.

(591)
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STATEMENT OF HON. PHILIP A. HART, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MICHIGAN, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID D. MARTIN,
CHIEF ECONOMIST, SENATE ANTITRUST AND MONOPOLY SUB-
COMMITTEE

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Let me ease the concern
that you and your staff must have. This politician will get out of the
way very quickly so that he and you and all of us may hear from three
experts. We are all crises-oriented in the opening paragraph in the
brief prepared statement that I have given you. That includes all of
us, whether we are in or out of this business of politics. We scramble
around for the short-term remedies which will at least calm a terrible
situation, then we go on to the next crisis. That, I think, is a descrip-
tion of the situation we are in now. Things have become so terrible
that by August 15, President Nixon was compelled to take drastic
steps. And crisis still hangs heavy as we try to figure out what comes
after the freeze. Here again, we are acting under the gun-as you, over
a long period of months, have tried to persuade us all to understand.

The difficulty is that short-term solutions or responses to crises have
a way of hanging around and becoming part of us and generally, they
decline in merits as time goes on.

This seems a good time to decide how we got into such sad shape, so
that radical responses were applied. The hope would be that we could
work out long-term solutions and we would both avoid further such
crises and cure the basic problems.

Now, naturally, a politician does not make a suggestion like that
without also suggesting that he has a reasonably good answer. My sug-
gestion as to how we got into this mess is that we did not have the
courage to wrestle with the root of the problem: Economic power-
excessive economic power-by which a few companies control the
marketplace. Our fiscal and monetary policies were based on the theory
that this was a competitive industrial society. I think that is not true. It
depends on how you define competitive, I realize. The real pricing
control power has been in executive suites across the country. When
that proved to be an intolerable situation, that power on August 15 was
removed from the suites and put in the White House.

Well, none of us is comfortable with this position, including, I am
sure, the President. A combination of great political and economic
power in a single office, we say, is not characteristic of our kind of
democratic society. It is an element in the more extreme situations
which we say we mistrust.

Clearly, now we have to face the difficult task of breaking up that
economic concentration and reestablishing something more nearly
related to a precise definition of competitive economy in this country.

The antitrust laws with some drastic stiffening are an appropriate
tool. I hope in the next few weeks, I shall introduce legislation which
should provide for that stiffening.

The economic reports to the Congress by the President and his eco-
nomic advisers for 25 years have spoken of the need for vigorous
enforcement of the antitrust laws. Yet throughout those years, five
administrations and both parties, we have seen antitrust treated
almost as an innocuous thing-much like the 1899 Refuse Act, until
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that act finally recently was discovered to have magic. Only with the
rising public outcry against the degradation of the environment by
industrial discharges has it become politically feasible to bring that
1899 statute to bear on the pollution problem. Political feasibility for
vigorous enforcement of the Sherman Act also has been lacking for
those many years. In 1950, the law was greatly strengthened by the
Celler-Kefauver Act. That amendment, I think, has contributed to
preventing further concentration of markets brought about by hori-
zontal mergers-at least until the National Steel and Granite City
Steel merger was allowed to go through.

The merger law, however, has not served to undo the damage to
competition brought about between 1895 and 1950. The Sherman Act
prohibits every combination in restraint of trade in the form of trust
or otherwise. Trade is restrained in far too many markets by combi-
nations in the form of 'a few big firms sharing power to control prices.
Such private price control already violates the spirit of the Sherman
Act. To enforce the lawr vigorously-to make antitrust more than a
charade-has been viewed as too radical 'a policy or too tough politi-
cally as we really do not know what may happen. We may go from
the frying pan into the fire.

At this time of decision on measures profoundly affecting the eco-
nomic organization of our society should not we ask: Is restructuring
of concentrated markets really too radical a step?

The superimposition of Govermnent controls on private govern-
ment is also a radical step and one fraug,,ht with dangers whether we
elect comprehensive controls, guideposts, or something in between.

The new, permanent arrangements for ordering economic activity
will move us merely from one crisis to another unless we attempt to
foresee both the dangers 'and the opportunities for constructive
change. The Congress becomes a vestigial structure as individuals
lose not only economic but political freedom. We say that around here
all the time.

The mixing together of economic' with political power has already
progressed beyond the danger point in my opinion. Our goal should
be the dissolution and decentralization of economic power so that an
all-powerful state control of private government is unnecessary.

The old adage that human freedom is nurtured "not by bread alone"
is true. But, when all the bread is in a few hands, human freedom
surely is in jeopardy.

Clearly, the initial decision on what to do after the 90-day freeze
will be made on a crisis basis. But, before extending the Economic
Stabilization Act beyond its Apfil 30, 1972, deadline, Congress ought
to consider whether or not the free enterprise system is worth re-
storing.

Congress also must face up to the fact that present antitrust enforce-
ment mechanisms are cumbersome, difficult, and enormously sensitive
politically. Let us be plain about it. No 'attorney general will be will-
ing to undertake the job needed. Congress must clearly reinforce our
commitment to a free enterprise system and find new bottles for old
wine.

Among possible solutions are:
A Federal corporate licensing system that could deny permits to

firms with undue economic power.
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A new enforcement commission with broad powers to break up
existing concentration

Adding more stringent guidelines to the old antitrust laws.
All have advantages and disadvantages, and it is impossible to say

at the moment whether the plan should be one of these, a combination,
or something totally new.

Economic concentration is a difficult concept to grasp. It does not
lend itself to quick slogans and easy solutions. But I believe that
public concern is building up, in important part because of the kind
of hearings that you, Mr. Chairman, over long years, have conducted.
I sense that we are now approaching a moment in history where real
action is becoming not only socially necessary but politically
imperative.

One proposition on which we can get general agreement in and out
of the Congress is that if only one company produced all the manu-
factured goods in this Nation, we would be a vastly different people
and society. There is almost universal agreement that we must not
permit that to happen. We are now at the point where about two-
thirds of our total manufacturing assets are in the hands of only 200
firms. Where do we draw the line-and how can we best do it? It is
to these questions that I suggest-after you and your committee and
others in the Congress and the White House have decided howv to
make the transition to the phase II-that we compel ourselves to
take up and hopefully develop some constructive responses to them.

(The prepared statement of Senator Hart follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HoN. PHILIP A. HART

The President's new economic program has been characterized as the most
radical change in economic policy in forty years. Indeed, it is a radical set of
policies.

A generation of efforts to achieve free trade through international negotiation
has been replaced by unilateral measures that may set off retaliatory moves by
other nations. The abandonment of the International Monetary Fund mechanism
for adjusting exchange rates and the increases in tariff, even if temporary meas-
ures, are radical steps.

Many persons more expert than I already have testified that the fiscal policy
proposals are biased toward the wealthy and largely disregard the disadvan-
taged. I will not belabor that issue-which is not to deny its importance.

The wage-price freeze is also a radical change from the traditional American
free enterprise system in which most prices ostensibly are determined in free
competitive markets.

Although the President imposed the wage-price freeze under authority granted
by the Congress, I doubt that Congress intended that controls be imposed with
so little administrative machinery for insuring equity. The simple freeze obvious-
ly can't be retained permanently. All signs point, however, to some permanent
arrangement to superimpose government power on private transactions. Whether
the permanent policy turns out to be full-fledged comprehensive controls br
"guideposts with clout," we are witnessing a radical change in the Nation's eco-
nomic organization.

Longrun, permanent changes in the structure of society are seldom planned.
They result from shortrun responses to temporary crises. The policies formulated
in the Fall of 1971 to cope with the crisis precipitated by the August 15th pro-
nouncements will no doubt have long lasting effects. Should not we at such
times seek to determine how we got into such sad shape that so radical a re-
sponse was engendered, and also what we can do to remedy the underlying
causes of the problem?

I. "WHY IS THE INFLATION S0 5TTJBRORN?"

Last January the Council of Lconomic Advisers pointed out that the Adminis-
tration earnestly has been trying to curb inflation since mid-1969. This claim ap-
pears in a section of the Council's 1971 Annual Report to the President which Is
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rather plaintively entitled, "Why Is The Inflation So Stubborn?" There was
good reason for this question. Although the Oouncil professed to see signs and
portents that inflation was subsiding, prices continued to escalate and unemploy-
ment grew even more serious. By August 15 the Administration had precious
little to show for more than two years' use of orthodox monetary and fiscal re-
straints; it had been able to achieve the highest interest rates and largest budg-
etary deficits since World War II without making a dent in inflation while in-
creasing unemployment.

The Council suggested, in answer to its own question, that there are two schools
of thought-the "Momentum" school and the "Economic Concentration" school.
The "Momentum" approach was a new one to me, but, a's explained by three most
distinguished economists, it does not seem too difficult a concept: If inflation has
been rolling along for, say, three years, it is pretty hard to slow it down in two.
The Council took cognizance of economic concentration, 'but made it reasonably
clear, I think, that its members adhere to the "Momentum" school.

Mr. Chairman, I believe it is reasonably clear that I belong to the "Elconlomic
Concentration" school. The "Momentum" argument to my mind does not explain
the phenomenon. The current inflation appears to have gained momentum after
the application of restraints to the point where the President felt forced to take
his action of August 15. The question the Council should have asked is not "Why
is this inflation so stubborn?", but rather, "Why haven't fiscal and monetary con-
trols worked?".

Tightening of money supply in an inflationary period is supposed to curtail
business investment and consumer investment in homes and expensive durable
goods. The Administration's monetary policies helped to reduce manufacturing
operations from 85 percent of overall capacity in 1968 to 73 percent of capacity in
both the first and second quarters of 1971. As demand is choked off, competition
among firms to maintain their sales levels is supposed to lead to price reductions.
But prices did not fall or even remain stable. Instead, the price level rose and at
an alarming rate.

Orthodox fiscal policy suggests that unemployment, at least, could be eased by
deficit spending to increase demand. And with the economy operating well below
capacity, market competition should prevent the increased unemployment from
being accompanied by increasing prices. Administration spokesmen now inform
us that -the current budget is running a deficit on the order of a $28 billion annual
rate-the highest peacetime deficit in our history. The result has been even
greater pressure on prices with-contrary to theory-no noticeable reduction
in unemployment.

Given the extensive field trials of our whole arsenal of fiscal and monetary
weapons, the Council of Economic Advisers can be forgiven for asking "What's
gone wrong?"

The Administration's economic policy previous to the freeze was ineffective, I
think, because they assumed this was a competitive Industrial society.

Using monetary and fiscal controls to slow a racing economy is like using a
throttled-down engine to slow a racing auto. But the engine won't slow the
wheels unless you have a transmission, and fiscal controls won't slow inflation
unless you have price competition.

In short, here is the history of the thing as I see it:
For a time, the Administration assumed that the power to control prices was

in the marketplace. That proved to be wrong. The real pricing power was in the
executive suites of our major industries. And when that became an intolerable
situation, the power on August 15 wa's removed from the executive suites and
put in the White House.

But none of us is comfortable in this position, either. The President, I am sure,
Is not comfortable in this position. A combination of great political and economic
power in a single office is not characteristic of democracy, but it is one definition
of more extreme systems that we have learned to distrust: communism and
fascism.

Absent competition, fiscal and monetary controls almost inevitably will be
sabotaged-as they have been in the past-by the price and output decisions of
firms so large that they control the market rather than the market controlling
them.

The whole issue of economic concentration and economic power is hardly
novel. The Congress was concerned about just this question in 1890 when it
approved the Sherman Act. Economists began serious analytical study of the
extent, the causes, and the consequences of economic concentration about 40
years ago. The first truly broad study was that of the Temporary National Eco-
nomic Committee, under the chairmanship of Senator O'Mahoney 30 years ago.
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That study, incidentally, was precipitated by the same question which faces us
today: Why weren't the efforts of the Government to solve a major economic
crisis proving successful? What was preventing the radical monetary and fiscal
policies of that day (today's very orthodox policies)! from accomplishing their
purposes? It was indeed unfortunate that the final work of the TNEC was pretty
well buried from public view and from possible Congressional action with our
entry into World War II

Interest in the subject revived after the Korean War, when we were faced with
the phenomenon of rising prices in concentrated industries along with per-
sistent unemployment and underutilization of productive capacity-a phenome-
non which then, as now, failed to respond to the fiscal and monetary policies of
the Administration.

The Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly has been concerned with the
nature of economic concentration now for many years. Recently, we have ex-
amined the pricing behavior in a variety of concentrated industries ranging from
bread to petroleum.

This work aroused a great deal of interest among economists. It is certainly
an area of interest to the public, if the standing of Cohen and Mintz' America,
Inc., on the best seller lists is an index of popular receptivity. This has ranked
in the top four best sellers for weeks and is a documentation of the disastrous
effects concentration has on consumers and society in general. We even may
have persuaded some members of the Administration. In a speech on merger
policy to the Georgia Bar Association on June 6, 1969, the Attorney General
stated forcibly: "The danger that this superconcentration poses to our economic,
political and social structure cannot be overestimated."

Unfortunately, I have yet to see any indication that the evidence on concentra-
tion has had any impact on public policy broadly conceived-as distinct from a
highly desirable but limited tightening of standards for corporate mergers. What
we have seen is great wisdom wrapped in a mythology of enforcement that has
produced an enigma-a belief in a free enterprise system which 'has never
effectively existed in modern history America.

Consider a single industry as a capsule of the insensitivity of concentrated
industries to public policy. At the end of June 1957, President Eisenhower issued
a call for "statesmanlike behavior" on the part of both labor and business to
avoid Inflationary wage and price increases. On July 1, the United States Steel
Corporation, followed by the rest of the industry, raised prices by $6 a ton at a
time when the operating rate of the industry was falling.

Early in 1971, following a succession of steel product price increases, the
Cabinet Committee on Economic Policy set up a task force to look into the
industry. In April the Council of Economic Advisers issued an "inflation alert"
on steel prices. The industry's response to these expressions of public concern
was to announce what the Wall Street Journal (August 3, 1971) described as
"the biggest across-the-board price boost in the industry's history," at a time
when the industry was suffering its lowest operating rate in years with no hope
of substantial improvement.

'Mr. Chairman, I must stress that in each of these situations the industry was
operating well below capacity. If the industry was even reasonably competitive,
there would have been no need for public concern because prices would have
been going down instead of up as individual companies struggled to retain their
customers. But the steel industry is not competitive.

Instead, the two leading firms in 1970 accounted for more than 38 percent of the
industry's shipments in 1970; the four largest (allowing for National Steel's
merger with Granite City) for 54 percent; and the eight largest for over 74 per-
cent. Nowhere among the top eight or anywhere else In the industry will you
find a single company willing to challenge the pricing decisions instituted or rati-
fied by the two leading firms. The retaliatory power of U.S. Steel and Bethlehem
is far too great to permit any other firm the luxury of making its own price
decisions.

In light of its behavior we might have expected some pretty strong action
against the steel Industry simply to improve the effectiveness of the Government's
overall policies, especially since the fewness of major firms facilitates collusion,
whether tacit or overt. Since 1960 alone the Department of Justice has filed 20
cases against steel companies for price-fixing. All of these cases were terminated
by consent decrees or nolo contendere pleas, with no noticeable change in the
subsequent conduct of the industry. The very day after the August 15th Presi-
dential pronouncements, the fourth largest steel company consummated a merger
with the eleventh largest with no objection raised by the enforcement agencies.
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Indeed, several Government policies have, if anything, served to consolidate
the power of the industry. By the mid-1960's steel imports served as an increas-
ingly effective counterbalance to the industry's power to raise its prices regardless
of market conditions. How did this concentrated industry and its friendly Govern-
ment react?

The Sherman Act prohibited U.S. steel companies from arranging any division
of world markets with their foreign competitors. Our participation in GATT
barred the U.S. Government from imposing, either unilaterally or through negotia-
tion with foreign governments, any restrictions on imports. But a loophole was
found. The State Department in 1968 negotiated agreements on behalf of the
domestic companies with European and Japanese producers. Foreign producers
agreed to cut back their 1969 imports to the 1968 level with a five percent growth
factor in each of the next two years. Currently, the State Department is nego-
tiating for an extension of the agreements-with the growth factor cut in half.
For the U.S. Government to participate-in fact, to take the lead-in interna-
tional cartelization of the world steel market is indeed strange behavior towards
an industry which has been a prime contributor to inflationary crises.

Just to add some frosting to the cake, this Administration has ruled that the 10
percent import surcharge applies to steel imports, since the quantitative restric-
tions in force were not imposed by the United States but are the results of volun-
tary restraints exercised by foreign producers. The one hopeful weapon we had
against the unfettered exercise of economic power by the steel companies has, in
other words, been completely blunted.

Steel is not an isolated example, for the same behavior can be observed in
virtually every other concentrated industry-such as petroleum, autos, chemi-
cals and drugs, nonferrous metals, cereals-you choose to examine. In any of
these industries, the dominant firms are not only able to enforce their pricing
policies upon their smaller competitors; but they also are able to ensure that
each of their industries will withstand any efforts by Government, short of
direct controls, to preserve stability in the economy as a whole.

THE REMEDY

The Economic Reports to the Congress by the President and his Council of
Economic Advisers for twenty-five years have spoken of the need for "vigorous
enforcement of the antitrust laws." Yet, throughout those years, five Administra-
tions of both parties have made antitrust almost as innocuous as was the 1890
Refuse Act until recently. Only with rising public outcry against industries'
degradation of the environment has it become politically feasible to bring that
statute to bear on the pollution problem. Politically feasibility for vigorous en-
forcement of the Sherman Act has also been lacking for many years.

The law on mergers was greatly strengthened by the 1950 Celler-Kefauver Act.
That important statute has been very effective in preventing further concentration
of control of markets brought about by horizontal mergers, at least until the
recent failure of the enforcement agencies to act against the National Steel
acquisition of Granite City Steel.

The merger law, however, has not served to undo the damage to competition
brought about between 1895 and 1950. The Sherman Act prohibits every
combination in restraint of trade in the form of trust or otherwise. Trade is
restrained in far too many markets by combinations in the form of a few big
firms sharing power to control prices. Such private price control already violates
the spirit of the Sherman Act. To enforce the law vigorously, to make antitrust
more than a charade, has been viewed as too radical a policy.

At this time of decision on measures profoundly affecting the economic orga-
nization of our society should not we ask: Is restructuring of concentrated
markets really too radical a step?

The superimposition of Government controls on private government is also
a radical step and one fraught with dangers whether we elect comprehensive
controls, guideposts, or something in between.

The new, permanent arrangements for ordering economic activity will move
us merely from one crisis to another unless we attempt to foresee both the
dangers and the opportunities for constructive change. The Congress becomes a
vestigial structure as individuals lose not only economic but political freedom.

The mixing together of economic with political power has already progressed
beyond the danger point in my opinion. Our goal should be the dissolution and
decentralization of economic power so that an all-powerful state control of
private government is unnecessary.
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The old adage that human freedom is nurtured "not by bread alone" is true.
But, when all the bread is in a few hands, human freedom is surely in jeopardy.

Clearly, the initial decision on what to do after the 90-day freeze will be
made on a crisis basis. But, before extending the Economic Stabilization Act
beyond its April 30, 1972, deadline, Congress must consider whether or not the
free enterprise system is worth restoring.

Congress must also face up to the fact that present antitrust enforcement
mechanisms are cumbersome, difficult and politically sensitive. Let us be plain
about it. No Attorney General will be willing to undertake the job needed.
Congress must clearly reinforce our commitment to a free enterprise system and
find new bottles for old wine.

Among possible solutions are:
A federal corporate licensing system that could deny permits to firms with

undue economic power.
A new enforcement commission with broad powers to break up existing

concentration.
Adding more stringent guidelines to the old antitrust laws.
All have advantages and disadvantages, and it is impossible to say at the

moment whether the plan should be one of these, a combination or something
totally new.

Economic concentration is a difficult concept to grasp. It doesn't lend itself to
quick slogans and easy solutions. But -public concern is building up, and I sense
that we are now approaching a moment in history where real action is becoming
not only socially necessary hut politically imperative.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, Senator Hart.
This is most welcome. I might say that your full statement, which

is substantially more detailed, will be printed in the record. We appre-
ciate very much your abbreviation.

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, may I for the record, introduce the
individual to my left? 'He is Mr. David Martin, who is the chief econ-
omist of the Antitrust Subcommittee. He has availed himself, I am
sure, of the facilities of your committee and for that, all of us are
grateful.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We welcome you, Dr. Martin.
Senator, there is a great deal of concurrence among the economic

profession as you know, in your conclusion that if we are going to
have an effective stabilization policy, we ought to look at the struc-
tural weaknesses in our economy and you have put your finger on one
of the most important, certainly, immense concentration of industry-
some argue also of organized labor.

Senator HART. Well, I think those who argue that organized labor
should have its muscle reduced also argue that big Government should
be reduced. My hunch is that both big labor and big government re-
sponded to big economic concentration. If you cannot trim back the
economic concentration, you are kidding yourself about trimming back
big labor and big government.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I agree with that wholeheartedly, but do you
also argue that you will get a pretty much automatic reduction in the
concentration of labor power as you reduce the industrial power that
you have?

You have indicated that you will get better government. It is big
government at its most obvious when the President steps in and freezes
all wages and prices by edict. Obviously, one of the reasons 'he had to
do that was because of the concentration of industrial power.

You say that labor has to go through a power reduction period.
Senator HART. You asked me if I argue that it would. I do not. But

my logic would suggest that as the size of the concentration, among-
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which labor is attempting to exert influence diminishes, so, to, will the
concentration of-

Chairman PROXMIRE. At any rate, you think this is the first step in
that direction for all three?

Senator HAiRT. Unless we take this step, all those who are critical
of big government and big labor are going to be able to do is make
more speeches against them.

Chairman PROXmIRE. You argue that this is a long-range solution.
You said whatever happens in phase 2, you would hope that we would
start moving as soon as we can on this structural phase. Let me ask some
questions about phase 2.

Do you agree that in the interim, we need an income policy which
ought to have some limited sore of enforcement power, even though
phase 2 be essentially a volunteer one?

Senator HART. I do.
Chairman PROXirIRE. Would you favor, for example, a wage-price

board which would issue guidelines which would also have the power
to roll back price increases? That is, that in its judgment exceeded
the guidelines?

Senator HART. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Benefiting from your previous experience in

studying firms that have excessive market power, how effective do you
think that a completely volunteer wage-price board would be?

Senator HART. Well, if I thought it would be effective on a wholly
volunteer basis, I would not have answered yes to your second ques-
tion, a Board with ability and power to roll back.

Chairman PROX1MIRE. One of the possible alternatives among the
different wage and price control schemes is that of imposing controls
only on the largest firms, only on the 100 or 200 largest firms and
unions. Several witnesses before this committee have suggested that
only those corporations and those unions that exercise excessive market
power need to be controlled. You know the classic studies of Gardner
Means, which have shown that certainly in .the last couple of years, the
principal inflationary element in the economy, certainly a large one,
has been in these concentrated sectors. In the opinion of some of the
witnesses, smaller firms respond to the pressures of competition. What
is your reaction to this proposal that we concentrate on the larger
firms?

Senator HART. If you were not here, I would say I would await the
report of this committee.

I think all of us are hung up by the uncomfortable feeling that
unless we can limit the reach of the phase 2 management by Govern-
ment of the economy, we are buying an enormous bureacracy. So our
tendency is always to hope, to wish that we can get the job done by
zeroing in on just the 100 biggest. Frankly, I do not know whether we
can or not. Professor Martin may have some reaction.

Ohairman PRoxiNrImi. Professor Martin, would you like to comment?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think that one thing that is important to keep

in mind is that the prices that go up as a result of temporary fluctua-
tion and particular demand are likely to come down as the result of
temporary fluctuations in -the other direction. The prices of the firms
that have a great deal of market power, when they go up, stay up.
They move from one plateau to another. They may not in any short
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term period appear as big in magnitude. But in terms of long run
trends, this, I think, is thie most serious part of the problem.

Chairman PROXYIME. How about the problem that we have with
some services-health services, for example, are tremendously, have
been tremendously inflationary. Services generally over the last few
years have risen far more rapidly than the price of manufactured
goods. Do you feel that it would be realistic to concentrate on the
manufacturing sector at this stage? It may well be that under present
circumstances, the principal problem in the short term is in the con-
centrated manufacturino' area.

Senator HART. We are buying an awful battle when we talk about
moving to a period, an uncertain period from the point of time when
you are going to have to ride herd on manufacturing or concentrated
segments of manufacturing. If you then talk about effectively con-
trolling everything from hospital services to theater tickets, are you
not buying a battle in Congress that, even if you win, may not return
the benefits commensurate with the effort? I really do not know.

Chairman PROXDIRE. Do you think it would be possible to have
something like this, to have the kind of structure you and I have just
been discussing for the concentrated industries, to have guidelines
for all the industries, and then to have action taken in those cases
where you have conspicuous violations of the guidelines at the dis-
cretion of the President?

Senator HART. It is easier, in the stating of it, it is easier to sell.
I could not pretend any expertise that would make worthwhile any
conclusion I would offer as to the effectiveness. Even if not effective,
how significant would be the third category of activity in determina-
tion of our living costs?

Chairman PROXMIRE. I just feel that this next phase is so critical,
just so crucial, that we should have as firm and effective a price policy
as possible. A lot of other things will work themselves out if you can
hold prices down. But I think the whole ball game is concentrated in
whether or not we can be effective in achieving stability after Novem-
ber 12, that we should make an effort, even in these areas that seem very
difficult and complicated, even if it does seem that we have to have a
somewhat larger bureaucracy than the few hundred that some of the
optimist say is all we need.

Senator Hart, could you give us a little more detail on the three
possible solutions you have suggested in your statement? They are
very intriguing and we have not had an opportunity to consider those.

Senator HART. The Antitrust Committee had very brief hearings,
very brief discussion panels, on the first of those three, the Federal
corporation. All of them are old hat. I know that Senator O'Mahoney,
years ago, was beating the drum for Federal chartering of major eco-
nomic segments, suggesting that a national interest could be better
identified, restraints could attach. The activities that would be en-
couraged would be a reflection of so-called national interest.

The second suggestion most recently was voiced by Senator Javits'
colleague from New York, Congressman Celler to have a commission-
not a part of the Department of Justice-with authority and leverage
to work with existing elements in the economy where the degree of
concentration argue that it should be reduced, plan, devise patterns,
sort of the reverse of the role that occurs when merger takes place-
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more an attempt to adopt a pattern when the traditional Sherman Act
orders have been entered requiring a dissolution.

On the third, the more stringent guidelines, here is something that
Senator Javits has long been urging us to give attention to. The lan-
guage of the basic antitrust laws is general. They carry with them
some age. They produce a degree of uncertainty in the minds of busi-
ness manufacturers. The suggestion here is not alone to produce some
greater certainty but also to be a little restrictive in the degree to which
concentration will be permitted to accumulate.

Chairman PROXMiRE. Each of these would require a substantial in-
crease-or would they-in personnel to carry them out?

Senator HART. I doubt if the first would. The second would be
hard-I think that none would require a substantial bureaucracy.
Each would require some field of very wide

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am just reminded of the presentation by
Ralph Nader, who said one of the best investments we could make
would be an adequate antitrust enforcement machinery. We do not en-
force our present laws adequately. You have one or two or three fine
young lawyers going up against a whole battery of the most competent
legal talent that money can buy. So to make antitrust enforcement ef-
fective, I think you would have to have some increase. I am not talk-
ing about bureaucracy, I am talking about increasing the size of anti-
trust enforcement. Maybe you can do that without changing the law.

Senator HART. Some of us have urged upon our colleagues that we
do just that.

Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up.
Senator Javits.
Senator JAvrrs. Senator Hart, first I think it is most admirable that

you are taking on this great effort.
Second, knowing you as I do, I think it would be most unfair to you

if the whole picture were not exposed for your comment. Now, the
theory seems to be that if you break up concentrations, you will get
greater efficiency and more adequate pricing. The main problem that
you pose by your testimony is that if you just break up those concen-
trations, everything will right itself.

What about these two propositions? One, that the consumer is being
admirably served by many concentrations-the best example is the
supermarket-and second, and very importantly, that in the struggle
for markets abroad, which is essential to the American worker, as he
is now finding out by the way he is going after the so-called multi-
national corporation, there is a very different order of competition.
It is just not we alone. Other people may permit mergers, consolida-
tions, cross-licensing, and they can run our people out of many coun-
tries in which they could compete.

The third thing is this: I have been a lawyer for more years than
I have been a Senator, and I have been a Senator for a long time. And
I represented trade associations of small businessmen. I found that the
cutting edge of the antitrust laws just cuts them down like sheaves of
wheat. They are the people who take the rap and they are unable to
compete precisely because of the antitrust laws. They are not able to
have various cooperative methods for pricing, sizing, quality, advertis-
ing, and so on, because it is inhibited by the antitrust laws.

6T-193 0-71-pt. 4 7
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So it may be that the mere effort to go after concentrations is too
old fashioned. Perhaps we need a really new approach to what is the
economy of 1971, and then express it through the antitrust laws. I
have great hope, because as you know, I have tremendous admiration
for you and faith in you, that in your hearings, which can be critical,
and in the work of your committee-you know I agree with you as a
liberal about issues such as concentration and monopoly and will go
all the way with you on them-that we will bring into focus the other
side of the picture. We cannot accept the idea that automatic adjust-
ments in the marketplace will do for the free enterprise economy what
needs to be done. That does not necessarily follow any more.

I think both the text of the antitrust laws and the theory of the anti-
trust laws may very well be out of date. And that is really what is
troubling us.

Senator HART. That has been the concern that the Senator from New
York has voiced to me for a good long time. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to make clear that I do not suggest that those areas of economic
concentration which would be identified as excessive and an effort made
to reduce them-and you succeeded in the effort to deconcentrate-au-
tomatically will produce a Garden of Eden. But I think it is not old
fashioned, and I know the members of the committee here do not re-
gard it as old fashioned, constantly to recognize what happens in a
society where we seek to permit an individual to make some independ-
ent judgments as fewer and fewer sources of production are available.

As I have concluded, where would we be ? There is nothing old fash-
ioned about throwing up our hands and saying "No" to the proposi-
tion that there is going to be one place that manufactures everything
here. It would determine employment opportunity and location-it
would be at least as powerful as government. If that remains a valid
concept, then clearly, we have to attempt to put our finger on those
segments of the economy where this trend increasingly becomes ap-
parent.

Senator JAvrrs. May I point out, Senator Hart, that concentration
has produced economies of scale and quality and service. Where it
goes over the edge is where concentration increases price or holds rigid-
ly to price lines and uses its power to level to the ground the possibility
of competition. But that arises just as much today by virtue of the
vastness of required investment in order to meet the public's needs.
* For example, you take the pharmaceutical business. It is built upon
that power to finance research and development, give assurances of
quality, and the little guy cannot begin to do that unless you let him
combine-not deconcentrate. I say I know; I have represented them for
years.

So all I urge upon you, and I came especially for that today, is that
in considering what we ought to do, and even in your testimony, I
hope very much that the whole spectrum of problems will be revealed
to the American people so that they may have their choice in picking
the means which will give them the most efficiency and the most control.

There are lots of factors here; for example, widespread public
ownership of corporations where managements are essentially trustees,
albeit under the lash of having to produce dividends and profits, but
still trustees. There are verv many critical factors to be cranked into
the equation. And I hope very much that your committee may look
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with real seriousness upon a measure which I have had a long time
before you, in which Senator Morse joined with me for years in
proposing before you. That is that 30 years after the TNEC, we
ought to have another really broad scale look without any precon-
ceptions that the Sherman antitrust law is necessarily gospel.

Thank you very much.
Senator HART. You find the fellow that does not have preconcep-

tions with respect to the antitrust laws and you have found a fellow
who just got in from 'Mars.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Senator Hart, I admire your ability to open up

one of the most complex and profound problems. It is a good thing
that it is now introduced here. I worry a great deal why, at a time
of soft business when we are trying to expand sales, prices continue
to go up. My whole theory was that if you need more business, you
reduce your prices and try to expand your market. But it has not
worked that way.

I also am concerned about the other side of it. At a time when, for
instance, housing was so tight, we were down to 1.4 million housing
units, when construction workers were looking for work unable to
find it, and wages went up. How do you account for that in your
theory now that economic concentration, not labor concentration,
causes it? How do we get at it that way when wages are going up
20 or 25 cents an hour.

Senator HART. I do not account for it. I have heard the suggestion
made that the construction industry, which seems so fragmented-
and certainly not an example, I think, of concentration-indeed has
a coordinated, cooperative understanding among contractors and
unions alike, that many of the elements that characterize the
traditional economic concentration area result from that kind of
understanding and coordination, and I suppose it has been a kind of
evolution.

Senator PERCY. You mean that contractors get together and decide
how much costs are going to go up? Are there not thousands in all
parts of the country? If there were ever a local type of business,
that is it.

Senator HART. Here is a place where maybe I will take Senator
Javits counsel and not make a guess until we get into it. Housing
went down and labor wages went up.

Senator PERCY. Yes.
Senator HART. Unless Professor Martin wants to prejudge it, I will

hold fast.
Senator PERCY. I agree with you that what I am seeking is an ex-

planation as to what happens. You cannot hold fast to the economic
concentration theory unless the phenomenon exists.

Senator HART. You perhaps were saying that economic concentration
produces this phenomenon. Other things may, too.

Senator PERCY. Well, what are the other things in this case?
Senator HART. That is where I would like to hold fire.
Senator PERCY. Why, when housing is low and construction workers

are out of jobs, looking for work, why do labor rates under those con-
ditions continue to go up, when productivity has virtually not increased
at all that particular year? In 1970, there was not any increase in
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productivity. Yet labor rates went up, across the board, across the
country, 20,25 cents an hour.

Chairman PROXMIRE. A lot of it was a catch up, catch up from the
enormous increase in

Senator PERCY. Were they blind?
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am talking about overall wages going up.
Senator PERCY. Were they not the leaders, though, in leading off and

touching this off?
Chairman PROXMIRE. No. No, in the period from 1959 to 1965, we

had wage-cost stability. Prices began to creep up, then they went up
much more rapidly after 1965. Then wages followed. You are con-
centrating in a particular area and that is different, I agree, construc-
tion wages.

Senator PERcy. Let's take another area. Let's take an area where I
do not think there is a lot of economic concentration. All over the
country, you have thousands of trucking companies. Yet at a time
when business was not particularly firm, I remember when the rates
went up across the country $1.65 an hour in one contract because
Chicago, my own city, held out. I am sure the trucking industry has
associations, but there are thousands of companies in that field. It is
not like the automotive field, let us say, where there are just three big
companies. There are thousands of trucking companies. Yet in that
particular industry, the wage rates rose considerably. They have a
good, strong union-let's face it. It is one of the most effective labor
organizations in the country.

Senator HART. You cited two areas of the economy where a great
many editorial writers conclude that the answer is labor concentration.

Senator PERCY. Well, I am asking your judgment.
Senator HART. I am telling you that I have read those editorials.

I would not argue that deconcentrating in areas of the economy where
there is admittedly high economic concentration will have a cure ex-
cept with respect to pricing activities and the market discipline that
then will apply to those then deconcentrated sectors. But with respect
to those where the charts clearly identify, I am suggesting the desir-
ability of attempting to reduce that kind of economic concentration
and suggesting these are the kinds of benefits that will follow. If you
can cite segments in the economy where there is no concentration and
there are problems then one or another or all of us will have to come
up with responses to that segment of the economy.
* Senator PERCY. If we were members of those unions in construction
or the Teamsters, we would have to say our leadership has fought
against the economics of the condition many times and has really de-
livered to us contracts that have really been ahead of the parade, cer-
tainly. They have done their job, I suppose.

Senator HART. I suppose that the union members, if you and I were
union members, would have the same reaction to that as we have to a
corporation whose dividend return is vastly in excess of the national
average.

Senator PERCY. Yes, it depends on how, though, and why.
Senator HART. I have never asked why some company produces

more than others.
- Senator PERCY. Some companies can do it through economic con-
centration. Others do it through sheer magnitude of technology. East-
man Kodak-the company I competed against for 25 years-is a good
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example of the latter. What a whale of a return on investment through
sheer technical competence. It is insurmountable, the technological
advances they have been able to accrue. I felt it was through technical
advance against which you could not legislate. You cannot really legis-
late against it. You would destroy America if you did that.

I would like to spend the few remaining moments I have asking
you about the very intriguing solutions you suggest with regard to
concentration of economic power. One of these you mention is a
Federal corporate licensing system which could deny permits to firms
with undue economic power.

Could you expand a litle bit, Senator Hart, on how that might
work?

Senator HART. The only exposure I have had to it was from a panel
discussion we had several years ago in the antitrust committee, but it
is not a new idea. As I commented to the chairman, Senator O'Mahoney.
when we first arrived here, was still beating the drum for it: I
am suggesting economic units, at least, a switch from the State
charter to a Federal charter. We charter the Red Cross and I guess the
Daughters of the American Revolution, and we have problems with
those. I can imagine the problems we would have if we were incorpora-
ting General Motors or United States Steel. But the theory is that the
National Government would have a better concept of practices and
goals which would serve best the national interests than the State
licensing authority. And he sort of put the burden of proof on the
applicant for a grant of authority, establishing a whole series of con-
tributions that he would make and show that they are pluses and not
minuses.

Senator PERCY. I will buy your premise that there are certain eco-
nomic concentrations that have to be broken up. And I would be the
first one to say let's try to find a way to do it that is logical and fair-
antitrust regulations in this area. You have posed a possible solution, a
new enforcement commission with broad powers to break up existing
concentration. I wonder if you could help us think through how such
a commission would work. What would its relationship be, for instance,
with FTC or with the Department of Justice Antitrust Division, and
what appeal would there be from its decisions and where you would
take those appeals? Would you go to the district court or would you
go direct to the court of appeals in the Federal system?

Senator HART. Most of the questions you raise have not even been
surfaced in the committee's discussion of the possibility. The sugges-
tion is that we would move somewhat as the action that followed
the adoption of the public utility holding company; a series of plans
applied to existing economic concentrations and that the procedural
safeguards would have to be precise. We would all agree. But how
that should be written I certainly am not prepared to say. It would
be an enormously sensitive operation.

Senator PBRCY. Oh, yes.
Senator HART. But it has been done on occasion as a result of court

orders in traditional Sherman Act cases, where dissolution has been
compelled.

Senator PERCY. The third possible solution of our problem of eco-
nomic concentration which you offer consists of, and I will quote the
language, "adding more stringent guidelines to the old antitrust laws."
I suppose here is an area where all of us in the legislature get involved
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with constituents-many times they are corporations who say, they
just simply do not know whether they can take this action. Should
we reveal it to the Government? If we do, would we be giving infor-
mation to someone we should not be giving it to? But we do not know
under the present antitrust laws whether what we intend to do that
makes economic sense is national policy.

If the principal problems in obtaining antitrust enforcement under
the existing antitrust laws are political ones, how could the addition
of stringent guidelines overcome such political reluctance? Do you
envision guidelines that might be so specific that there could be, then,
no political judgment exercised one way or another? I say that be-
cause we are now in an evolving, changing climate in whiclh the new
Council on International Economic Policy is envisioning the prob-
lems of the future as related to our role in the world in an entirely dif-
ferent way than it were just a few months ago, 6 months ago. I have
seen some of those presentations and I am sure you have. The economic
concentration of power in Japan is one of the problems that our com-
panies face in this country today. Our question is how do we respond
to it? What kind of guidelines could be set up?

Senator HART. You have sensed the sort we Jhad in mind. As the
antitrust law is written now, the uncertainty attaches in terms of
the business managers' lack of assurance that the conduct may not
produce an antitrust action down the road. It leaves the decision to
prosecute or file civilly, as I have indicated in my remarks, a difficult,
sensitive thing for whatever administration is responsible for the
Antitrust Division in Justice. If Congress did spell out with some
precision-perhaps percentages of market-the point beyond -which
concentration would not 'be permitted under the law, it would then
be a two plus two is four problem for the Justice Department, either
it did or did not satisfy that guideline. Congress would mandate
certain standards. Those would be known both by business and by
the enforcement agencies. Clearly the processes of trying to decide
what standards we would fix would be subject to all sorts of political
wrestling. But the application of the standards, assuming honest ad-
ministrators, would be automatic and hence free from a political
problem.

Senator PERcy. Senator Hart, I thank you for opening up a subject.
We may disagree in some of our analyses of it, but it is certainly a
subject that needs exploration and I think by opening it up, you
have made a fine contribution to these hearings.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROxMIRE. Well, I join in that view. I think that both

Senator Hart and Senator Percy have made a very helpful contribu-
tion this morning.

I am sure that Senator Hart's determination, as he said, 'he has
an open mind on this, and he is beginning to explore it. One of the
elements that Senator Percy rightly raises that I am sure Senator
Hart will have in mind is that we under no circumstances would take
any, or unlikely circumstances. that we would take action that would
result in enfeebling our economic processes simply to argue that we
have a greater diversity. To the extent that concentration is essential
to economic efficiency and productivity and international competition,
you have a very strong argument in its favor-perhaps not compelling,
but very powerful.
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I am sure you have that firmly in mind. In fact, I would say it is
so compelling that even if you were disposed to break it up, you
probably could not succeed with the Congress or the President or
any man who might be President.

Senator HArr. We do have it. But in this business of overseas
competition, sometimes the fellow that argues that you should relax
antitrust to allow American participation really does not want a re-
laxation to permit him to compete but to permit him to join cartels.
His plea really is for a ticket that will allow him to restrict and to
monopolize and restrain. To that voice, we should turn a tin ear. But
to those voices that cite the changes in international marketing :and
suggest that inhibitions under our existing antitrust laws do burn
American competition overseas in respects 1, 2, and 3-to that plea,
we certainly have to give ear.

Chlairman PROXIRg. Well, Senator Hart, thank you very much.
You have certainly been most helpful to us. You have given us a
far deeper and stronger insight than we have had from any other
witness in this field, certainly in the essential need for a long-run
stabilization policy.

Now, I would like to ask our next three witnesses to come together
up to the witness table-Mr. Lawrence Klein, Mr. Lawrence Krause,
and Mr. Henry Wallich.

Mr. Klein is a professor of economics, University of Pennsylvania
and chairman of the board of trustees of Wharton Econometric Fore-
casting Associates. He has a fascinating analysis of what we can do
about profits. I understand he has gone into this in more detail than
most witnesses certainly have and made quite a contribution.

Mr. Klein has long been noted for his contributions to econometrics
and economic forecasting. He is the author of "An Econometric
Model of the United States 1929-1952" and "The Wharton Econo-
metric Forecasting Model." In addition to a general assessment of the
economic outlook, which Mr. Klein is eminently qualified to provide,
we have asked him to speak particularly this morning about the ques-
tion of whether it is either practical or desirable to attempt to control
profits. Mr. Klein's recent article on this subject, which appeared in
the summer issue of the Wharton Quarterly, has attracted widespread
attention. It was referred to in Mr. Woodcock's statement yesterday.

I was out in California a couple of weeks ago at UCLA and it was
called to my attention by Nat Goldfinger of the AFL-CIO. We look
forward to hearing about this question in more detail.

Mr. Lawrence B. Krause is senior fellow at the Brookings Institu-
tion. Before joining the Brookings Institution, Dr. Krause was a
professor of economics at Yale University, and he served as senior
staff economist with the Council of Economic Advisers from 1968-69.
He is the author of numerous publications relating to international
economics, including a forthcoming book on reform of the interna-
tional monetary system. We are most interested in hearing his views
on this question.

Mr. Henry Wallich is professor of economics at Yale University.
Mr. Wallich was a member of the Council of Economic Advisers from
1959-60 and he presently serves as a consultant to the Department of
the Treasury. He is an old friend of this committee and really needs
no introduction. We greatly appreciate his being here today to give
us his evaluation of the President's program. He has a different view
on controlling, limiting profits as we limit wages and prices.
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We have many questions to ask. I would like to remind all the wit-
nesses to please observe, if possible, a 10 to 15 minute rule.

Mr. Klein, I notice you have a very concise statement. The tables
which you have at the back of your statement will be printed in full in
the record. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE R. KLEIN, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PRO-
FESSOR OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, WHARTON ECONO-
METRIC FORECASTING ASSOCIATES

Mr. KLEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will read my statement.
One of the most perplexing economic problems of our times is the

joint maintenance of full employment and price stability. The so-
called "new economics" was fairly successful during the 1960's in
bringing the American economy to full employment, but it was not
successful in containing inflation while full employment was being
achieved. The "game plan" of the present administration as it existed
before August 15 was not successful in stopping inflation and it has
brought about an unacceptable level of unemployment. The "game
plan" succeeded in cooling off the economy, and it may have eventually
reduced the rate of inflation significantly, but the cost of doing this
has been excessive in terms of present unemployment and in terms of
the long waiting period in returning the economy to higher level
employment.

Clearly, something needs to be done, and some new approaches to
full employment with price stability need to be tried. During the past
year, I have been working with my associates at the Wharton School
on devising new kinds of guidelines for stabilization at full employ-
ment, and I would like to describe our findings to you today.

In July 1971, Mr. Vijaya Duggal and I published a paper in the
Wharton Quarterly on a scheme that was first suggested to us by Mr.
Edgar Scott, Jr., of Janney, Montgomery & Scott.

In that report, Dr. Duggal an I incorporated Mr. Scott's sugges-
tion in forward projections of the Wharton model, a statistical equa-
tion system used by Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates,
Inc., in predicting United States economic trends. This is a statistical
service that the Wharton group has been providing regularly, on a
quarterly basis for the past 8 years.

The essential features of the Wharton stabilization scheme are:
(1) The percentage rate of increase of money wage earnings shall

be not more than the percentage rate of growth of productivity. Earn-
ings are measured as employee compensation per man-hour, and the
growth rate of productivity is measured as an 8-quarter moving aver-
age of real private output (private GNP) per man-hour.

(2) The percentage rate of increase of after-tax profit per unit of
capital shall be not more than the percentage rate of growth of pro-
ductivity.

(3) Any extra taxes collected as a result of the profit rule shall be
returned to the spending stream, either in the form of Federal Govern-
ment transfer payments or expenditures on goods and services.

In terms of simulation performance of the Wharton model these
guideline rules stabilize earning rates, price indexes and profit rates.
The ratio of total wage payments to total after-tax profits in the na-
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tional remains quite stable. This policy simultaneously achieves a
simulated model performance of full employment and increasing real
disposable income.

American economists have progressively lowered their sights on a
full employment target as inflationary pressures built up. Many peo-
ple used to think that 3.5 percent was a good target.

Chairman PROXMIRx. Are you talking about the unemployment
picture?

Mr. KLEIN. Yes. This figure has been increased to 4.0 and 4.5 per-
cent by many economists, but we think that the American economy is
actually capable of functioning without inflation at a rate of unem-
ployment as favorable at 3.5 percent with effective guidelines of the
sort that we propose. Our newest projections reach 3.5 percent unem-
'doyment by mid-1973 with our guideline rules operating, and we si-
mnultaneously foresee a price increase of only 2.0 percent at that time.
It is remarkable that these performance levels are reached with a
slightly lower deficit than is expected to be realized in a more sluggish
economy without our type of guideline.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Again you are referring to a deficit in the
Federal budget?

Mr. KLEIN. The national income accounts' definition of the Federal
deficit.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand.
Mr. KLEIN. The present wage-price freeze is a dramatic shock that

has beneficial therapeutic effects in bringing people to appreciate and
understand the inflationary process that has been going on for some
years. Having shocked the American public, it is imperative that the
administration and the Congress present a "phase II" stabilization
program that is fair to all segments of the American economy and
firm enough to 'be effective. If it is not fair, it will not gain acceptabil-
ity and will not work. Toothless schemes have failed both in this
country and abroad in previous trials.

During the 90-day freeze, productivity gains accrue to profits. The
Wharton interpretation of Mr. Scott's scheme, on the other hand, is
fair to both business and labor. At the same time, it holds a joint
promise of full employment and price stability. These are the main
attributes of the scheme, land I urge you to give them serious consid-
eration. It is, I believe, a scheme that should be acceptable to the trade
unions and corporate management when they fully consider its advan-
tages, the dreadful experience of the past, and the alternatives that
lie before us.

There are other aspects of the program that argue in its favor.
(a) It avoids detailed price control. There seems to be near un-

animity on the desirability of not returning to the wartime apparatus
of the OPA. We have well developed facilities for collecting corporate
income taxes that would be needed to implement the guideline rule
on profits. Similarly, established procedures for negotiating industry-
wide wage contracts by collective bargaining can be used for imple-
mentation of wage rules. Wage guidelines and profit guidelines are
feasible in the contemporary American scene. Price guidelines are not.

(b) We have a time-honored practice of regulating the rate of re-
turn in specific industries to achieve what is often called a "fair rate
of return." The profit guideline rule attemps to use the tax system to
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extend this concept to a broader coverage during these critical eco-
nomic times.

In anticipation of arguments that a guideline rule for profits would
stifle risk 'taking and the flow of venture capital, I should like to count-
er with the following points:

(i) The alternatives are much worse. The inflation and "cooling-
off" unemployment that we have been experiencing are far worse for
the American economy. The Wharton scheme attempts to substitute
full employment stability for inflation and unemployment.

(ii) Profits rates are allowed to grow although at no more than
productivity growth, which is also true of wage rates.

(iii) The full employment aspects of the Wharton program project
a bigger income flow in which all economic units can share.

(iv) In longer run simulations with another Wharton model-the
annual industry model-we have computed that after 5 years the profit
guideline becomes redundant, and the taxation of profits to restrain
them according to our imposed rule is not needed. The capital base
grows sufficiently and prices stabilize such that the rate of return does
not need to be restrained. The wage guideline alone in later years after
the present transition period would assure fair shares, full employ-
ment, and a stable price level.

The nearly complete stabilization of prices in the longer run, when
coupled with a money wage rate growing at the same rate as produc-
tivity, ensures that real wage rates will continue to improve in this
setting.

I have presented one possible scheme to you today. All possible al-
ternatives and compromise implementations have not been examined.
Our model simulations have been worked out for a particular way of
implementing the suggestion that wage and profit guidelines be in-
stituted simultaneously. Various compromise combinations can be
worked out; guidelines for other income payments (interest, rent.
royalties, self-employed income) can be instituted; other ways of
returning corporate income taxes to the spending stream can be con-
sidered. Mainly, I have tried to suggest an idea that I find to be at-
tractive and appropriate for 'phase II. A good deal of careful economic
research has gone into the development of 'this idea, and I hope that
this committee will study it in the course of reaching their recommen-
dations for the next phase of the new economic policy.

I would like to point out that the tables that are appended to the
statement are sequenced so that they represent the Wharton econo-
metric forecasts as they were presented just before the President's
new economic policy was announced-that is. on August 2. The second
panel of the table introduces our interpretation of the new economic
policy through the eyes of our econometric model on August 28, and
that is a forecast of the 'likely outcome of events.

The third panel represents the imposition of our wage-profit guide-
lines to modify the August 28 solution and it is assumed to take effect
in the fourth quarter of 1971.

The final table has the same arrangement, but draws out some in-
teresting statistics from the mass of those that we computed. These
model solutions throw some light on the distribution of shares between
wages and profits and overall income. Thank you.

(The following information was attached to Mr. Klein's oral
statement:)
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VIJAYA G. DUGGAL and LAWRENCE R. KLEIN apply both the short-
term and the long range forecasting models to examine policy solutions
that would reduce inflationary price rtses. By testing solutions with
wages and profits tied to productivity, they present. ..

Guidelines in Economic Stabilization:
a New Consideration

One of the most striking features of the American econ-
omy since the end of World War II has been the actual prm-
ence of inflation or fear of prospective inflation. Generally
speaking, the 1940's, 50's and 60's have been an era of infla-
tion. There have been notable slack periods, but these have
regularly been swamped by subsequent inflationary periods.
In the 1940's the main price index (implicit deflator of GNP)
almost doubled. It rose by more than 25 per cent in the 1950's
and again by more than 25 per cent in the 1

9
6

0
's.

In the past three years there have been vigorous anti-inflation
policy actions by public authorities, but the results have been
meager. During the most recent months (early 1971), there
has been some indication of reduced rates of price increase,
but these have been slow in coming, and there is no assurance
that this new direction will be long lasting.

Fiscal and monetary policy have been the main instruments
used to fight inflation, and they produced disappointing results
during 1968, 1969 and 1970. It is possible that these policies
are having some effect now, but pressures on the side of costs
are powerful, and inflationary movements can easily be set in
motion again. Agricultural prices have given about as much
temporary relief dunag 1970 as can be expected. The same is
true of interest rates. New taxes are being instituted by many
state or local governments. Many of these raise the basic price
indexes. Most of all, we can expect to see wage demands con-
tinue to be strong, and as long as this is so, the battle against

inflation cannot be declared finished.
During the early years of the decade of the 60's, there were

public guidelines for wage increases, and these may have re-
strained pressures on prices. Most of the inflation took place
in the latter half of the decade, after the guidelines were
dropped. The settlement of the airline mechanics' strike in
Summer 1966 is generally regarded as the end of the guide-
lines in practice. We do not mean to imply, however, that the
dropping of the guidelines was the principal cause of inflation
after mid-decade. In other countries, guidelines, under the title
of incomes policy, have also been used temporarily but have
never been able to stand the test of time.

Needed: a Balanced Policy
Many economists feel that a balanced policy of fiscal, mone-

tary and guideline rules is needed to achieve price stability in a
full employment environment. The lack of any one ingredient
in this mixture weakens the economy's resistance to inflation-
ary pressure. The purpose of the present study is to investigate
the possibility of devising a set of guideline rules that will be
acceptable to labor and management alike.

A deficiency of past guideline rules is that they overempha-
sized restraint in wage patterns to the exclusion of restraints
in other income shares and that they have not been enforced
or enforceable. A balanced policy stands a better chance of
being acceptable now. Price guidelines, coupled with wage
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would reduce the level of economic activity and possibly cause
unnecessary uncmployment. The extra business taxes collected
by public authorities are simultaneously programmed in our
calculations to be paid out in government expenditures, either
on goods and services or in the form of transfer payments, so
that high level activity is maintained and surpluses are not gen-
erated in public budgets.

The two-step procedure outlined above is implemented
through the Wharton Econometric Model. This is a system of
simultaneous, dynamic equations, with statistical coefficients,
that is regularly used to produce the Wharton Econometric
Forecasts. Prior to the examination of the effects of guidelines,
the Model is projected forward for two years, by quarters, in a
Control solution, i.e. a baseline calculation that shows how the
American economy is expected to perform on the basis of
prospective domestic policies and overseas developments. The

Dr. Dg9al., who has recetved her Ph.D. from Harvard UnI.
vertry, Is a Research Asaocalte In the Wharton Econometrle
Forecasting Unit. Dr. Klein Is Benlonsln Fr.nklin Profesor
of Economncis In the Wharton School. Their research for this
article -as financed In part by a grant foran the Independ-
onco Foundatlon.

guidelines, imply guidelines for profits, but the implication is
indirect and imprecise. It is our purpose to consider joint wage
and profit guidelines.

An accepted guideline pattern for wages is that earnmings
per employee should have the same precentage movement as
productivity (output per employee). A parallel guideline for
profits is that the percentage movement in rate of return on
stock of capital should be the same as the percentage move-
ment in productivity. The fairness in burden sharing among
different socio-economic groups should be an attractive feature
of this approach. There is a much greater chance that Ameri-
can labor will accept a guideline principle for earnings if there
is a corresponding guideline principle for profits. Wage re-
straint, by itself, would tend to be reflected in unusually large
profit increases and this would lead to an eventual breakdown
of the principle.

Guidelines from Productivity
Tfhe proposal being studied proceeds in two main steps.

First, it is assumed that guideline rules are imposed on wage
increases so that earnings have the same rate of change from
period to period as productivity. Numerical calculations are
made of the additional profits that would accrue to business if
unilateral wage restraint were imposed. Second, taxes are then
prescribed to make after-tax profits what they would have been

in the absence of special wage restraint By itself, this step
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Control solution shows a continuation of inflation, but not at
the high rates of 1969-70. The working of guideline policies is
studied in comparison with the baseline case. This provides a
basis for determining targets for unemployment rates and
budget levels.

Because the present study was initiated at the end of 1970,
the starting point of the calculations was the fourth quarter of
1970. Values for the third quarter of 1970 and earlier periods
served as initial inputs. Other inputs were forward projections
of exogenouu variables such as government spending, tax rates,
discount rate, open market operations of the Federal Reserve,
world trade projections, agricultural prices, etc. Since the Con-
trol solutions of the Wharton Model have been quite close to
actual performance for the past several months, there is little
loss in using calculations that originated last autumn.

Although there are two main steps to the calculations, inter-
vening and alternative steps were also used. The calculations
are laid out in four parts, called Policy 1, 2, 3 and 4.

In Policy 1, the relationships of the model that determine
wage rates are replaced by the guideline rule. It is assumed
that the quarterly percentage increase in private wage rates is
exactly equal to the quarterly percentage increase in output
per man hour averaged over the past two years. The averaging
is done in order to get smoother calculations.

GNP Drops, Then Rises
This Policy generates an immediate drop in real gross na-

tional product of $4 billion in comparison with the Control
solution. At first, real GNP trails the corresponding Control
solution value, but makes up the total difference by the end of
eight quarters. The major sector responsible for the initial drop
in GNP is the consumer expenditures sector. The underlying
cause for this phenomenon is embedded for the most part in
the structural inter-relationships of the economy. Although the
policy reduces the growth of wage rates the induced decline in
the growth of prices is relatively modest in the first instance.
Since the response of prices to lower wage rates is not imme-
diate, real disposable income is less than that of the Control
solution, generating reduced expenditure on consumption.
Lower consumption with its multiplier (indirect) effect re-
duces real GNP by about $4 billion. Although consumer ex-
penditures for all eight quarters are less than those of the
Control solution, lower prices and lower interest rates stimu-
late housing, private investment and net exports enough to
neutralize the drop in consumption by the end of the simu-
lated period.

Another result worth noting at this point is the increase in
the rate of unemployment in Policy I over the Control solu-
tion value. Unemployment remains higher under Policy 1,
even at the end of the simulation period, although real GNP
has caught up to the Control. Although total man hour re-
quirements in Policy I at the end of the period are slightly
higher than in the Control solution, with relatively more favor-
able wage rates, employers prefer to have present employees
work overtime instead of hiring more employees.

No change has been made in Policy I in the set of exo-
genous variable assumptions used for the Control solution.
The values for the government sector variables are unchanged.
This neglects the fact that wage rates for government em-
ployees should also be restricted to grow at a slower rate. Since

the goods and services the government buys will be cheaper,
the price index for government goods and services should be
lower.

This is done in Policy 2 in which wage rates earned by
government employees and the price of government goods and
services are restricted to grow at 2.5 per cent per annum,
which is narrowly bracketed between the growth of prices and
the growth of private wage rates generated by the simulation
of Policy 1. It is assumed that the government makes the same
current dollar outlay as in the Control solution. With lower
prices and wage rates, the same expenditures can buy more
goods and services. Real values for government variables and
the number of government employees are consequently in-
creased over the values in the Control solution. Thus, govern-
ment uses more services itself.

In addition, more labor is needed by the private sector to
provide government's higher demand for real goods. This gives
a direct and an indirect push upward to employment, bringing
down the rate of unemployment. Policy 2 has managed to
combine a lower rate of unemployment with a lower rate of
inflation. In spite of it, this policy is still not acceptable be-
cause of the enormous increase in profits generated by Policies
I and 2 over the Contrl soluqp

&-A d prices respon ow r growth in wage rates, cor-
porate profits, calculated residually, rise. Profits cut into the
extra funds taken from wage earners. The additional profits,
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except for a small part that goes into dividends, are not spent
and have no impact effect on the system. This is responsible
for depressed activity levels in Policies I and 2 below those of
the Control solution in the first few quarters of the simulated
period.

Both defects on Policy 2 are corrected in Policies 3 and 4,
in which an additional restriction is imposed on the calcula-
tions. The percentage increase in corporate profits after taxes

dollars per unit of capital stock is restricted to be equal to
,,ie percentage increase in over-all productivity, (output per
man hour) averaged over the past two years. This means that
the rate of return on capital must grow at the same guideline
rate as wages. This is the novel feature of this study.

If after tax profits generated by the Model exceed what is
allowed by the guideline rule, the difference is assumed to be
taxed. The corporate profit tax thus collected is returned to
the income stream in the form of additional transfer payments
(Policy 3) or additional government expenditures on goods
and services (Policy 4).

The assumptions of Policies 3 and 4 generate a higher level
of activity but have no effect on prices. Prices generated by
Policies 2, 3 and 4 are almost identical. Guideline policy is
thus estimated to be effective in controlling inflation. The price
index for GNP increases in the three policy experiments by
about 2 per cent instead of the control forecast of 3.3 per cent
during the first year and by one per cent instead of 2.4 per

FIGURE 4-REAL GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
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cent, the baseline forecast for the second year. Corporate
profits after taxes are in line with Control solution values.
What is even more important, the ratio of corporate profits
after taxes to compensation of employees falls in line with the
Control solution ratio. In addition to controlling distributive
shares between capital and labor, Ihe extra profits are used
to generate more activity, more consumption, a higher rate of
growth of real GNP and a lower rate of unemployment.

Policy 4 generates so much additional activity that real
GNP overtakes the Control solution value in the third quarter
of simulation and exceeds Control solution GNP by $17 billion
(1958 prices) at the end of the simulation, all with lower
prices. The rate of unemployment except for the first quarter
of the simulation is lower and is 1.4 per cent below the Con-
trol solution figure by the end of two years. Of course, the
unemployment rate would be partly brought down directly by
depressing government wage rates for the same outlay. Most
of the drop, however, is due to increased activity generated
by returning the profits tax back to the demand stream. The
increased activity in Policies 3 and 4 reduces the government
deficit below its value for the Control solution by generating
additional tax receipts and lower unemployment insurance
benefits.

As is expected, when additional profits go into transfer pay-
ments, the activity level generated is less than if they go into
government expenditures. Real GNP generated by Policy 3 by
the end of the simulation period is $6 billion below that
achieved in Policy 4. The increased transfer payments do not
enter GNP directly as do government expenditures in the first
round. Transfers raise income and enter GNP for the first time
when money is spent on consumption. Government expendi-
tures go directly into GNP and at the same time raise income,
inducing increases in other components of GNP via the mul-
tiplier process.

Favorable Results for Two Years
The simulated growth of real Gross National Product, gen-

eral price level and the unemployment rate for Policies 3 and
4 are graphically presented, in figures I to 3, in contrast to the
pattern observed in the baseline forecast. It can be inferred
from these experiments that if labor and business were to abide
by the guideline rule and if government authorities were to
maintain their budget outlays as planned, using funds to buy
more real goods and services than would have been possible
in the absence of guideline restrictions, the rate of inflation
would be reduced to almost half of the most probable forecast
that uses no guidelines. The unemployment rate would drop
1.4 percentage points from 4.83 per cent to 3.39 per cent, at
the end of two years, while the economy would enjoy $17 bil-
lion more real GNP, all this with a smaller public deficit.

The results of the quarterly model provide strong support
for the effectiveness of wage-profit guideline policy for the
first two years. Would the guidelines continue to restrain infla-
tion for a longer penod? If so, would there be need for fur-
ther policy changes to enable the economy to experience con-
tinued prosperity with low rates of unemployment and no seri-
ous inflation? This is studied by implementing guideline rules
through the Wharton Annual and Industry Forecasting Model
that forms the basis of our long run forecasts.

The same procedures are used in studying the long term
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effects of guidelines as in the quarterly calculations. F
Control solution is generated for the decade starting in
and ending in 1980, based on broadly accepted gover
policies. This Control solution forecasts the main price
to increase, on the average, at a rate of 3 per cent per as

The wage-profit guidelines are imposed starting in
The rate of change of productivity is averaged over
years instead of two years in this longer run calculation
government is assumed to maintain the same current
outlay on goods and services as in the Control solution I
first two years. The profits tax is returned to the econo
the form of transfer payments. The assumptions of th
two years correspond exactly to those made in Policy
the quarterly model.

It is interesting to note that the Annual Model with
lines generates results for the first two years that are
identical to those generated by the corresponding Policy
lation with the short run model in the first eight quarter
main prtce index rises by 1.79 per cent instead of the C
forecast of 7.47 per cent in two years. The unemployme.
drops 1.6 per cent from 5.41 per cent expected on the
of Control forecast to 3.84 per cent. Real GNP with guic
is $3.7 billion and $14.4 billion more than in the ban
solution for the first and second years, respectively. Tl
sponse of prices to the restrtction on wage rates is quicki
more sensitive in the Annual Model.

Beyond two years, it is assumed that government do
maintain current dollar outlay to Control solution levels
tic expenditures can be allowed to shrink since wage rate
price levels are smaller. We assume that government is
ested in buying a given amount of real goods and set
There is, however, a need for a variety of policy change:
ing fiscal and monetary policies in order to maintain a
able levels for the rate of unemployment, the rate of grow
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output, and budget deficits with lower prices.
For example, with lower prices, the same reai economic ac-

tivity requires a smaller quantity of money in the economy.
Open market operations are assumed to restrict the supply of
money so that banks do not have abnormally large free re-
serves, which would depress interest rates. At the same time,
we assume that the discount rate is lowered in order to stimu-
late expenditures on investment.

Although it is assumed that lower prices enable goverami
to spend less money to meet its fixed needs as stated in ts.
Control solution beyond the first two years, government re-
ceipts fall more quickly. This is because the price index on
which receipts are based drops more than the price index rele-
vant for government purchases of goods and services, leading
to a bigger deficit. In order to reduce the mounting deficit, the
personal income tax rate is raised to obtain additional receipts.
Furthermore, government expenditures are simultaneously
raised by half as much as the increased tax receipts to prevent
the higher tax rate from reducing economic activity.

The rate of unemployment between 1972 and 1980 varies in
the guideline policy experiment between 3.4 per cent and 4.8
per cent. Real GNP with guidelines exceeds the corresponding
control solution level for every year. It is $28 billion more
by 1980. The government deficit remains below $4 billion.
Real Gross National Product, the price index for GNP and
the unemployment rate generated by the Policy simulation and
the Control solution are graphed in figures 4 to 6.

es and Long Range Forecast: Stable Prices
inter- From 1973 to 1975, the main price index rises on the aver-
rvices. age by .08 per cent per annum. This for all practical purpose

Ittmi- amounts to stable prtces. Beyond 1975, the price index sta)
ccept- constant or drops a little. This is the strikingly dramatic result
wtb of of the decade simulation. If wage rate and profit rate grow as

does productivity, prices rise very slowly in the first four years
and are completely stabilized after five years. By 1980, the
price index generated by the Policy simulation is 136 on a base
value of 100 in 1958. This is in contrast to the Control fore-
cast of 181.

Since prices are stabilized by 1975, there is no need in our
calculations to impose a profits tax after 1975. Profits gener-
ated by the Model with our policy changes fall far below the
ceiling drawn by the guideline rule. So the guideline rule on
wage rate is adequate by itself as soon as the adjustment of
prices to constant unit labor costs is complete, five years in the
case of the Annual and Industry Model. In the intervening
years, it is imperative that wage guidelines be accompanied by
profit guidelines, not only because of the implied fairness in
burden sharing among different socio-economic groups, but

C O-i because of the need to return the additional profit to the in-
come stream where it will work most efficiently to increase
economic activity.

In these siuatated patterns of economic development, either
short or long run, we have painted a picture of an ideal situa
tion. If all groups were to agree-employers, employees, pub-

fin ~ tic authorities-on a set of guideline rules, the American econ-
omy could have a decade pattern of good growth, high em-
ployment, fair shares for all and stable prtces. This assumes a
decade free of major economic disturbance with rational policy
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you for a fascinating proposal.
Mr. Krause, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE B. KRAUSE, SENIOR FELLOW,
THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. KRAUSE. I am very grateful to be able to accept your invitation
to appear before this committee. Mv remarks will be addressed to the
international portion of the President's new economic program.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I might say, Mr. Krause, if you abbreviate
your statement, we will print the full statement in the record.

Mr. KRAUSE. I understand.
Because of the President's initiative, the United States can attempt

to obtain two objectives; an improvement in the international com-
petitive position of the U.S. economy, and a reform of the interna-
tional monetary system so that the present type of monetary upheaval
need not be repeated in the future to restore equilibrium values to
world currencies.

In particular, I would like to answer four questions:
(1) Can the United States simply maintain 'the status quo and

continue with a floating dollar indefinitely?
(2) Should we attempt to negotiate our two international objec-

tives together or separately?
(3) Should we raise the monetary price of gold?
(4) What should a reformed international monetary system

contain?
For a.n economist, like myself, who has argued for the theoretical

attractions of a freely flexible exchange rate system, there is a great
temptation to recommend that the United States merely stand pat and
let the rest of the world learn how to live with flexible rates. This
temptation, unfortunately, has to be resisted. The reason is that we do
ndt have a freely fluctuating rate today and there is no clear road
from here to there. The many restrictions that governments are now
operating to influence market rates, and particularly the new sur-
charge and the old capital controls of the United States, effectively
prevent the market from reaching equilibrium. An absence of inter-
nationally agreed upon rules does not guarantee a viable international
economy as the tragic history of the 1930's so clearly reminds us. Un-
less other countries also want free exchange markets, they will inter-
vene for their own domestic purposes and we could easily slip back-
wvard into competitive depreciations-the very condition that required
a Bretton Woods system originally. Freely fluctuating exchange rates
require internationally agreed upon rules of nonintervention by gov-
ernments and central banks, and while I would heartily accept such
a system, I cannot recommend to you that the United States immedi-
ately devote its energies to this end because other governments are so
adamantly opposed. I fear that if the United States does not take some
steps, in concert with other nations, to move toward an orderly ex-
change rate system that we can all live with, then wve will be forced
into one vith many of the undesirable features of the present system.

Now let me turn to the question of whether we should try to achieve
our two international objectives separately, or whether we should in-
sist on one all-encompassing negotiation to settle everything. I strongly
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support the two-stage process but not a three-stage process. The
length of time required to negotiate a complete reform of the Bretton
Woods system will be too long to leave unsettled the question of a new
set of market exchange rates. Pressure will arise primarily in other
countries and primarily as a result of our import surcharge combined
with the discriminatory features of the proposed investment credit,
that will require attention by other countries. Just because there has
been no retaliation against our measures until today does not guaran-
tee there will not be some tomorrow. What are foreign governments
supposed to do in the face of certain political crises that will arise
when particular foreign firms go bankrupt because they no longer
can export to the United States because of our measures? And even if
no retaliation should occur, the trade measures are very detrimental to
the U.S. economy if they are maintained for very long. Indeed, the
United States will be blamed for every economic catastrophe that
occurs anywhere in the world, whether justified or not, while our
own economy is distorted and suffers unnecessary inflation.

As a temporary strategy, there is ample justification and precedent
for our restrictive measures, even though clearly illegal under GATT;
but other governments have used such measures only in advance of
an exchange rate change and then they were removed. If the United
States is offered a reasonable deal on a realinement of exchange rates
and we refuse to rescind our measures in return, then retaliation will
surely follow. We would then have lost the surcharge as a bargaining
tool, for we will have to give it up in order to get the foreign retalia-
tions removed to restore the status quo ante. Rather I believe a reason-
able exchange rate realinement can be negotiated in the not too dis-
tant future, and the United States should give up the import sur-
charge and other trade disciminations at that time primarily for our
own domestic economic well-being as well as to forestall foreign re-
taliation. Then subsequently, with due deliberation, we can turn to
the need for fundamental reforms of the monetary system. As long
as we can recognize our long run interest, we need not fear a lack
of bargaining leverage without the trade measures.

Next let me consider the very confusing issue of the price of gold.
I understand that our European friends, the Japanese, and even the
managing director of the IMF have recommended that the United
States raise the price of gold. Often the phrase is used that "the
United States must make a contribution to the realinement of cur-
rencies by changing the price of gold." This statement is very mis-
leading because it suggests that the real burdens of adjustment are
somehow determined by whether other countries appreciate their
currencies relative to the dollar or whether the United States formally
devalues the dollar by raising the monetary price of gold. I hope I
can clarify this issue for you.

There are three analytically distinct burdens that are involved when
a balance-of-payments disequilibrium is corrected through a change
in exchange rates. First, the country correcting a deficit will be able
to absorb fewer real resources than before. This real economic-welfare
burden falls on the deficit country-in this case the United States-
and the form of the adjustment makes no difference whatsoever in the
economic outcome. Second, economic dislocation is involved because
depreciating a currency causes stimulation and inflation in the deficit
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country and appreciating a currency causes retardation and deflation
in the surplus country. The degree of real burden that occurs depends
on the existing domestic situation and on what policy measures govern-
ments take to offset these dislocations. But the important point here
is that the dislocations are determined by the size of the changes in ex-
change rates and are not affected by whether other currencies appre-
ciate or the United States raises the price of gold.

The third burden is political in nature. A government that initiates
a change in exchange rates publicly admits to the failure of its previous
economic polices-and, according to European views, the United
States should take the initiative to change the price of gold so as to
admit that our inflation has had much to do with the current monetary
upheaval. While there is some justice in this view, if we are to take
a symbolic act, then it should really be symbolic and not involve real
consequences.

But there are three consequences that will result, if the United
States raised the monetary gold price, that need exploring.

(1) In the realinement, the important 'world currencies should rise
by different amounts relative to the dollar-the greatest appreciation
should be by the Japanese yen, next the German deutsche-mark, and so
forth, therefore, appreciations will have to 'be undertaken to reach an
appropriate set of rates and it could not all be done by U.'S. initiative.
However, there may be some minimum rate of appreciation to which all
major countries could assent (even though some need much larger
changes). If these minimum amounts were accomplished by a devalua-
tion of the dollar, then there would be a stronger guarantee that no
country would get a free ride through mere inaction. In other words,
in our multinational discussions, the countries should be polled and
the country willing to do the smallest appreciation relative to the dol-
lar, would set the amount of a possible general dollar devaluation.
Other countries would achieve their target appreciations by subtract-
ing the general devaluation from their total appreciation and for-
mally appreciate by the lesser amount. As a touchstone one might
think if the British can only take a 3-percent revaluation to the dollar,
then 3 percent would set the dollar devaluation part of the adjustment.
If the British could appreciate more, then it could go up to around
5 percent.

(2) If the dollar is devalued as part of the realinement, central
banks would suffer balance sheet losses on that part of their reserves
held in dollars relative to those 'held in SDR's. The devaluation would
thus help countries holding reserves predominantly in gold, including
the United States, at the expense of those holding mainly dollars
in reserves, like Japan and Germany.

(3) If the United States raises the price of gold-and this is the
most important point-then by implication the United States must
provide a market in ,which the higher gold price is effective. In other
words, the United States will be back in the position of having to buy
and sell gold on demand (at a slightly higher price) either directly
with other countries or indirectly via our dealings with the Inter-
national Monetary Fund. Otherwise what does it mean for the United
States to 'have raised the price of gold? After all, as long as the IMF
articles are in suspension, other countries can raise the dollar price
of gold for transactions among themselves without U.S. approval.
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However, if the United States were to raise the price of gold, it would
signal a return to gold convertibility without a fundamental reform
of the Fund, which would be a direct invitation for more financial
crises and would prejudice the reform of the Fund that is certain to
come.

What then should the United States do about gold? A rise in the
price of gold at U.S. initiative would be detrimental, but a small de-
valuation of the dollar would probably be a good thing to help re-
store equilibrium. My suggestion is that we meet both of these condi-
tions.

I suggest that the United States devalue the dollar only in terms
of SDR's; the amounts would be determined by the short-term negoti-
ation described above.

The new SDR value of the dollar would be formalized in the IMF,
however, only after the longer-range reform of the Fund is negotiated.
Thus the U.S. dollar would remain technically inconvertible during
the period of the longer negotiation, which means that we cannot
be called upon to deal in gold.

The thought that the U.S. dollar could remain inconvertible for a
time may seem like a radical idea to some observers. But in truth the
dollar has not been convertible into gold for major holders of dollars
for many years. This move to establish temporary inconvertibility
would just recognize an implicit reality. Furthermore, if a sensible
realinement of currencies occurs-neither too little nor too much-
then official holdings by other countries should not change very much
on balance during the negotiations.

When the United States announces its intention to devalue the
dollar, but only in terms of SDR's, in Europe it will be reported that
the United States had raised the price of gold. Since in the Fund, the
SDR value and gold are linked, there will be truth in the European
announcement.

Any country acting under the IMF rules and wishing to deal in
official gold would trade at the 'higher gold price implied by the U.S.
SDR devaluation. But the United States would be under no obliga-
tion to trade in gold. The change in valuation of official reserve assets
would occur as described under (2) above, but if the dollar devalua-
tion is small, the consequences would not be great unless the United
States were to trade in gold. The question of gold and dollars as reserve
assets in the future must be considered as part of the fundamental
reform of the fund to which I now turn.

Let me skip my suggestions for the reform of the International
Monetary Fund because they are to be contained in a publication to
be made available later this week. I will make copies of it available to
the committee when it is available.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much. We would like to get
that.

Mr. KRAUSE. Let me conclude by saying that after reform, the dol-
lar will not be just like other currencies, mainly because the interna-
tional role of the dollar rests on the relative economic performance of
the United States. When all the complications are stripped away, the
domestic value of the dollar and its foreign value are one. The good
economic performance the United States seeks for domestic purposes
would also maintain the dollar as an international currency.
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Some actions can be taken by the United States, however, to
strengthen the international usefulness of the dollar. They involve
removing restrictions on capital movements that have grown up over
the last decade, including the interest equalization tax, the limitations
on bank lending abroad, and the restrictions on direct investment. No
foreign restrictions could as effectively limit the usefulness of the dol-
lar abroad as those imposed by the United States. Removal of these
capital controls should accompany the removal of the trade restrictions
that resulted from the international monetary upheaval.

The international economy that is evolving in the 1970's is not cen-
tered exclusively on the United States. Because of their differing at-
tributes, three centers of economic power now exist in the non-Com-
munist world: The United States, the European Economic Community
(EEC), and Japan.

These three centers of economic power will not and should not be-
come insulated from one another. The thrust of history and economic
rationality requires that the process of functional integration in goods
and capital markets that has taken place during the entire postwar
period should not be impeded in the future if maximum economic
welfare is to be attained. The prosperity of other countries is also
intimately bound up in this process. Economic relations among these
three will require accommodations of various sorts. My proposals are
meant to provide a mechanism for working out these accommodations
in the monetary system. But accommodations may also be needed in
commercial policy and other areas.

It is quite clear, however, that a successful accommodation in any
of these areas calls for a spirit of cooperation in international eco-
nomic relations. The recent wave of nationalistic and retaliatory
rhetoric that has swept over a number of countries is certain to bring
advantage to no one and will only serve to undermine world prosper-
ity. The international economic system is not a zero-sum game. A
country does not necessarily gain by inflicting a loss on another coun-
try; both countries experience a loss. The goal of policy must be to
assure that all share equitably in the benefits and burdens of the
system-and that the wveak and the poor countries of this world be
given according to their needs and not their power.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Krause follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWBENCE B. KRAUSE
1

I am very grateful to be able to accept your invitation to appear before this
Committee. My remarks will be addressed to the international portion of the
President's new economic program. Because of the President's initiative, the
United States can attempt to obtain two objectives, an improvement in the
international competitive position of the U.S. economy, and a reform of the
international monetary system so that the present type of monetary upheaval
need not be repeated in the future to restore equilibrium values to world cur-
rencies.

In particular, I would like to answer four questions:
(1) Can the United States simply maintain the 8tatus quo and continue

with a floating dollar indefinitely?
(2) Should we attempt to negotiate our two international objectives

together or separately?
(3) Should we raise the monetary price of gold?
(4) What should a reformed international monetary system contain?

'The views expressed here are those of the author and they should not be attributed to
the trustees, officers, or staff members of the Brooklngs Institution.
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For an economist, like myself, who has argued for the theoretical attractions
of a freely flexible exchange rate system, there is a great temptation to recom-
mend that the U.S. merely stand pat and let the rest of the world learn how
to live with flexible rates. This temptation, unfortunately, has to be resisted. The
reason is that we do not have a freely fluctuating rate today and there is no
clear road from here to there. The many restrictions that governments are now
operating to influence market rates, and particularly the new surcharge and
the old capital controls of the United States, effectively prevent the market
from reaching equilibrium. An absence of international rules does not guarantee
a viable international economy as the tragic history of the 1930s so clearly
reminds us. Unless other countries also want free exchange markets, they will
intervene for their own domestic purposes and we could easily slip backward
into competitive depreciations-the very condition that required a Bretton Woods
System originally.

Freely fluctuating exchange rates require internationally agreed upon rules of
non-intervention by governments and central banks, and while I would heartily
accept such a system, I cannot recommend to you that the U.S. immediately
devote its energies to this end because other governments are so adamantly op-
posed. I fear that if the United States does not take some steps, in concert with
other nations, to move toward an orderly exchange rate system that we can all
live with, then we will be forced into one with many of the undesirable features
of the present system.

Now let me turn to the question of whether we should try to achieve our two
international objectives separately, or whether we should insist on one all-
encompassing negotiation to settle everything. I strongly support the two stage
process, but the length of time required to negotiate a complete reform of the
Bretton Woods System will be too long to leave unsettled the question of a new
set of market exchange rates. Pressure will arise primarily in other countries
and primarily as a result of our import surcharge combined with the discrimina-
tory features of the proposed inevstment credit, that will require attention by
other countries. Just because there has been no retaliation against our measures
until today does not guarantee there will not be some tomorrow. What are foreign
governments supposed to do in the face of certain political crises that will arise
when particular foreign firms go bankrupt because they no longer can export to
the United States because of our measures? Indeed the United States will be
blamed for every economic catastrophe that occurs anywhere in the world,
whether justified or not.

As a temporary strategy, there is ample justification and precedent for our
restrictive measures, even though clearly illegal under GATT; but other govern-
ments have used such measures only in advance of an exchange rate change and
then they were removed. If the U.S. is offered a reasonable deal on a realignment
of exchange rates and we refuse to rescind our measures in return, then retalia-
tion will surely follow. We would then have lost the surcharge as a bargaining
tool, for we will have to give it up in order to get the foreign retaliations removed
to restore the status quo ante.

Rather I believe a reasonable exchange rate realignment can be negotiated in
the not too distant future, and the U.S. should give up our import surcharge and
other trade discriminations at that time primarily for our own domestic economic
wellbeing as well as to forestall foreign retaliation. Then subsequently, with due
deliberation, we can turn to the need for fundamental reforms of the monetary
system. As long as we can recognize our own long-run interest, we need not fear
a lack of bargaining leverage without the trade measures.

Next let me consider the very confusing issue of the price of gold. I understand
that our European friends, the Japanese, and even the Managing Director of the
IMF have recommended that the U.S. raise the price of gold. Often the phrase is
used that "the U.S. must make a contribution to the realignment of currencies by
changing the price of gold." This statement is very misleading because it suggests
that the real burdens of adjustment are somehow determined by whether other
countries appreciate their currencies relative to the dollar or whether the U.S.
formally devalues the dollar by raising the monetary price of gold. I hope I can
clarify this issue for you.

There are three analytically distinct burdens that are involved when a balance-
of-payments disequilibrium is corrected through a change in exchange rates.
First, the country correcting a deficit will be able to absorb fewer real resources
than before (and the revaluing surplus countries receive more real resources than
previously). This real economic-welfare burden falls on the deficit country-in
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this case the United States-and the form of the adjustment makes no difference
whatsoever in the economic outcome. Second, economic dislocation is involved
because depreciating a currency causes stimulation and inflation in the deficit
country and appreciating a currency causes retardation in the surplus country.
The degree of real burden that occurs depends on the existing domestic situation
and on what policy measures governments take to offset these dislocations.

But the important point here is that the dislocations are determined by the
size of the changes in exchange rates and are not affected by whether other
currencies appreciate or the U.S. raises the price of gold.

The third burden is political in nature. A government that initiates a change
in exchange rates publicly admits to the failure of its previous economic policies-
and, according to European views, the U.S. should take the initiative to change
the price of gold so as to admit that our inflation has had much to do with the
current monetary upheaval. While there is some justice in this view, if we are
to take a symbolic act, then it should really be symbolic and not involve real con-
sequences.

But there are three consequences that will result if the U.S. raised the monetary
gold price, that need exploring.

(1) In the realignment, the important world currencies should rise by different
amounts relative to the dollar-the greatest appreciation should be by the
Japanese yen, next the German D-Mark. etc., therefore, appreciations will
have to be undertaken to reach an appropriate set of rates. However, there may
be some minimum rate of appreciation to which all major countries could assent
(even though some need much larger changes). If these minimum amounts were
accomplished by a devaluation of the dollar, then there would be a stronger
guarantee that no country would get a free ride through mere inaction. In other
words, in our multinational discussions, the countries should be polled and the
country willing to do the smallest appreciation relative to the dollar, would set
the amount of a possible general dollar devaluation. Other countries would achieve
their target appreciations by subtracting the general devaluation from their total
appreciation and formally appreciate by the lesser amount. As a touchstone one
might think that if the British can only take a 3 percent revaluation to the
dollar, then 3 percent would set the dollar devaluation part of the adjustment.
If the British could appreciate more, then it could go up to around 5 percent.

(2) If the dollar is devalued as part of the realignment, central banks would
suffer balance sheet losses on that part of their reserves held in dollars relative
to those held in SDR's. The devaluation would thus help countries holding re-
serves predominantly in gold, including the United States, the expense of those
holding mainly dollars in reserves, like Japan and Germany. Alternatively, if the
realignment is accomplished only by appreciation, then no central bank balance
sheet is affected by the composition of its reserves (save holders of sterling and
francs who would gain if these currencies are appreciated).

(3) If the United States raises the price of gold-and this is the most im-
portant point-then by implication the United States must provide a market in
which the higher gold price is effective. In other words, the United States will be
back in the position of having to buy and sell gold on demand (at a slightly
higher price) either directly with other countries or indirectly via our dealings
with the International Monetary Fund. Otherwise what does it mean for the
United States to have raised the price of gold? After all, as long as the IMF
articles are in suspension, other countries can raise the dollar price of gold for
transactions among themselves without U.S. approval. However, if the U.S. were
to raise the price of gold, it would signal a return to gold convertibility without
a fundamental reform of the Fund, which would be a (Urect invitation for more
financial crises and would prejudice the reform of the Fund that is certain to
come.

What then should the U.S. do about gold? A rise in the price of gold at U.S.
initiative would be detrimental, but a small devaluation of the dollar would
probably be a good thing to help restore equilibrium. My suggestion is that we
meet both of these conditions.

I suggpest that the U.S. devalue the dollar only in terms of SDR's: the amounts
would be determined by the short-term negotiation described above.

The new SDR value of the dollar would be formalized in the IMF, however,
only after the longer-range reform of the Fund is negotiated. Thus the U.S.
dollar would renain technically inconvertible during the period of the longer
negotiations, which means that we cannot be called upon to deal in gold.

The thought that the U.S. dollar could remain Inconvertible for a time may
seem like a radical idea to some observers. But in truth the dollar has not been
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convertible into gold for major holders of dollars for many years. This move to
establish temporary inconvertibility would just recognize an implicit reality.
Furthermore, if a sensible realignment of currencies occurs-neither too little nor
too much-then official holdings by other countries should not change very much
on balance during the negotiations (although for some technical market condi-
tions they may decline somewhat).

When the United States announces its intention to devalue the dollar, but
only in terms of SDRs, in Europe it will be reported that the U.S. had raised
the price of gold. Since in the Fund, the SDR value and gold are linked, there
will be truth in the European announcement. Any country acting under the IMF
rules and wishing to deal in official gold would trade at the higher gold price
implied by the U.S. SDR devaluation. But the U.S. would be under no obligation
to trade in gold. These arrangements must satisfy the economic and political
needs of all countries. The change in valuation of official reserve assets would oc-
cur as described under (2) above, but if the dollar devaluation is small, the
consequences would not be great unless the U.S. were to trade in gold. The ques-
tion of gold and dollars as reserve assets in the future must be considered as
part of the fundamental reform of the Fund to which I now turn.

I am pleased to inform this Committee that my ideas on this subject are spelled
out in my new Brookings publication, Sequel to Bretton Woods: A Proposal to
Reform the World Monetary System. It is in press now and will be available later
this week, but unfortunately not today. Let me briefly outline the major elements
of my proposal for you. It includes the following:

(1) The specification of all par values in the IMF in terms of SDRs;
(2) The provision of wider margins on either side of par values, including an

inner band in which central banks could not intervene;
(3) The replacement of gold, dollars, and other national currencies in official

reserves with SDRs, using the gold-demonetization profits when they occur over
time for aid to less developed countries;

(4) The removal of interest rate limitations on SDRs:
(5) A strengthening of the institutional role of the International Monetary

Fund; and
(6) Some suggestions for possible compromises for a mini gold-block, and for

currency areas.
I believe that my proposals would effectively cure the liquidity, confidence, and

balance-of-payments adjustment problems that have plagued the Bretton Woods
System in recent years. These problems have placed a burden on the United States
and other countries, and the obvious outcome has been frequent financial crises.

For the United States, the most dramatic change contained in my proposal
would be an end to the reserve role of the dollar. Thus in the eyes of the IMF,
the United States would be treated as an equal to all other countries. While some
prestige might be lost, little direct economic disadvantage to the United States
would result. Because the United States pays the market rate of interest on for-
eign dollar holdings, this country earns no windfalls or seigniorage through its
issue of official money. In return for this prestige symbol, the United States would
regain the power to affect its own balance of payments.

But the dollar will still not be just another of the world's currencies. First,
other governments will likely continue to use the dollar for exchange market
intervention purpose, not because of an international agreement, but because it
is the best currency for this purpose. Second, the dollar will continue to be used
abroad for private transactions, because of its commercial convenience and its
attractiveness as an asset. The essential point is that the dollar need not be a
super-strong currency to be dominant in private transactions, it need only be bet-
ter than any alternative currency.

If in economic performance some other country so far outdistances the United
States (specially in the development of sophisticated financial institutions
with freedom to operate and the ability to call on a large pool of domestic
savings), then and only then will the dollar be dethroned.

Thus the basic element of the issue is that the international role of the dollar
rests on the relative economic performance of the United States. When 'all the
complications are stripped away, the domestic value of the dollar and its foreign
value are one. The good economic performance the United States seeks for
domestic purposes would also maintain the dollar as an international currency.

Some actions can be taken by the United States, however, to strengthen the
international usefulness of the dollar. They involve removing restrictions on
capital movements that have grown up over the last decade, including the In-
terest Equalization Tax, the limitations on bank lending abroad, and the restric-
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tions on direct investment. No foreign restrictions could as effectively limit the
usefulness of the dollar abroad as those imposed by the United States. Removal
of these capital controls should accomapany the removal of the trade restrictions
that resulted from the international mnumetary upheaval.

Let me ('onelilde by making some general remarks. The international economy
that is evolving in the 1970s is not centered exclusively on the IjUited States.
Because of their differing attributes, three centers of economic pover noxv exist
in the noncommunist world: The United States, the European Economic Com-
munuity (EEC), aid .Japan.

These three centers of economic power will not and should not become in-
sulated from one another. The thrust of history and economic rationality re-
quires that the process of functional integration in goods and capital markets
that hus taken place during the entire postwar period should not be impeded
in the future if maximum economic welfare is to be attained. Tle prosperity of
other countries is also intimately bound up in this process. Economic relations
among these three wvill require accommodations of various sorts. AMy proposals
are meant to provide *a mechanism for working out these accommodations in
the monetary system. But ,accommodations may also be needed in commerc4ial
policy and other'areas.

It is quite clear, however, that a successful accommodation in any of these
areas calls for a spirit of cooperation in international economic relations. The
recent wave of nationalistic and retaliatory rhetoric that has swept over a number
of countries is certain to bring advantage to no one 'and will only serve to
undermine world prosperity. The international economic system is not a zero-
sum game. A country does not necessarily gain by inflicting a loss on another
country; both countries experience a loss. The goal of policy must be to assure
that all share equitably in the benefits and burdens of the system-and that
the weak and the poor countries of this world he given according to their needs
and not their power.

Chairman PROXMNIRF. Thank you.
Air. Wallich.
I might say, again, MAfr. Wallich, that your full statement will be

put in the record.

STATEMENT OF HENRY C. WALLICH, SEYMOUR H. KNOX PROFES-
SOR OF ECONOMICS, YALE UNIVERSITY

MAr. WALLII I. Th anik you.
I would like to say )iow much I appreciate this opportunity to

address the committee. You have a wide range of topics in the Pres-
ident's new economic policy. There are, however, very few things that
one canl say to this committee that the members have not heard be-
fore. So I should like, to ask for permission to focus on a few iso-
lated points where perhaps a contribution in the way of innovation
can be made, but without implying that these are the only reactions
I have. I would not like to look as being excessively obsessed by
gimmicks.

I would like to begin with the international picture. The closing
of the gold window was, I think, a good move. Probably the dramatic
impression it created has overstated the change brought about.

The imposition of the surcharge as a temporary measure, was an
extremely sound move. I have supported a surcharge for the last
3 years as a means of getting from one exchange rate for the dol-
lar, should that ever be necessary, to another. Nowv, it has been in-
troduced as something in the nature of a bargaining instrument. As
such, I think it should be used. It has to be labeled as temporary;
other-wise, we court retaliation. On the other side, it should not be
taken off prematurely, thereby depriving us of the powerful bar-
gaining influence that it gives us.
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Professor Krause has outlined the problem of how long we should
hold on to the surcharge; should we negotiate new exchange rates
first? Should we negotiate the whole package of the other prob-
lems?

I would like to be flexible on that. I would not necessarily give
up the surcharge at an early point and I would like to be sure
that other parts of the package, if not agreed, at least are well on
their way before we give up the surcharge.

Now, I would like to mention two devices through which we could
contribute to improving the international payments system and agree-
ment on which might be part of the bargaining process that would
go on in connection with lifting the surcharge. One device would be
designed to reduce international short term capital movements.
Those have been a large part of our problem, even though the basic
deficit in the U.S. balance of payments has also been important. The
situation has been a little like that of an individual who is suffer-
ing from cancer but who also catches pneumonia. It is possible to
die of pneumonia while suffering from cancer. That is essentially
the relationship of a flood of short-term funds which suddenly swamps
the exchanges contrasted with the gradual eating away at our situa-
tion by the underlying basic deficit.

I would suggest that we treat American multinational corporations,
including their subsidiaries, in a way which banks have often been
treated by their supervisory authorities, if not in this country then
abroad; namely, requiring them to stabilize their foreign exchange
position. They could perform all the transactions they thought de-
sirable. Each subsidiary would be completely free to do what it wished,
but the Treasurer would have to watch so that the overall position of
the parent company and subsidiaries did not lead to an overbought
or oversold position in any one currency. That would mean that if
one subsidiary moves funds into a country, say Germany, some other
art of the company, maybe the parent company, would have to move

funds out. The total position, for example, in Germany, then would
not change. This would reduce, though certainly not solve, the prob-
lem of short-term capital movements, which is in good part one of
the big multinational companies.

Another contribution to the solution of the long-term international
monetary problem would be the following: The United States is being
urged by other countries to pay for its deficits in reserve assets-gold,
SDR's and foreign currencies-instead ,of paying in dollars. This is
a request that is not completely without reason. On the other hand,
it is quite impossible for us to pay for our short-term capital move-
ments in anything but dollars, because these run into the billions, and
tens of billions. Very often, they have nothing to do with the United
States. There may be movements out of the Eurodollar market into
national currencies, say, out of the Eurodollar market into marks. We
cannot be held responsible for that and come up with SDR payments
or drawings on the IMF. That has to be settled in dollars.

I would suggest the following procedure. The United States might
offer to pay for its current account deficit, or basic deficit, or some such
figure, or for some fraction thereof, in reserve assets. A rounded figure
would be computed, and the reserve assets to be paid over would be
placed at the disposal of the IMF. The IMF would distribute them,
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against payment in dollars, to member countries in accordance with
some formula, which could be based on members quotas, or their own
surpluses, or some other criterion. Provision would have to be made
that the United States, when it has a surplus, receives reserve assets
in settlement, and does not receive only dollars, that is, its own
obligations.

Now, I would like to go on to price stabilization. I think the freeze
is working well, remarkably well. It can't go on indefinitely. I have
seen problems of particular companies, in one case a company that
stands to see its profits wiped out 100 percent, at a time when they
have to build a $100 million plant. How are they going to finance on
that basis, even if you accept that the disappearance of profits is a
sacrifice worthwhile in the national interest? We need, therefore, a
second stage that is effective. Everybody -at this table seems to have
agreed on this. The contribution I would like to make here is to supply
a few variations of a scheme I have mentioned before and I apologize
for repeating myself before this committee. It is the by-now-fainiular
tax on corporations granting excess wage increases.

I am glad to see a report from the London Times that senior minis-
ters there have considered a scheme of this kind, which I happen to
know goes back directly to Sidney Weintraub's and my proposal. While
they have not decided to introduce it, at least it has been studied in
detail.

The variants that I would like to introduce into this scheme that
taxes companies for granting excess wage increases but does not compel
them not to grant these increases, are three. First, instead of raising
the income tax rate of the company, one could simply disallow the
excess increase as a deduction from taxable income. That will exert
some restraint on the granting of excess increases. It would not be as
effective as a rise in the income tax, however, because it is shiftable, in
the terminology of tax technicians.

A second possibility, designed to bring labor aboard this scheme,
would be to apply the scheme to prices as well as to wages. This would
raise a difficult question as to how to work out an index of price in-
creases. It is difficult enough in the case of wage increases; it is worse
with prices. But it would make the scheme more symmetrical in the eyes
of labor.

Third, I think ithat perhaps one could find a way around the technical
difficulty of computing exact wage and price increases by having a
government board evaluate a wage or a price increase. It could thus
be determined that an increase fell into a certain range, from 6 to 8
percent, for instance. The tax consequences provided by law would
then apply. One would get around the difficulty of having to figure
out what the wage increase really was in all the job classifications of
the many plants that some companies have. The same would be the
case with price increases. In a multi-product company with tens of
thousands of prices, trying to figure out the exact percentage increase is
very difficult. It could only be established ex post. A government
agency that had some powers to evaluate and adjudicate an increase
might get us out of that difficulty.

Turning to still another proposal, I would like to offer, as a sort of
second or third best, a type of excess profits tax, if it should come to
that. I am against all excess profits taxes, including my own. But if such
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a tax were to become necessary, as an absolutely essential condition
of a bargain to be struck, I think my proposal is less bad than others. I
think it could be quite similar to what Professor Klein has proposed,
although I had not known of his proposal before.

Instead of taxing the individual company and its "excess profits,"
one could raise the corporate income tax on all companies by a per-
centage sufficient to eliminate excess profits nationwide. If, say, you
establish as a benchmark for corporate profits 10 percent of GNP,
or of national income, or of corporate income, however expressed, and
you find that profits go from 10 to 11 percent, raise the corporate in-
come tax enough to bring back the posttax income to what it was when
pretax profits were 10 percent. That would raise the corporate profits
tax by a few points. It would not penalize heavily the efficient, nor sub-
sidize the inefficient, as an excess profits tax otherwise does. The pro-
posal ought to meet the demands of labor, because labor presumably is
concerned with the share of profits in the GNP, not whether these
profits are realized by company A or company B. My proposal is
geared to controlling the share of aggregate corporate profits, not the
share of any one company.

Now, let me close on the subject of stimulation of the economy. The
last time I had the privilege of speaking to a subcommittee of this
committee, I had just seen some very good April retail sales figures
and I concluded that the need for stimulation had passed. I said so.
I am sorry to say I was wrong; I confess that. The economy has not
kept the promise that was implied in the April sales figures. It has
been on a level since then and stimulation is needed.

I still think no great amount is needed. We have built a lot of mone-
tary stimulation into the economy during the first half of the year.
That surely will come out sooner or later-later perhaps rather than
sooner, but we shall feel it. Hence I would be cautious in stimulating.

Nevertheless, some action is needed. The tax credit, as proposed by
the President, is admittedly vulnerable to the interpretation that it
favors business more than labor. I say that particularly when one
couples it with accelerated depreciation. But this appearance is mis-
leading. First, the accelerated depreciation, as far as I can judge,
largely-probably not entirely-makes up for the deficient deprecia-
tion. It merely compensates, in other words, for the underdepreciation
that we now engage in as a result of inflation. It is estimated that we
underdepreciate by 15 percent. Replacement costs are higher than the
amounts that the Government allows to be set aside for replacement.
We could destroy jobs by underdepreciating, and it is reasonable to
give compensation there.

The investment tax credit adds new jobs and adds new capacity. It
is true that it does not look plausible to stimulate investment in a re-
cession. But that is true also in a boom. Investment stimulation is like
the farmer's roof. In a recession, one does not want to stimulate be-
cause there is excess capacity, so what is the use? In a boom, there is
overinvestment and the economy must be restrained to avoid infla-
tion. It never is a good time to stimulate investment.

I would say let us disregard these short term considerations which
always oppose stimulating investment. Let us do what is desirable
from a long term point of view. This economy has a great many things
to do. We need housing, we need to protect the environment, we must
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have more education, we miust deal with urban problems. All this takes
capital. It does not take consumption. It takes resources to invest and
those will be provided by the investment credit.

With due respect to the needs of oulr consumers, they are not spend-
ing the money they have now, and one can make much the same argu-
ment about stimulating consumption that has been made with respect
to stimulating investment; there is little need for it.

In closing, let me put in a plea for remembering that fiscal policy
needs to be revitalized. Fiscal policy is in bad shape; that is why we
cannot use monetary policy on the international front-we have to use
it on the domestic f ront. Now Congress has a chance to use the invest-
ment tax credit on a flexible basis. It could be put in for a limited
time, getting a big bang for a buck, then it could be taken off. That
holds more promise for a flexible fiscal policy than the income tax
changes that we have talked about for so many years.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement, with attachments, of Mr. Wallich

follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY C. WALLICH

SUMMARY

The New Economic Policy covers a wide range of subjects. In calling for a re-
form of the international monetary system. and for an incomes policy, it calls
in effect for novel techniques of economic management. In this testimony I shall
try to make a few contributions to that end. I would like it clearly under-
stood that these proposals deal only with selected parts of the major problems
and in no way'constitute a plan or program. The principal points can be sum-
marized briefly.

Limiting International Short-Term Capital Movements
Large short-term capital flows of the kind we recently experienced are in-

consistent with stable exchange rates and independent national monetary pol-
icy. As a contribution to restraining these flows, multinational corporations
could be required to stabilize their foreign exchange positions in particular cur-
rencies. while remaining free to engage in transactions that in the aggregate to
not violate this constraint.

Settling the United States Deficit
So long as the dollar remains the vehicle currency for large international

short-term capital movements, the United States would need enormous inter-
national reserves if it were to settle its deficits in reserve assets, as other
countries do, instead of in dollars. To meet a reasonable demand that some
settlement in reserve assets should occur. a limited convertibility of the dollar
could be established if the United States were prepared to cover a basic deficit
(current account plus long-term capital movements) in reserve assets. The al-
location of these reserve assets among surplus countries. in return for payment
in dollars, could be effected by the International Monetary Fund.

Price Stabilization
An incomes policy designed to rely on market forces rather than on adminis-

trative discretion could employ a surtax on corporations granting wage in-
creases in excess of a government determined guideline. Alternatively, excess
wage increases could be disallowed for purposes of computing corporate taxable
income. Oonceivably, the same principle could be applied to price increases in
excess of a guideline.

An ExCess Profits Tax~?
An excess profitss tax is economically indefensible and in any event inappro-

priate at present depressed levels of profits. Enactment of an effective incomes
policy may nevertheless require such a tax. If that contingency cannot be
avoided, a tax less demanding than an ordinary excess profits tax could be one
that raises tax payments of all corporations sufficiently to reduce the share of
corporate profits in the GNP to some benchmark level. This would eliminate
"excess profits" on a nationwide basis without penalizing growth and efficiency.
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THE NEW ECONOMIC PROGRAM

It is an honor to speak before this Committee on the New Economic Policy of
President Nixon. The scope of this policy is very wide, encompassing as it does
the areas of international trade and finance, the pursuit of price stability, and
measures to return to full employment It is only before this Committee that
such a range of measures can be discussed as an interrelated whole.

After the hearings held so far, it is difficult to say something that the mem-
bers of the Committee have not heard before. On most topics, therefore, I shall
limit myself to registering my view without much supporting argument. On a
few topics I have specific suggestions to make that I would like to bring to your
attention.

The International Picture
In the sphere of international action, I support the measures taken by the

President, especially the temporary inconvertibility of the dollar and the sur-
charge on imports. These, however, can only be the first steps in what is bound
to be a long negotiation leading to new relationships of exchange rates and a
changed international monetary system. Since 1968, I have supported a 10 per
cent import surcharge as a means of redressing our balance of payments and
of moving from one exchange rate of the dollar to another. The surcharge has
now been introduced as a means principally to induce other countries to revalue
against the dollar. It should be clearly labeled as temporary. Otherwise it will
become not a lever for revaluation, but an obstacle to it. On the other hand, I
see no reason for removing it before adequate new exchange rates have been
agreed upon.

As regards the reform of the Bretton-Woods system, some elements already
are clearly visible. We shall need a wider band for fluctuations around parity,
facilities for limited floats subject to IMF supervision, and perhaps a crawling
peg, for such countries as may wish to use it, likewise under specified rules. The
main perplexity relates to the future role of the dollar in this system.

It should be noted that the Bretton-Woods system did not assign a special role
to the dollar, other than that of an accounting unit. The founding fathers of
Bretton-Woods treated all currencies symmetrically. That the dollar did acquire
a special role was the result of the economic facts of life. I believe that these
economic facts, which are continually evolving, will determine the role of the
dollar, more than plans and regulations that may be drawn.

Two basic misconceptions becloud the future role of the dollar. On the one side
is the view that an inconvertible dollar can serve as a world currency with re-
spect to which other countries can peg, revalue, devalue, or float as they wish.
It is even argued that the United States can be completely passive with respect
to this international role of the dollar. That this view is in error has been demon-
strated by the recent resistance of most major countries The strains and
stresses under which exchange rate adjustments are now occurring make clear,
moreover, that the United States can by no means adopt a wholly passive role.
The history of the last 30 years, beginning with the long-drawn-out preliminaries
of the Bretton-Woods conference, demonstrates one thing very clearly: progress
In the international monetary field is difficult to achieve without the active
leadership of the United States. Hence, the future role of the dollar cannot be
that of a universal currency, and the United States cannot disinterest itself in
its balance of payments.

On the other side is the view, equally erroneous, that the United States is a
country like any other that must settle its international payments deficits by
paying out reserve assets, such as gold, SDRs, or foreign currencies, instead of
settling in its own liabilities. This is not the situation of the United States.
International capital movements happen to take place in dollars, rarely in other
currencies. Often these flows have nothing to do with the United States, such as
flows between the Euro-dollar market and national central banks. A system
under which foreign official dollar acquisitions reflecting short-term capital move-
ments must be settled in United States reserve assets would require either
enormous reserves, running into the tens of billions of dollars, or a monetary
policy aimed principally at minimizing short-term flows, including flows that do
not originate in the United States. Neither solution is practicable for the United
States. There remain, therefore, two alternatives. One is severely to limit the
international financial markets, especially the Euro-dollar market; by tight con-
trols. The other is to retain, at least in part, the system under which the United
States settles its deficit not in reserves, but in dollars. I would like to make sug-
gestions in both directions.
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Limiting International Short-Term Capital Movements
Probably the largest international movements of funds are those executed by

multinational corporations. These movements are not necessarily speculative.
They may reflect interest rate considerations, or the effort to protect against
exchange risk. A large part of these flows, moreover, do not take the form of
payments from one currency or country to another explicitly designed to alter
the exehange position of the firm. They may be implicit capital movements, re-
sulting from decisions to accelerate or delay certain payments, to borrow or
repay in this or that country or currency. It would be difficult, certainly for the
United States, to impose controls on these operations, and it would not be desir-
able to do so because of the adverse impact on the operations of large enterprises.

Instead, I would propose the following procedure. Large corporations oper-
ating abroad directly or through subsidiaries should be required to stabilize their
exchange position, including that of subsidiaries, in each foreign currency. Their
shifts of particular funds would not be interfered witll But the aggregate of
these shifts should always add up to an unchanged foreign exchange position.
This is a procedure that has been imposed upon banks in a number of countries,
and in fact tends to be followed by many banks in order to avoid undue ex-
change risks. Some flexibility naturally must be allowed. But the massive move-
inenLts adding up to many billions of dollars engaged in by large corporations
would come to an end. This would remove a substantial part of the short-term
flows that we have observed during recent crises. There would be some disad-
vantages to the firms maintaining such a stabilized exchange position. They
would no longer be able to take full advantage of interest rate differentials, and
they would not be able to make large gains from exchange rate movements.

The gains foregone, however, do not represent an important part of the earn-
ings of large corporations These corporations are not primarily in the business
of taking advantage of interest rate differentials and exchange rate movements.
Even if only parent companies subject to United States laws were to be brought
into this scheme, I doubt that serious competitive disadvantages would arise
with respect to foreign multinational companies. Every effort should be made,
of course, to induce other governments to institute the same regulations with
respect to parent companies under their jurisdiction.

The proposed procedure is similar, in certain broad aspects, to the existing
Foreign Direct Investment Program. It puts overall limits on financial flows,
without interfering with individual transactions. Business naturally would
prefer unhampered freedom to move funds. But when this freedom leads to flows
large enough to destroy the whole system, the flows become uneconomical in a
broader sense.

Settling the United States Deficit
As long as international short-term capital movements are conducted in dol-

lars, it is not reasonable to expect the United States to settle resulting deficits,
often largely statistical in nature, with reserve assets instead of with dollars.
On the other hand, the world has become increasingly unwilling to accept
dollars in settlement, without however accepting the need to revalue in order
to avoid such inflows of dollars. A reasonable compromise suggests itself. A
United States deficit can be divided, even though not with mathematical preci-
sion, into the basic deficit, which includes the current amount and long-term
capital movements, and a remainder, at times very large, reflecting United States
or other short-term capital movements. It seems not unreasonable to expect the
United States to settle in reserve assets its basic deficit, an amount that until
very recently has been of an annual magnitude of 2-4 billion dollars. It is both
unreasonable and virtually impossible to expect the United States to pay for its
own and others' short-term capital movements in any way other than through
the dollars which are the vehicle for these movements.

Accordingly, the United States might annually make available to the rest of
the world a volume of reserve assets equal to its basic deficit, if any, for the
year. The distribution of these funds could be left to the IMF, which might offer
them, against payment in dollars, to countries in proportion to the basic surplus
in their balances of payments. (These surpluses would not, in general, be directly
related to a bilateral surplus with the United States.) Alternatively the reserve
assets supplied by the United States could be distributed in proportion to the
IMF quota of the members, against payment to the United States in dollars.
Some countries might prefer to retain their dollars rather than exchange them
for SDRs or other reserve media.

67-193 0 - 71 - pt. 
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A scheme of this kind would go far in meeting reasonable demands of other
countries that the United States "stop abusing the dollar exchange system" or
"stop living beyond its means." On the other hand, it would take account of the
fact that the dollar so far is the vehicle currency for international finance,
i.e., the currency in which large international capital movements are effected.

PRICE STABILIZATION

I regard the freeze and the manner in which it is being administered as a
proper and up to this time remarkably successful operation. Its function,
nevertheless, can only be that of a holding operation, designed to administer
a temporary restraint during which more lasting measures are put into place.
My concern here will be the degree to which these measures should rely upon
market forces rather than upon administrative intervention.

I would fear to strain the patience of this distinguished Committee by
discussing at length a proposal that I have already mentioned twice in earlier
testimony. Instead, I shall summarize briefly the basic principle and then
turn to some variants of it that may make it more feasible from a legislative
as well as from an administrative point of view.

Briefly, the suggestion is to levy a surcharge on the corporate income tax
to be paid by corporations granting wage increases in excess of a guideline
set by government. Without having knowledge of what may be proposed for phase
two of the price stabilization action, it is not unreasonable to assume that
the program may contain some guideline for the level of wage increases. A
firm exceeding a guideline of this sort by, say, 1 per cent would see its corporate
income tax raised from 48 per cent to 49 or 50 or 51 per cent, in other words
by some multiple of the excess rate of wage increase. If the forces of the market,
including union pressure, make it preferable for a company to pay an excess
wage increase and face the additional tax, there would be no objection on the
part of government. All that happens is a reweighting of the relative advantages
of different courses of action. "Backboning" would replace "jawboning" or what-
ever other administrative means for restraining wage increases might be
considered.

This is a proposal that has many admirers but few friends. Its virtue lies
in reliance on the market instead of on regulation. It also appears to be reason-
ably even-handed, inasmuch as the tax is paid by business while the restraint
falls upon labor. Reactions from the business and labor side indicate that each
side believes itself to bear the greater burden. This seems to confirm the claim
to even-handedness, but does not improve legislative prospects.

Two ways of responding to the objections raised by labor and business
suggest themselves. To meet the claim of business that a penalty for excess wage
increases should not fall altogether on the employer, the excess wage increase
could be made non-deductible for income tax purposes. That would make it
easier for the employer to shift the added tax burden, since it would take the
form of a cost proportional to payroll, rather than a rise in the income tax rate.
It is generally believed that payroll taxes are more easily shiftable than corpo-
rate income taxes.

This solution is not without drawbacks. Shiftability of the tax reduces the
degree of restraint exerted on the employer's willingness to raise wages. It also
contributes to price increases, although it can be shown that quantitatively this
would not be important. In any event, this variant should be more acceptable
to employers.

To make the proposal more acceptable to labor, consideration could be given
to extending it to prices. A guideline for permissible price changes-and per-
haps required price reductions--would have to be established. Increases above this
guideline would 'be penalized by a surcharge on the corporate income tax. I do
not hold a strong brief for this variant. It may lead to additional price increases
simply to cover the tax, although, to the extent that the price fixed by the
employer is dictated by the market, he would not improve his position by trying
to raise it above that level. Administratively, the proposal would be hard to
handle, because the exact amount of a price increase, for a firm with thousands
and prhalps tens of thousands of separate prices, might not be easy to compute.
This problem would arise, of course, with respect to any form of price control
seeking to limit price increases to particular rates.

An analogous problem exists also with respect to the measurement of the
rate of wage increases. The usual calculations made at the time of a major con-
tract are fairly rough, as indicated by the frequent difference in the evalua-
tion made by the company and the union. A precise calculation is not impossible
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however. It requires elaboration of an index, based on the number of man-hours
in each category of labor, weighted for the amount of such labor, and covering
all parts of the enterprise. The necessary raw material for these calculations
is available from corporate payroll records. With this technique, it would be
possible to compute the exact tax liability of an employer resulting from an
excess wage increase.

The accounting difficulties and the delay involved in these computations
nevertheless are not inconsiderable. TRiey could be avoided if a governmental
body were given the power, after due examination of a particular wage contract,
to adjudicate it as being of some particular magnitude. This procedure would
avoid a great deal of 'accounting and work. Large errors on the part of the
government presumably would still lead to litigation. But in case of minor dis-
agreements the governmental evaluation would prevail.

This completes my summary of the tax-oriented incomes policy. I respectfully
ask permission to put additional material into the record.

AN EXCESS PROFITS TAX:?

An excess profits tax has been urged as a component of an incomes policy
in order to make that policy "fair." I do not favor this suggestion, first because
of the uneconomic nature of such a tax, and second becanse of the present low
level of profits. Nevertheless, if an effective incomes policy cannot be enacted
without an excess profits tax, I would like to make a proposal for such tax that
I believe is less uneconomic than other types of excess profits taxes.

,In this unpalatable case, I suggest that, instead of relating the concept of
excess profits to the performance of a single company, it should be related to the
share of all corporate profits in the GNP. A benchmark for "nonexcessive" profits
would be established. This might be, for instance, the average ratio of pretax
corporate profits to GNP over a number of recent years, preferably enough
years to include a cyclical peak as well as a trough. When the actual profits/
GNP ratio for the entire economy exceeds this benchmark, *a surcharge would
be such as to reduce post-tax corporate profits by some percentage of the excess
over the level at which they would stand when pre-tax profits stand at the
benchmark. In the extreme case, they could be reduced 100 per cent. This
surcharge would apply to all corporations with income tax liabilities, regardless
of their individual profit status.

The rationale for this procedure would be as follows. Labor's concern presuma-
bly is not with the income of particular firms, but with the division of nationaJ
income between labor and other claimants, including business, in a broad sense.
The proposed form of excess profits tax is designed to regulate the share of cor-
porations, not the income of particular corporations. This, in fact, is the mean-
ing of the words "incomes policy." By spreading the excess profits tax, in effect,
over all profitable corporations, the device avoids throning the entire burden of
the tax on efficient and rapidly growing firms. Productivity throughout the econ-
omy will benefit.

Administratively, the problem would be to compute correctly the GNP share of
profits. This share can be read from the Department of Commerce statistics with
a lag of only a few months, but it may be revised statistically a couple of years
later on the basis of tax returns, as happened recently. However, since the prob-
lem is essentially one of fixing a tax rate to meet a political need, there is no
obligation to be mathematically accurate. The surcharge rate could be set on the
basis of these figures for each given year. but adjustments could be made if re-
vised figures later are substantially different. The tax should terminate. at the
latest, when the corresponding wage restraints terminate, and I would like to re-
peat that I would much prefer to see an incomes policy that abstracts altogether
from an excess profits tax of any kind.

STIMULATION OF THE ECONOMY

Contrary to what might have been expected last Spring, the economy has made
only moderate progress since that time. Some stimulation therefore is in order.
I do not advocate massive stimulation, however, in view of the expansionary
potential already built into the economy by the very expansive monetary policy
of recent months and by the shift of the budget in the direction of a full em-
ployment deficit that seems already to have taken place. The stimulus that will
emerge from the President's proposals for the budget seems adequate to me.

The proposals regarding the investment tax credit have been criticized as being
too much in favor of business. In their place, it has been suggested, there should
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go a greater measure of tax relief to the lower income groups. I doubt the ac-
curacy of underlying analysis because, prior at least to the introduction of the
new depreciation rules, business was under-depreciating its capital equipment
at a rate of perhaps 15 per cent below replacement requirements. This is the re-
sult of an inflation which causes the tax system to decapitalize the economy.
Beyond this factual question, however, I believe that to focus exclusively on
who gets what will not lead us to good social policies. Our guidance should
come, rather, from the overall requirements of the economy. What the economy
needs at this time are jobs, and the equipment to back them up. In addition, the
economy needs enormous amounts of capital to carry forward our plans and pro-
grams for housing and protection of the environment. If in the face of these
needs we insist on raising the share of our income going to consumption and re-
ducing that which can go to investment, we shall not meet these needs.

The stimulation of investment is like fixing the farmer's roof-there is never a
good time for it. In a recession, excess capacity is high and there seems to be no
reason to stimulate business capital spending. In a boom, we have excess demand,
and investment must be restrained to avoid inflation. Instead of allowing our-
selves to be bemused by these short-run perplexities, we should look to the long-
run needs of the country, which today more than ever call for permanent im-
provement rather than short-run satisfaction.

PRINCIPAL POINTS To BE COVERED BY LEGISLATION FOR TIP (TAX-ORIENTED
INCOMES POLICY)

(By Henry C. Wallich)

The purpose of the tax is to combat inflation. Its mechanism is a surcharge
on the corporate income tax, proportional to the excess of wage increases over
and above a guideline level. The tax is expected to restrain business in granting
such wage increases. It is believed to be reasonably even-handed inasmuch as,
while it aims to restrain wages, it falls upon business.

A full description of the tax and its principal economic aspects is found in the
attached article by Henry C. Wallich and Sidney Weintraub, which appeared in
the Journal of Economic Issues of June, 1971. A list of the principal points to be
covered by legislation follows. The list leaves a great deal to be handled by regu-
lation, to be issued by the Internal Revenue Service. There is no doubt that these
details will be complex. The overall concepts spelled out below, however, are
simple. It is obvious that many of these points could be resolved differently; the
proposals here listed are those that to me seem preferable.

A large body of experience with this type of legislation was accumulated dur-
ing World War II and during the Korean War. This experience has been analysed
in a volume, Wage Stabilization Programs 19,50-1953, Wage Stabilization Board,
Economic Stabilization Agency, June 30, 1953. While the nature of the wage re-
straints used in World War II and during the Korea period was different, the
first embodying a freeze, the second involving disallowance of excess wage In-
creases (instead of a surcharge on the income tax), many of the same problems
would be encountered under the TIP.

Guideline8
Guidelines for maximum permissible wage increases would be established by

the President. These guidelines would permit wage increases equal to nation-
wide productivity gains plus some fraction of the rate of inflation recently ex-
perienced, say one-half. With productivity gains equal to 3 per cent and inflation
equal to 5 per cent, the guideline would be 5.5 per cent.
Rate of tax

The tax is to be a multiple, say three times, of the excess rate of wage increase.
If -the guideline is .5.5 per cent, and the wage increase is 7 per cent, the increase
in the corporate income tax for the employer in question would be 1.5X3=4.5
per cent, making a total corporate tax rate of 52.5 per cent at present rates. For
very high increases, the penalty tax should taper off, 'to avoid reducing profits to
zero.

Determination of ewcess wage increa8es
A TIP Board is to be established to examine new wage contracts as they occur.

The magnitude of an increase is to be defined by an index, which would represent
the weighted average of all increases in all categories of labor covered by the
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contract The Board is to be given as much freedom as possible in evaluating a
wage increase, and its determination is to be final, subject to such litigation as
may be constitutionally unavoidable where employers can show, on the basis of
their actual experience, that the determination made by the board was excessive.

Regional boards
Regional boards for each State or each major labor market area will be estab-

lished to adjudicate wage increases subject to the authority of the main TIP
Board.

Com~pensation
All forms of compensation of employees are to be covered and treated as com-

ponents of a "wage increase," such as wages, piecework rates, pensions, other
fringes, executives' bonuses, and commissions.

Coverage of enterprises
Employers with less than 250 employees, no-profit organizations, governmental

units, unincorporated enterprises, and agricultural enterprises are to be excluded
from the tax.

Absence of contracts
Employers that do not conclude periodic labor contracts, including non-union-

ized enterprises, are to report annually any increases granted. The Board will,
assess a surcharge wherever appropriate.

Long-term contracts
In the case of multi-year contracts, the increases for each year are to be

evaluated separately, without averaging over the years.

Fiscal Vears
Where the -period of an annual wage increase does not coincide with the fiscal

year of the employer, the increases granted during the fiscal year are to be pro-
rated and averaged.

New enterprises
Increases granted by new enterprises that do not have a wage base in a prior

year are to be measured on the basis of the increase over the previous year's
average wage rates in the respective industry within the same geographical area.
The regional boards will determine the details of these comparisons. Where an
enterprise is 'new" only in name, the elements of comparability deriving from
the history of the predecessor company or companies are to be employed, at the
discretion of the regional board.

Duration of the surcharge
The tax surcharge is to be in effect for the taxable year or years during which

the excess wage increase occurs. Where the period of the wage contracts does not
coincide with the employer's fiscal year, it shall be prorated and averaged with
the wage increase in effect for that part of the fiscal year not covered by the pe-
riod of the wage contract.

Existing contracts
'"rage increases required by pre-existing contracts will -be subject to the tax.

Starting point of the tax
The tax shall become effective upon enactment. To the extent that the wage

rate for the previous year is not sufficiently clearly defined to serve as a base of
comparison, the Board shall determine the presumptive magnitude of the in-
crease. The Board is to have power to make allowances for cases of exceptional
uncertainty.

Hardship cases
The TIP Board and the regional boards are to have power to deal with hard-

ship cases, subject to the need to avoid litigation as far as possible.

Consolidated returns
Companies that consolidate the returns of subsidiaries shall be allowed to aver-

age the wage increases of different subsidiaries for purposes of the tax. Conglom-
erate companies with subsidiaries in substantially different industries are not
to average. The Board is to determine the meaning of "substantially different
industries."
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A TAX-BASED INCOMES POLICY

Henry C. Wallich and Sidney Weintraub

Our earlier suggestions for using the income tax mechanism to
implement an anti-inflationary incomes policy have received some
attention.' This article aims: (1) to present a full statement of the
approach, (2) to extend the economic analysis underlying it, (3) to
assess some troublesome technical matters, and (4) to demonstrate
the advantages of an incomes policy relying on market forces over
those that do violence to the market.

The facts of our intractable inflation need not be recited.
Complicating the price rise has been an unduly high rate of
unemployment. The twin goals of price level stability and full
employment have so far eluded conventional monetary and fiscal
techniques. New measures commend themselves to counter the new
experience of 1969-70 in which prices and unemployment rose
simultaneously in contrast to past business cycles when their paths
diverged.2

It would be an error, however, to regard an incomes policy,
such as we propose, as a substitute for monetary and fiscal policy.
Instead, the proposal is conceived as a supplement to the familiar
monetary-fiscal policies so that the economy might operate closer to
full employment without the inflationary danger of excess demand
and "overheating".

Professor of Economics, Yale University and the University of Waterloo (on leave from the
University of Pennsylvania), respectively.

I
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Fundamentally, an incomes policy in a wage-induced inflation
involves mainly a redirection of the traditional emphasis. For both
monetarists and fiscalists argue that to control inflation aggregate
demand must be depressed, and that the ensuing unemployment will
dampen wage and price increases. They involve indirect pressures on
wages and prices.3 An incomes policy projects a direct attack and
can thus improve such a tradeoff between inflation and unemploy-
ment as may exist in the short run.

THE TIP PROPOSAL

We turn now to state the underlying principle of our tax-based
incomes policy (hereafter TIP). Alternative proposals such as a
wage-price "freeze", Kennedy guideposts, price and wage stabiliza-
tion boards, or intervention in labor disputes will be by-passed. The
shortcomings of these approaches are well known. The method we
propose, instead of disrupting the market process, relies upon market
forces, leaving business and labor free to make their own decisions.

The corporate income tax mechanism provides a ready lever for
policing an incomes policy, with only nominal administrative costs
and minor amendments (in principle) to prevailing tax laws.

In simplest terms, it is proposed to levy a surcharge on the
corporate profits tax for firms granting wage increases in excess of
some guidepost figure. If the wage guidepost were 5.5 per cent, and a
wage increase of 7 per cent were granted, the corporate profits tax
for the firm would rise above the present 48 per cent by some
multiple of the 1.5 per cent excess. If the guidepost were 3.5 per
cent, the excess would be 3.5 per cent and the multiple would be
applied to that figure.

The added tax burden may be expected to stiffen the
company's back in wage negotiations. The result would be a lower
rate of wage increases, and a slowing of the rate of inflation.

In analyzing this form of incomes policy, we shall first discuss
its general economic logic. Subsequently, we shall deal with a
number of specific problems which relate mainly to the technique of
tax administration but are nevertheless of great importance in
evaluating the proposal.

Note that the proposal is asymetrical in character. The tax is
levied on and paid by the corporation. While it is the advance of
wages that is to be restrained. Thus one can argue that the proposal is
broadly even-handed. Nonetheless, this claim needs to be supported
by more detailed consideration.
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Most forms of incomes policy address themselves to both wages
and prices, or to wages, prices, and profits. It could be argued that
under the present proposal, prices, too, should be controlled in some
form. The reason why this is not done is that, on the historical
evidence, the average markup of prices over unit labor costs has been
remarkably constant. Expressed differently, the share of wages and
salaries in the national income, or in gross business product, has been
historically constant. If prices are in this form tied to wages, restraint
of wage increases implies restraint of price increases. No separate
control of prices is required. Furthermore, as we shall show in greater
detail later on, the corporation paying the surcharge is unlikely to be
able to shift it to the consumer in the form of higher prices. This
circumstance, crucial to our proposal, likewise argues against the
need for direct intervention in the price mechanism which would
nullify the principal advantage claimed for the TIP.

The simple wage-cost marked-up price level (WCM) formula
illustrates the argument. We have:

P = kw/A

That is, the price level equals the index for the wage level multiplied
by the mark-up factor, divided by average labor productivity.

where: P = price level.
w = average money wage (an index).
A = average labor productivity.
k = average mark-up of prices over unit labor costs = the

reciprocal of the wage and salary share in national in-
come (more accurately the gross business product).4

Of all time series in economics that of k, the average mark-up, is
most nearly constant, in the short-run and the long-run.' Annual
fluctuations rarely exceed one or two index points. We can rely on k
to remain firm - unless our economy is structurally altered almost
beyond recognition. On this hypothesis we can surmise that the price
level and unit labor costs will move in unison, or that for price level
stability average wage-salary payments must be geared closely to
average improvements in labor productivity. Over time productivity
has risen by approximately 3 per cent per annum.

This means that, over time, prices have been closely tied to
wages. Business, whether it has tried or not, has never effectively
raised its mark-up for any length of time. It follows that a measure
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slowing the rate of increase in wages will also slow the rate of
increase in prices. Our incomes policy proposal rests in part on this
proposition.

This view of the relation of wages and prices is also shared by
the designers of most of the large econometric models of the
American economy in use today. For the most part, these models
assume that prices are related to wages by a fixed mark-up. This does
not necessarily mean that all inflation must be regarded as cost-push
inflation. It does mean, however, that when inflation is of the
demand pull type, business does not succeed in significantly or
durably increasing profit margins. Wages quickly follow to keep the
markup and the wage share constant. A demand pull inflation, in any
event, is more amenable to the traditional tools of monetary and
fiscal policy. These work against aggregate demand, and they thus
restrain the source of the demand-pull inflation. They are less
appropriate for a cost-push inflation. Hence an incomes policy, the
TIP or any other, is particularly appropriate to a cost-push inflation.

To conclude this comment on the absence of a price control
component, it should be noted that the effect of a proposal for a
surtax on profits is similar to that of a price freeze unaccompanied
by a wage freeze. If business was not able to raise prices, wage
increases would eat directly into profits, and management's resis-
tance to wage increases would be stiffened. Precisely the same effect
is achieved under the TIP. However, the harmful effects and
administrative difficulties of a price freeze are avoided.

The tax surcharge, it is important to note, is a tax on the
income of the corporation. It is not a tax on the excess payroll, nor
on excess labor income. This feature, too, is an essential aspect of the
TIP.

It might be argued that, if excessive wage demands on the part
of labor are largely responsible for inflation, a penalty tax should be
levied on the income of labor rather than of the corporation. This
could be done by means of a payroll tax, or by making excess wage
increases non-deductible for income tax purposes, or by taxing labor
income directly. None of these techniques, however, would achieve
the objective of restraining the corporation in the granting of wage
increases.

The reason is that a wage tax or any similar tax can easily be
shifted by the. corporation. In the case of a payroll tax, which
represents a direct increase in costs, this is obvious. Disallowance of
the dollar amount of an excess wage increase for income tax purposes
has the same effect of raising costs. A tax on labor income very likely
would be included by labor in its wage demands and would thus be
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translated into an increase in costs. Any tax that can readily be
shifted leaves the profit margin of the corporation unchanged. If the
volume of production does not change, the dollar amount of profits
and hence the rate of return on capital also will not change. There
would be no stiffening of backbones from such a tax.

A tax on the income of a corporation is very much less likely to
be shifted. Both economic theory and empirical research seem to
confirm this, especially with respect to short-run tax changes. The
reason is that profits per unit of sales vary widely among corpora-
tions. For a highly profitable firm, profits per unit of sales are high,
and therefore corporate profits tax per unit of sale is high. The
opposite is true for a relatively unprofitable firm. For a firm with
zero profit, the tax per unit of sale is also zero. Further differences in
the amount of profit and of tax per unit of sales result from different
degrees of "leverage," that is, differences in the amount of debt in
the capital structure of the corporation. A tax that affects cost per
unit very differently among firms evidently is harder to shift than a
tax that affects all firms equally.

It is sometimes argued that the degree of shifting of the
corporate income tax depends upon the structure of an industry.
Highly concentrated industries might find shifting easier than highly
competitive industries. If this effect were pronounced, however, it
would tend to make concentrated industries more profitable than
competitive industries, that is the rate of return on capital would be
higher in the former. There is no strong evidence that this is generally
the case.

If the tax were shifted, the result would be to raise the level of
prices. During the period in which the shifting takes place, the rate of
inflation would therefore accelerate. This effect would probably be
small, as long as the revenue from the surcharge was small. An
average surcharge of 5 percentage points on the corporate income tax
would amount to less than $2 billion at present. Spread over a GNP
of $1 trillion, the effect on prices would be minimal. However, if the
tax were indeed shifted in this manner, it would lose its restraining
effect upon business behavior. If corporations can shift the tax, they
will have little more reason to resist wage increases than they had
before. The issue of tax shifting, therefore, and the foregoing
demonstration that large-scale shifting is unlikely, are important
because a shifted tax constitutes no restraint at all.6

Partial shifting will reduce the wage restraint exerted by the tax
without altogether eliminating it. More precisely, the firm's and the
union's expectations of the degree of shifting will be decisive. Most
students agree that more shifting will occur in the long run than in
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the short. Unless a firm expects to be paying a TIP tax continuously,
it can hardly plan on long-run shifting. Its expectations of being able
to shift in the short run will be relevant.

The foregoing analysis suggests one further comment on the
distributional effect of the TIP. We started by stressing the historical
evidence that the share of labor in the total product has been quite
constant or at most had edged up slightly. A slower rate of wage
increases is not likely to reduce that share. With price increases also
slowing, labor's real wage gains will continue unchanged. Historically,
these real gains have been equal to the rate of productivity growth.

Nothing in the TIP proposal is likely to alter this. As the
intention is to hold wage gains (nearly) equal to the average
productivity improvement, the wage share will tend to be main-
tained.

This would be the minimum share-prospect for labor. If the
wage-cost aspect of price movements were brought under control it
would be an easier matter thereafter to clarify our understanding of
the impact of monopoly on price making without our vision being
clouded, and any study hopelessly confounded, by the facts on wage
movements. A more intelligent scrutiny of monopolistic practices
could ultimately contribute to improving labor's income share.

So far we have established grounds for believing that the
corporation will be sensitive to the TIP. If it cannot shift more than a
small part of the surcharge, its rate of return will be reduced. We
must now procede to examine the response of the corporation to this
changed condition, and also the response of the union.

In any bargaining situation, the two parties start at some
distance from each other and end up together. This implies that one
of the two or both change their initial position. They may do this
because the initial position was just a bargaining stance, or because
the ongoing negotiation, which may involve a strike, becomes
increasingly costly to either or both of them.

This progress of a negotiation is shown systematically in Figure
1. It shows labor's wage claim curve, U, starting high and declining
over time. The corporation's wage offer curve E starts low and rises.
At the level and the point in time where the two curves intersect, the
parties settle - point S of the diagram.

Suppose a TIP is introduced, with a guidepost level, G. The
company may be expected to respond to this by lowering to ET that
part of its curve which goes above G. In the diagram this is indicated
by a horizontal stretch at the level of the guidepost, where the
company for some days or weeks refuses to increase its offer.
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FIGURE 1

E = Employer settlement curve

ET = Employer settlement curve after imposition of tax on firm

f = Original union demand

U = Union settlement curve

TU = Union settlement curve after imposition of tax on labor

G =

5I

Guidepost level

Settlement if labor reduces its demands in light of imposition of

tax on firms.

o'Sl23 = Alternative points of settlement, allowing for the

alternative taxes.

If the union does not change its bargaining plan, the union
curve will remain unchanged. In that case it will intersect with the
revised company curve ET at SI, at a somewhat lower wage increase
and after a somewhat longer negotiation or strike. This illustrates the
effectiveness of TIP even on the unfavorable assumption that the
union is quite unimpressed by the tax. If the union takes into
account the reduced ability to pay of the corporation, it may lower
its wage demand curve. This is indicated by the dotted line UT 1. In

� _
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that case it is possible that the settlement will not only be
substantially lower, but also will occur earlier in time than without
TIP.

It is theoretically conceivable that a union may be totally
impervious to any of the forces at work - the passage of time, the
mounting costs of the strike, the reduced ability to pay of the
corporation after TIP becomes effective. This could be expressed, in
the diagram, by a horizontal line along which the union maintains its
original demand of D. Some observers or negotiators on the business
side appear to believe this to be the typical union attitude. Several
considerations suggest that it is an erroneous appraisal. In the first
place, if unions assume a completely intransigent position, employ-
ing a kind of labor Boulwarism, corporations would be ill-advised
ever to accept a strike. They ought to settle immediately, knowing
that to hold out will avail nothing. The fact is, of course, that
corporations do accept strikes in the expectation of getting a lower
settlement. Only in cases where a large union confronts a small
employer and thus faces negligible costs from a strike is a-take-it-
or-leave-it bargaining stance at all plausible.

In the second place, a union that fails to take into account the
impact of TIP upon the corporation's ability to pay is demonstiably
not maximizing benefits for its members. Suppose that the union
asks for wage gains estimated to cost $10,000,000 at a certain level
of output, with or without TIP. If the union believes that the
company could pay, in addition to these $10,000,000 a TIP of, say
$3,000,000, it would not be maximizing its possible take if in the
absence of a TIP it were to ask for only $10,000,000, or its hourly
equivalent. Knowing that the company can pay $1 3,000,000, that is
the amount it should demand in the absence of TIP. A union that
does not respond to a corporation's reduced ability to pay under TIP
would not be doing a good job for its members.

Let us take one further look at the diagram in order to illustrate
a point made earlier. We argued that if TIP took the form of a tax on
the income of labor, this would cause the union to raise its demands
and incidentally also cause the company to shift the increase in cost
to the customer. The position of the union's wage demand curve is
shown in the diagram on the dotted line UT. It will be seen that that
curve intersects with the corporation's unchanged offer curve at a
higher settlement than before, as well as later in time. This is why a
tax on the income of the union's members would not restrain
inflation. A TIP in the form of a payroll tax would in all probability
not induce the corporation to lower its wage offer curve substan-
tially, since that tax could be shifted to the consumer.
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AN ALTERNATE TIP ANALYSIS

The same result can be realized by examining the problem from
another angle.

In Figure 2 profits are measured vertically while the percentage
wage change is measured horizontally. Curve 1, for example, is an
opportunity curve: it assumes that regardless of the wage change, the
firm recoups the same volume of profits: its higher wage costs are
translated into proportionately higher prices and, with sales un-
changed, its profits are unaffected. Curve 2, on the other hand,
reports lower profits with higher wage movements: the firm is unable
to transmit its higher costs into prices.

Profits

0 3.5% AZw/w

FIGURE 2

Curve 3 represents the case in which either the firm has failed to
maximize profits at lower wage costs, or that as wages and prices rise,
its debt burden eases and its profits rise.

For all three cases the dashed lines indicate the impact of the
TIP program:, profits are reduced for wage movements in excess of
3.5 per cent per annum.
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Viewing curves 1, 2, 3 as opportunity curves, profit indifference
curves can be superimposed. (We refrain from executing this simple
exercise). With the firm dominated solely by profit objectives, the
indifference curves are horizontal: in all cases, TIP must reduce the
profit possibilities. Presumably, to maintain any level of profits - if
the firm was not maximizing profits previously - there will be
resistance to higher levels of wage increases.

If the firm is motivated by a "high wage" psychosis, the profit
indifference contours will fall to the right. The general conclusions
still follow: the maximum profit possibilities will be lower barring
strange cases of important deviations from the maximum profit
principle. But these cases of benevolence and philanthropic business
behavior are not the stuff of sensible economic analysis; we may be
permitted to neglect them in accord with common practice.

We conclude, therefore, that on (approximate) profit maximiza-
tion analysis, the TIP proposal would lead firms to seek lower
settlement terms. This force would tend to check the inflationary
wage increase of recent years.

THE TIP TAX STRUCTURE

We turn now to the tax ingredients of the TIP proposal. For
immediate purposes the statement will be primarily suggestive and
tentative. Talks on the precise scale of tax progression would, at this
time, have primarily an intuitive appeal.

A case can be made for a relatively low rate of TIP tax, say 1/2
percentage points of corporate surcharge for each percentage point
of excess wage increase. A 7.5 per cent wage increase, in the face of a
5.5 per cent guidepost, would then cost the corporation a 3 per cent
surcharge over and above the regular corporate rate. The reason for
such a moderate tax might be that TIP is new and experimental, and
that part of its merit might be the informational and educational
effect upon business, labor and the public. In the case of such a low
tax, however, the control of inflation might very well require reliance
upon additional forms of incomes policy.

A case for a heavier tax, say 3 or 4 percentage points of
surcharge for every percentage point of excess wage increase, can also
be defended. It would make TIP a powerful instrument. It might
make superfluous the use of other forms of income policy, although
not the use of proper monetary and fiscal restraint. In case of a high
TIP rate, it might be well to put a substantial tax on any trans-
gression of the wage guidepost, even if it were fractional.
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Nevertheless, in no case should the tax be set so high as to
completely erode the corporation's profit position. For instance, a
very high excess wage settlement, say of 15 per cent, would
completely wipe out the company's profit in case the tax rate is set
high. Some kind of a tapering off or ceiling would have to be
provided.

A SCHEMATIC VERSION

The main TIP choices appear in Figure 3. In curve B, TIP rates
rise quickly for transgressions beyond a 3.5 per cent annual wage
increment norm. The danger here is that if firms cannot hold the
line, the tax penalty will become onerous; if the phenomenon is
widespread, the general level of economic activity will be depressed
as investment dries up.

Corporate Tax
+ TIPA

B

A

3.5%

FIGURE 3
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Considering the novelty of the proposal and the obscurity on
the fundamental matters involved stemming from the lack of
operating experience with it, only relatively minor additions to the
ordinary tax imposts would be feasible with levies confined within 5
to 10 percentage points of existing corporate income taxes. Such
levies would parallel past experience; also they are unlikely to be
inimical to high level activity even if firms acceded to excessive wage
settlements. Curve A would thus be the immediate object of policy
and should tend to foster a greater adamancy toward excessive
settlements.

SETTING THE TIP GUIDEPOST

The setting of the guidepost is a separable issue. The principle of a
wage guidepost is by now well understood, thanks to the efforts of
the Council of Economic Advisers. The principle is that wage
increases should be governed by nationwide productivity gains and
not by the gains of a firm or an industry. If productivity gains of a
firm or industry were made the basis of wage increases, different
firms and industries would soon have widely different wage levels.
This would lead to spillover effects, the high wages pulling the low
wages up, and prices would rise in consequence.

Equal wage increases throughout the economy, for comparable
types of labor, would be the rule if labor markets were fully
competitive. There could then be no differentials on account of
different productivity gains, else labor would move out of the low
gaining industries into the high gaining industries. The guidepost
simply seeks to accomplish by rule what in a competitive labor
market would happen automatically.

As for the level of the guidepost, anything from (1) the pure
level of productivity gains, ignoring inflation, to (2) productivity
gains plus the full rate of inflation, is conceivable. For instance, with
productivity gains at 3 per cent and inflation at 5. per cent, the
guidepost could be set anywhere between 3 and 8 per cent. A case
can be made for setting it low, in order quickly to bring down the
rate of inflation.

An alternative case can be made for taking into account part of
the inflation, perhaps half, which under the conditions indicated
would make the guidepost 5.5 per cent.

A low guidepost very probably would, at least for awhile, be
exceeded by many corporations and cause a large amount of revenue
to be raised by the surcharge. This could be compensated by a lower

67-193 0 - 71 -pt. 4 - 10
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rate of surcharge, or perhaps by lowering the basic profits tax. On
the whole, there is much to be said for not making many
corporations pay the surcharge and for not collecting a large amount
of revenue. This would argue for a relatively high guidepost, which
would of course come down as the rate of inflation itself came down.

HOW TO COMPUTE THE TAX

Two principles must be observed by any tax proposal that hopes to
prosper at the hands of the American bureaucracy and the tax
writing Committees of the Congress. First, the tax must be entirely
precise in all details, so that it can be audited by the Internal
Revenue Service and if necessary taken to court. Any imprecision is
bound to lead to conflict between IRS and the taxpayer, with an
attendantly large number of law suits. The courts would then do the
job that the legislator had failed to do.

Second, the tax must be reasonably equitable as among
taxpayers, avoiding significant hardships or windfalls to particular
firms or groups. Above all, there must be no opportunity for political
opponents, whoever they may be, to construct horror cases.

The problem is to establish the exact amount of a wage
increase. The amounts published at the time a contract is concluded
are estimates and approximations. Hard numbers are needed for tax
administration. This means, in the first place, that the tax cannot be
computed until after the end of the company's fiscal year. If the year
or years of the wage contract does not coincide with the fiscal year,
averaging may be necessary. The wage data can be reasonably
expected to be available from two sets of records: the tax records,
which must show total wages, fringes and other deductions in
arriving at taxable income, and the payroll records which the
company needs to pay its employees and also to make up its tax
return. The payroll records may indeed be rather widely dispersed
among company offices, but they must have been available to the
company's accountants for normal corporate purposes.

The wage increase can be computed on one of the following
bases:
(1) Total wages, salaries, bonuses, fringes, and related payments

divided by the number of employees on a particular date would
give the average "wage" per employee and its increase over the
same figure of the previous year. It is open to the simplest kind
of manipulation, however, by adding to the number of
employees on the critical date.
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(2) Total wage and related payments divided by the daily average
number of employees. This avoids the obvious difficulty of (1),
but still raises the awkward question of how to define
employees, consultants, and other non-employees receiving fees
that are customarily entered as salaries. The most serious form
of legal tax avoidance possible under this method probably
would be a deliberate reduction in the number of weekly hours.

(3) Total wage and related payments divided by man-hours worked,
adjusted for overtime. This would eliminate some of the
difficulties under (1) and (2). It would still allow the employer,
however, to change the labor force mix toward lower skilled
employees. Very high wage increases in each job specification
and grade would go untouched by the tax if the average skill
level is reduced sufficiently. Effectiveness of the tax could be
severely reduced by such maneuvers.

(4) Total wage and related payments in each job classification and
grade, divided by the number of man-hours worked in the
respective categories, and combined into a weighted index of
wage increases. This would give a fairly water-tight specification
of a wage increase. The data should be available on the records
indicated above. The difficulty of computation might neverthe-
less be great for a large firm with numerous plants, and with
different local payscales and job classifications all shifting as the
product mix and the geographical mix of the company's output
changes. These difficulties may have to be faced, however,
because tax writing committees may well reject any lesser
standard of accuracy.

SOME ALLOCATIVE AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS

We now consider some allocative shifts in the capital-labor resource
use that might be induced by the proposal. For whenever a tax is
introduced it will inevitably exert some repercusions on factor input
combinations. A TIP designed according to models 1-3 above will
create an inducement to reduce the average level of skill of the labor
force. By firing a $10,000 man and hiring a $5,000 man, the average
wage can be reduced for tax purposes if the numbers involved are
large enough to influence the reported figure.

This phenomenon, should it develop, would not necessarily
detract from the proposal. A cut in costs, tending to reduce prices,
should be welcome. As lower-priced employees are demanded,
moreover, and their wages thereby lifted most rapidly, some damping
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of the shift-over will occur. Any tendency of the tax to encourage
the use of less costly labor will contribute toward greater income
equality. The greater balance in earnings, and the opening of more
places for the (somewhat) less skilled, or for those lower in seniority,
might be beneficial not only in terms of costs and prices, but in
easing social tensions.

This would be particularly true at a time when, as at present,
the supply of relatively unskilled labor is excessive. To the extent
that an excess supply of low-skilled labor contributes to structural
unemployment, strengthening the demand side of that market would
improve resource allocation. It would help to lower the Phillips
curve directly, in addition to the same effect that occurs indirectly
when a successful incomes policy permits more expansive monetary
and fiscal policies. Monetary and fiscal policies would insure that a
changing structure of the demand for labor, should it become at all
noticeable, would not lead to unemployment of the more highly
skilled.

It will be noted that these tendencies toward downgrading the
skill mix of the labor force would materialize only if the TIP is
computed by methods (1), (2), and (3). Only they present
opportunities to reduce the apparent magnitude of wage increases for
tax purposes. In that case, a tendency might also arise to go slow on
research and development and on the adoption of advanced
technology. High technology is less easily combined with unskilled
labor than with highly skilled.

An undesirable effect of this sort could be avoided by using
computation method (4), which would prevent a rise in the
proportion of skilled labor from showing up as an increase in average
wage payments per man hour. Under methods (1), (2), and (3), this
undesirable effect could under some conditions be avoided by an
"averaging back" procedure over, say, three years. Suppose that, in
year I, the firm had an increase in its average wage payment per
employee or per man hour of 8 percent, owing to the introduction of
more advanced equipment and a consequent increase in the
proportion of highly skilled labor. The firm therefore pays a TIP. On
the basis of method (4), the wage increase, let us suppose, would
have been only 3.5 percent. If the same rate of increase continues,
the firm in the following two years will have weighted average wage
increases of 3.5 percent each. Suppose the guidepost is 5 percent.
The firm could then be allowed to average its wage increases for the
three years, arriving at an average annual increase of 5 percent, and
claim a refund.

These consequences of TIP would largely disappear if a tax base
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somewhat like that described under (4) were adopted. In that case,
employers could not escape the tax by reducing the skill level of the
labor force. Neither would there be a check to innovational activity.

Could TIP be expected to create unemployment? If methods
(1), (2), and (3) are employed, the demand for highly skilled labor
would diminish relative to that for less skilled labor. This would not,
however, imply a reduction in the aggregate demand for labor. On
the contrary, the overall effect of a successful incomes policy, and
therefore of TIP, should be to make possible a higher level of
employment without increasing the rate of inflation. The Phillips
curve - the tradeoff between inflation and unemployment - would
be lowered. A lower level of unemployment would become consis-
tent with a low or zero rate of inflation. This would, of course, be
true also if method (4) were employed. The gains from a lower rate
of unemployment would be substantial, quite aside from the
non-economic benefits. According to a familiar rule of thumb,
known as Okun's Law, a reduction in unemployment by I
percentage point yields an increase in GNP of 3 percentage points.
Without attempting to guess the magnitude of the effect that TIP
might have, it is worth noting that a I percent reduction in
unemployment would yield something like $30 billion additional
GNP. It is hard to believe that adverse allocational or employment
effects of TIP, should they occur, could approach this order of
magnitude. Their occurrence is in any event unlikely for the reasons
already stated.

Obviously, such comparisons are bound to be speculative.
Moreover, the gain in employment would not be attributable to TIP
as such. Any successful incomes policy would have the same effect.
The proper comparison, in evaluating the possible employment
benefits of TIP, is not so much with the status quo, but with the
results of an alternative incomes policy.

OTHER TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

The discussion so far has abstracted from all technical problems of
tax administration except the crucial one of how to define a wage
increase. Obviously there are a great many. We list a few, giving a
summary indication of the issues involved.

(I) Coverage. TIP, focusing on the corporate income tax, can be
most easily applied to corporations. Application to unincorporated
business or non-profit institutions would create difficulties. On the
other hand, it can reasonably be asked whether TIP should be
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applied even to the totality of corporations. Small firms, if they are
unionized, usually confront a much larger union so that bargaining
power is very unequal. In such a situation, the union might indeed be
indifferent to the firms' profit position, because its demands would
be guided by considerations extraneous to the particular negotiation.
Freeing small firms from the paperwork of TIP would be a major
administrative advantage. A good case can be made, therefore, for
applying TIP only to large firms, say with profits of $1 million or
some multiple thereof. Any cutoff point, to be sure, creates
inequities and administrative difficulties. But such cutoffs are not
unknown in corporate taxation.

It is true also that low profits do not necessarily imply a small
firm. For the effectiveness of TIP, however, exemption of a
moderate number of large firms with low profits would not matter
greatly. Low profits should by themselves exert a substantial restraint
on wage increases. Exemption from TIP would avoid aggravating the
problems under which firms in that situation already find themselves.

(2) New firms or defunct firms. Special provisions would be
required for large firms that disappear or emerge as a result of
mergers and similar corporate reorganizations. Where ongoing enter-
prises are concerned, this should not present insuperable difficulties
under any of the techniques I - 4. Where an enterprise stops
operating altogether, or a new one is created, both the presumptive
profit situation and the presumptive size of such enterprises suggest
that coverage by TIP would not be important.

(3) Existing Contracts. Whether existing long term "excessive"
wage contracts should be honored or excluded from the TIP raises
difficult legal and institutional questions. The inequities arising here,
however, are those that would occur also under a price and wage
freeze. Contracts entered into shortly before and in contemplation of
the enactment of TIP could be included by making TIP retroactive to
the date when it was first legislatively proposed.

(4) Public Utilities. Since public utilities ordinarily are allowed,
by their regulatory authorities, to earn some specific rate of return,
the possibility of tax shifting clearly exists. It would probably be
unwise to try to interfere with this well established procedure for the
sake of making TIP fully effective with respect to utilities. However,
the "regulatory lag" has often proved sufficiently long and costly to
make utilities sensitive to changes in costs and income tax.

(5) The Transitional Period. The problems of implementing TIP
in any year resemble those of introducing any major alteration of tax
laws. While these aspects create problems, precedents exist for
dealing with them.
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(6) Construction and Trucking. These two industries lately have
exhibited particularly pronounced upward wage trends. Many of the
firms involved, moreover, are small and might be exempted from
TIP. The effectiveness of TIP will be somewhat reduced if it cannot
easily be applied to two industries where wage restraint is partic-
ularly urgently needed. The problems especially of the construction
industry, however, are so different from those of other industries
that special measures may in any event be needed.

THE TIP: CONCLUSIONS.

Analysis suggests that TIP should be able to make an important
contribution to checking inflation. We do not regard it as necessarily
more effective than any alternative incomes policy. It is simply less
of a departure from reliance on free markets. Going beyond fiscal
and monetary restraint to a TIP is less of a wrench than going to
some form of direct intervention in wage and price setting.

The enactment of TIP will take time, perhaps something of the
order of a year after it has first been seriously considered. If in the
meantime inflation continues at a high rate, it may be necessary to
move to another form of incomes policy that could be adapted
almost instantly. Even then, however, TIP deserves consideration as a
long run solution. One of the clearly demonstrated characteristics of
other forms of incomes policy is that, even if they are effective
initially, they tend to break apart in the course of time. The
effectiveness of TIP should improve over time as administrative
techniques are perfected and the market learns to respond to it.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you, Mr. Wallich. I want to thank all
you gentlemen for competent and most interesting papers and for a
great deal of imagination.

Mr. Klein, I think your suggestions are certainly impressive for
helping us to consider how to meet the profit, a problem in stabilizing
prices and wages with equity.

You put it in a very tempting guise. You are a fine salesman. You
recognize what we want. You say what you propose will give us 31/2
percent unemployment, a 2 percent price stability-only a 2 percent
rise in the Consumer Price Index. You make it most attractive. Then
you show that this comes out of the Wharton model. Wharton has a
very good reputation for accuracy and for responsibility.

But you made a very concise statement. How does your system really
work? Give me an example. How would this affect a company which,
say, would be enjoying high profits in the coming year? What would
the profit guideline do to either reduce that profit or what effect would
it have on it?

Mr. KLEIN. Well, you must understand, of course, that the statistical
scheme in which these rules are worked out is a national scheme, what
we would call a macroeconomic scheme. I like it from that point of
view, because I think detailed controls are going to be extremely diffi-
cult to implement in the near term now. I think it would actually work
very much as Professor Wallich suggested. We would decide upon an
overall national tax rate at a corporate level in order to make national
corporate profits after tax come out right in terms of our guideline
rules and every individual corporation would be taxed according to
this national scheme.

Chairman PROxMIRE. So that if a firm were very efficient and did a
good job, held down the costs, it would get the benefits of its efficiency
in higher profits that would not be taxed away?

Mr. KLEIN. That is right.
Chairman PROxMIRE. It would have a clear incentive for keeping its

costs down.
Mr. KLEIN. Yes, I think that is one of the virtues of this kind of

scheme.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It would work then as Mr. Wallich describes

it. What assumptions would you have to make?
'Supposing this-this would require, of course, legislation, would it

not, tax legislation?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right, and quite flexible tax legislation in the

sense that we might decide with a certain amount of time delay retro-
spectively what taxes were in the last 6 months or so. Of course, we
have a history of voting in retroactive taxes and it is not an unheard
of scheme.

We would make mistakes, of course, by setting the taxes in advance
according to these rules. But if we were accurate enough in extrapolat-
ing ahead, we could do it in advance rather than retrospectively.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I can see why this might be attractive to labor,
perhaps. I cannot understand, however, how this would work in pro-
viding an incentive for pricing in the concentrated industries. What
would this do to persuade a company to hold its prices down if it had
the pricing power that the steel industry has, the automobile indus-
try has, and so forth? Why would they not just go ahead and increase
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their prices as they have in the past and pass on the corporation income
tax increase in higher prices?

Mr. KLEIN. There are two approaches to this. One is by a change in
the corporate rate and the other is through an excess profits tax. Of
course, that is a dirty word these days and many economists have
come out against it as being a very bad tax. If it is in the form of an
excess profits tax, then there is no incentive to raise prices because the
whole gain from the price increase would be taxed away. There is an
incentive for a productivity gain, because all factors, both the labor
factor and the capital factor, will share together.

Chairman PROXMIRE. YoU a re getting away, then, from a national
application of this tax. If, for example, General Motors through
greater efficiency were able to hold its costs down and increase its
profits, then would your express profits tax take the profit which they
achieved because of the intelligent application -of capital and labor?

Mr. KLEIN. We would say that-in retrospect, the national rate of
taxation would be applied, so that all firms together would have to
pay taxes. It would leave them profits that are no more than the
guideline rule.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
Mr. KLEIN. Now, we could do this also through regulating the

corporate rate.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But I do not want to get away from what

then happens to this firm that is able to determine its prices on the
basis of its own decision without respect to the market.

Mr. KLEIN. I am saying then that this firm's after tax profits as a
rate of return on its capital shall grow as productivity grows. And it
has an incentive to try to get the productivity gain, but it does not
have an incentive to try to get the price gain.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, you have to have a pretty thorough and
meticulous examination of its costs.

Mr. KLEIN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And some pretty competent analysis of its

productivity.
Mr. KLEIN. -Yes.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. That is not easy, is it?
Mr. KLEIN. There is one more somewhat subtle point in our analysis.

That is that this is a transition scheme for a period of, say, 3 or 4 years.
But in our calculations on the longer term basis, the profit rule be-
comes redundant after the transition period has passed. That is due
to the stabilization of prices and the growth of investment and capital
base on this scheme. So that we would not have to restrict profits after
4 years, 5 years, of this.

Chairnian PROxiuRE. But this would provide that in order not to
complicate your fiscal policy-after all, you would increase your taxes
as profits go up; therefore, you would increase your tax collections;
therefore you would have a tendency to depress the economy, would
you not? HAnd you provide that you would increase your expenditures,
as I understand it, as-

Mr. KLEIN. That was a part of it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Is that not very difficult to do as a practical

matter?
Mr. KLEIN. It means hitting it on the button, perhaps, in trying

to be fairly accurate in our forecast. But I think it is definitely worth a
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try. I think we have a good record in trying to anticipate what is hap-
pening in the economy, but we can do better. It is much better, than
not trying a scheme like this at all.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I want to thank you, as I say, very much,
for a most original and thoughtful proposal. We certainly want to
examine it in great detail. It comes on me so suddenly that it is hard
just to digest it and come to much of a conclusion on it right now. I
want to study it in detail.

Mr. Krause, in your statement, you say, "If the United States raises
the price of gold, then by implication, the United States must pro-
vide a market in which the higher gold price is effective."

Why in the world do we have to do that? We had a presentation by
Mr. Bernstein here in which he suggested that we raise the price of
gold by 8 percent or so to $38 an ounce, it would not compensate any
speculators, but it would help other countries adjust. Now we are ask-
ing them to go all the way in revaluing their currency, a very painful
action, politically a very unpopular action in every country, adversely
affecting their balance of trade. Why do we have to do it in SDR's?
Why can't we do it in gold without changing our gold position at all,
still saying we are going to have the same policy the President an-
nounced on August 14; that is, that we are shutting the gold window
and we are not going to trade in gold.

Mr. KRAUSE. Mr. Chairman, the question of how painful it is for
other countries is a question only of the exchange rate we come to. It
is not a question of how it is done, whether they have

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, it is how it is done. If the other country
has to take the action of revaluing the yen, of increasing the value of
the yen all the way, that is much more painful, it would seem to me
as a legislator, if I had to vote -for something like that with respect
to the dollar, much more -painful than if the United States goes part
of the way, a relatively small part of the way, and increases the value
of gold and decreases the value of the dollar.

Mr. KRAUSE. It makes no difference to the manufacturer.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Well.
Mr. KRAUSE. Let's take the political side of it. Take the governor

of the Central Bank of Japan, if Japan appreciates, his assets do not
change at all. If, however, the U.IS. dollar devalues relative to gold, he
has to show a loss on his books equal to that dollar portion.

Chairman PROX1MIRE. Yes, but then he can take it out on the U.S.
Government, on the Congress, wvhidh would have to act in those
circumstances, and on the President. We as elected officials are pretty
much insulated from any political retaliation from the Japanese or
German industrialists or from any other business people who would
be unhappy. We are far from insulated, however, from the impact on
our own producers, labor and management, just as are they from theirs.

Mr. KRAUSE. Yes. I would think that if we are going to do some
scheming to ease their pain, then we should do something that is useful
for them and not one that has counter effects.

Mr. Bernstein's scheme is not all very different from mine. He would
have the United States announce a rise in the price of gold, but some-
how imply that it has no meaning.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Not just somehow imply, say so.
Mr. KRAUSE. I would have us raise the value of SDR's, to which we

will revert when the system is reformed. This fits into my scheme of
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what the future of the monetary system should be like. I am con-
cerned that the Bernstein scheme implies that we will subsequently
come to deal in gold again. That is the sole difference between us.
He wants to make the devaluation in terms of gold. To me, that im-
plies we are going to trade in gold.

Chairman PROXMI1RE. I agree with your position and from my own
recollection of the testimony of Mr. Bernstein, he seemed to agree that
we would not get back to gold.

I would like to ask Mr. Wallich to give his reaction to the sugges-
tions by Mr. Krause.

Mr. WTALLICII. Well, I agree with Mr. Krause that in the final anal-
ysis, it works out the same way economically whether all countries
revalue in different degree against the dollar or whether the dollar
goes down vis-a-vis all countries and the countries at the same time
make these differential adjustments among themselves. Politically,
[ see the great difficulty of a large revaluation. That is why I think we
need the surcharge to negotiate. The longer we wait, the higher cur-
rencies will float in any event. But the final push has to come from
taking off the surcharge with a simultaneous revaluation of other
currencies.

Shifting from gold to SDR's seems to me a sound long run proposi-
tion. I do not believe the United States should put itself in a position
where it has to settle all deficits in SDR's. As I said during my testi-
mony, part of what is called our deficit is the result of transactions
in dollars wvhich happen to be the vehicle in which all the world oper-
ates and in which short term capital movements take place. They
really do not reflect any deficit of the U.S. economy. We should not be
asked to contract our economy in order to sweat out such a deficit,
or pay over tens of billions of reserve assets in order to redeem the
acquisition of dollars by central banks.

Chairman PROXIAIRE. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. I have just one question, but first, I came because

I have great respect for the witnesses. I wanted to hear Mr. Wallich
and the others. But I have one question for Mr. Krause.

I am interested, intrigued by your plan, which I regard as especially
novel, establishing the link based on the demonitizing of gold; that is,
a new credit for developing areas. Could you help me with this one
point, which is important to me? I am very troubled by the so-called
French-induced gold clause in the SDR's as perhaps invalidating their
being the linch pin for a reserve asset or composite currency, call it
what vou want. I like the idea. It does tend toward an international
Federal Reserve and does involve discipline by the IMF. But I am
concerned about the so-called French-added gold clause which makes
the SDR's completely inflexible. Could you and the other witnesses
speak to that?

Mr. IKRAUSE. You put your finger on a very important point. Even
if the others agree not to trade in gold, and if the IMF rules are not
changed to accommodate this, then as soon as the United States comes
back under the articles of agreement, we are obliged to trade in gold
with the IMF because of the gold clause. Therefore, the monetary
system must break that link.

I know that is politically difficult for some other countries, but I
think it is possible to meet their needs without at the same time forc-
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ing the United States to deal in gold. My proposal is addressed to the
solution of these problems.

You do permit a gold bloc among those countries that want to trade
in gold as long as they do not force their desire to trade in gold on
other countries that do not want to. And indeed, it is possible to both
live in this world and to have reserve needs taken care of by SDR
creation.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
Would the others choose to comment on that?
Mr. WALLICII. I think we should be aware that our decision not to

trade in gold is in itself a great bargaining weapon, because it deprives
what has been called the other side-in other words, the gold bloc
countries-of the use of part of their reserves with respect to dollar
countries. If we do not buy dollars, their reserves have a, diminished
usefulness when they need dollars.

Now, there are ways around that. Other countries can always sell
gold to IMF, but that has limits. It is also ultimately true that if we
do not buy gold and do develop a surplus someday, the dollar will float
up unless we buy foreign currencies. But subject to these qualifications,
our decision partly to demonetize gold is an important bargaining in-
strument that we have to use appropriately.

Senator JAVITS. And would you agree with Mr. Krause that we
should use it in trying to break this link which the French have
formed into the SDR?

Mr. WALLICH. Yes. I see no long run benefit from that link. I recog-
nize the French have a special interest in gold, but I do not think that
that interest should stand in the way of world monetary progress.

Senator JAVrrs. Mr. Klein, would you be willing to comment on
this?

Mr. KLEIN. I am a little too far removed from the intricacies of
international finance and I would rather not comment on it.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I appreciate that,
because I think we have to realize that the Europeans are now in the
process of painting us into a corner as the bad man of the world. I
think it is extremely important that we indicate that there is a very
real and serious built-in limitation of the SDR's when we come to the
international monetary negotiation. I think it is fair to say that the
President has the feeling that the United States has to be tough in
pursuance of its own interest. But I think it is unfair to say that we
have lost our interest in world cooperation, that we think that we can
go it alone, that we spurn others' requirements, that we are going to
be just cool and say come with your propositions and we will look at
them.

I think it will be found that directly incident to the end of the 90-
day freeze will be also a very considerable unfreezing of the American
attitude, which had to 'be rigid momentarily, but which really is not,
and which is very anxious to negotiate out a plan which will be im-
portant for the world and important for the developing countries.
I only hope and pray that Japan, Germany, France-which will be
very important, as I have just pointed out-consult the same standards
in what they propose to do.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PRoxM=I. Senator Percy.
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Senator PERCY. Senator Javi'ts, I would like to state that I think what
you have just said is a critically important statement and I trust it
will be the policy of our Government. You can speak with some
authority on that, having talked to the President recently.

Mr. Klein, I think all three of us-Senator Proxmire, Senator Javits
and myself-could applaud the emphasis you have placed on pro-
ductivity increases. We know they are essential. I am not sure that I
would be inclined to rigidly say these are 'the only incentives or ade-
quate incentives. Let us take a specific case.

Company "A" puts a million dollars of available capital into new
machine tools and equipment, thereby increases productivity, and
pockets the increase in profits.

Company "B" takes a million dollars and puts it into research and
development and comes up with a startling new product, introduces
that new product, hires a lot of people, increases its sales significantly,
does not increase its overhead cost, its fixed expenses, and incurs a
very extraordinary profit as a result of this. Under your plan, can he
keep it or not?

It does not seem as though he would be able to keep it. It looks,
therefore, as though you are saying do not put money into research
and development, put it into productivity increases only. If that is
true, you would end the whole free economic system and the free
market conditions that we have.

Mr. KLEIN. I would like to say that we are asking for labor to take
a wage geared to productivity and I think we do not have a ghost of a
chance of success in that kind of a request unless simultaneously, we will
ask recipients of other forms of income to take the same kind of guide-
line rule. I think to shake the inflationary bias that has crept into
the economy, all sides have to participate together for a limited period
of time in order to get back on a stable growth path.

A technical issue may be raised in the sense that new firms that have
not yet established a capital base could be allowed rather large profits
in this interim period until the capital base is established. I have put
forward a rule of computing rate of return on capital and I think that
one has to build in a safeguard in order to stimulate venture capital for
the really new ventures that we want to see forthcoming.

Senator PERCY. Well, you admit, then, that you cannot stick rigidly
to the formula that you have laid down, that you have to provide
leeway?

Mr. KLEIN. I want to see something like this scheme adopted, but I
think there are many compromise aspects that could be implemented in
working out these rules. However, I want them to be rather firm and
good rules so that people will not 'be free to violate them.

Senator PERiCY. Well, much as I admire productivity increases and
want to emphasize them, a strict adherence to your program and plan
would end our economic system faster than any I can think of if
rigidly laid down. The problem is how do you get away from a tem-
porary thing? But I do think it is a valuable contribution -to stimulate
our thought.

Mr. Wallich, you have previously testified that we should be at full
employment with only 2 percent inflation after 1973. Do you believe
that 'the new economic policy is leading us in that direction at this
time?
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Mr. WALLICH. It is leading in that direction hut not with that tim-
ing. I would be surprised-well, 1973 is too long to predict. If we

find a good phase 2 policy and if it is adhered to and-this is very
important-if we do not behind the shield of this policy overexpand
our monetary and fiscal policy, then I think 2 percent by 1973 is in
the ball park. But I would be concerned if we were to unleash once
more the forces of demand-pull inflation. I do not think any set of
guidelines is likely to stand up against that. We have tried it once
before and have failed.

Senator PERcy. Mr. Krause, I think I hear increasingly across the
country in the business community, particularly, that the United States
has received a rather raw deal in our international trade negotiations.
I think this feeling is reflected in the comment that was made that the
United States is a man fighting with one hand tied behind his back. I
think this opinion is contributing somewhat to the increasing protec-
tionist mood, to an isolationist spirit in the country. Do you think
the United States has been a bad trade bargainer over the years? Are
the trade discrimination problems we face today such as the common
market agriculture policies, Japanese quotas, and so forth, a result of
weak, ineffectual representation of our trade interests ?

Mr. KRAUSE. Mr. Senator, I do not share that belief. Let me start
from the other side. There is some justification for that feeling-not
that we have not negotiated good agreements, but that some of the
enforcement of the agreements has not been carried through. Indeed,
every discrimination that Japan has maintained has been illegal. If
our hands were clean, we would have taken them to GATT for a
remedy. The truth is that our restrictions are no better than their
restrictions. And when we go and ask for restrictions on our side but
want them to remove theirs, then we are in a pressured political
negotiation.

You cannot go to GATT and say the rules are being broken, because
we are breaking them ourselves. This is the same but less true of the
Common Market. We are fairer in our negotiations with the Europeans
than they are with us. When I was in a previous administration, I
strongly urged that the whole Common Market agricultural policy
be pursued in GATT since it was never ruled legal under the articles
of agreement; and indeed, the whole scheme should have been ruled
illegal in the sense that the agreement was not fully lived up to as
we understood it.

So if the U.S. negotiators are to be challenged, I think that it would
be placing the blame on the wrong person. The enforcement of the
GATT agreement has been seriously undermined; this questions the
whole efficacy of the GATT institution as an enforcement mechanism.
I think that once we get finished with the monetary system, that has
to 'be the first order of priority. It is an ineffective enforcement agency.

Senator PERCY. I think that many of us have supported the Presi-
dent's balanced program as a temporary measure to rectify problems of
the past and to give us a bargaining position right now. But I share
Senator Javits expressed concern about the continuation of the sur-
charge, the border tax, too long. I am afraid that industries might get
used to this protection. It is like opium once we get on it, and it is going
to be very, very hard to get off of it, particularly in a political atmos-
phere. Witnesses that have appeared before this committee have testi-
fied that the longer the surcharge remains in effect and exchange rates
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continue uncertain, prosperity is going to be hurt in the free world.
How long is temporary ? How long can we sustain this border tax be-

fore we must settle the major questions of exchange rates and trade
balances-before very serious damage is done and real retaliation sets
in? Our hands are not clean at this particular stage.

Mr. KRAUSE. You pose it in terms of time and I think the way to
answer it is in terms of conditions. The United States cannot refuse
a reasonable deal on exchange rates and try to maintain that border
tax, because that is the precedent. The countries that have used it
have done away with it when the exchange rates were changed. I
think that it is a very potent bargaining weapon, as Professor Warl-
lich agrees, and that we have to be prepared to remove it at the time
that agreement on exchange rate adjustments can be reached. And I
think that it can be done in a matter of months. Indeed, it could be
done over a weekend because we know approximately what the change
should be.

Why I say months is because some countries have to prepare their
businesses for a kind of change in rights that may well be coming. But
in terms of knowing what we are going to do, I think we could do
it over a weekend.

You know, the timing is more interesting on the domestic side. There
is a unity in the President's package that he pointed out and some
observers had missed. The import surcharge and the devaluation of
the dollar, whether it is done by the appreciation of other currencies
or by ourselves, are inflationary measures. These 'are the ingredients
that go into the phase 2 policy. The longer that surcharge remains
in effect, the more inflationary it becomes. The greater an exchange
rate change we receive, the more inflationary pressures we build into
our economy. This has to be taken into account when we talk about
price stability; because as is often pointed out, the competitive im-
provements you get today through a change in exchange rates can be
lost in subsequent inflation.

So we do not want to overdo this change. We want to be reasonable
not only because we fear retaliation but because our domestic economy
cannot take it anyway.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Krause, you sold one copy of your book, "Sequel
to Bretton Woods." You have sold another copy.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I will see if I can have the committee order a
copy so I can read it.

Senator PERCY. Why do you not have them order three?
Mr. Wallich, could you comment on that last question? Is tem-

porary in your judgment a weekend, over 3 months? I understand
you are thinking in terms of several years, %which is hardly temporary.

Mr. WALLICH.' Well, a year or more, I would say, is a possibility. It
is not inconceivable that a complete realinement could be negotiated
over a weekend. I do not think that the very detailed things that need
to be negotiated, about troop support, foreign aid, and reform of the
IMF, could be negotiated over a weekend.

I do not worry so much about the difficulty of removing the sur-
dharge or the inflationary effect of keeping it on, because if, at the
time when we remove it, others raise their exchange rate or we lower
ours, then there is no change in that regard. All that happens is that
a change in the exchange rate substitutes for the surcharge. And what
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is more, the inflationary effect of an exchange rate change will be
greater because it will not only affect our imports, the competitive price
of imports, but also the price of our exports, which will tend to rise.
So while it is quite true that both devaluation or revaluation of cur-
rencies and the surcharge are inflationary, there is no way of getting
from that by removing the surcharge.

Senator PERcy. Thank you very much.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The rollcall buzzer rang about 2 minutes ago,

but I think I have time to ask one more question if you would permit it.
I would like to ask Mr. Klein and Mr. Wallich each a quick question.
Mr. Klein, our staff has been working all week, as I understand it,

on your model and they cannot figure out what monetary policy goes
into it. Can you enlighten us?

Mr. KLEIN. Yes, I think we have an assumption about a stable dis-
count rate. I think it is a 5-percent rate. Unborrowed reserves are
growing at about the rate of the last 2 or 3 months. I think it produces
about a 4- or 5-percent growth in total money supply. It is slightly
easier than the monetary policy of the last 6 months or 9 months, but
not tremendously easier. This brings somewhat lower interest rates but
not very much.

I can give numerical values to your staff for our inputs.
Chairman PRoxmuw. I wish you would do that.
Mr. Wallich, what has trouble me a great deal about the President's

program is it is weak on stimulus. I was gratified by your statement
revising your April judgment. At that time you had said we did not
need more stimulus, that it might be counterproductive or inflationary.
You say now we might be able to us more.

You proceed to say, no mechanism of guidelines can stand up to
demand pull inflation. Are we not very far away from that with more
than 6 percent of our work force unemployed, with our plants working
so far below capacity, with the enormous need for more jobs to meet
the people coming into the work force?

I calculate we are going to need an additional 4 or 5 million jobs
to hold unemployment steady in the next year at its present 6-percent
level.

Mr. WALuICH. It will take half a year to a year for stimulus to be-
come effective in the sense of permeating the economy, while the
capital goods industry goes to work and the money spreads through
the economy. When the tax credit comes off, the expansionary effect
is by no means done. It keeps spreading and increasing demand. A
year from now we might be at 5-percent unemployment-that was
Otto Eckstein's calculation. I realize one can be of different views
about that. When we are at the 5-percent level, ought to think about
phasing into the full capacity ceiling, what Mr. McCracken has called
the reentry problem, and we ought not to be pushing very hard at that
point.

I would feel safer
Chairman PROXMIRE. We are getting more and more pessimistic.

There was a time when administration economics agreed that 31/2-
percent unemployment was acceptable, then 4. Secretary Connelly now
calls 4 percent ridiculous, and says 41/2 is the best we can do. You are
saying 5 is the reentry ceiling. This very discouraging.
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Mr. WALLICnI. Well, Senator, to exonerate mnyself at least partly, Idid present a scheme here for lowering that critical point. In other
words, a scheme for bringing down the Phillips curve and the levelof so-called full-employment unemployment. But I do not think wedo ourselves any good without that kind of protection and hitting into
the ceiling.

Chairman PROXMrIRE. I want to thank all of you gentlemen verymuch. This -was most interesting and helpful. We are going to recessuntil tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock when we hear from Mr. Gul-lander of the National Association of Manufacturers.
Then on Thursday, we are hearing from Professor Samuelson andProfessor Freedman from the same platform at the same time.
Senator PERcY. Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that we were notable to ask a number of questions because of this vote, would it be

possible to submit questions to our witnesses?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes; we would appreciate it very much if youwould answer them.
Senator PERCY. If they can send them in, we can put them into the

record at this point.
The nature of your testimony has been so profound and the subjectso important that the record would not be complete unless you aregiven a chance to expand on some items.
Chairman PRoxmi~nE. May I suggest that when you correct yourtranscripts, you answer the questions that Senator Percy and I and

others may send to you.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:)

RESPONSE OF HENRY C. WALLICR To ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED
BY SENATOR PERCY

Question 1. Should the dollar be devalued as part of an overall settlementinvolving foreign currency revaluations, IMF rules, and trade measures? If so, byroughly what anmount?
Answer. A change in the United States Government's well established policyof maintaining the present price of gold should be considered only in the presenceof equally well established conditions which at the present time do not exist.Among these conditions would be:
1. Binding assurance by other countries that they would not nullify a changein the dollar price of gold by a similar change in their own gold parity.2. Evidence that a desirable change in the value of the dollar in terms of othercurrencies cannot be achieved without a change in the dollar price of gold, andthat it can in fact be achieved by such a change.
3. Creation of a world monetary system under which the United States wouldnot be required to make dollars convertible into gold without limit.The way in which the foregoing three conditions were met would determinewhether and by how much it might be appropriate to change the dollar price ofgold. In any event, however, if such a change were undertaken at all, it shouldbe limited to the narrow range within which exchange rates might be realigned,and not extended to the very large changes that have typically been urged byproponents of a return to a world gold standard.
Question 2. What economic disadvantages would there be for the U.S. in a dollardevaluation?
Answer. The economic disadvantages for the United States of a rise in thedollar price of gold are several.
]. Raising the price of gold carries the danger of reemphasizing the role of goldin the world monetary system and of moving back toward a technologically andeconomically inferior system.

6 7 -19 3-71-pt. 4-11
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2. A change in the dollar price of gold might reduce the pressure upon certain
other countries whose currencies are particularly undervalued to realign their
currencies with respect to all others.

3. The United States would have to pay compensation in connection with our
obligations denominated in gold, such as obligations to the International Mone-
tary Fund and those established under the provisions governing Special Drawing
Rights. To the extent that this compensation does not represent a sacrifice of
real resources it nevertheless represents a burden on the Federal budget.

4. The "profit" from a rise in the price of gold has inflationary implications,
and I do not regard it as an adequate offset to the various types of compensation
that the United States may have to pay.

The weight of these objections depends of course upon the magnitude of the
change in the price of gold contemplated.

Chairman PROX3mIRE. The committee will stand in recess until
tomorrow.

(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee was adjourned until 10
a.m., Wednesday, September 22,1971.)
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcONOmic COIfMITTEE,

Wawshington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :05 a.m., in room G-308,

New Senate Office Building, lion. Williamn Proxmire (chairman of thecommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Proxmire, Fulbright, and Javits.
Also present: Loughlin F. McHugh. senior economist, Richard F.

Kaufman and Courtenay M. Slater, economists; George D. Krum-
bhaar, Jr., ninority counsel; and Walter B. Laessig and Leslie J. Ban-
der, economists for the minority.

OPENING STATE:TFENT OF CITAIRMIAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMII1E. The committee will come to order.
Last Monday, this committee heard testimony on the President's

new economic program from one of the outstanding labor leaders of
our times. Today we shall have the opportunity to discuss the NEP
with one of the leading industrialists of the Nation, Mr. Gullander,
president of the National Association of Manufacturers. Mr. Gullander
has been president of that organization for almost a decade. Prior to
that, he held top-level positions at General Dynamics Corp., Weyer-
hauser Co., and General Electric.

Mr. Gullander, we all know how vitally important is the President's
efforts to contain inflation, reduce unemployment, and get the economy
quickly back on the path of stable economic growth.

All of the witnesses who have appeared before this committee have
stressed the essentiality of support and cooperation from all major
elements of our society in the trying period ahead.

It did not appear at first that this support and cooperation would
be forthcoming, but as the weeks have passed, there appears to have
been some compromising of differences. I would now say that there is
reason to hope that we can develop a program which will bring about
a consensus.

I recognize that there are some differences in the way labor and
business want phase 2 to operate and these are matters which I hope we
can discuss today.

Of course, we also want to cover all major features of the program,
for example, how to handle inequities which have developed in the
freeze period; what kind of fiscal package will most quickly return
us to full employment; how should the return to capital be treated
to insure the maintenance of a balance of equity between labor and

(667)
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capital; how can the consumer interest best be protected; what con-
gressional actions are called for?

That is a big order, but you are a man with fine experience. You
have an excellent statement. I know you agree with me that these are
all highly important issues and have addressed your remarks to them.

I might just point out before I call on you that Sol Linowitz, chair-
man of the National Urban Coalition, who was scheduled to appear
here today with you has informed me that a last minute tieup in his
scheduling made it impossible for him to appear at this time. We hope
we shall have a chance to hear from him at a later date.

You may proceed as you wish. If you would like to deliver your full
statement, including your resolutions, I will be delighted to hear it.

Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF W. P. GULLANDER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. GULLANDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you have already
indicated, my name is W. P. Gullander. I am president of the National
Association of Manufacturers.

It is a privilege to come before your committee at this time of criti-
cal decisionmaking on national economic policy. I am here to represent
the National Association of Manufacturers, an association of manufac-
turing firms of all kinds and sizes and located in all sections of the
country. My purpose is to present and explain the NAM's official views
on the issues of Government economic action at this juncture.

My authority for this statement of the NAM's views is a series of
three resolutions adopted by the NAM board of directors-the official
policymaking body of our association-on September 14, just 8 days
ago. I should explain to you that the NAM board of directors is not a
small inner circle but a large body, broadly representative of our mem-
bership. There were almost 100 directors present at the meeting on
September 14. The resolutions -were thoroughly discussed before being
adopted.

I will present these resolutions to you, and add some comments as
to the reasons for taking the indicated stance.

The board prefaced its resolutions with the following explanatory
comments:

Rarely in the history of the United States has there been a time when the
economic interests of this country, both domestic and international, have been
more seriously threatened. It is imperative that American industry make every
effort in the months immediately ahead, both in its own and in the overriding
national interest, to constructively contribute by taking concrete actions *to
quickly and effectively restore our economy to a position of real strength.

The NAM Board of Directors believes that no single remedy, in itself, will
prove to be effective in the process of 'attacking the problems of inflation, unem-
ployment, fiscal and monetary stability and international trade, rather, that a
systematic, comprehensive approach, including a 'series of incentives to accel-
erate economic gro'vVth, will be required, some on a permanent, and others on a
temporary basis. The accompanying resolutions embody such an approach.

The Board of Directors of the NAM believes that some of the measures recom-
mended by these resolutions are contrary to the basic principles of a free, com-
petitive enterprise system, and should only be imposed on a temporary basis.
The Board refers specifically to the wage-price guidelines and the implementing
control mechanism established thereto.
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SUSPENSION OF NA-AM POSITION' IN OPPOSITION TO CONTROLS

The official text of the first resolution of the NAM board of directors
on September 13 reads as follows:

Be it resolved, that the Board of Directors of the NAM, in an attempt to
advance the economic well-being of the nation and in recognition of the national
emergency that now exists, temporarily suspends its existing policy in opposition
to wage and price controls, or to any governmental mechanism implemented in
connection with stabilizing wages and prices.

Mr. Chairman, it took considerable soul-searching for the National
Association of Manufacturers to suspend, even temporarily, its his-
toric stand in opposition to wage and price controls or to any direct
intervention by Government in the price and wage setting process.
We have always believed., and still do, that such measures are incom-
patible with a free enterprise economy. We have been led to this action
only by a recognition of the exceptional and overwhelming needs of
the present economic situation. Inflation had become a self-sustaining
process, both producing and produced by 'a widespread inflationary
psychology. This was accompanied by an unsatisfactory rate of pro-
duction Sand employment, 'and a rapidly mounting balance-of-pay-
ments deficit. It 'became necessary to break that pattern by an extra-
ordinary form of Government action-action which the President
initiated on August 15.

Heavy emphasis should 'be laid on the word "temporarily" in this
resolution. We have no intention of supporting any permanent sys-
tem of wage and price intervention by Government. It is our expecta-
tion and desire that a return be made as quickly as possible to the
customary reliance on free markets.

If this is to be achieved, it is, of course, essential that the Nation's
fiscal and monetary affairs be conducted in such a way as not to recreate
inflationary pressures of the demand type. The existence of such pres-
sures would both impair the current workability of the stabilization
system, and postpone the time when we will be able to do without it.

In order that the intention of removing controls at an early date
might be more than a pious hope, I would suggest that some advance
thought be given to a mechanism for determining when controls might
be terminated. In any case, I urge that the goal of an eventual return
to free markets be kept always at the center of attention. Controls may
be a useful crutch in a time of economic emergency; if we allow our-
selves to become dependent on them, we will always be economically
crippled.

WAGE-PRICE STABILIZATION

I will now read to you the second of the three resolutions of the
NAM board of directors dealing with present national economic
policy questions.

Be it resolved, that the NAMI Board of Directors believes that the following
program will prove to be the most effective approach following the termination
of the 90-day "freeze" announced by the President of the United States on
September 9, 1971.

That there should be designated by the President of the United States. through
his authority under the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970 (as amended), an
advisory 'Wage-Price Stabilization Board, operating directly under the Cost of
Living Council; and, that this Stabilization Board be empowered to recommend
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to the Council guidelines for controlling increases in both wages and prices;
that the guidelines with respect to wages, including fringe benefits, be based
q 0pon productivity; and that the guidelines with respect to prices be predicated
upon a "pass through" formula reflecting cost increases from an appropriate and
equitable base, and that individuals appointed as members of this Board should
be selected solely on the basis of their known objectivity, and not as "special
interest" pleaders. Any such Board established because of the national emergency
-should be designated as a temporary mechanism.

This resolution outlines our views as to the proper method of oper-
-ation of the wage-price stabilization system after -the present freeze
CxI)ires.

Note that it is not a flat endorsement of World War II type
administered controls since we in no way mean to infer that these
or the bureaucracy which necessarily accompanies them, are necessary
under present circumstances.

Kseeping this qualification in mind, we believe that the authority to
control wages and prices delegated by Congress to the Persident,
should in practice be vested in the Cost of Living Council. This is on
the piinciple that governmental authority should be exercised by
Government officials.

The Cost of Living Council will, of course, need all the information
and wisdom it can get from any source. We, therefore, see a useful
place for a Wage-Price Stabilization Board, operating in an advisory
capacity to the Cost of Living Council. We would, however, urge
strongly against making this Board a combination of persons each
of whom is designated to represent a particular interest group. Even
if a Avide spectrum of interest groups is so represented, this is not, in
our view, the way to achieve the balance required for a successful
stabilization effort. On the contrary, it converts that effort into a
process of controversy, bargaining, and compromise between various
special interests-the very process which has contributed to the present
inflationary problem. We believe that all members of a Wage-Price
Stabilization Board should represent the same single interest-that
of the American people as a whole.

Of course, the membership of such a board should be drawn from
men of many different types of background. But they should be men
of sufficient objectivity and vision to transcend the limitations of their
own individual histories and to face their responsibilities from the
broadest pont of view. The important thing is that the members of the
1Board, whoever they may be, should be instructed to act as repre-
sentatives of the whole Nation, rather than as defenders of the narrow
interests of some segment. Wage and price stabilization should be
regarded as a technical problem, and not as an adversary procedure.

Now to comment specifically on the methods of determing guide-
lines for wages and prices:

The guidelines for wages, based on productivity, should 'be applied
to all forms of compensation for a person's services. We know well
enough what the general trend of productivity has been over the past.
The historical growth rate has been in the neighborhood of 3 percent a
year. The important fact is that recent wage increases, particularly
in highly-unionized industries, have been several times as great as
any reasonable productivity criterion.

We would urge that, once a guideline for wage increases has been
decided upon, it should be applied as rigidly and as universally as
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possible. The allowvance of any substantial exceptions would quickly
destroy public support for adherence to the guideline in other cases,
and the whole effort could be aborted.

Such a rigid enforcement of the guidepost would require some
actions by Government that we would find difficult to defend in
ordinary circumstances. It might, for example, require the abrogation
of contracts entered into earlier in good faith. All one can say is that
any wage and price control system,by its very nature, has to override
commitments made between private parites in the precontrol period.
The practical consideration is that we do not see much hope for success
in a wage stabilization effort which divides the American labor force
into two groups-those who are held to a guidepost figure and those
w-ho are able to receive much greater increases in compensation as a
result of prior agreements.

The system of controlling prices will, of course, be of critical con-
cern, to the members of the NAMI. But, from the point of view of the
general public, the important consideration -will be whether cost-price
relationships permit and encourage production of the goods and serv-
ices they want. From either point of view, it seems to us that the most
logical approach to the problem would be to adjust price ceilings by a
"cost pass-through" formula. The ceiling price on each item would be
calculated by adding, to its actual price in some base period, an
amount to reimburse the producer for increases in costs.

This would have to be applied on a product-by-product basis. The
alternative-an adjustment of price ceilings on the basis of each com-
pany's overall profit position-would lead to chaos in the marketplace.
Each company would then have an incentive to discontinue product
lines on which costs had risen faster than prices, and concentrate on
the more profitable lines. This is what happened during the end of the
World War II control period, and the public was unable to obtain
many types of goods they wanted and were willing to pay for. That
was the most important reason for the ultimate breakdown of controls
in 1946.

FISCAL POLICY

The third resolution passed by the NAM board of directors on Sep-
tember 14 outlined our recommendations in the area of national fiscal
policy. It reads as follows:

Be it resolved, that the NAM board of directors, in the interest of healthy,
stable and sustained economic growth.

(1) Urges the immediate enactment of an investment or other job development
tax credit, established on a permanent basis, at the rate of 10 percent designed
to stimulate widespread industrial investment in new and rebuilt equipment, and
thereby providing, through rapidly accelerated investment, a great stimulus to
employment in the industrial sector, and

(2) Endorses the liberalization of depreciation rules (the ADR system) and
urges that this remain in effect on a permanent basis, and

(3) Endorses the elimination of the excise tax upon the sale of automobiles.
(4) Endorses the temporary 10 percent surcharge upon products imported

into the United States, as part of a broader long-range program to be developed
after consultation with industry and designed to improve our balance-of-payments
and the climate for fair and equitable international trade. At the same time,
however, due care must be exercised that the position with respect to raw mate-
rials already in short domestic supply is not worsened.

Finally, the board of directors believes that in both the short and long run, it is
imperative that the Federal Government be always aware of, and act in full
accordance with, a concern for sound fiscal and monetary policies, taking what-
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ever steps are necessary to ensure that no measures temporarily adopted, act to
restimulate the inflationary pressures that have marked our reeet' economic
history.

The tax actions recommended in (1), (2), and (3) above would be
a partial reversal of the enormous transfer of tax burdens from indi-
viduals to business which occurred as a result of the Tax Reform Act of
1969. We believed at that time that such an increase in business taxes
was a serious mistake and would be an impediment to economic growth.
Subsequent events have confirmed that view. The necessity of correct-
ing that situation explains the character of the tax package that the
NAM proposes.

The need for restoring a tax credit on purchases of capital equip-
ment has become obvious in the present state of stagnation of business
plant and equipment outlays. We urge that Congress take prompt
action on this. The credit should be established at a uniform rate to
continue permanently, lest variations in the rate lead to undesirable
pileups of capital goods orders in certain time periods, leaving a dearth
of orders at other times.

We realize that no Congress can limit the actions of any subsequent
Congress. But it would be our hope that a restored investment tax
credit would be regarded as a permanent part of the tax system. Past
experiments in suspending, reinstating, and then terminating the in-
vestment tax credit have been a destabilizing influence on capital goods
markets and the economy as a whole.

We have endorsed the enactment of an investment tax credit, the
ADR system of liberalizing depreciation rules, and repeal of automo-
bile excises, not because this is a time for general tax reduction but
because of the pressing immediate need to remove specific barriers to
a national return to prosperity and long-term growth. We would argue
strongly against any broad-gage program of tax relief in the present
budget situation. We, as much as anyone. hope that substantial tax
relief for everyone will be possible in the future. That, however, must
await a better control over the total of governmental expenditures.
With a deficit of $23.2 billion in the last fiscal year, and another large
deficit threatening this year, it would be irresponsible to undertake a
program of general tax reduction.

We do not believe in the theory that deliberate enlargement of the
Federal deficit will stimulate the economy to higher rates of produc-
tion and employment and faster growth. If that were true, the Ameri-
can economy ought to have been at the peak of health in recent years.
It is our belief that past efforts to apply the alleged stimulation of
Federal deficits are among the basic causes of the inflation and in-
stability which have plagued us.

Attempts at economic stabilization through guidelines or controls
will certainly fail if they are accompanied by efforts to stimulate the
economy through expanding the deficit. On the other hand, a position
of fiscal and monetary restraint will greatly improve the workability
of the wage-price stabilization measures. It should also help to assure
a smooth and early return to free markets.

The gradual impairment of the competitive position of American
industry in international markets has, of course, been a matter of
grave concern to the NAM. We were greatly encouraged by the Presi-
dent's bold moves on August 15, that is, his suspension of the gold
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convertibility and the temporary 10-percent surcharge on certain im-
ports. While this did not, of course, solve all problems immediately, it
was at least a seizure of the initiative on the part of the United States.
We no longer have to wait helplessly for other nations to adjust ex-
change rates and trade policy to permit a more balanced flow of inter-
national trade. We should not abandon that position of strength until
more permanent arrangements can be made to assure that we will not
again be left helpless in the face of competitive disadvantages.

ADDITIONAL COIMENTS

Let me conclude by commenting briefly on two fallacies which
have entered the discussion of national economic policy during the
present emergency, and which might misdirect it.

The first is the idea that, since wages are being controlled, equity
requires that there be some form of control on profits. The parallelism
is an entirely false one. What is controlled is not the total amount
paid by any firm in the form of wages, but the wage rate per hour
paid to the individual employee. It is to be hoped that the total pay-
roll of any given firm will be increased as its employment and pro-
duction expand. This is one of the objectives of the whole new eco-
nomic program. At the same time, we should expect and welcome an
expansion of the firm's total dollar profits. This will be one of the
signs of success in the effort.

The correct parallelism is between wage controls and price controls.
A productivity guidepost for wages, combined with a cost pass-
through system for establishing maximum prices, seems to us to insure
balance and equity.

We believe that imposing a limitation directly on profits through,
for example, an excess profits tax would be a serious mistake. We
can't imagine where anyone finds evidence of the existence of excess
profits. But any formula for establishing a profits base is inevitably
arbitrary, and many firms might find themselves in the excess profits
category for peculiar reasons. Firms which had expanded their opera-
tions and increased employment would 'be most likely to be subject
to this tax penalty. Also, as previous experience has shown, an excess
profits tax at a near confiscatory rate impairs efficiency since the
incentive for curbing costs is destroyed. This is surely not the time
(if there ever is one) for penalizing business expansion and productive
efficiency.

One other fallacy is the idea that the best waay of promoting eco-
nomic growth is through increasing the purchasing power of con-
sumers, particularly low-income consumers, by tax reductions con-
centrated in their behalf. Believers in this approach condemn any
measure for a reduction of business taxes as a "trickle-down" theory.

We regret the use of such cliches as a substitute for serious thinking.
If tax burdens w ere in fact unduly concentrated upon consumers, the
NAM would be the first to agree that emergency tax measures should
be concentrated on giving relief to consumers. Industry is well aware
of its need for customers.

But the imbalance now is of the opposite character. The ability and
incentive of industry to expand its operations or even to hold its
own in competition with foreign producers, has been impaired by the
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tax burden it has to bear-especially since the repeal of the investment
tax credit. That is why tile NAM advocates a restoration of the invest-
ment tax credit and the liberalization of depreciation allowances. We
can't think of any measures which would more directly assure long-
term growth of output and employment and the improvement of
productivity. More general tax relief must await more auspicious
budgetary circumstances.

Past tax changes, for the most part, seem to have been dominated
by the belief that, under any and all circumstances, they should be
used to increase the purchasing power of consumers. The present com-
bination of economic problems-a sluggish economy and an unac-
ceptable rate of inflation-is in part the result of repeatedly apply-
ing that fallacious approach to fiscal policy. We should not use an-
other dose of the same medicine in our effort to cure present ills. Dur-
ing the past 3 years, the total compensation of employees has increased
by 24 percent, while the profits of corporations have declined by 7
percent. Thus it does not seem plausible that our economic ills can be
due to a shortage of consumer purchasing power. The impairment of
profits-both as the incentive for, and the source of funds for, busi-
ness expansion-is clearly the critical problem. Tax action to improve
our economic prospects should be concentrated on relieving the busi-
ness tax burden.

Mr. Charman, the most important question in respect to all the
governmental measures I have been discussing is their effectiveness
in meeting the needs of the economy as a whole. The NAM has ap-
proached the subject in that spirit, rather than with a desire to further
the particular interests of its members. If the stabilization effort should
fail as a result of massive resistance or continual controversy, everyone
would be worse off. That is why we have reconsidered our past opposi-
tion to economic controls and offered our cooperation in making them
work.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXiAIIRE. Thank vou verv much, Mr. Gullander. That

is a most interesting and helpful and competent statement. I am
especially glad that you took a little time at the beginning to point
out how you arrived at this position and that this is representative
of your organization; that you had, as you say, over 100 directors
present at the time the resolutions were acted upon, and that this.
therefore, as you say, was not the result of a small inner circle, but
generally representative of the views of your membership as a whole.

I am sure from the tenor of it and from having talked with many
businessmen in my own State, which is a fairly typical State, that
you do represent the views of management very, very generally with
respect to the recommendations you make here.

I notice that you refer in your first resolution to the fact that the
NAM was only temporarily setting aside the long-term objections
to wage and price controls because of the national emergency that now
exists. Tell me a little bit about how you came to that conclusion. This
is an unusual kind of an emergence. We do not have the kind of situa-
tion that we had in World War II or the Korean war; that is, a sudden
big, huge, military effort, with the resulting shortages, with the ob-
vious enormous pressure by demand on prices. This is a different kind
of an inflation. I-ow did you come to the conclusion that this was an
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emergency, an economic emergency, that would warrant this kind
of unusual action?

Mr. GULLANDER. Mr. Chairman, as you have already stated, the
difference lies in the fact that last time, in World War II and the
Korean war, it was a question of allocation of resources, because this
Nation has, of course, limited resources, as every nation has. That
was a case where the physical resources we had to control, and in
order to tighten that, we had to tighten- wage and price controls, be-
cause we had a demand Dull.

Now we have a different type of control, because we have almost
a runaway inflation. I see a flywheel type of action, where wages go
up and therefore prices have to go up, and so on.

I see quite a different emergency from that that existed in the war-
time period, other wartime periods. The NAM always, and I think
all businessmen, has been dedicated to the principle that the American
marketplace, the American people are the ones who know best what
ought to be produced and at what price, and the marketplace is a
vehicle whereby they communicate that to manufacturers. Now, when
you go for controls, you in effect limit the capacity of the American
people to dictate to us what we should make. Yet when we see what
has happened to the value of the dollar in terms of purchasing power,
what this is doing to fixed incomes, what it is doing to us in the light of
the rest of the world, international trade, here is a situation which
many of the members of the NAM as citizens of the United States had
not faced before. This came about rather suddenly, because for years
and years, as we have said, we stood against interference in the mar-
ketplace. But this thing got worse and worse, week after week. and
very suddenly, we find 'a great willingness to participate and cooperate
with the administration, with Government, to try to have a temporary
sol ution to the problem.

Long range, to use controls would destroy our economy which has
grown so well and so fast in the past. But to put a stop to the psy-
chology of wage increases and price increases, this seems to be the only
available course.

Our task force, of course, worked to find another solution, but we
did not find another solution, as the President did not. So we pledged
ourselves to try to make this work, always saying that it must be
'temporary and we must find some other way to work this over and we
should go back to the American people to dictate what is best.

Chairman PRoxImm. But you identified the emergency very largely
on the domestic situation with respect to wages, the fact that you felt
wages were developing a wage push inflation that seemed very hard to
arrest or stop short of some kind of a freeze, some sort of at least limited
wage and price controls.

Mr. GULLANDER. I do not think vou can talk about wages without
talking about their effect on prices, because not only does it affect the
domestic market, but it put us at a great disadvantage overseas.

Chairman PROXNnRE. I am inclined to think that this is the reason the
P-'esident acted and when lie acted, that he acted as he did because of
what was happening to our dollar. to the balance of trade. which for
the first time since 1893, was heading for a deficit. I am inclined to
think this was the emergency as he saw it.

But it is still somewhat puzzling to me that there should be a general
recognition under these circumstances that this was an emergency
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-that would warrant suspending your long-term, firmly held view, and
you say this should be a temporary suspension, you want to get back
to free markets as fast as you can. I certainly concur in that.

Mr. GULLANDER. It is just like the situation of war. When we had
to go to war, we cooperated and did what we had to do. I think this
is a war against inflation.

Chairman PnoxMIIRE. Because you do see what you do, what follows
in your recommendations is logical, that the first thing you have to do
is get some relationship between wage increases and productivity so
that we can get our prices under control.

Now, we had a witness on Monday representing UAW, Mr.
Woodcock. He argued that not only should productivity be recog-
nized as the basis for a wage increase, but the full increase in the
cost of living should be also provided. You seem to reject that view.

Mr. GULLANDER. We do.
Chairman PROXIIRE. Why?
Mr. GULLANDER. For this reason: The whole purpose of this effort

is to stop the inflationary trend-more than a trend, the inflationary
movement in our economy. This is going to hurt somebody. Now, you
can justify paying more money based on greater productivity, because
the same amount of time spent working produces more goods and
therefore that time is worth more. But when you incorporate cost of
living, bear in mind there is a carrvover effect coming out of the
inflationary period and the cost of living is going to raise for awhile
despite what happens here, and if you feed that back into this wage
structure, you are perpetuating this cycle of inflation.

You can say this is hard on a man who sees the price of all things
he buys go up and his wages only go up on productivity. This is a
medicine we take. It is a distasteful medicine for labor, management,
and the general public.

Chairman PiiOXMRE. Why is it distasteful for management?
Mr. GULLANDER. Because our prices are going to be frozen and we

lose the flexibility-
Chairman PRoxM=. The prices will not necessarily be frozen in

phase 2. You propose a cost pass-through.
Mr. GULLENDER. I mean frozen by control as such, which means we

cannot respond really to the demand factor in the public. If I have a
new product that has a great appeal or a remodeled product that has
great appeal to the American public, I have set that price based on
my ability to meet that demand. That we are not able to do under
wage and price controls and that is something we give up willingly
on the temporary basis.

In other words, if you have difficulty in moving your product, you
must cut the price. If you have great ease in moving the product and
there is limited supply, of course, you have to raise the price, depend-
ing on who really wants your product back in.

Chairman PROXMIntE. Would you go so far as to try to have the
Government abridge the provisions for cost-of-living increases in
contracts ?

Mr. GULLANDER. Again, I say this is a distasteful thing for everyone
to take. It is going to hurt somebody, there are going to be some
inequities, for companies and for employees. I think this is a time
wheie basically, if the Government says we have a freeze followed
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by controls, you are in effect substituting those judgments for judg-
ments already made. So in effect, yes; I think the choice is you
abrogate the contracts and live with a control system.

Now, if you honor the contracts for labor wage rates, then you must,
by the same token, honor the contracts for sale in the future. In other
words, there are contracts made by customers for higher prices in the
future. If you honor the contracts in wages, you must honor the
contracts on prices.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The contracts on wages are very common. In
many industries, they are the dominant factor. So abrogating those
would be an enormous sacrifice for labor. On the other hand, contracts
for price increases with customers are not uncommon, but they are not
the rule.

Mr. GULLANDER. On the other hand, we must recognize that the
whole purpose of this is to put a stop to inflation. Now, how soon do
we want to get it done? I think the sooner we get it done, even with
pain, the better. Obviously, if you try to do this without controls, it
is going to take a lot longer. The sooner we get it done, the better
off the working man is going to be, the better off the public is goilng
to be, and the better off industry is going to be.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We had some evidence from some of the best
economic minds in the country that the entire productivity figure be
taken plus part of cost-of-living increase to determine wage guidelines,
say, half of the cost of living of a given period be included in the wage
guidelines. They said this would be a compromise position which would
gradually work its -way out because the cost-of-living increases would
drop. As the cost-of-living increases diminished, that factor would
diminish, too.

Why would that not be a reasonable compromise?
Air. GULLANDER. Certainly anything less than 100 percent is some

progress. But again it is a question of timing. How long do you want
this in effect before we get into free markets? If you limit the cost-of-
living increases to the commitments you have made in the past or cut
them in half, you are making greater profits. What I am saying is the
Congress, representing the American people, is going to have to decide,
are we going to lick this thing as fast as possible, or are we going to
dilly-dally?

Chairman PROSxIRE. Arthur Goldberg, who is a highly intelligent
man, and as you know, a former Secretary of Labor, has thought
about this a lot and said we ought to do part of what you say: He says,
we ought to include only productivity increases. But he says also that
we ought to stabilize prices. I am not sure we would do so by your
pass-through notion.

I wonder if you would define it. It seems to contradict what you
say in your statement. You say you do not want limitation on profits,
as that takes out the discipline effect of holding costs down. I agree
with this. But if you are going to allow the pass-through on prices,
does that not do the same thing? What incentive is there for a manu-
facturer to hold down costs if he can pass his increased costs through?

Mir. GULLANDER. Of course, the life of a business, any business, is
that you basically want your price as low as you can get it and still
make a satisfactory product, because you get a bigger share of the
marketplace. Your basic incentive is there, because you are still fight-
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inu for your place in the marketplace. This is not a question of con-
trols because of resources, shortage of resources. This is controls
because of inflation. Prior to World War II, if you could pass all your
cost through, what you say is true, because there were limited resources
and you could not expand your market. Here we have plenty of re-
sources. That is an entirely different thing. We are fighting inflation.
There is an incentive to get the prices as low as possible.

In other words, the ceiling price established by controls is not the
lowest price at which you can sell your goods. If you can get some
economies in there and sell at a lower price, you can take some busi-
ness away f rom your competitor.

The Americanl public is not looking for a product at the ceiling
price. He or she is looking for a product at the lowest price possible,
which is a great incentive to lower your costs.

Chairman PBiox-ImmE. Before I yield to Senator Javits, let's see if
I can clarify in my mind what this pass-through amounts to. Say
you have an industry which enjoys a productivity increase in a year
of 5 percent. Say it increases wages by 5 percent. Say that its wage
costs therefore remain constant. Under those circumstances, I take it
that You would have no pass-through, 'because there would be no in-
crease in wage costs, even though there would be an increase in wages,
is that right?

Mr. GULLANDER. It would be a question of the unit cost of the prod-
nct. If the unit cost did not go up, the price would not go up.

Chairman Prox-IrruE. Whatever the causes, and the causes may be
incompetence on the part of management, you would permit a pass-
through of costs?

That is what gets me. It seems to me there ought to be a reward for
that management that is capable enough to hold its costs down and
there ought to be a clear penalty, aside and apart from the marketplace
factor, which is important, but it is of less importance in some in-
dustries than in others. I would hope we would do all we can to
preserve the real discipline on management to fight hard constantly
to hold its costs down. That is why I think our economic system has
been productive. If you take any of that away, either by an excess
profits tax or by a pass-through , I am very concerned about it.

Mr. GULLA NDER. In effect what we are saying is a pass-through puts
a ceiling on what price he can put on it. It does not say that has to
I)e his pr-ice. I-le is going to conduct his business in the customary fash-
ion, which is to try to get the maximum amount of business. Because
with increased volume, his costs, of course, are going to fall. So he
has aill the incentive he has today to keep his costs down and his priice

down. He is fighting for the marketplace not just during the period of
controls, but in the future as well.

To move from the base where you are, any manufacturer who call
increase his price because of the cost of business, that is the base ho
moves from. lie has the incentive to keep his costs down.

Chairman PROXMIPM. My time is up. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I shall be

very brief, but I do have some questions of Mr. Gullander.
First, do your members reflect the decrease in productivity or the

absence of gain normally in productivity based upon some erosion of
motivation in the American worker?
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Mr. GULLANDER. Can I interpret your question to say is there a les-
sening of motivation in the American worker?

Senator JAviTs. Right.
Mr. GULLANDER. I cannot give you statistics, of course, but there is

no question in my mind in talks with many businessmen that this is
one of the problems we are faced with.

Senator JAVITS. Of course, people are people, so I would assume the
same might probably apply to management as well?

Mr. GULLANDIR. Well, oWe have ta-ked about going to the 4-day week
for some of our working people and I am trying to get down to a 6-day
week.

Let me say that by the very nature of things, we all start out as
babies and we all go different places. Some people want to carry more
responsibilities than others do. This is the nature of the human being.
Some people lwant to be Senators and some people do not have the guts
to try.

MNy point here is that when you get a group in management, I think
fundamentally, they a.re people %vho would tend to be more motivated
anyway, because that is how they got there in the first place. So I would
think you would find as a general statement that management is
motivated perhaps a little higher.

Senator JAVITS. There has been some discussion about the possibility
of re-creating in order to stinlulatc motivation and interest, which is,
after all, overriding all other considerations, including money, local
productivity councils of the nature of those we had in World War II.
Have you done any thinking about that or has the organization done
any thinking about it?

Mr. GuLLANDER. We have not tackled that problem as such, but I
know from experience, of course, that any 'well run company is con-
stantly working at the problem of greater productivity. This is the
secret of staying in business, because your competitor is working
at it and you are not.

I would like to add this, that I think that productivity is the basis
for wage increases. I think you have to recognize that the critical
thing we are trying to do here is slow down the rate of increases in
wages and slow dowvn the rate of increases in prices. Therefore, what-
ever mechanism you use in productivity is going to be a move in the
rialit direction. And I suspect that is going to Yiave to be a national
productivity figure, not plant by plant, because you can get tremendous
distortions if you event plant by plant, or even company by company.

Senator JAVITS. I think the guideline is the theory of a national
guideline and an average of productivity, because, you know the fa-
mous example of the barber and the machine worker. But I am very
interested in what can patriotically enlist the worker in what, is a
patriotic effort to stabilize the American economy.

One of the things that we are inventorying in that regard is the
possibility of a return to the World War II plan of productivity
councils on the local level-not necessarily plant by plant: this is a
question of methodology-but essentially designed toward dealing
with motivation, absenteeism, alcoholism, and a greater sense of dedi-
cation because there is a greater sense of purpose. Could the organiza-
tion, if you are not prepared to do so now, give us any Opinion oon it?
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iMr. GULLANDER. We would be glad to do this.
Senator JAVITS. If you would.
Maybe we can keep the record open for that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PROXAIRE. By all means, yes indeed.
(The information referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF MR. GULLANDER ON PRODUCTIVITY COUNCILS

The NAM1 favors the general principle of establishing two-way channels of
communication between employers and employees.

Plant-by-plant joint labor-management productivity councils can serve a useful
purpose, under appropriate circumstances. Participation should be voluntary
by all parties. The councils could help to keep the importance of productivity at
the center of attention. They could provide a forum for useful discussion of
ways of removing barriers to productivity growth.

Senator JAVITS. The other thing I wanted to ask vou about is also a
specific. I noticed that in your resolution, you speak of the so-called in-
vestment tax credit as a job development credit. Now, is it not a fact
that a good part of the American economy being in the service field,
the sole criterion for earning this credit in view of its purpose should
not be capital goods acquisition? That is not the only way in which
you increase employment. Should -we not crank into the legislation
a true job development provision so that you can get the benefit of
the investment tax credit not only by capital goods acquisition for
the purpose of modernization, et cetera, which is very important, but
also if you actually, based upon some fair criterion, increased the num-
berof jobs?

Mr. GULLANDER. I think the motivation you talk about is a good
point. I think from a practical standpoint, you have a very, very
difficult problem in administration of that kind of a job development
program. Because you increase jobs because of inefficiency and you
increase jobs because of greater volume. Identifying which is which
would be a difficult practical problem. Of course, one of the problems
is in the service industry, and as you say very correctly this is getting
to be a greater and greater part of our economy and a very vital factor
in our inflation process. In the service areas, costs and wages and so
forth have risen very high. The advantage of the investment tax
credit to the administration is you can identify it.

Now, as to motivation, I frankly do not see a means or vehicle where-
by this can be done. We say investment tax or some other job develop-
ment. So we have left the door open, but we do not know the answer.

Senator JAvITs. But if it could be done, would that not be a much
fairer shot at the reason why we are giving this tax break? There is
great doubt about whether we ought to give this tax break solely for
capital goods acquisition. Labor complains about it bitterly.

-\r. GULLANDER. That is where your increase in efficiency always
comes. I think the greatest increase in the productivity of the Ameri-
can working force has come because of heavy investment in tools to help
that man improve his productivity during the S-hour period. It is not
because we have to ask him to work harder and harder. That is not in
our system. The basic thing is to give him better tools. That is really
the basis for American leadership throughout the world in production.

Senator JAVITS. I agree, but does that necesarily include new initia-
tives, new enterprises, more complete staffing of the service industries,
extension of the service industries, when you are running at an un-
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acceptable rate of unemployment? Why should we not give that option,
too, for the extension of the credit?

Mr. GULLANDER. I think if we had a new mechanism for doing this,
we would be in a better position to judge, as you are.

Senator JAVITS. You do not quarrel with the principle, it in the meth-
odology that bothers you?

Mr. (ThLLANDER. Yes; because when you find the methodology, then
you really understand what the principle is doing.

Senator JAVITS. Thank vou.
Would the Chair excuse me?
Chairman PROXMuIE. Yes; we want to thank you very much for

coming.
I want to get back to the cost pass-through proposal you have. Does

it work in reverse? Suppose you have a situation where costs are re-
duced, which I suppose would be true in efficient industries. Would you
require that prices be reduced?

Mr. GULLANDER. No; because the market mechanism is still going to
work. All we are talking about now is putting a ceiling on the market
mechanism, that puts in power the Americatn people. If you reduce
costs-

Chairman PROXMAIRE. If the market mechanism were working, we
would not be here today. It is not working. We have no shortage of
demand, we have an excess of demand. We have no shortage of goods,
we have no shortage of production capacity. If the market mechanism
were working, we would not have to worry about a price control sys-
tem. It is not working for labor and it is not working for management.
We have administered prices and administered wages.

That is our problem in the steel industry. They are operating far
below capacity. It would make all the sense in the world for each in-
dividual firm to cut its prices. But that is not the way prices are deter-
mined in the steel industry.

Automobile prices are roughly the same, with some variation, but
automobile prices are determined by one of the large companies and
the other companies follow suit almost precisely-not exactly, but al-
most exactly. This is what we have to be concerned about. If we did
not have that administered price power on the part of management
on the one hand, and on the part of the big labor unions on the other,
there would not be a problem under present circumstances, is that not
right?

Mr. GuLLANDER. Senator, I contend that even under controls, you
merely put a ceiling on prices. They do not establish prices. Anyone.
who can run his business sufficiently well to sell below that ceiling is
going to be a very successful businessman. Therefore, his costs fall.
In order for each company to get a bigger share of the market, they
are going to shave their price. Because if they do not, somebody else
is going to. That mechanism is still working.

Chairman PROxMIPE. They are not shaving their prices, though.
Mr. GuLL-ANDER. Because costs are not going down.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. I know, but even though the costs may be

fairly high because overhead in many of these industries is substantial
and fixed, it would make sense for them to cut their prices so they
could expand their volume and get more business; then their profits
would increase. They do not do that, however, because they work in
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conjunction in at least implicit collusion, so they recognize that if they
do that, their competitors will do the same thing and they would not be
ahead. So they operate together in steel, they operate together in autos,
they operate together in many industries.

Mr. GnILLANDER. Senator, I spent much of my life in industry or as-
sociated with industry in the last few years as president of NAM.
That theory may sound very great, but I have never been privileged
to work in any company where this is the way it works.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. You do not deny that there is price leadership
in the steel industry?

Mr. GuLiANDER. Price leadership, of course.
Chairman PRoxrIuri. Everybody follows to the third decimal point

within 24 hours.
Mr. GULLANDER. That is price leadership, not collusion as such. If

I am in the steel industry and I can cut my costs below Bethlehem
or the rest of them, I am going to be the price leader and I can cut my
price.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Suppose you have the combination of an ad-
ministered price industry and a situation in which you have a greater
productivity than average in the country. Then you have a great op-
portunity for the management to exploit this hold-down on wage in-
creases. Because -wage increases are held down and because it is possi-
ble for the industry as a whole to maintain its prices because they have
price leadership and because their productivity is great, their costs go
down and they do not have to roll back their prices; they maximize
their profits that way.

Mr. GTJLLANDER. Most industry has no price leadership, as you well
know. The same condition exists with no price leadership. If I am
sufficiently efficient to produce my product at a lower cost than any-
body else, two things happen. One is if I have limited capacity, I will
charge the same price as my competitors and make a much more hand-
some profit. But then I am tempted to expand my capacity because
I succeeded in doing this well. As I expand my capacity, then I need
more and more business, then I tend to shave my price. In other words,
this is not a fixed, cast-in-concrete situation. This fluctuates from day
to day and week to week and it is the market forces that will do this.
That is one reason why the sooner we can get rid of wage and price
controls after wve have licked inflation, the sooner we are going to have
a much better economy.

Chairman PROXAIRE. Mr. Gullander, there may be a lot of wisdom
in what you say, but you know as well as I that there would not be a
chance in the world of winning support in Congress, and especially
among the great labor organizations, if you say we are going to permit
a pass-through, but not permit prices that will reflect any reduction
in costs. You have to go both ways.

Mir. GULLANDER. From a practical standpoint, it would not work,
because if I am a small producer and I succeed in reducing my costs-
and of course, costs are not that difficult in the first place-and you
say I have to reduce my price because of my efficiency and I have
limited capacity-

Chairman PnoxiTriE. I am not saying that. Let me explain what I
am talking about. Whlat I am talking about is you would permit the
cost pass-through for the industry as a whole.

Mr. GULLANDER. Right.
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Chairman PROXMIRnE. You would require the reduction in prices
where you have a reduction in cost for the industry as a whole. Any
individual producer who is extraordinarily efficient could make ex-
traordinary profits. If he is extraordinarily inefficient, he would suffer
losses. That is the way our system works and it seems to me that the
control system should try to adapt to it. In the steel industry, for ex-
ample. if you had an extraordinary productivity increase, which is
Very doubtful, but say you had it in' that industry, you would require
the industry as a whole to hold down, possibly to roll back their prices.
Any individual firm that was more efficient than the industry as a
whole would get bigger profits.

Mr. GUJLLANDER. But, Senator, the pass-through has to be product
by product. It can't be by a company's whole operation. Then you have
an excess profits tax. That is what you are talking about.

Chairman PROXANTIRE. I would agree it has to be product by product
for the whole industry.

Mr. GULLANDER. It has to be product by product and there is such
variation in products from one company to another that I do not think
it is practical to do it on an industry-wide basis or even company-
wide.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you, one of the stronger recom-
medations by Mr. 'Woodcock when he appeared on Monday was that
the administrative agency should have subpena powers, should have
the power to require management to show what their costs are, so
they can arrive at a productivity level that is determined and realistic
and accurate. This is something that the Government has not had in
the past. We have had a different kind of price controls in the past-
just freezes, in effect, in World War II. That is what we had. In the
Korean war, much of the period, that is what ve had. Now we will
have something else, something that will require an understanding
of and knowledge of productivity and cost. 'Would you agree that sub-
pena power for this kind of agency would be appropriate?

Mr. GULLANDER. Any company that changes prices because of a
pass-thr6uglh situation that has been approved by Congress, wlhat-
ever the agenev is, must be in a position to prove his point is right.
In other words, obviously, you have to have some enforcement. If vou
have a mandatory wage and price

Chairman PROXMIRE. That would be helpful. Then they would have
to comae up and show their costs are higher.

Mr. GULLANDER. For my income tax return. I have to be able to
prove that my costs were so much.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. This is a real sticking point in industry.
When the automobile industry increased its prices some years ago, I
asked the council to give me a justification for it. But I was unable to
get it: the automobile industry is not about to tell what its costs are.

'My point is if you are going to have this, you are going to have to
recognize that industry is going to have to do something they have
not been willing to do in the past in many cases. which is to produce
their costs and justifv their price basis.

Mr. GUTLLANDER. ou do the same thing you do on IRS data.
Chairman PROXM3LRE. You mean make it confidential?
Mr. GULLAN-DER. Sure.

Chairman PROXAIRE. I am not too sure about that.
.Mr. GULLANDER. That is where we have the difference about it.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. In Wisconsin from 1923 to 1935, we had
open, public inspection of all income tax returns, corporations and
individuals. It worked very well. They finally repealed it over the
objection of many of us.

During this brief period, I cannot see that there would be much
sacrifice if you made it public. Only if you make it public would you
get the kind of willingness, I would think, on the part of organized
labor and others who inight be critical to go along. If they know it is
true, because they can prove it themselves they will go along.

Mr. Gu-LLANDER. It seems to me the American public believes that
when the IRS goes in and examines the tax return, they are looking
after the general public's interest as it relates to the taxpayer. I do
not see any difference between that and this kind of control problem.

Incidentally, I moved away from Wisconsin in 1917, and I did not
get back in 1923, when they repealed this.

Chairman PROXMiIRE. You must have been a baby in the crib.
Mr. GULLANDER. I appreciate that. I was not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I ain sorry I was late, but I had another meeting this morning, Mr.

Gullander. If I ask you any questions that the chairman has already
asked you, please say so. I do not want to bore you with repetition.

One thing I noticed in the paper this morning is that Mr. Reusa
in the House, who has quite a following in the Congress-he is also
from Wisconsin, I believe, is he not?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I do not know why all these Wisconsin people-

seem to know more about business than anybody else.
He suggested we increase the price of gold. Do you have any views:

about that?
Mr. GuLLTANDER. I noticed that with interest myself this morning.

It is quite a change in his approach.
I think when you talk about the change in the price of gold, you.

have to think about that in an entire restudy and reformation of the
monetary system throughout the world. I have no doubt that there-
is a good possibility that the price of gold is going to be changed, but-
I do not think it should be changed just as one step. It should be part-
of a total package.

I think the President grasped considerable power when he applied'
the iO-percent import surcharge. As part of that total package of
the development of a new monetary system, whether it is free6floating
exchange or what it is, I think at that time, you ought to examine
whether the price of gold should be changed.

From a practical standpoint, he suggested a rather modest price.
of gold. There is the modest rate the United States has been sup-
porting, $35. So if you made that move, I doubt that it would have
much effect on the trading of gold. I do think it is something that
ought to be studied in the entire context.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I understood the President feels that there is:
no longer any significant relation of gold to the dollar. He is cutting it
loose from gold. He has already said he would not redeem gold certi-
ficates because I suppose under ontract, we no longer openly buy gold!
at $35.
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Mr. GULLANDER. If you eliminated gold from the entire monetary
system throughout the world, then gold would be like lead or iron or
nickel, you would find the price of gold would go down pretty low.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Is that not what the President said, really?
Mr. GULLANDER. Perhaps, but it is still hanging out there.
Senator FULBRIGHT. All of this is still hangimg out there.
Mr. GuLLANDER. Again I say, I do not know -what the monetary sys-

tem of the world will 'be, but I say nobody knows but by negotiation
and study; we have to find the best system we can.

'Senator FULBRIGHT. I just ask that because I happened to see it in
the paper a moment ago, and I wanted your reaction.

Mr. GULLANDER. I am glad, Senator, it was not about the ball team
going to Texas. I am glad you did not ask me about that one.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, I did not think you were responsible for
that. I think the reason it went to Texas is because it is such a poor
team it did not draw any attendance here.

One or two other things. You recommend, I notice, the repeal of the
excise tax on automobiles. This has always interested me. Do you think
the reason foreign automobiles have gained such a following in this
country is simply a matter of price?

Mr. GIuLLANDER. I do not think you can divorce any purchasing de-
cision from price. It is not just price, of course.

'Senator FULBRIGHT. Is it primarily price?
Mr. GULLANDER. I would say so.
Senator FuLBRIGHT. This is a very debatable point. I wondered

about this, because I rather think it is a matter of quality. Not only
quality as such for the same size; rather 'it is quality of design. I think
the small automobile in our urban civilization has a great appeal, and
our domestic manufacturers have refused really to try to make a good
small automobile comparable to the Volkswagen, which is the big
seller. I do not know whether you call this price or not. I think it is
design, design for a big city, design for the conditions which we have.

I never understood why 'our automobile manufacturers have refused
to make a really competitive car to the Volkswagen. Why is that? You
are in business. Why have they refused to do that?

Mr. GULLANDER. There are better witnesses to answer that question
than I, Senator.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, you are in the NAM.
Mr. GULLANDER. I will make the observation as an automobile driver

that I have never owned a small automobile. That is a question of per-
sonal choice. I have never owned an imported car, and that was before
I was President of the NAM, when I would have been free to do so.

I think you have to recognize today that the American manu-
facturers are producing small cars for the American people. But also,
there is a question of cost. The number of dollars you have to play
with in producing a car when you build a small one is rather limited.
With the higher labor costs we have in the United States, this is
something that the manufacturers here up to now have had to com-
pete with overseas-up to now.

I also think the manufacturers of American automobiles are prob-
ably some of the most skilled people in measuring the marketplace.
They are so exposed, because all of us see if there is a failure in the
automobile market. We all see it. It is a subject of conversation, it is
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on the road, you can see the sales figures. There are many products
that American manufacturers make and foreign manufacturers make
that are not successful in the auto marketplace. So the auto is some-
thing, a vehicle that is exposed to a great deal of judgment of the
people. They do not apply that judgment elsewhere.

I think you are seeing today the necessity of importing foreign com-
ponents from England to make the small automobile because they
cannot meet the price otherwise. I think there are a lot of big factors.
Labor costs in Europe have been much lower than in the United States.
The technology of manufacturing has improved tremendously and
dramatically in Europe, and in Japan, where quality is very high com-
pared to what Japanese quality used to be.

So you come down to high skills, good management, and low labor
costs.

Senator FmULBRTcuT. Let me move on to another point. I notice you
also approve of the 10-percent surcharge. I come from an exporting
State. I mean in the view of the national economy vou may not consider
it significant, but we exported in fiscal year 19t1 over $300 million
worth of soybeans, rice, cotton, and other commodities. We are, as you
know, underdeveloped in a manufacturing sense. We have relatively
small industry, and people in my State are very worried that this will
cause our principal purchaser, Japan, to look elsewhere for their azri-
cultural commodities. Once you lose these markets, you lose them. You
know as well as I do it is very difficult to regain them. They are worried
that the surcharge will induce Japan to look to Brazil or Russia or
anvwhere else for their soybeans and cotton and rice. It would he a
very serious blow to them.

Arkansans feel that the automobile industry is being given this
very special consideration and they are being kicked in the teeth if
this surcharge stands up.

What do you say to that?
Mr. GmLIANDI-r. You are referring to the 7-percent excise tax being

eliminated?
Senator FULBRIGHT. That as well as the 10-percent surcharge.
Mr. GULLANDER. I would say in two respects. One is that the auto-

mobile industry has been penalized all these years with a 7-percent
tax that the soybean grower was not penalized with. So we now put
them on the same basis as far as the excise tax is concerned.

The 10 percent I agree is an action taken by the President. taken
with great wisdom, in order to have a vehicle of power to deal with
our foreign competitors, because we have been the good boys in the
international business. We have not built up the nontariff barriers
that many of our friends overseas have done. We have not had invisible
restrictions against imports. Thev have had tax structures which are
an advanta.re to the exporter whieh we do not have, because we have
income taxes rather than value added taxes. All these things have been
in the favor of the foreign manufacturer.

The President has finally used this as a device, as I understand it,
to have power to negot-ate and get rid of some of the. nontariff barriers
and some of the other barriers under which we have all suffered. In the
process-he has to do it for the Nation as a whole-there is no ques-
tion that some in agriculture are being hurt. But this is only a tem-
porary situation. It is only a vehicle for bargaining and once the issue
is laid on the table and settled, the 10 percent will go away.
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Senator FuLBRImIIT. You mentioned tariffs and that we have been
good boys, which prompts one other question. What do you consider-
to be the No. 1 reason that has brought about this rather unusual and,
I think, dangerous deterioration of our economy, the principal char-
acteristics of which are excessive inflation and excessive unemploy-
ment? Both of them together are very bad indeed. What would you
say, looking back on the last 20 years, is the No. 1 reason for this?

Mr. GULLANDER. Our fiscal and monetary policies. Bear in mind, this.
initiates-when you have fiscal and monetary policies which are in-
flationary, then you get what I referred to earlier as a sort of flywheel
effect because in inflation, the dollar doesn't buy as much and labor,
of course, asks for more money. When labor asks for more money, the
employer has only one source of funds; that is in the price he gets for
his product. Then you have an increase in wages, an increase in prices.
This flywheel effect has a-I think that is why we are sitting here
today with our problem of balancing our economy and inadequate
employment.

Senator FUrLBMrGHT. Is it not tenable to say that the deficit and the
fiscal and monetary policy are the symptoms of something much deeper-
and more serious than that? Can you trace back any reason why we
have had this enormous deficit and from which grew the fiscal and'
monetary policy? Can we go a little one-step further as to the cause?

Mr. GULLANDER. Yes, Senator, I think it 'is 'because the American
people somehow have developed 'a habit of demanding from you gen-
bleman in Congress that Government do more and more for them,.
render more services, and not be willing to pay the taxes they cost.
They want to go to the store and get the product, but they do not want:
to make a downpayiment. So if the American people would recognize
that the things they ask from Government are going to have to be
paid for by themselves and use restraint in asking you for services
and the things they want and we have a balanced budget, then you
would not be faced With this situation.

Maybe we 'have to call on Congress to be very forthright with their
'constituencies, to point out if you want all these things, you are either
going to have to pay for them or we are going to have inflation. Be-
cause there is nothing magic in the world.

Senator FULBRIGHT. My impression, coming from, as I say, a State
which is not quite the same as New York and Massachusetts, was
different. The American people, certainly the people of my State,
'have been deprived of things which they 'are entitled 'to, such as assist-
ance in sewer and water projects, urban renewal projects, housing
assistance, and school system assistance. There has been a great neglect
of such needs. Could I suggest to you 'that we have spent, according
to the Library of Congress, about $200 billion on the war in Vietnam ?
I would suggest this might have had something to do with this deficit
from which these monetary 'and fiscal policies grew, because the then
Government was afraid to confront the American people with the
magnitude of the tragic mistake which it had made. It was trying to-
pretend it could fight a war and maintain a military machine and at
the same time render its duties to the people 'here. That was absolutely
false.

You do not think it has had any effect on this situation?
Mir. GULLANDER. Any time we have had a war, at least in this cen-

tury, we have had deficits and they are always inflationary. Noow, I
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-am not speaking of the merits one way or the other of the war. I am
just saying this is a fact of life. If we are unwilling to tax the people
sufficienitly to pay the going costs of the war, you are going to end
up with an inflationary effect. When I say the American people de-
mand things, I suppose they did not stand up and demand a, Korean
-war or a Vietnam war. But with that being thrust upon them one
way or another, either by event or circumstances, whatever it may
be, we still demanded all the butter from Government.

So regardless of the cost-let me put it in very homey faslhion. A
family of seven has to live within its income or it is faced with disaster.
A family of 220 million has to live within its income or there is going
to be disaster. I do not think there is any difference. I think the
principles are the same, whether for a family of seven or 220 million.
Whether that came from Government or military spending, the effect
is the same.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I think if we are going to cure it, we have to
identify what the cost is. They are asking for $80 billion for the
military this year. Taking the last 10 years, I expect it has totaled
-about $800 billion. These figures get so 'astronomical that I hesitate
to use them. But we have spent on military affairs since World War
II, I think, about $1,500 billion. I do not think you can take that out
*of any economy.

Also, I happen to believe that much of this was on a misguided
'obsession with an ideological concept that we did not understand. I
think it is high time we began to focus on it, at least to try to under-
stand what is the real reason for it. It is nothing comparable to the
waste of the amount of money that we put into military affairs. It is
true it gives temporary employment, but there is nothing left with
which you build the things that your family wants and our economy
is based upon.

I think this is the real reason. If I am wrong. of course, I am just
wrong, but if I am right, the -business community ought to help the
'Government educate itself as to the proper policies in this field and
the proper attitudes which have brought this about.

Mr. GULLANDER. Senator, I accept that. The business community
does have a responsibility for voicing their views on those subjects
'as well. I might say that this is a great country and we cannot make
up all our decisions because we are influenced in part by what other
nations do or what we think they are doing. It is much more difficult
to look forward to say, this is what -we need to have because there is
a U.S.S.R. threat, whatever the threat may be, compared to looking
back and saying, -well, I guess we did not really need this. I have some
sympathy for the people who 'have to make this kind of decision.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I think it is very important because if you and
people with the influence that you have insist on saying, well, the
trouble is simply that people want too many schools and water systems
'and pure air and pure water and say nothing about the outrageous
extravagance of the Military Establishment, then we will never be able
to change it in the Congress. The chairman of this committee has made
effort after effort-he has made to my view an absolutely unanswerable
case in so many cases. But he has not had the votes except in one case,
the SST. Some of these other cases are just as strong, in my opinion, so
far as the public interest goes. But you see, people do not like to focus
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on this. They do not like to take the responsibility of even looking into
the question of whether or not China is a great and aggressive nation
about to threaten Southeast Asia and California.

Only a few years ago, the then administration-not this one-was
saying, if we do not stop them in Vietnam, they will be in California.
This is such an absurd idea now as we look back on it; even the Presi-
dent is going to Peking. But we labored under that misconception.

All I am suggesting is that I think it is very important to pinpoint
the reason why we have inflation and unemployment at the same time,
this extreme distortion of our economy. I think it is misleading to not
ever mention that the biggest single drain upon our resources in the
past 15 years has been military expenditures. And in my opinion, much
of that because of the illusion or a delusion of the then advisers and the
President. That does not go for the just present administration. I am
speaking of 15,20 years ago.

Now, I am not saying this to blame them but to correct it and to take
the proper measures under the very program we are talking about. It
seems to me it is important to keep this in mind and as a part of the
second phase of the economic game plan bring about a reduction in
some of these more extravagant things like the Sanguine project in
your State of Wisconsin. I have never heard of a more absurd proposal
than that. They intend to lay out 6,400 acres with electric cables. They
have not the vaguest idea whether it will work or not. But people go
along with it because it is tied in with the military.

I think you have to live up to this. People say, well, it is the respon-
sibility of the President. This is the No. 1 drain. If you cannot cure
that, we will continue to have this fiscal and monetary problem.

Mr. GULrANDER. Senator, it is really a question of priorities. We have
to learn to pick our priorities. We can afford so much. The military
requires x amount and there is only so much left for others.

Senator FULBRIGHT. But nobody questions the military. What you
and everybody else says is whatever the military wants, that is it. No-
body wants to question it except the chairman of this committee and
a few Senators.

Mr. GuLLANDER. Your problem is the information on which they
base their judgments is not available to the general public.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Oh, yes; it is. That is an illusion that the ad-
ministration puts out. That is not true. Most of this information is
just as public as it can be. That real problem is they do not want to
take the trouble to examine it because it requires some responsibility.
It is not all secret.

The chairman of this committee has put this on the record. Nobody
bothered to read it. It is not very thrilling. But I do not agree at all
that it is not available. There is not any great secret about it. The only
secrets are the plans as to whether or not they will bomb North Viet-
nam as of yesterday.

The secrets that they do keep in the recesses of the Pentagon and
will not give the Congress, of course, are their plans on how much
they are going to spend on foreign aid.

Mr. GuLLNDRm. Senator, I am really only saying I am not com-
petent, of course.

Senator FuLBRIGHIT. I think you are competent if you will bother to
do it. You are just as competent to do that as the others.
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Mr. GULLANDER. Not to judge what Russia is doing. The only reason
we are doing anything is to counteract somebody else. The people who
have data and information such as it is with respect to the potential
adversary are the ones who have to make the judgment. It is unfor-
tunate, but I cannot judge Russia's threat to us or China's threat to us.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I do not know why you cannot judge that. They
are human beings just as we are. You can judge it if you want to try.
But everybody takes the attitude that that is some mystery for which
Mr. Rostow or Mr. Kissinger have the responsibility. I think this is
a very dangerous attitude and one that has got us in this trouble.

Everybody said that about Dean Rusk and Walt Rostow. They
know best. But they did not know best. They had every cable that was
written; the trouble is that their judgment was wrong. They did not
read the cables and interpret them properly.

It is no secret. You have just as good judgment as anybody.
Mr. GULLANDER. Maybe when I am Secretary of State, I will do

the best I can.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I just wanted to ask you about these things.

You hesitated to even mention the war as contributing anything to our
problem. Now, you ought to know that that is not really quite right.
You know it has been a major contributor.

Mr. G-hLLANDER. Of course it has.
Senator FULBRIGHT. But you did not volunteer that. I was just ask-

ing to see if you would. But you are not the only businessman who
seems to think this is beyond their responsibility. The main point I
am trying to make that it is not, and to plead with you and your
colleagues not to take this -attitude that you are no competent to judge
and that you do not know enough. You do know enough. And you can
have a lot of effect upon members of this body.

The real trouble with what has happened! here is that we have not
gotten the votes. Nearly every time on these issues we lack about six
or eight votes and a lot of those people could be influenced by the busi-
ness community. And I plead with you to take this seriously in these
efforts to restore a sound basis to your economy. It will never be really
restored if we are going to continue to waste our money on these fan-
tastic weapons systems and these delusions of grandeur.

The British found it out, the French found it out. All kinds of things
that you are familiar with would indicate that the United States can't
afford to police the world and to have 380 bases abroad to keep people
in Germany and elsewhere indefinitely. You know as a businessman the
limits of what you can afford.

This is what I mean. You have just as good judgment as anyone else
if you take the trouble to look into it. We cannot afford it and it is
very clear we cannot afford it. But we are having trouble getting
enough votes to cut back. That is as simple as it is. There is no mystery
-about it if you will take the trouble to read the material that is put
into the record time and again.

Well, I did not mean to lecture you, but you are a leading business-
man, the leading businessman in your position, and the business com-
-munity ought to take more interest in this, in their own interest.

I know what you are interested in. I think to ignore this, you are
-dealing with the symptom and not the basic causes. You deal only with
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fiscal and monetary policy and have nothing to do with curtailing in
areas that are not productive.

Mr. GULLANDER. Of course, that is a part of fiscal policy. As you
have already said, that is the biggest element.

Senator FULBRIGHT. The biggest element contributing to the deficit
has been the militarv.

I am sorry, Mr. Ohairman. I do not often have an opportunity to
talk to the President of the NAM, especially under conditions where
he has to listen.

Chairman PROXMIRE. To get back to the phase 2 operation, you say
in your statement, "we wouldl urge, however, strongly against making
this board"-that is, the price stabilization board-"a combination of
persons each of whom is designated to represent a particular interest
group." Then you have some indications of why you take this position.
It seems to me we ought to have some sort of opportunity for organized
labor as such, organized business as such to give their viewpoint on
this if it is going to be effective.

Now, it may be that the board that does the administration should
be a government board. But there ought to be some vehicle for the labor
group and the business group to be constantly aware of what is going
on, to make their contributions, their criticisms, their suggestions, to
stay on top of this thing. I find that missing in your proposal.

Mr. GULLANDER. Our proposal here, in effect, says that the people
serving on this advisory board should come from various walks of life.
And we are saying labor, we are saying management, we are saying
:agriculture, we are saying perhaps academic. But there should be peo-
ple who do not come representing just labor. It should not be me rep-
resenting just the management of industry. It should not be one man
just talking about agriculture. They should be people of broad experi-
ence who have only one thing in mind and that is what is the best
thing for getting this job done and not come as advocates for particular
groups as such. They do not have contact with everybody else.

Chairman PROXMNE. I understand your reasoning behind it. You
made a good statement in that connection. But we have problems here.
'We have labor unions with great power and great authority, as you
know very well. We have business groups that have a lot of influence,
too. We would like to get their cooperation. One way of getting their
cooperation is to give them responsibility for working this out. Mr.
3Meany seems very definite and determined about this.

Mr. GULLANDER. That is an understatement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That does not mean that we have to do it, but it

means something that I think we ought to consider.
Why would it necessarily be less desirable if we can get a good end

result to get labor and management both right in on it, negotiating,
working, knowing their problems as only they do directly, and in a
position therefore to influence their constituencies, to accept the deci-
sion that is arrived at?

Mr. GULLANDER. I think they should be people interested in the gen-
eral welfare, not just their constituencies.

Chairman PROXTUIRE. I think you know that both labor and manage-
ment are not just interested in their own well-being. They are both
interested in the public welfare.
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Mr. GULLANDER. They should be identified as such, that that is their
responsibility. You should not have a man from the union who, when
he comes in, his prime and only responsibility is to look after his mem-
bership, his responsibility at the union. He should be responsible to
the people as a whole.

Chairman PROX}IIRE. The man we had up here on Monday, Leonard
Woodcock, a labor leader, is certainly not that kind of man. He is
interested in the public interest. He sees it from a different view.

Mr. GULLANDER. He has a political job. He is president of the union.
He is not going to be president of that union unless his whole stance is
to get everything he can possibly get.

Chairman PROXMIRE. His union, for example, would gain directly
from going ahead with the SST. Yet, he had the courage to take a dif-
ferent position on that because he thought it was against the public
interest.

Mr. GuLLANDER. I am not saying he would not be a good appoint-
ment. My point is he should not come in only as a union leader to come
in and speak for the union only. The objectivity of the members of
this board should be such that the give and take should be for getting
the job done.

Chairman PROXM1RE. Let me get on with the questions. You propose
an investment credit of 10 percent being made permanent and not go
down to 5 percent as I understand the present proposal is.

Mr. Gu-LLANDER. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You also propose that the ADR-accelerated

depreciation rules, be continued ?
Mr. GIuLLANDER. That is right.
Chairman Pi£OXMIRE. I agree with you we ought to have a permanent

investment credit. I have 'always felt we need it for long-term efficiency
and holding down our prices and encouraging productivity in our
system. But it seems to me it is redundant to, in addition to that, have
accelerated depreication and I do not think it is practical to expect to
persuade the Congress to go along with both of them. Maybe they will,
but I just wonder if maybe you should not either reduce or eliminate
the accelerated depreciation, which has not been very effective in pro-
moting the sale of equipment.

It has not helped the machine tool industry very much since it has
been in effect.

Mr. GULLANDER. It is part of the question where the machine tool
industry would be today if it had not been in effect.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Maybe, but it has been in sad shape up until
recently.

Mr. GULLANDER. One of the questions we are concerned with is
generating capital. If vou cannot generate capital, you are not going to
promote efficiency. If you have that, you can generate the creation of
capital.

You must recognize the ADR is just a question of timing. You pay
the same amount of taxes. You get to more depreciation than you
would otherwise. You maybe get it earlier.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is not quite the case. What you get is an
interest free loan, in effect.

Mr. GULLANDER. Well, maybe that is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And that interest free loan is very, very valu-

able.
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Mr. GuLLANDER. And there is certainly a question, would we get
more depreciation the other way. You are absolutely correct, it is
interest free money and it is valuable because you get your money ear-
lier than the normal system.

Again, the whole premise is this generates capital which can be
used to replace inefficient equipment and to expand the facilities. Ex-
pand the facilities, and of course, you are increasing jobs again.

Of the two, there is no question in my mind that the investment
credit is a more desirable tool long term. If we had to lose one, we
should lose the ADR, not the investment credit.

Chairman PROxMIRE. The investment credit is more stimulative, as
well as sounder.

Now, you go on to dispute some of the tax actions that have been
recommended and say thety vould -be a partial reversal of the enormous
transfer of tax burdens from individuals to business which occurred as
a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Can you give me just a brief
supporting documentation of that charge? I think that would surprise
a lot of people who argue that this is a Christmas tree to some extent
and that there is just about as much in the way of benefits to business
and other groups as there was additional taxes.

MIr. GaLLANDER. Well, the figures are that for a normal year, as cal-
culated, the business taxes increased about $S billion and nonbusiness
taxes went down about $11 billion. So there is a difference of about $19
billion if you want to put the negative in that context.

Chairman PRoxIirzn. For the record, will you give me your arith-
metic on that? I am not going to ask you to do it now, but for the
record?

Mir. GULLANDER. Sure.
Chairman PRox3iIRE. I have not seen that kind of charge made be-

fore. It would be very helpful to have it because you are the first wit-
ness w e have had who made that contention.

Mr. GULLANDER. I added something new.
(The data referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF MIR. GULLANDER ON- TRANSFER OF TAX BURDENS

EFFECTS ONTAX LIABILITIES OF TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969-ULTIMATE REVENUE IMPACT, WHEN ALL
MEASURES BECOME FULLY EFFECTIVE

[in billions]

At 1969 1 At 1971
levels of levels of I

GNP GNP

Tax "reform" provisions - +$3. 3 $3.7
Repeal of investment credit - +3.3 3.7

Total -+6.6 +7.4
Income tax "relief" provisions -- 9.1 -10.3

Neteffect -- 2.5 -2.9

X Figures from "General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1969." Prepared by staff of theJointCommittee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, Dec. 3, 1970, table 1.

2 Estimated as increasing between 1969 and 1971, in proportion to growth in GNP (assuming $1,050,000,000,000 GNP
for 1971).

a Includes effects of: limitations on multiple corporations, percentage depletion, capital gains, depreciation on used
property, and other provisions affecting mainly business-type incomes.

Includes effects of low-income allowance, increase in standard deduction increase in exemption, maximum rate on
earned income, and other provision. affecting mainly non-business-type in-omes.
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As indicated in the above table, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 increased the tax
burden on business by an amount which (at present levels of economic activity)
comes to $7.4 billion. Tax relief provisions reduced the tax burden of individuals
(mainly in the low income brackets) by $10.3 billion. The main thrust of the Act
was to transfer a huge part of the tax burden of individuals on to business.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, then, you go on to argue in your state-
ment that we should not erode our revenue structure, -we should not
be in a position of reducing taxes in such a way that we cannot meet
our obligations.

I would agree wholeheartedly. But this is why it seems to me that
we ought to aim as much as we can at taxes which would have a
temporary effect on our revenue. What I am talking about is that
the President's proposal to provide for individual income tax relief,
providing the 1973 cut would come in 1972, it seems to me it does not
erode our structure in the long run. We would get that anyway.

Mr. GULLANDER. Not long run. In the year in which it takes effect,
of course, you have reduced your revenue and increased your deficit.
It is right now that we are trying to do something about inflation
and deficit.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, now, wait a minute. This year, we need
a stimulus for the economy. We need jobs. We need people with more
money in their pockets to go out and spend it. Is that not true?

Mr. GULLANDER. Right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. If you make this kind of personal income tax

reduction, people have more money to spend. This is not inflationary
provided you do not do it to such an enormous extent that you put
pressure on resources. You have a $70 billion gap, demand gap, be-
tween what we would have if we had 4 percent unemployment and
what we have now with 6.1 percent. The President's whole program,
according to his prime economic advocate, Mr. McCracken, would only
increase GNP by $15 billion and it only goes 20 percent toward filling
that gap. It still leaves an immense amount of underutilized resources,
heavy unemployment, of course.

Mr. GULLANDER. This is on the principle that spending money is
the thing that does it rather than investment credit.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Not rather than, we have to have both. I agree
with you on the investment credit. But it seems to me in addition to
that, you have to have some sort of demand on the part of consumers.

Mr. GuLLANDER. If you can reduce your Government spending
sufficiently so you can give a reduction in the individual income taxes,
you accomplish two things. One, you would stimulate greater spending
because there would be more money, but you would not be doing it at
the expense of a greater deficit. But as it is, the President has not
proposed reducing expenditures sufficiently to cover any further re-
duction in individual taxes.

Chairman PROXMITRE. That is attractive. But Mr. Samuelson, who
will be here tomorrow, one of the ablest economists in the world, argued
at least initially that you end up with zero effect on the economy. If
you add $5 billion tax relief for individuals and then take $5 billion
from Government spending, the overall effect is nothing, in his view.

Mr. GULLANDER. In his view, and everybody does not agree with Mr.
Samuelson.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. WIell, Why is that wvrong?
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Mr. GUYLLANDER. In the first place, you are reducing taxes without
reducing Government spending. In the first place, you increase your
deficit, which is without question inflationaryv, riht lt2

'Chairman PROXMIMn.. Well, it depends on the timing. It is certainly
inflationary in a time when you have a shortage of goods, when you
have excess demand. It would definitely be intlationary. But we hiad
huge deficits in the 1930's that were not inflationary. Prices dropped.
It depends on the circumstances.

Mr. GULLANDER. I would like to suggest that you have two eminent
economists appear tomorrow and I suggest that you listen to the other
one, too.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We certainly will. But I do think that there
are circumstances in which some degree of stimulus for the economy
for fiscal policy, giving consumers more to spend makes sense when
you have a shortage of demand and are operating below capacity. It
seems to me not to stimulate it at all is like using a sponge

Mr. GULLANDER. The better way to stimulate it is to create an atmos-
phere in which industry can reduce its costs and its prices and in that
way you get much more goods-

Chairman PROXMIRE. A better way for industry to reduce its prices
is to get a larger volume. Then their unit costs would tend to go down.

Mr. GULLANDER. What you need. then, really to get back to the
fundamentals, you need Americans to work harder and produce more,
either through better tools or better effort. This applies to everybody.
Perhaps one of the biggest factors, and I did not say that to Senator
Fulbrighlt when he asked me, is that we have not been working hard
enough. The dollars only reflect what we are doing with our hands and
our minds when we are creating greater goods and greater services.

Chairman PROXmIRE. I want to thank you, sir. I guess that takes
care of it. I want to thank you for a most competent job. You have
been very responsive and you have been on the firing line from Sena-
tor Javits, Senator Fulbright, and myself. I think you have provided
us with most useful testimony, given much better balance to our record
than we would have had, certainly, without you. We are most grateful.

You have those questions that we asked you to respond to for the
record. If you could give that information, perhaps when you correct
your transcript, that will be made available to you for correcting your
remarks.

Mr. GULLANDER. Fine.
Chairman PRoxm=RE. If, at the same time, you could provide those

ansswers, that would be helpful.
Mr. GuILLANDER. Fine.
Chairman PmioxMmip. Thank you very much.
Tomorrow we end up with a bout with Prof. Milton Friedman and

Prof. Paul Samuelson, the battle of the century. That will be at 10
o'clock in the morning in this room.

Mr. GULLANDFmR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the committee adjourned until 10 a.m.,

Thursday, September 23, 1971.)
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcONoMIc COmMITrEE,
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The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room G-308,

New Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Present: SjenatorsProxmire and Javits; and Representatives Reuss
and Conable.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F. 'Mc-
Hugh, senior economist; John R. Karlik, Richard F. Kaufman, and
Courtenay M. Slater, economists; Lucy A. Falcone and Jerry Jasinow-
ski, research economists; George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority coun-
sel; and Walter B. Laessig and Leslie J. Bander, economists for the
minority.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will come to order.
Other members will come shortly, but I think we should get

underway.
Today we conclude our current session of hearings on the Presi-

dent's new economic program. These hearings, -which began on August
19, just 4 days following the President's announcement, have covered
15 days of testimony by administration witnesses, leading economists,
and former Government officials, business and labor experts, constitu-
tional lawyers, and representatives of consumer interests.

I cannot think of a more fitting climax for these Joint Economic
Committee hearings than to have the two distinguished witnesses we
have today. We hear today from two world-renowned economists who
have a long record of helping Presidents and the Congress formulate
sound economic policy: Professors Milton Friedman and Paul
Samuelson.

These gentlemen do not always see eye to eye on matters of economic
policy. as I believe will be made clear this morning. However, it is
vitally important that at this point of time-which may well be a
turning point in economic history-that we listen to the thoughtful
advice of these two objective and distinguished scholars.

I shall not attempt to characterize their economic philosophies; they
are far better able to do so themselves. I might say, Professor Fried-
man, virtually all the economists who have testified before the com-
mittee have supported the thrust of the President's NEP. I under-
stand that while you support some of the measures taken, or believed
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to be contemplated for phase 2, you are in deep disagreement with
the general approach, particularly the wage-price policies and the
import surcharge. We are looking forward to hearing your views on
these and related matters.

I guess we had best do this on an alphabetical basis, so Professor
Friedman, you start off.

STATEMENT OF MILTON FRIEDMAN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Thank you, Senator Proxmire. It is a great honor to
be testifying before this committee on this set of issues. I have a brief
statement, and I shall read it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The entire statement will be printed in the
record.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PRoxmIrm. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Before Professor Friedman starts, I should like to

make it very bipartisan and join the Chair in welcoming these two
very distinguished economists and just make one other observation:
I think more and more we are beginning to realize that not all the
wisdom in life resides in Government or those who work in Govern-
ment. Men like both of you are having a profound effect on our life
and times, though you have no official status.

Similarly, I might add, I think the public is becoming enlightened
to the fact that there are few Proxmires around, and that we are not
just all vote comptometers and wooden Indians in Government.

I am very grateful to you both for being here.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Thank you, Senator Javits. I think, and we all

hope, that economics is a scientific matter and not a partisan matter.
The President's talk on August 15
Chairman PROXMIRE. I might just interrupt for a minute to say I

think you gentlemen are both here as officials of the Government in
a sense. You are here officially to advise the Federal Reserve Board, is
that correct?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I am not involved today. I have in the past advised
the Federal Reserve Board, but I have a, conflicting engagement today.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Oh, then I misunderstood, or we were mis-
informed.

Mr. Samuelson, how about you?
Mr. SAMUELSON. No; I leave my plow occasionally as an academic

consultant to the Federal Reserve and my duties in that regard. But
it is true that I do advise the Federal Reserve.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. It is true that we are both advisers to the Federal
Reserve Board, Senator, but I speak today entirely as an individual,
as always, not for any official body.

The President's talk on August 15 involved two sets of measures:
Those directed at international monetary relations, and those directed
at domestic problems of inflation and unemployment.

Of the international measures, closing the window on gold is highly
desirable and long overdue. The 10 percent surcharge is a power-
ful instrument for promoting desirable changes in the international
monetary structure, but will harm us and the rest of the world if it
is retained for long.
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Of the domestic measures, I ap)plaud the President for the proposedreductions in Government spending and taxes. The Government is nowtoo big. It is urgent that we cut it down to size. On the other hand, Istrongly oppose the wage-price freeze and the more limited controlof wsages and prices that will doubtless succeed the freeze. These arepurely cosmetic measures that do not affect the basic sources of infla-tion. Those basic sources are government monetary and fiscal policy.Insofar as wage and price controls have any effect, they distort theeconomic structure and do harm. Insofar as they are evaded, theydo little economic harm but they add yet another mite to the weaken-ing in the respect for law that is at the bottom of some of our socialproblems. The wage and price controls will ultimately collapse, Ieav-ing us still to deal with the real problems of inflation. The way to afree market is to keep it free, not first hobble it and then release thehobbles. Moreover, contrary to widely held views, I believe that ahealthy economic expansion was underway before the freeze and
that real, if slow, progress was being made against inflation. A radical
change in policy was not required. I have attached for the record two
N~ewvswveek articles expanding more fully on these points.'

The rest of this formal statement deals entirely with the interna-tional area, where the immediate opportunities and dangers seem tome particularly great. The President's bold actions have dramatically
widened the range of possibilities. It is urgent that we use the op-portunity to promote a structure of international monetary arrange-ments that will not only resolve the present difficulties but also willpro vide flexibility and adaptability over the long run.

I propose to discuss these questions under four headings: First, ageneral review of the effects and likely consequences of the President'sactions; second, the price of gold; third, the balance-of-payments
deficit; and finally, conclusions about U.S. policy.

The closing of the gold window is the final step in a process thatbegan on March 6, 1933, when President Roosevelt ended the internalconvertibility of gold. This step is long overdue. I urged that it betaken in testimony before this committee nearly 8 years ago. Again, inearly 1968, I said, in testifying before the Senate Committee on Bank-ing and Currency:
We should today-as we should have yesterday and a year ago and 10 yearsago and -in 1934-announce that the United States will no longer buy or sell goldat any fixed price.... We should simultaneously remove all legal restrictions ontransactions by U.S. citizens in gold. We should let the price of gold be a freemarket price, not a pegged price. That would have no adverse economic effects-domestically or internationally. And it would take back the loaded guns we havehanded to foreign holders of dollars.
If I may summarize to you briefly what I have said in the rest ofthis particular section, it is that the President's action gave a formalsignal that the Bretton Woods system is dead, that it will no longer berevived. This opens the opportunity for a more meaningful develop-

ment in world monetary relations.
The Central Bankers, the officials of the IMF and the other inter-national groups still think they can put Humpty Dumpty together

again. They still think they can return to a system like the BrettonWoods system. I think that is impossible. I think international sys-
1 See articles on pp. 704 and 705, respectfully.
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tems grow out of real economic forces and cannot be invented, that.
basic economic forces are stronger than the Central Bankers or the in-
ternational monetary officials. This is demonstrated internationally by
the fact that as of today, four major currencies of the world are float-
ing, a result that no central banker or no monetary official would have
either predicted or desired. But it reflects the basic economic forces.

Those forces have produced a situation in which world is on a dollar
standard. I do not like that fact; I would prefer that it not 'be. But like
it or not, there is no blinking it.

The crucial thing is that now we are in this process of change, what
form will it take? While I heave long 'believed that the best system is
one in which 'the currencies of major countries are floating vis-a-vis
one another, I doubt very much that that will occur. I think the myth
that confuses rigidity and stability, the myth that believes that rigid
exchange rates are also stable rates, although much dented by the
experience of the past decade is still strong and that central bankers
will seek again to peg exchange rates.

However, I do not believe that they will any longer be as stubborn
about it as they have been in recent years. I cannot believe that either
Germany or Japan will once again pay $500 million for the dubious
advantage of postponing the floating of their currencies by 2 weeks.
It is a very high price for a very small return and next time if they
repeg and get into a crisis, they will float in 2 hours, not 2 days or 2
weeks.

Therefore, I envision a situation in which at any point in time most
currencies will have pegged rates, and some will be floating. However,
which currencies will be pegged and which will be floating will vary
from time to time.

Such a system would not be the ideal but it would be a great im-
provement on the system that developed out of Bretton Woods.

With this background, let me turn to the more immediate policy
problems of the United States in the international area. What options
are open to us, and how can we contribute to the most desirable re-
structuring of the international system? The great danger here, I be-
lieve, is the tendency to confuse false problems with real problems,
particularly in two areas: the price of gold and the balance of pay-
ments.

The price of gold is the less important but also simpler problem, so
I shall deal with it first. Many other governments would like the
United States to raise the official price of gold, even though we con-
tinued neither to buy nor to sell gold. Such an action would be entirely
symbolic. It would be a purely bookkeeping measure that need have no
technical effects whatsoever. It need not change any exchange rates,
since other governments that wished to keep the same exchange rate
with the dollar yet continue the fiction that exchange rates are deter-
mined by the official prices assigned to gold, could raise their official
gold price pari passu with the United States. It would not extend in
any way the range of exchange rate structures available to the world.
Why then do other nations wish such a change?

One argument is that a United States rise in the price of gold, by
say 10 percent, would change all exchange rates vis-a-vis the dollar by
10 percent but leave them the same vis-a-vis one another; that this
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same result could be accomplished by all other countries appreciating
their currency by 10 percent; but that it is easier to have the United
States alone move than to require all other countries to do so. This argu-
ment has much appeal at first glance, but dissolves if examined more
deeply. The fact is that other countries have not had fixed buying and
selling prices for gold; they have had fixed buying and selling prices
for their currencies expressed in terms of dollars. In order for all of
them to appreciate 10 percent vis-a-vis the dollar, each of them would
still have to change its announced buying and selling prices for the
dollar by 10 percent. And each would be free not to do so.

The basic reason other countries want the change, I believe, is for
window-dressing pure and simple-to be able to say to their people
and politicians, who cannot be expected to understand the intricacies
of high international finance, that they are still on a gold standard
and that, by raising the price of gold, the United States has not only
done its share to solve the common problem, but also has admitted
"mea culpa."

It would cost the United States absolutely nothing in any tech-
nical sense to go through the charade of raising the price of gold so
long as we kept the gold window closed. It makes no difference at all
if we do not buy gofd at $35 an ounce, or if we do not buy it at $38,
or if we do not sell it at $35 or do not sell it at $38.

Other countries would welcome our raising the official price of gold.
We can make them happy at no cost to us. It is tempting to say that we
should do so. Yet I do not believe we should. The reason is that it will
only prolong illusion. We refrained from closing the gold window
some years ago on such grounds. The only effect was to postpone the
denouncement. Similarly now, it seems to me far healthier for all of
us to face up to the real problem and not confuse the issue by arith-
metic conjuring tricks designed only to save face.

I turn to the question of balance of paynments. As a free trader, I dis-
like greatly the 10 percent import surcharge. Yet I have much sym-
pathy with President Nixon's action in imposing it. Given the tech-
nical international financial situation, it was almost thte only way in
which the United States could get any bargaining power over other
countries. The crucial question is, what should that bargaining power
be used for? In my opinion, it should be used to dismantle barriers to
international trade and to foster a flexible international monetary
structure that will keep future crises from arising. I believe that it is a
major mistake to use it to produce any particular change in our balance
of payments deficit.

Given that the gold window is closed and the U.S. dollar floating, at
least as far as the United States is concerned, the United States has
and can have no balance-of-payments problem. Foreigners may ac-
cumulate dollars, and they may be recorded in our statistics as a deficit,
but that raises no technical problem for us. The holders of the dollars
can use them to buy goods or services or securities in the United States,
or they can continue to hold them, but there is nothing that they can
do that will raise difficulties for the United States. Balance-of-pay-
ments problems in the technical sense are a reflection of price-fixing,
and of nothing else, and so long as the United States does not engage
in trying to fix the price of either the dollar or gold, it cannot have a
balance-of-payments problems.
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If other countries try to fix the prices of their currencies, that may
and will raise balance of payments problems for them. But it raises
none for the United States.

Nonetheless, it is widely believed that the real problem is the size
of our balance-of-payments deficit. That is a fallacy. Indeed, a large
deficit is a blessing, rather than a problem, so long as we are not com-
mitted to fixing the price of either gold or dollars. If Japan, for
example, sends us automobiles and chooses to accept in return crisp
greenbacks, isn't that a good deal for us? We get useful products; the
Japanese get pieces of paper that we can print at low cost. Of course,
the Japanese will not take crisp greenbacks. They accumulate dollars
in the form of interest bearing assets, which greatly reduces the net
gain to us. It then consists in our being able to borrow at a lower
interest rate than we otherwise could.

It cannot be repeated too often that the benefit from foreign trade
is the imports that we get. The exports that we have to send out are
the cost of the imports. Anything that increases the amount of imports
that we can get for our exports adds to our gain from trade. Unfor-
tunately, the fact that producer interests are more concentrated than
consumer interests leads to a widespread belief to the contrary. In
almost every country, the mercantilist view prevails that exports are
good, imports bad, that the way to wealth is send out of the country
more real goods than are brought back. Adam Smith's message is
as much needed as ever-or should I say, falls on as deaf ears as ever.

If the size of the deficit is not the real problem, what are the real
problems?

First, other countries will not in fact continue to accumulate dollar
assets at anything like the recent rate. The real costs of that policy
will make themselves felt. Other countries will then either reduce their
balances, thus reversing the flows of -goods and services, or at least,
stop adding to them. Industries in the United States that were forced
to contract by foreign competition will have to expand. The nation
would still be ahead, in a realistic economic calculation, but the gains
would be much less thian if the other countries were willing indefinitely
to send us goods for paper. And the political costs would be high of
resisting the pressures of the affected industries to shield them from
-foreign competition-as has been all too evident. It might pay to resist
this pressure for a permanent shift; it less clearly does so for a
temporary shift.

Second, other countries have accumulated surpluses partly by meas-
ures interfering with the free flow of goods and services-the tariffs
and direct controls used by Japan, the restrictions on agricultural
imports into the EEC, and so on. These measures have distorted world
investment, leading to a waste of capital in building plants simply to
scale tariff walls. They have reduced and distorted world trade, lessen-
ing both imports and exports and preventing an efficient international
division of labor.

Third, the fetish of fixed exchange rates has produced interferences
with trade to avoid deficits as well as to produce surpluses. We are far
from guiltless-witness the interest equalization tax, restrictions on
foreign lending and on foreign investment, "Buy American" policies,
and so forth. These measures were all unsuccessful in reducing the
deficit-as was predictable for a world on the dollar standard. But they
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have produced serious distortions in trade and finance. In particular,
combined with the regulation Q ceilings on interest rates that banks
may pay on deposits, they are largely responsible for the rapid growth
of the Eurodollar market. In their absence, most of the financial busi-
ness now done in the Eurodollar market would have been done in New
York.

Fourth, the fixing of exchange rates has produced great instability
and uncertainty, so that major crises have succeeded one another with
distressing regularity. Rates have been rigid but not stable, changing
only occasionally, but then, by sizable amounts.

These are the real problems. And we should use our bargaining
power to resolve them: to achieve a real reduction in barriers to
trade and a more flexible and adaptive exchange rate system in which
minor problems produce minor corrective responses rather than being
permitted, as they have been, to build up into major problems and to
produce major crisis. I turn to the policies by the United States that
will promote this objective.

On aold, we should:
(1) Miake it absolutely clear that we shall continue to refuse to buy

or sell -old at a fixed price.
(2) Remove present restrictions on the ownership, purchase, or

sale of gold by residents of the United States. I may add that those
restrictions never were justified and there is not the slightest shadow of
a justification for them now that the use of gold in our monetary sys-
tem has been abandoned.

(3) Abandon altogether the fiction that there is an "official" price
of gold.

On the dollar, we should:
(4) Make it absolutely clear that we shall engage in no foreign ex-

change transactions for the purpose of affecting exchange rates.
(5) End present restrictions on foreign lending by banks.
(6) Repeal the interest-equalization tax.
(7) End the present restrictions on foreign investment by U.S.

concerns.
(8) In cooperation with other countries, change the rules of the

IMF to remove any restrictions on floating exchange rates and to
widen the band within which currencies that set an official parity are
permitted to float.

(9) Encourage other countries to let their currencies float freely.
On trade:
(10) Remove the 10-percent surcharge in return for items (8) and

(9) and for a reduction in nontariff barriers to trade.
(11) Whether awe succeed in item (10)-that is, in getting other

countries to reduce their nontariff barriers-we should eliminate our
own nontariff barriers to trade, in particular, quantitative import
quotas.

A reduction in our trade barriers helps us, and also other countries,
even if other countries do not reduce theirs. We would benefit still
more, and so would other countries, if they reduced their barriers
as well, so it is worth trying for a mutual reduction. Yet, we should
not let failure to achieve mutual reductions prevent us from acting
alone.
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We are a great Nation, the leader of the free world. We should set
a standard for the world by practicing the freedom of competition,
of trade, of finance, and of enterprise that we preach. That will serve
our enlightened economic self-interest. It will also do much to promote
the reduction of barriers by others, to remove political frictions, and
to promote a harmonious and peaceful world.

Chairman PnoxMnu. Thank you, Mr. Friedman.
May I say, without objection, the two articles from Newsweek. re-

ferred to in your statement, will be printed at this point in the record.
(The two articles referred to in Mr. Friedman's statement follow:)

[From Newvsweek, Aug. SO, 1971]

WHY THE FREEZE Is A MISTAKE

(By Milton Friedman)

I applaud President Nixon's proposed reductions in both taxes and Federal
spending. I applaud also his action in ending the fiction that the dollar is con-
vertible into gold. But I regret exceedingly that he decided to impose a 90-day
freeze on prices and wages. That is one of those "very plausible schemes," to
quote what Edmund Burke said in a different connection, "with very pleasing
commencements, [that] have often shameful and lamentable conclusions."

COSMETIC, NOT THERAPEUTIC

Freezing individual prices and wages in order to halt inflation is like freezing
the rudder of a boat and making it impossible to steer, in order to correct a
tendency for the boat to drift 1 degree off course. The "price level" has been
rising at something like 4 per cent per year or one-third of 1 per cent per month,
or 1 per cent in 90 days. Surely, you will say, preventing so minor a rise can do
no harm. Why the outcry? Because the 1 per cent is the average of changes in
literally millions of individual prices, some rising 10 or 20 per cent or more,
others falling 10 or 20 per cent or more. These price changes reflect changes
in conditions of demand and supply affecting particular goods and services. They
are the -way that we steer the economy. Preventing them leaves the economy
rudderless, yet it does nothing to alter the basic force producing the average
1 per cent rise in prices. That basic force is a more rapid rise in money demand
for goods and services than in the physical supply.

Of course, individual price and wage changes will not be prevented. In the
main, price changes will simply be concealed by taking the form of changes in
discounts, service and quality, and wage changes, in overtime, perquisites and
so on. Even 60,000 bureaucrats backed by 300,000 volunteers plus widespread
patriotism were unable during World War II to cope with the ingenuity of
millions of people in finding ways to get around price and wage controls that
conflicted with their individual sense of justice. The present, jerry-built freeze
will be even less successful.

But to whatever extent the freeze is enforced, it will do harm by distorting
relative prices.

SHIFMING THE BUCK

The freeze has reminded me forcefully of a personal experience during World
War II, when I was working for the U.S. Treasury Department In the course
of a presentation to the House Ways and Means Committee on the need for addi-
tional taxes to prevent inflation, I was interrupted by one member who ex-
claimed, "Why do we need to worry about inflation in considering taxes? We
have just passed General Max [the measure that put a ceiling on all wages and
prices]. It is now up to Leon Henderson [director of the Office of Prime Ad-
ministration] to control inflation." I had barely embarked on a learned discourse
about how General Max would not work unless it was reinforced by measures
to reduce purchasing power, when he interrupted me again. "I understand that,"
he said. "Mr. Henderson may fail, but we have discharged our responsibility by
giving him the power. Now it's up to him."

Similarly today, every proponent of more government spending who had been
restrained by fear that the spending would be inflationary will breathe a sigh
of relief and say, "Full speed ahead. The price freeze will hold back inflation."
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The proponents of tax cuts, and even the Federal Reserve Board, which deserves
most of the blame for producing the inflation, will react similarly. The result
is likely to be more inflationary pressure, not less.

APPEARANCE VS. REALITY

Whatever happens to the actual cost of products to customers or of labor to
employers, stated prices and stated wages will be largely frozen. These are the
prices and wages that enter into officially computed index numbers. These num-
bers will therefore show a dramatic improvement-and depart increasingly from
reality. If the freeze were simply ended after 90 days, the Indexes would spurt,
even though the prices actually charged and the wages actually paid did not.
This will create a dilemma for Mr. Nixon. He has a tiger by the tail. Reluctant
as he was to grasp it, he will find it hard to let go. The outcome, I fear, will be
a further move toward the kind of detailed control of prices and wages that Mlr.
Nixon has resisted so courageously for so long.

How will it end? Sooner or later, and the sooner the better, It will end as all
previous attempts to freeze prices and wages have ended, from the time of the
Roman emperor Diocletian to the present, in utter failure and the emergency
into the open of the suppressed inflation. Fortunately, as Adam Smith once
put it, "There is much ruin in a nation."

[From Newsweek, Sept. 27, 1971]

LAST READINGS ON THE OLD GAME PLAN

(By Milton Friedman)

By now, most sophisticated observers of the economic scene recognize that
economic activity today reflects monetary and fiscal actions of many months ago,
and that today's actions will have their major effects many months from now.
Accordingly, the course of the economy over at least the next six months de-
pends more on the old game plan for restoring prosperity without inflation than
on the new one unveiled by the President on Aug. 15.

However, this fact will not keep the public at large from attributing whatever
occurs during the coming months to the new game plan. And they will be en-
couraged to do so by the news media, with their almost hysterical emphasis on
the immediate, their short-time perspective, and their craving for the dramatic.

Before this process goes very far-it began minutes after Mr. Nixon finished
speaking-it may be worth recording what we now know about the state of the
economy before Mr. Nixon spoke, as the last unambiguous evidence on the old
game plan. This evidence belies the doom-and-gloom prophecies that did so much
to force Mr. Nixon's hand.

INFLATION

Was it true that "no" or "negligible" progress was being made against inflation?
In July 1971, the consumer price index rose at the rate of 2.4 per cent per

year-lower than in all but three months in the past three years, and two of
those months were also in 1971. Of course, one month may be misleading, so
here are the annual rates of price increase during the first seven months of
the past five years:

1971 3.8 per cent.
1970 5.7 per cent.
1969 6.1 per cent.
1968 4.8 per cent.
1967 2.6 per cent.

One must go back to 1867 for a slower rate of price increase.
The more comprehensive index used to deflate the GNP tells the same story.

For the second quarter of 1971, it records prices rising 4.1 per cent per year,
the lowest rate for any quarter in nearly three years.

OUTPUT

The GNP estimates for the second quarter of 1971 show output growing at
4 per cent per year-still too slowly to absorb unused resources rapidly but a
clear improvement over the 2 per cent average rate for the final quarter of 1970
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and the first quarter of 1971 (it is best to combine these two quarters to avoid
the distorting effects of the GM strike). Except for the post-GM-strike quarter,
this is the highest rate in almost three years.

Other indicators confirm the impression that the economy was accelerating from
a recession to a vigorous expansion. In the first seven months of this year,
industrial production rose at the annual rate of more than 2 per cent, after de-
clining at the rate of 6 per cent during the prior fifteen months. Housing, always
an early starter, has been booming. In the first seven months of this year, housing
starts were almost 50 per cent higher than in the same months of 1970.

CONSUMER SPENDING

There has been much wailing and gnashing of the teeth about the supposedly
reluctant consumer, who was allegedly insisting on stashing away his income
instead of spending it-not a bad thing, incidentally, particularly for interest
rates. Yet in the second quarter of 1971, total consumer expenditures rose at a
rate of more than 10 per cent per year. Retail sales have been even more
buoyant. In the first eight months of this year, they rose at the rate of more
than 14 per cent per year. Apparently, there is no satisfying some people.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment is always slow to decline in a recovery and highly erratic from
month to month. Yet even so, unemployment, which reached a peak of 6.2 per
cent in December 1970, and again in May 1971, was 5.8 per cent in July and 6.1
in August (the unemployment survey was completed prior to the President's
talk).

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The evidence is entirely consistent with my forecast in this space several
months ago of "a vigorous expansion with or without further fiscal measures . . .
(T] he real danger is an expansion so rapid that it will reignite inflation"
(NEWSWEEKc, July 5).

Mr. Nixon's abandonment of the old game plan was forced by the international
monetary crisis and by the widespread though mistaken belief that the economy
was in serious trouble. It was not called for by the state of the economy. The
old game plan was working. It will continue to produce a vigorous expansion
despite the dust being thrown into the wheels of the economy by the freeze.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Professor Samuelson, you have a very terse,
concise statement, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF PAUL A. SAMUELSON, INSTITUTE PROFESSOR,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. SAMUELSON. In my judgment, the previous game plan was work-
ing itself out in a disappointing manner. I join with the vast major-
ity of economists in applauding President Nixon's determination to
pursue a vigorous, new economic program. I judge that on balance it
will help to put life into what was an anemic recovery. On balance it
will do something to moderate the rate of price and wage inflation
this year and next.

However, the proposed program is nonoptimal in many respects.
I believe that many changes should be made in it, and that the Presi-
dent with the help of the Congress can make these changes to the
advantage of the nation and the international community.

First, I agree that the American dollar has been grossly overvalued
at the previous parity structure. I may say that this is not something
new. his has been true for more than a decade. But some slow progress
toward lessening the amount of disequilibrium was perhaps discerni-
ble in the first half of the 1960's, but since the escalation of the Viet-
nam war, since the middle of the 1960's, the movement has been away
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from equilibrium, a worsening of the situation, and a rather dramatic
worseming of the situation in the last year or so.

Moreover, I know of no responsible expert in the field of interna-
tional finance who has any convincing extrapolations or study to show
that the previous parity in the years ahead-next year or 3 years from
nowsy or 5 years from no-w-was likely to work in the direction of
equilibrium. We were in a dream world, eve were on a collision course.

Therefore, I think the President was right to suspend official-gold
convertibility of the dollar. Indeed, he had little choice: But for the
exchange restrictions that make it difficult for speculators to convert
dollars into yen, we would have been losing international reserves at
the rate of billions of dollars per week. And perhaps billions of dol-
lars per day. If you could have done what you could do on the German
mark, just pick up the phone and take a position on the yen, you would
have seen something more dramatic at that time. Hovever, of course,
it was not wanton speculation that brought the Bretton Woods system
to its end, but rather the decade-long overvaluation of the dollar
and undervaluation of the yen, the franc, the guilder, and other West-
em European currencies. If exchange parities were nearly right in
1949, before the Marshall plan, before the reconstruction of Europe,
when Europe and Japan were on their backs, how could they have
continued to be right after the miracle of the last 20 years?

Now, it is well known that this administration, like the Johnson
administration before it, has been putting pressure in the background
on the surplus countries to appreciate their currencies, individually
and collectively and to introduce some much-needed flexibility into
the Bretton Woods system of rigid parities. Whether this takes the
form of crawling pegs or crawling pegs combined with widening of
the points around the official parities is not important. And it should
be noted that the Germans have responded to this situation with three
appreciations since 1961; the Dutch guilder, the Austrian schilling,
the Swiss franc, as well as the semifloating Belgian franc and Cana-
dian dollar, have also made some adjustments. But the continuing and
accelerating deterioration of the American trade and current-account
position make it clear that a considerable further lowering of dollar
parity is still needed. In particular the yen has long stood out as the
most undervalued currency in the world; and it is a matter of con-
sternation for all and a matter of surprise to me since August 15
that the Japanese have showii such resistance to any change in parity.

Professor Friedman spoke of countries which un-wisely spent $500
million a week in order to put off the day of floating by 2 weeks. That
is a gross understatement. In several days after August 15, the Japa-
nese Government lost in hard reserves more than that amount of money
in supporting the dollar, only to lose the game a few days later.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Excuse me. The $500 million I meant was the ex-
change loss they would take on those reserves. The Japanese took in
about $4 billion and they -will sell it at a price which is 10 or 12 percent
lower. I was mnultiplying the amount purchased by the percent less.
My figure was not the amnount of dollars brought in, but the amount
they would ultimately lose.

Mr. SAAr=ELSON. Since I know Japanese scholars to be very clever
people and Japanese merchants and industrialists to be very enterpris-
ing and clever, and since I know that 38 of the leading Japanese econ-
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'omists had advised the Japanese Government to appreciate the yen
on its own prior to any emergency, and since I know that our Gov-
ernment behind the scenes has been putting on pressure in this direc-
tion and that all reasons point in that way, it has been a matter of
extreme surprise and even of cynicism to me that the Japanese have
reacted in the way that they did react after the August 15 move.

Well, now, what is needed ultimately, not necessarily in a hurry, it
seems to me, is something like the following. We need a change in
dollar parity which is not small, a change in dollar parity relative
to the yen of, say, 10 to 15 percent. With respect to Western European
currencies, perhaps two-thirds of this amount. Now, of course, we
have had some adjustment on the part of the mark and the guilder,
so I do not mean at the August 1o rates, but if we go back to the pre-
May rates. There are some currencies that are not that hard-I am
thinking of the pound-and halfway might be all right there. And
the countries of the American bloc-Canada, say, and Latin American
countries-many of those, no doubt, would want to go most of the
way with us.

Now that, it seems to me, is about what is needed. It is very impor-
tant to stress that it is not needed on August 17 and it is not needed on
Christmas Day. If we know we are moving in that general direction,
that would be a tremendous improvement.

Moreover, I do not think it is important that my guesses or the
guesses of more expert economists than myself be right in this matter,
provided that we also get what is very much needed, which is that in
any new currency parity structure-that is, de facto or de jure cre-
ated-there should be definite elements of flexibility allowing for at
least gradual adjustments through time. So that any mistake made in
the initial restabilization, plus any accumulating disequilibria, which
are always likely in mixed economies, where different economies are
subject to different productivity change, differing amounts of cost
push Philip's Curve problems can be corrected. You need to have some
flexibility and I would presume that it will serve our purpose to talk in
terms of some kind of a sliding peg which would allow for changes-
these are not emergency changes-of 1 or 2 percent per year, so that in
the course of a decade, you would have changes of 12 to 25 percent.
That ought to be enough for most gradual changes.

What I think is to be avoided is an immediate stabilization near the
existing de facto parities. I suppose the yen at this moment is about 7
percent appreciated with respect to the dollar. The mark, I believe, is
about 91/2 percent compared to its pre-May position, which means
roughly a couple of percent since President Nixon's program. And if
you turn to the other continental currencies, it is more like 2 or 3
percent.

The whole exercise was hardly worthwhile if only such derisory
changes are to take place. To stabilize at this level I think would be to
prolong the agony into the future and would defer a similar crisis for
only a brief period.

Now, the President on August 15 announced his 10 percent import
surcharge. As I listened to this with the ears of one who believes in
freer international trade and in a fruitful international division of
labor in which each country in the world benefits from importing in a
growing way, I felt that this was a shame, that it was an economic mis-
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take. I hoped that it was only for the transitional period, because I
knew as an economist that there is nothing that a 10-percent import
surcharge can do which a proper depreciation of the dollar parity
can't do better and in a more evenhanded wav. Moreover, a proper
depreciation of the dollar parity will also result in a subsidy to our
export industries and better than an ad hoc tax gimmick subsidy or
congressional appropriation.

So my first reaction was critical of this. I must confess to you that in
view of what happened in Japan and certain other markets of the
world, the stubbornness of the other countries to face up to the situa-
tion after the ball was thrown in their court, I must now think that
the 10-percent import surcharge may have a significance as a bargain-
ing weapon. No other act of President Nixon's seems to have impressed
foreigners with the earnestness of the situation and our desire to cor-
rect it than that. This is a sad commentary uponI the state of rationality
of the statesmen of the world who run our affairs, but it has had that
effect.

I should warn, however, that if it is to be used as a bargaining
weapon, I hope that it will be used successfully and that it will disap-
pear. And I must record the strong feeling that the 10-percent import
surcharge has a resonant response in the protectionism which has
been growing with each passing year in the United States. And I
would not, myself, if I were in Las Vegas, like to give anything like
even odds that after the first de facto stabilization is made, let us say
by the time of the next election, that there will not be the 10-percent
surcharge. In the interest of negotiation, we are playing with dynamite
in terms of certain sentiments which run very deep in American life.

I may say that these sentiments are not simply that of the manu-
facturing employer who historically in many industries has been pro-
tectionist-minded. American labor, American organized labor was
protectionist in the 1920's. After a long period of education and ex-
perience under the reciprocal trade acts, American labor became f reer
trading. American labor is now, it is very clear in utterances, reverting
back to protectionism.

In a moment, I shall comment upon various policies of benign neg-
lect which are urged upon you gentlenmen. But one of the greatest costs
of that policy in the past and one of the costs of that policy in the
future if you accede to it will -be a perpetuation of the employment
problems associated with international trade. And you will feed the
fire of protectionism.

Well, let me now turn to the problem of the dollar price of official
paper gold-that is, SDR's. I listened very carefully to the President
on August 15. Unless I missed something in his oral statement or in
his wvritten text, he did not take a strong position with respect to the
official price of gold. And when I was invited to contribute an article
for an English newspaper, and I had to shoot from the hip immediate-
ly, with no guidance from my pastor or my President, I wrote that
probably what we should do is raise the dollar price of paper gold and
the dollar price of official gold.

Now, notice the order in which I put that. It is extremely important
from now on that the SDR's, paper gold, not be made an inferior cur-
rency within the official family. Any encouragement to Gresham's law
for bad money to drive out good should not be provided. So whatever
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changes are made in these matters, it should always be perfectly un-
derstood that along with official gold, official paper gold also has
its normal price changed.

I suggested to my English readers that the official price might go up
by about 12 percent just to give a rough number, and that the price
of official gold and paper gold with respect to the yen not be changed
at all. With respect to the other currencies, I suggested we realize
the two-thirds formula and half formula that I spoke of earlier.

Now, I did this not because I am la gold fetishist. I have absolutely
no interest in gold. Actually, I 'have no position on milk of magnesia.
There are certain situations in which I am prepared to believe that
milk of magnesia is indicated and to me, it is not a matter of deep
ethical principle what your view is on this. So it is with respect to
gold.

Now, when I wrote-this was on Monday, August 16-I did not
know that the IMF was about to leak to the newspapers-or at least
a leak took place-that it was in favor of such a change as this. I did
not know that Dr. Edward Bernstein, probably our greatest inter-
national expert, would be testifying before Congress a little later that
the official price of gold should'be raised by 8 percent. I did not know
-that the erudite Congressman from Milwaukee, who had at an earlier
date the position not to raise the official price of gold, might change
his mind in this matter in the course of the next few weeks.

I did know that the French would want us to do this. I was able on a
priori grounds to predict that.

I did not know that the Japanese would want us to do this; I did
not know that the English would want us to do this; I did not know
that the countries who make gold with us by and large with respect
to gold holdings versus nongold holdings-I am thinking of the Ger-
mans and Japanese and not thinking of the French-would want to
do this.

I did not realize, in other words, that nine out of the club of 10
would wish the price of nonofficial gold to be raised. But now I know

that. That strengthens my belief that purely at the tactical level, the
official price of gold should be changed-at least that should be a nego-
tiable bargaining weapon. And it was with a heavy heart that I heard
the President's news spokesman say, no, it is a tenet of this administra-
tion that the official price of gold will never be changed.

There was some gloss among columnists, and we know what to think
of columnists, who said things like this: The President does not want
to be the first Republican to tinker with the dollar and change the

price of gold. He does not want to follow in the illustrious footsteps of

Franklin Roosevelt, who changed the price of gold in 1933. Just as
some columnists say the President does not want to be the most recent
President to preside over cutting our losses in a war, following in the
illustrious footsteps of President Eisenhower in the 1950's.

I urge upon him that that' not be a fundamental tenet of faith, that
this be a negotiating bargaining weapon and if the rest of the world
wants this kind of milk of magnesia, if it helps agreements to be made,
sobeit. ,

It is an extremely unimportant issue. I. want to make clear that the
very strong and persuasive arguments against raising the price of gold
which economists used earlier and: with which I agreed, it seems to
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me, are not really touched except with respect to one element, in the
new situation. For example, it was always said that the South Africans
and the Russians, as the nations which have the gold mines, would
be the primary beneficiaries from a change in the price of gold. Well,
we have a two-tier system now. Because of a grandfather clause in the
Bretton Woods agreement, the South Africans have a right to sell
gold in the unofficial tier, but when they cannot sell it at $35 an ounce,
they have a right to sell it in the official tier. I will not judge the con-
stitutionality or tactical wisdom of having given them that power.
But my proposal is that they never be allowed to get more than
$35 an ounce in their grandfather clause privilege in selling to the
official tier, even though the price of gold within the officialf tier be
marked up. So that particular argument carries no weight.

The Russians, of course, have no access to the official tier whatso-
ever.

I really have sublime indifference to what happens in the Zurich
free market. That is a matter between one French peasant hoarder
and another, one Eastern potentate and another, and one member of
organized crime and another. I must say as an economist that I think
if you do write up the official price of gold by 12 percent, it probably
will increase the odds that the unofficial price of gold will in fact go
up because that matter has no importance at all. It is simply a gam-
bling casino between transfer payments. Gold for dentistry and gold
for relays has no particular role in studying the price of that market
and that is of no importance.

It would not matter if we left the price of gold the same and we
appreciated the other currencies. But since they have resistance, since
in order to prolong their illusions, as it has been put, if I could pro-
long illusions at so cheap a rate, I would do so in the future.

Now, there is one argument, I think, that in all justice I ought to
mention, perhaps does come in here. Very many people have argued
that we should get rid of gold completely from our monetary system.
That is a view with which, in the long run, I am sympathetic.

Mr. Roosa, for example, has spoken out against raising the price
of gold because he said you just encourage gold fetishism. I think you
do not change the Las Vegas odds by this token change here, that 30
years from now gold will be out of the monetary system by 1 per-
cent probability. That has to be fought on its merits. And I will remind
you of what Mr. Roosa used to remind you of in testimony when
he was in office years ago, that de facto, a large part of the world's
reserves today are official gold. Those will have to be replaced.

I do not want to dwell on this in my initial discussion, but I do
not believe the world is on a dollar standard. I do not believe the
dollar is the prime asset to hold. I think we have had evidence for 10
years that everybody: has thought that the next move for the dollar
is adverse. The dollar was a preferred currency, and even then, not
especially preferred. 'Only because the dollar was undervalued cur-
rency from 1933 to 1953, say, and the world for a certain period of
time lived upon that illusion and as soon as it dispensed with that
illusion, you found that people did not willingly hold dollars, and
I have applied many different operational tests to what it means to
being on a dollar standard. I cannot agree that in a meaningful sense,
the world is on a dollar standard.
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Well, let me leave international matters and very briefly comment
on the other parts of the President's programs which, here at home,
are admittedly the most important. To the man in the street, the wage-
price freeze obviously was the biggest news. I judge-we are almost at
the halfway point now-that its initial acceptance has been good,
that compliance is good to excellent. And I take for granted that it has
to be followed by review procedures with teeth, and thaet the ultimate
targets and guidelines can't hope to roll back prices and wages or to
stabilize prices, but they can hope to do something to moderate the
price-wage creep. Since August 15, I have been doing my homework
a little more intensively, and I have been reviewing the price and wage
controls of various countries: Australia, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark. This experience suggests that it will not be easy for a
country with our institutions and traditions to perfect an incomes
policy. However, this experience does not, to me, bear out the generali-
zation that all such policies are inefficient, and where they are not in-
efficient, they are inequitable and that they have at best shortrun ef-
fects which are almost surely going to 'be followed by compensating
accelerations of inflation that follow.

Australia actually, in the very long run, has had a very good per-
formance in this respect. I call your attention to Lloyds Bank Review,
a rather conservative English magazine of April 1971. An article in
that publication on the Australian economy today brings out this fea-
ture. Let me just quote. The author says: "More surprisingly in view
of the current interest in incomes policies, few are aware that Australia
has achieved lower unemployment and less price inflation than Britain
and most other countries and with the help of something very like an
effective incomes policy." !(Lloyds Bank Review, April 1971.)

On page 30 of that article, he gives a table showing how prices have
behaved from 1960 to 1969 'and also from 1969 to 1970. And if I covered
up the names of all the countries, and did not tell you which was
which and you were 'asked to pick out the better actors, you would
undoubtedly include Australia in that best group.

Chairman PROXMIRn. Without objection, the table you refer to will
be printed in the record.

Mr. SAME.L6SON. Thank you.
(The table referred to follows:)

UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION, 1960-70

Annual rise in conumer prices Average rate of
(percent) unemployment

1960-69 1969-70 1960_69

Australia - 2.3 3.3 1. 5
United States -2.4 6.0 4. 8
West Germany -2.4 3.9 1. 0
Canada - --------------------------- 2.7 3.6 5.1
France- 3.4 5.6 1.5
United Kingdom -3.7 5.9 2. 0
Italy -3.7 4.8 3. 0
Sweden -3.8 8.9 1. 3
Japan -5.5 8.1 1.1

Source: ILO Year Book, National Institute Economic Review, and the Commonwealth of Australia's annual Labor Report,
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Mr. SAMUELSON. I point out that the OECD has some monographs
dealing with the Scandinavian countries. The one dealing with Fin-
land suggests that for about 3 years, Finland has had a very good in-
comes policy. Although the returns'are not fully in and will never be
fully in, the judgment on the part of most people is that this has been
a rather good case.

On the other hand, I want to call your attention to the fact that the
bulk of studies made of mixed economies in the post-World Wrar II
period show that none of the mixed economies, whether they be the
Netherlands or Sweden, whether they be England or Italy, have been
able over the long run to have a successful incomes policy. What hap-
pens in most of these countries is that even with an incomes policy,
prices rise and wages rise almost as much as in their parallel countries
in which that does not happen. But they do succeed, it seems, in living
with that creeping inflation at much lower levels of unemployment
than wve do, and lower levels of unemployment than we can understand
in terms of the differences in our definitions of unemployment. and
lower levels of unemployment than we can understand in terms of
historical structures of our labor market and economy, say, if you con'-
pare earlier, before World War II and after World War II. So it
may be that there is some net advantage. If I may put it this way, not
everybody will understand me, the natural rate of unemployment-
that is, the rate of unemployment at which some rate of prices can be
stabilized-may be a lower rate of unemployment in the countries
which have an incomes policy.

But let me make very clear that the Norwegian economy is vastly
different from the American economy. We do not have any group of
employers who can bargain for all employers; we do not have any
centralized labor organization which can bargain for all labor. And
it is a very great mistake to try to transplant the hopes and expectations
of one institutional setup to another.

Now, I conclude by trying to appraise what the net effect of this is
upon a recovery which, prior to August 15, looked to be disappointing
and anemic.

The President's message was not worded in a way to gain him high
marks from pedants in economics. He said, and I quote him fairly
closely, that he is going to reduce taxes in order to make jobs, and 'he is
going to cut Federal expenditure in order to fight inflation. There is
no school of modern macroeconomics, and I think here you have the
spectrum of macroeconomists, which would agree that that was a
felicitously worded statement. On the one hand, he cut expenditures;
and on the other hand, he cuts taxes. Until you go into the quantitative
amounts, and until you go into the qualitative nature of the taxes and
expenditures, it looks like a standoff.

Nowv, Professor Friedman has said that in season and out of season,
it is'always time to cut expenditures and taxes. This is not for macro-
economic reasons but for deep philosophical and other reasons. I do
not share in that judgment. I think we have tremendous public needs
and we have a need to tax in order to finance those.

Having scored this little verbal point against economist Nixon, let
me say that nevertheless, as I add up all the score, I do think there is

67-193-71-pt. 4-14
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net stimulus to domestic employment from his program. The sur-
charge, for example, although it collects tax revenues, does cause the
substitution of American labor for foreign labor. I am not optimistic
that the investment tax credit, either as proposed originally or as
apparently Congress is likely to modify it, is likely to lead to a reso-
nant response of add-on of fixed investment this time compared to what
would otherwise have been the case. Nevertheless, I do give it some
stimulus effect. I say this because we have had an investment boom
just behind us. I -would have expected a bigger kick from the same
legislation in 1962 or 1963, say, than I would expect today.

Moreover, as I look at the Nation's priorities, I do not think a case
can be made that the highest priority in the first years of the 1970's
after that investment boom is to stimulate that part of the economy.
Nevertheless, when I put !all these things together, I do get a net
stimulus.

Let me say in conclusion, though, that I think -that most of the first
macroeconomic models, the first computer runs which have been made-
and I will simply point to one that was testified before you-Mr. Otto
Frankenstein-Eckstein reported to you what his first pass was of his
-model. I speak from pretty good memory. I think what he found was
that before NEP, real output was going to grow by about 5 percent
in 1971 and after NEP, 'his computer decided it was going to grow by
about 7 percent. Now my memory is imperfect. I think before NEP,
at the end of 1972, unemployment was looked to 'be about 5.7 percent to
the model and after NEP, about 5.0 percent. I could be wrong two-
tenths of a percent on either one of those numbers, but that is the gen-
eral order of magnitude.

The Wharton School made a first pass at this and came up with a
similar conclusion. Its second pass was not quite as optimistic. The
University of Michigan -model came up with similar results.

Now, what you must realize, of course, is that a computer tells a
consistent story. If the premises put into the computer represent truth,
you get a consistent truth. If the guess of the man who runs the model
is not correct, then you get la consistent fiction. Your credence in the
computer can't give you credence in the forecasts above that of the
model maker and 'the assumptions that go into it. Most of these models
and now I will mention no names, but my impression is that-and I
am perfectly happy to be corrected, in fact, I hope I am wrong-
most of these computer models have operated in something like the fol-
lowing fashion. They have assumed that the rate of inflation is going
to be about half. I do not know where they got that number-probably
from their wives or mother-in-law or the nearest astrological column, or
perhaps from rare intuitive judgment. But in any case, that number
goes into the computer model and most of the computer models-not
all-have their regression equations in money terms, not in real terms.
As a result, the money terms remain about the same. The price inflation
is'halved right down to below the line and in real terms, comes out a
bonus, a harvest, a dividend of the full amount.

Now, that may be the best that modern economic science can do at
this point, but it is not good enough for me and 'when I talk to my
mother-in-law, the modification that I am tempted to make is some-
thing like the following: It seems to me that the price-wage freeze is
working very well now and it will show in some of the stated index
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numbers after a few months. But I think it is overly optimistic to think
that over a period of a year and a half or more, the rate of price infla-
tion. is halved over what otherwise it would have been. The Finnish,
the Norwegian, the Australian, all these experiences I am talking about
do not really justify that degree of optimism. So I would question that
premise.

Moreover, I think lots of relations in the economy are in real terms.
The result is that I shave these figures down, but I am left with a net
increase. But I warn you, of course, that water can't rise above it source
and I have revealed to you the impressionistic method I have used in
making my own forecast. So I do not say it is a scientific forecast that
should be given a great deal of credence.

Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Samuelson follows:)

)PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL A. SAMUELSON

1. Because the previous game plan was working itself out in a disappointing
manner, I join with the vast majority of economists in applauding President

Nixon's determination to pursue a vigorous, new economic program. I judge on
balance it will help to put life into what -was an enemic recovery. On balance it

will do something to moderate the rate of price and wage inflation this year and
next.

2. However, the proposed program is non-optimal in many respects. I believe

that many changes should be made in it, and that the President with the help
of the Congress can make these changes to the advantage of the nation and the
international community.

3. First, I agree that the American dollar has been grossly overvalued at the
previous parity structure. The President was right therefore to suspend official-
gold convertibility of the dollar. Indeed he had little choice: for the exchange
restrictions that make it difficult for speculators to convert dollars into yen,
we would have been losing international reserves at the rate of billions of dollars

per week. However, it was not wanton speculation that brought the Bretton
Woods system to its end, but rather the decade-long overvaluation of the dollar
and undervaluation of the yen, the mark, the franc, the guilder, and other

Western European currencies. This Administration like the Johnson Administra-
tion before it, has been putting pressure in the background on the surplus coun-
tries to appreciate their'currencies individually and collectively and to introduce

some much-needed flexibility into the Bretton Woods system of rigid parities. The
Germans have responded to this situation with three appreciations since 1961;

the Dutch guilder, the Austrian schilling, the Swiss franc, as well as the semi-
floating Belgian franc and Canadian dollar, have also made some adjustments.
But the continuing and accelerating deterioration of the American trade and cur-
rent-account position make it clear that a considerable further lowering of dollar
parity is still needed. In particular the yen has long stood out as the most under-
valued currency in the world; and it is a matter of consternation that the Jap-

anese authorities should not have long since unilaterally appreciated the yen

as well as lessening impediments to imports and to movements.
What is needed utimately-not necessarily in a hurry-is change in dollar

parity relative to the yen of at least 10 to 15. With respect to Western European

currencies perhaps 2A.1 of this amount, and with countries in North and South
America moving more nearly with the dollar. Currencies of Intermediate strength,

such as the pound, might aim for a halfway change. It is not important that the

exactly-correct guesses be made in these matters provided the new parity struc-

ture has allowance in it for gradual flexibility to accommodate to growing dis-

equilibria and change. What is to be avoided is an immediate stabilization near
the existing de facto parities. That would merely prolong the agony and defer the
crisis for a brief period.

In my judgment, President Nixon should not insist upon no change in the dollar
provides in the way of a surcharge on imports all that can be desired; in addi-
tion it gives a subsidy to our exports and to workers in the exports industries.
Except as a transitional bargaining tool, it should be quickly abandonded-
both for it's own inefficiency and lest a world-wide trade war involving trade and
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exchange restrictions kill off the living-standard benefits of growing international
trade.

In my judgment, President Nixon should not insist upon a change in the dollar
price of official gold and official ipaper gold (i.e. 'SDR's). This should be a
negotiable matter. If the iMF and the other nations of the Club of Ten can be
more easily persuaded to adopt a new parity structure that is nearer to equilib-
rium by our agreeing to some revaluation of official gold, then no considerations
of national or personal prestige should keep the President and the Congress from
going along with this move. The campaign to drop gold eventually from our money
system will not be vitally affected by such a decision, nor will the prospective-
degree of inflation. Moreover, the valid earlier arguments against raising the
price of gold no longer apply now that we are living in the 2-tier system in which
free gold is carefully sealed off from official-tier gold.

4. On the wage-price freeze I shall be brief. It's initial acceptance has been
good. It must be followed by review procedures with teeth: the ultimate targets
and guidelines cannot hope to roll back prices and wvages or stabilize prices, but
can hope to moderate the nrice-wvage creep. Since August 15 I have been review-
ing the experience with price and wage controls of various countries-Australia,.
Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. This experience suggests that it will not.
be easy for a country with our institutions and traditions to perfect an "incomes.
policy." I-ow-ever, this experience does not bear out the generalization that all
such policies are inefficient and inequitable, having at best short run effects which
are followed by compensating accelerations of inflation. Australia in the long
run, and Finland in the short run, are successful cases worth study in detail.

5. The Presidential message of August 15, in its assertion that taxes were to.
be reduced to create jobs and Federal expenditures reduced to fight inflation
can't get high marks for understanding how macro-economic fiscal policy really
works. But taken as a whole, the originally proposed fiscal measures would add
to output growth and unemployment reduction in the next iS mos. I must put
into the record that the first computer appraisals of the N.E.P., such as Dr. Eck-
stein's before your Committee, seem too optimistic in their belief that 1972 will
achieve 7% real growth, 2% more than before N.E.P. I think it unrealistic to,
expect the Inflation rate will be halved. Unless Congress gives consumers lower
income-tax rates, we shall not reach 41/2% unemployment levels before 1973.

Chairman PROXMiRE. Thank you, Mr. Samuelson and Mr. Fried-
man. This is most enlightening.

Mr. Friedman, have you met with President Nixon since August 15,
his speech on the new economic policy?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. No, I have not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Have you, Mr. Samuelson?
Mr. SAMNEELSON. As it happens, no.
Chairman PROXMImE. I think this is very significant, because the

President has made a very earnest effort to get the views of business,
of labor, of Members of Congress, of consumers. I feel very strongly
that he should meet with the leading economists in the country.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Excuse me. I have not met personally with Presi-
dent Nixon, but I believe my views have been available to him.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, but you know, there is a little difference
between meeting with the President and having your views available.
I think it would be desirable to meet with the President. I intend to
write him and suggest that he do that.

He has told us that he is not going to make any quick decision. But
he indicated he probably would not make any indications until Septem-
ber 30, and it will probably be between September 30 and sometime
in October when the decision is made. It is very important that the
people who have devoted their lives to economic policy and have a
great competence in this field be involved. I certainly hope that he
meets with leading economists.

Now, Mr. Friedman, you always make a most appealing and I could
almost say seductive kind of analysis. It seems to me, however, that
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it is based, in part, at least, on going pretty quickly over some of the
fundamental problems in our economy. You make a statement which
of course I would not expect you to document right now in detail, but
you make a statement that a healthy economic expansion was under-
way before the freeze. If this is true, I would agree that much of the
reason for the President's program evaporates, certainly the domestic
part of it.

Now, all the indicators I have seen seem to contradict that. Un-
employment has been hovering around 6 percent for 10 solid months;
the capacity utilization figure is below 75 percent; hours of work
average around 37½/2 a week, which is low. There is very little to in-
'dicate that even now, the economy is likely to improve. What makes
.you feel that a healthy expansion was underway and if we just let
nature take its course, that would do it?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I put most of the figures in this Newsweek column,
and the article is appended there. But let me respond to your par-
ticular point.

First, with respect to unemployment, if you look at the chart of
unemployment, you will see that it was rising rather sharply until it
hit the 6.2 peak in December. Since then, unemployment had been
wobbling. It has not been going down sharply; it has not been going
up, however. This is typical for economic expansions. It has always
been true that unemployment is a lagging indicator, that after the
economy takes an upturn, unemployment is slow to respond because
for a time, you have unused capacity to draw on. In addition, until
economic activity is growing more rapidly than the labor force, you
do not get a reduction in unemployment. But the picture was of a dis-
tinct change in unemployment since December and an irregular and
mild decrease in it.

Second, as far as output is concerned, it is fascinating the extent to
which almost all judgments seem to be based on the initially published
figures without allowing and altering those judgments on the basis of
the further revisions. It is fascinating to note that the first estimates
that were released for the second quarter of this year showed a 3.6 per-
cent annual rate of real growth. That rate was revised upward to 4
percent and I understand they have been revised further to 4.8 percent.

If you look at the figures on retail sales, they have been rising very
rapidly this year. Again, if you look at the first report, the first revi-
sion and the second revision, it turns out that each time the first revi-
sion has been above the original and the second even further above. If
you go back and look at the figures after they have been revised, I think
you may get a different impression than you get from the original
figures. This is not deliberate, it is because of the conservative instinct
of statisticians. There is bias, but it is not a deliberately introduced or
political bias.

So far as output is concerned. I do not think you can judge anything
from the first quarter, because that was a reaction to the GM strike.
You really have to put the fourth quarter of 1969 and the first quarter
together as one unit. But if you do that and if you look at what has
been happening over those two quarters, you had a 2-percent-per-year
rate of real growth. In the second quarter, you had something like 4.8
percent.

Chairman PROXAME. Even that is short of what we need. We have
a $70 billion gap in demand that was necessary to bring us to the em-
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ployment level which seems to be the President's target and our target.
We seem so very, very far short of this. They talked about a much
more substantial growth than you 'have indicated here. You have
argued that instead of creeping, we may be kind of moseying along.
But there is no indication that we are really striding forward with
any real vigor.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Excuse me. I believe, Senator Proxmire, that we
have to make our way between two very real abysses, two real prob-
lems. On the one hand, we certainly do want to reduce the level of un-
employment and increase the level of output. On the other hand, we
want to do it in a way that does not reawaken and restart inflationary
forces. There would be no difficulty whatever in getting out of our
unemployment difficulty if we were to increase the money supply at
20 percent a year, or, if you take a fiscalist view, if we were to create
a budget deficit of a hundred billion dollars a year. But neither you
nor I want to do that. We would both say that it is better to take a
little longer to reduce unemployment than to fall into the abyss of
inflation.

On the other side of the picture, we do not want to fight inflation
so hard 'that we fall into the abyss of increased unemployment and
deepened depression. I think that we must try to find a middle way
between these two, my judgment is that the path we were on before
August 15 Was pretty well calculated to do that, that unemployment
was declining and inflation was tapering off.

Again I have some figures in my Newsweek column about the an-
nual rate of rise of consumer prices in the first 7 months of each of the
past few years. It was 3.8 percent in 1971, 5.7 percent in 1970, 6.7 per-
cen.t in I969. So y ou were having a very definite tapering off of infla-
tion. Again, the tapering off was too slow. Obviously. all of us would
like to have a more rapid tapering off of inflation and a more rapid
increase in output. But we cannot have both together.

Chairman PROXDMIRE. As I look at the figures I have here from the
most recently available September indicators-unfortunately, they
are for May, June, July. The August figures we just have now. These
figures indicate we are still moving on at an inflation rate of between
5 and 6 percent. In July-that was July. It will take a little longer
period to get revisions. In the most recent months, it is at that level.

I have two more points about this. I would like to have Mr. Samuel-
son comment on this, too. One is that we are very, very far short of a
situation in which we have demand pull inflation of the kind we ex-
perienced in the late 1960's, No. 1.

No. 2, one of the reasons, as I understood it, for the freeze, one of
the reasons for a follow-on phase II is so that we can hold down some
of the pressures in the economy, especially the wage push element in
inflation, while giving the President and the Congress more leeway to
stimulate the economy and provide more jobs. We are not satisfied with
this program of permitting unemployment to drift along for another
year at close to the 6 percent level.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. May I comment on that for a moment, because I
thought you were adding that on to my comments and I do not want
to let it stand that I agree with your judgment of that situation.

Chairman PROXMIEE. I know you do not agree with it.
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Mr. FRIEDMAN. I, myself, do not believe that we have wage push.
I believe the increases in union wages have in large part been make-up
increases, that they have been the effect of earlier demand pull. I
think it is a mistake to argue that there is anything different in the
kind of inflationary pressure we have had now than earlier.

I may call to your attention that I recently went backk and read a
session of the American Economic Association in 1910 in which, as it
happens, the professor at the University of Chicago, James Lawrence
Laughlin, was taking the opposite position to the Chicago position
today. He was arguing that the United States was then in the throes
of cost push inflation. le was arguing that it was in the throes of
cost push inflation in part because of the unions, which accounted for
11/2 percent of the labor force, but mostly because of the growing trust
movement.

On the other hand, he was opposed by a professor from Yale Uni-
versity, Irving Fisher who quite properly pointed out that Laughlllin's
analysis dealt with relative prices and not the absolute prices. So this
is an old issue. I think there is no more evidence today than there was
then that what is interpreted as cost push is anything other than the
delayed impact of the earlier demand pull inflation.

II do not say that does not raise a problem about producing the
transition. It does. It is the very reason why if you go too fast, you
are going to reawaken inflation. But there has been nothing new added
here that calls for a different 'approach to the problem than earlier.

Chairman PROXMiRE. Mr. Samuelson.
Mr. SAcmUELSON. I strongly disagree that the previous game plan

was working out properly. My goals for what would be a desirable
compromise between the inflation and tihe unemplovment, problems
would be higher than those of Professor Friedman. In this, value jud-
ments are being expressed and also some scientific judgments about the
longer term tradeoffs between unemployment now and unemployment
later.

I also think that Professor Friedman's general views-and I am very
proud to say that I monitor his views very carefully month through
month-have been more optimistic about the months to follow each
utterance of his than I recognize in the reality that followed those par-
ticular periods.

'I also think that he and I would differ very much on what could be
deemed a failure of the previous kind of game plan. If you were to ask
me what stubbornness of unemployment, what reacceleration of in-
flation would make you, Professor 8arnuelson, approve of an incomes
policy, let's say like that the President has proposed, I think I would
give a different answer from the one Professor Friedman would give
if you would address the same question to 'him.

T have often done thought experiments in place of counting sheep,
asking myself, what if I were Professor Friedman; would a 7 percent
open rate of inflation cause me to come out in favor of an incomes pol-
icy? And in my first pass at this problem, my answer is always no.

Then I try 8 percent and I still get no.
By this time, I fall asleep at night.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I cannot justify or excuse Paul Samuelson's mas-

ochistic instincts, but I would like to correct his statement about my
predictions. It so happens that his statement is false. In December
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1969, when I gave a talk somewhere in New York, I predicted that
there would be a recession in 1970 and said I expected to see the unem-
ployment rate rise to something in the neighborhood of 6 percent. I
think that was a pretty good forecast and was not in any way more
optimistic than what actually happened.

Since that time, I have predicted that there would be a turn-around
in the economv at the end of 1970. There was. I have said over and
over again, whenever I have commented on this topic, that one of the
things we know best from pact experience is that mild recessions are
followed by mild expansions. We had a very mild recession. The reces-
sion of 1970. I mav say, so far as I can see, is the mildest one in the
history of this colutry, not only in the post war period, but as far back
as you go, with perhaps one very minor exception, right after World
War I.

So given that it was a very mild recession, if vou do not go down
very far, yvou cannot go up very fast. It is a mistake to compare this
recession with earlier ones in terms of the rise from the troug,;h because
in earlier recessions the trough was lower. In earlier post-war reces-
sions, wiemplovment was in the neighborhood of 7 percent or more.

The right wav to make comparisons is to compare where you arev with
the peak Drior to the recession. If you make that comparison, vou will
find that this expansion is on the average roughly in line with earlier
post-war expansions. It is not abnormally weak.

Therefore. I do not accept Paul's characterization of my predictions.
Chairman PROxMTIRE. Senator Javits.
Senator JAvrrs. Mr. Chairman, in view of the spirited exehannea we

have just heard. it seems to me most extraordinary to me. and mv col-
league Congressman Conable had the same feeling, the extent to which
you agree. Your colorful and exciting personalities, matched side by
side, are attractive and interesting. But the substance of the matter
is that we are here to look into the future and see what is going to hap-
pen and what w e mnght to do.

Let us bear in mind that it is the Congress that is going to do the
doing. Relatively speaking, the President has done very little, because
he can do verv little. He cannot even change the $35 price of gold. The
Congress has to do that. Both Congressman Reuss and I are up against
that verv hard nut in all of our ideas.

So as I see it. vou gentlemen are very much together on the near
term objective: that is to change the rules of the IMF, as Professor
Friedman puts it. to remove any restrictions on floating exchange rates,
and to widen the bands within which currencies, if set at official parity,
are permitted to float: second, to encourage other countries'to let
their currencies float; third, to accept as final the end of the gold link
with the dollar; and fourth, and to me critically important, to treat
the 10 percent surcharge, superficially seductive as it may seem to
many, with the greatest care, on the ground that it mav be all right
for openers, but if it is permitted to become imbedded in the economy
(and tied, which neither of you say, but which I know you are very
-well informed about, with a "Buy American" preference in an invest-
ment tax credit) it could become so imbedded that nobody could get
it out. And, in that case, each of you say, the future promises nothing
but trade war.
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Now, these, it seems to me, are very clear guidelines which your great
knowledge and the respect we hold for you both make it very
impressive.

May I ask whether I have misstated or in any way changed your
positions in trying to lay this out?

Mr. SAMtTE1SON. I think you have very correctly recognized a very
strong area of agreement. I would just put in one caveat, that I do not
have a very strong position that at this time it would be the poliey of
the United States to say that it will never, at any new parity struc-
ture or gold price structure, engage in gold conversions as part of the
international settlement. I have no dogmatic position on that, includ-
ing that we have decided as a Nation in these next few months to make
that decision.

Senator JAVITS. Well, Professor Samuelson, never is a word I try
never to use, as one in public affairs.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I thought it was an entirely fair statement.
Senator JAvrrs. I thank my colleague.
May we have from each of you what you consider to be our proper

longer range objectives? Let me define those as the President has de-
fined them: Essential to bring about a new international monetary
system. I gather both of you feel that is years overdue.

I certainly do and most of my colleagues do, up here, anyhow.
Secondly, essential to get a greater contribution from other nations

in what is called burden sharing for the tremendous load we carrv in
respect of world defense, deployment of our forces, the nuclear
umbrella, and many other matters.

And third, he wishes a renewed effort, this time hopefully more suc-
cessful, to reduce essentially the nontariff barriers to trade which seem
to have become more formidable than the tariff barriers to trade, which
we seem to have done pretty well -with until we got to the 10 percent
surcharge in the Kennedy and the other rounds we have gone through
with GATT.

Now, there may be others, but I use those only to define my terms
when I speak of longer term goals.

It seems to me one great problem presented by the President's pres-
entation, perhaps even more by Secretary Conmally's presentation, is
that it has not been made clear that we do not expect every thing to
be wrapped up and before we take off the 10 percent surcharge; that
we are ready to negotiate with a good-faith agreement on these prob-
lems, and that is as far as we need to go in dealing with the temporary
problem. I think that must be made clear, and I tlink it is very unclear.

Now, those, as I see it, are the longer term implications and we would
greatly appreciate your views.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I am glad to comment on them. With respect to the
international monetary system, I think one thing is clear. You will
not have a repetition of Bretton Woods in the sense of any kind of
negotiating session lasting a long time among countries that will pro-
duce a new blueprint. That was possible only at the time of Bretton
Woods because the world was at war, because international trans-
actions were suspended and the United States was in a dominant
position. Today it staggers the imagination to think of people sitting
around a table for 6 months arguing about the monetary system while
people are trading in the exchanges every day. The new international
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imonetary system will develop out of the actions of individual nations
and will then be embodied ex post in the rules of IMF.

In this connection, I share what I think is the aim of the adminis-
tration, namely, a system in which there is a very considerable element
of flexibility. Personally, I would like one that involves complete float-
ing, but I do not think that is likely. It does not matter too much so
long as you have wider bands and so long as the countries involved
let their exchange rates go more readily when they come under stress.

The most important ingredient, it seems to me, is flexibility. Speak-
ing personally, I have always been opposed to SDR's. I think they are
a bad arrangement. I have always had great doubts about an inter-
national central bank, as I have had even about a domestic central
bank. I think it was against the American interests to promote SDR's.
It was a mistake at that time, and it would be in our interest to have
them abolished, rather than strengthened. That is speaking for myself.
I do not know that it is the administration's position.

I think it is important to put these economic changes in a broader
context. I believe that we have had a basic change in the thrust of
American foreign policy in the past few years. From the time of
Woodrow Wilson's election in 1916, until the time of President Nixon's
election in 1968, the dominant position of the United States may be
described as benevolent paternalism. The United States had the mis-
sion, in the words of Woodrow Wilson, to "make the world safe for
democracy," or, in the words of others more recently, "to be a police-
man for the world." I believe that is a bad policy for a nation. I think
many people can be altruists. A government should be concerned
primarily with the enlightened national self-interest.

There has been a great change in that attitude since 1968, in every
area. whether it be withdrawal from Vietnam, the low profile policy,
the attempt to change our relations with Red China. Mr. Nixon has
been moving, as I sense it, away from that altruistic, policeman, pa-
ternalist view toward a view promoting our enlightened self-interest,
toward making it clear to the rest of the world that the United States
is no longer the one country that can be counted on to put other
countries' interests ahead of its own.

I think our benevolent paternalism has not been good for other
countries. We have done much harm by our well meaning-and I have
no doubt that it has been well meaning-disinterested attitude. There
are few programs of other countries that have been so unselfish and
disinterested as the Marshall plan and similar programs. But I think
nonetheless these programs have been harmful to the rest of the world.

What you speak of as a greater contribution to burden sharing, as
a reduction in our contribution to European defense, both in money
and in men, are all part of this general picture. The new trend in
foreign policy, as I interpret it, seems to me on the whole very healthy.
Yet it also offers great dangers that we must be careful to avoid. It
would be very dangerous to have it slip back into a neoisolationism or
an extreme isolationism. It should not be that. It should rather be a
view of the world as one in which we are cooperative partners of
other nations, rather than as one in which we'are the pater familias and
the other nations, our minor children or wards. I think it would be very
healthy for the world if we can move to such a conception.
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So I share very much the view that there should be a greater con-
tribution by other countries to common cause. I agree very much with
the effort to reduce nontari if barriers and I agree very much with your
view that we should not make the removal of the import surcharge
contingent on complete agreement on all these things.

It is urgently necessary that we get rid of the import surcharge as
soon as possible, because I share your view that if it lasts very long, it
will become too deeply imbeded to be eliminated.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, my time is up.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Samuelson, go right ahead.
Mr. SAMUELSON. I am not going to comment upon the view of his-

tory we have just heard but confine myself to economics. I want to
speak in a nonpartisan way.

I am not persuaded that the administration, this administration,
speaks with one mind on the problem of protectionism versus freer
trade. The same thing could be said about the last couple of adminis-
trations. But in particular, any economist who has been following mat-
ters closely must realize that there exists within the administration,
most notably in the Department of Commerce, in the Secretary himself,
and in certain Assistant Secretaries, a very strong protectionist senti-
ment. This is responsive, no doubt, to some very strong political pres-
sures. But we have negotiated voluntary quotas. We have had White
House-sponsored legislation for mandatory quotas in the field of tex-
tiles. There is strong talk at this time for more of that.

Now, I applaud the fact that the President has on many an occasion,
and perhaps at the cost of some political following, spoken out in favor
of fighting protectionism. On the other hand, in the rhetoric in which
America will no longer fight with one hand tied behind us, and some
other matters, it seems to me they do elicit a resonant response among
the protectionists, who are very many.

Let me be concrete. Of course the Japanese should remove impedi-
ments to our exporting to them, impediments which go beyond, in
many industries and many occasions, similar impediments which we
put upon their products.

Or of course, if you talk to people in the steel industry, you will
learn that to lay down a ton of American steel in France, even if you
did it on a philanthropic basis, costs so much in terms of tariffs and
red tape and so forth, that there is not a symmetry. And of course our
negotiators should ask to have those removed.

But let us make no mistake about it: If those were removed and if
the parities were anything like what they have been and if the cost
structures in the respective countries continue to be, as I think they will
be, much like what they have been, there is no chance that American
steel would flood the French market. It is an illusion to think that after
the Japanese have removed these impediments, equilibrium could be
achieved in that way and that our lack of protectionism inducing them
to have a lack of protectionism would be an important equilibrating
element in the balance of payments.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, gentlemen, very much. I personally feel
that we profit much from the parallelling reviews by you and I do
agree, if I may just finish, Mr. Chairman

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed.
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Senator JAVITS. We need to be enlightened in this country, and it is
a grave deficiency, on the true meaning of protectionism. In fact,
rather than theory, the superficialities have misled, I think, organized
labor and, right now, are misleading the public. I think protectionism
is the worst possible medicine for exactly what is ailing the Ameri-
can economy and will only hurt us infinitely more than anybody else.
The foreigners may not have respected our economy enough, and feel
if they have to, they can get along without us as we can get along
without them, but it will ruin us all.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXMrRr,. Congressman Reuss.
Representative REuss. Thank you, AIr. Chairman, for bringing

these two titans before us again.
I want to ask a question of immediate importance on which you

gentlemen, so I think, differ: The question of whether, in view of the
fact that all of the Group of Ten. plus Switzerland, say they will do
all the good things which you, Mr. Friedman, and you, Air. Samuel-
son, and I think the members of this committee believe have to
be done in the international monetary field, in view of the fact that we
have what amounts to a unanimous offer from those people-the six
plus Canada, Great Britain, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland-whether we
will accompany the proposed realinement of currencies with a bit of
give, a bit of devaluation on our side? The President and Secretary
Connally have said no, never, we will never devalue the dollar by
even a technical bookkeeping raise in the price of gold. Mr. Samuelson
and myself-and if I misstate you, Mr. Samuelson, you can certainly
tell me-feel that a modest $2 or $3 increase in the bookkeeping price
of gold is free of all of the objections which have led all three of us
in years gone by to say, we are not going to increase the price of gold.
Indeed, I think, Mr. Friedman, you recognize that, because in your
statement, you say "We can make other countries happy at no cost to.
us and it is tempting to say that we should do so."

Now, I come to my point. Mr. Friedman, you refuse to do what Mr.
Samuelson and I think we should do; namely, switch around and say,
all right, gentlemen, we will talk about a modest increase in the price of
gold, let's see all your cards, let's get going, we have fooled around
long enough.

Mr. Samuelson and I feel that ought to be the negotiating stance
we should take. You say no because, quoting from your statement, "The
basic reason other countries -want the change is for window dressing
pure and simple, to be able to say that by raising the price of gold,
the United States has not only done its share to solve the common
problem but also had admitted 'mea culpa."'

I think that is a fair statement. I have talked privately to the
ministers of finance, central bankers, making up the Group of Ten,
and I think that is about what thev have to say publicly. That is what
they are saying, that sin is multilateral and you Americans have to
admit to a bit of it, too.

I now come to my rather obvious question: Are you and President
Nixon and Secretary Connally really ready to see American labor
and American business clobbered by the refusal of other countries to
let their currencies float, which they have made manifest by their
interventions, clobbered by the apparent willingness of the Japanese,
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which you have described so dramatically, to allow their people to
ruin their eyesight making little electronic widgets in return for our
leading export, paper dollars? Are you really willing to see American
industry continue to have an uneconomic and fraudulent incentive to
invest in foreign countries? Are you really willing to see foreign in-
vestment in this country denied this country by continued overvalua-
tion of the dollar?

I think that is what you have to be saying. I wonder if the puristic,
pristine? let's always be right about gold and recognize what a barbaric
relic it Is-I wonder if that joy really compensates lor all those men
out of work and businesses going broke.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. And when, Mr. Reuss, did you last beat your wife?
Seriously, 1 am obviously not in favor of all of those evil things

that you attribute to me. And obviously, I take the position I do-I
speak only for myself, I cannot say Mr. Nixon and Mr. Connally are
taking this position for the same reason-not because I have any ob-
jection to our admitting our guilt. As I mentioned in my statement, I
think we are very guilty. But I think a far more effective way for us
to remove our guilt is by removing the restrictions that we have im-
posed on the moving of capital abroad, on investment abroad. That
would be a more effective way of admitting guilt than a purely book-
keeping change.

The reason I object to what looks like a purely bookkeeping change
that will cost nothing is because I do not believe it will cost nothing
The reason other countries want this change is for the reason of face-
saving, blut also because they want to see a future in which the change
in the price of gold will be not only bookkeeping but will be real. The
fact is that we will be agreeing to something with very different opin-
ions on the two sides about what we are agreeing to. You and I would
be agreeing to it on the ground that after all, if we make some entries
on the book and do not sell gold at $35 an ounce, what difference will
it make if we do not sell it at $38?

What the Europeans want from us is an agreement that we will
work over the longer period for a restoration of the convertibility of
dollars into gold or if not into gold, into SDR's or the equivalent. That
is the reason I say here that I believe we should not do so because it
will only prolong illusion.

We have at the moment an unusual, very rare opportunity to face
up to the realities of the situation. We have a degree of fluidity and
flexibility in the international monetary arrangements that you have
not had for a long time and may not have again. I think it would be
a bhame to waste that by taking a step which will cause us difficulties
later on and that we will have to face up to again.

If you look back over our past record in this connection, like you,
I have long been in favor of ending the commitment to buy gold or
sell gold at a fixed price. We postponed doing it. What was the effect
of postponing doing it? To take a situation that could have been
handled very easily to begin with and let it develop into a crisis so
that we took measures in a crisis situation. Now we have a chance to
clean the thing up and I hate to see us throw away that chance by
engaging in what I fear will only develop into a later confrontation
and will cause us to go through it again.
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Let me go back to some of the other comments you made. The pur-
pose of life is not to work; the purpose of work is life. We do not
want to create jobs, we want to create productive jobs. We want to
create jobs which will enable people in this country to have high
standards of living. If the creation of jobs were all that is involved,
we can have people dig holes in the ground. It is in our self-interest,
though not in the Japanese, to have the Japanese slave over those
widgets and send them to us for dollars. That does not mean in any
way higher unemployment in this country. The alternatives to pro-
ducing for export are to produce for domestic consumption. We must
not fall into the fallacy of supposing that there are a fixed number of
jobs to go around and if we have fewer jobs in export industries, we
will have unemployment. That is not the alternative.

So many of the tlhings that you describe here as evils have nothing
to do with the price of gold. I would not accept your description of
the consequences to the United States of these unwise, undesirable
protectionist measures of Japan and other countries.

This is exactly what Mr. Javits was speaking about, it seems to me,.
about the misconceptions that generate protectionist instincts. And I
know you do not intend that. I know you are also a free trader and
wish to foster more free trade. Yet I think to put the issue as you have
is to put it in terms that a protectionist would well accept.

Representative REUSS. I would like Mr. Samuelson to reply in just
a minute, but first let me say that Samuelson and myself, in saying
let's buy a good contract here by a slight increase in the official book-
keeping price of gold, we accompany that most rigidly by saying,
and the gold window must stay closed and the two-tier agreement must
be completely honored. If that is so, though I do not want to prolong
the argument, I do not really think we are giving into gold buggy ties
on the part of those who would like to revive them.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. You will accompany it by those qualifications, but
will the Europeans?

Representative REruss. My answer is yes, or no deal; yes or I will not
sit still for that necessary act of Congress increasing the official book-
keeping price of gold from $35 an ounce to $37 or $38, whatever it
ends up on. I want to see a firm agreement in writing, without quibbles,,
by the others. If they can be salved by this phony bookkeeping increase,
great. I think we ought to try. I think your method, Connally's method,
Nixon's method, keeps us from trying.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. But I would predict that the European countries'
desire for this measure would disappear if the measure were accom-
panied in writing by those additional restrictions.

Representative REUSS. And I would answer that by saying that we
have in writing for them, the September agreement of the six adhered
to by the others. I go by that agreement. They say in that, that they en-
visage the washing out of gold. I would take them at their face value.
They do not say a word about you Americans having to fudge about
closing the gold window. Take them at their face value, which is sur-
prisingly Friedmanesque. Let's start bargaining about it instead of
closing the door.

Well, we cannot settle this.
Mr. FREMDM3AN. I must have read a different communique, because

I understood them to say that this is a first step, and as a later step,
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we should explore the restoration of convertibilityr, the restoration of a
role to gold in the system. Maybe I have misread tiem, and if they have
said what you have said, that is something else.

Representative REUSS. Good.
Mr. Samuelson.
Mr. SAMUELSON. Mr. Dooley's bartender always spoke of "Teddy

Roosevelt and I." So I too am basking in the glory of being associated
with you, Congressman Reuss, in these positions.

Let me make two comments, one about the basic economics and
the other about the tactics of the situation.

In comnection with the basic economics, I am of the view that if there
were a permanent set of imports that could come from abroad, if you
could count upon them indefinitely because of some illusion of the rest
of the world that they want to give us goods, and you could really count
on that, then transferring many of our people out of industries in
which workers now work and transferring them into other industries
which have advanced economic policies which Senator Proximire
would be shocked at, then we would all be better off and we would be
better for it.

13 ut my criticisim of the benign neglect doctrine is that it is incredible
to believe that free imports are going to happen on a long-term basis.

I want to introduce into the discussion one horrible thing which you
did not mention, perhaps by inadvertence. The real danger is not that
we go on getting goods for nothing forever and have to make adjust-
ments for that. The real danger is that you are going to have exchange
restrictions all around the map, and you are already having those
since August 15. You have new restrictions upon capital movements.
The result will not be the kind of alternative which I think has been
painted here.

Now, on the tactical level, as I read the different ideologies of differ-
ent parts of the world, by and large what all of us here have agreed
upon as the ultimate goal of what is a more rational international
order. The view in favor of that is more strongly held in the United
States among American economists than among economists abroad. It
is more strongly held-I do not make this as a chauvinistic statement,
but just as my reading of the situation-among our Congressmen and
the executive branch than elsewhere in the world.

Now, to make the whole rest of the world mad at us, we come in
and ask for a $13 billion shift in the balance of payments. I thought
I was the biggest demander of an increase in our balance of payments
because I used to say we have to have an honest $8 billion on current
accounts. Well, the ante has been raised, and this to be done in a short
period of time.

We do all the things for which A-merica has been criticized in the
past, swinging our weight around, and often, swinging our balloon
around when we do not have any weight in it.

I do not say that that is the way to end this illusion, that the goal
that Professor Friedman wants so much is going to be brought for-
ward by 1 year. I think it is going to be put back 10 years if we have
a recalcitrant attitude. This is a very small token of our good faith,
and I thinkl it will give us the opportunity in the discussions of the
world to press this rational viewpoint which, by divine providence,
Americans seem to have been more endowed with than anybody else,
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but as in the past, we shall carry the message forward, and I think in
a more favorable climate if Congress does act in this particular way.

I want to go back to President Nixon's problem. There is no past
commitment that we will never raise the price of gold which, upon
sober understanding of diplomatic and monetary history, ought to be
honored. There is nothing degrading in the pursuit of this policy in
President Nixon's own eyes or even in the eyes of his conservative
followers, because by chance, and I do not want to go into this, the con-
servatism people, who have been the real gold bugs, have been reading
Harry Schultz's letters for years and have numbered Swiss accounts,
and they are all for raising the price of gold. The crisis of confidence
in Main Street, where the First and Second National Bank will be dis-
turbed by the action of history, just will not happen. I think the elec-
torate will not think less of President Nixon if this purely gadgetary
thing which they will, most of them, never hear about, does go into
effect.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Congressman Conable.
Representative CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Friends, I am alwvays a little reluctant to intrude my innocence into

an opportunity for discourse among two titans, to use Mr. Reuss' term.
Certainly you stand on different peaks from which to survey the eco-
nomic swamps we are in. I wonder, rather than relying on targets of
opportunities presented by our questions, if either of you has any com-
ment you would like to make about the testimony of the other this
morning, selecting the subject yourself ?

That is kind of a dirty trick, is it not? Would either of you care to
say anything that has not been brought out by the questioning so far?

Mr. SAMUELSON. I have nothing to add to what is in the lines and
between the lines.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I have not commented in my own testimony in great
detail about the immediate domestic situation.

Representative CONABLE. Yes, please do.
Alr. FRIEDMAN. In that respect, I might add that I do not, as I have

made clear, I do not share the view that an incomes policy is either
necessary or desirable. On the contrary, I believe it will do great harm.

And I might add a point on that score, which is not so much a com-
mentary on Mr. Samuelson's statements as it is an additional elabora-
tion of my own.

One of the reasons why I am personally very much concerned about
the incomes policy is because I believe that there is very great danger
that it will be a source of more inflation rather than less. It will be a
source of more inflation because its existence will lead many people to
say, well, now, we have the wage-price controls, we have the income-
wage-price review boards to hold down inflation, we can forget about
that in respect to the rest of our policies.

Representative CONABLE. Certainly any sort of rigid formula in ac-
ceptable wage-price increases during phase 2 would be very likely
to become a floor as well as a ceiling, wouldn't it?

MIr. FRIEDMAN. Well, I think that is a real possibility. That is a
problem. That is not the one I was referring to.

Representative CONABLE. You were referring, I think, to the more
general situation where people will say, well, let's turn up the heat as
long as we have a lid on the kettle.
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MIr. FwREDMAN. Exactly. And therefore, I fear very much that you
will have a greater degree of inflationary pressure underneath that lid
in two areas: No. 1, that you gentlemen in the Congress, any of you who
have heretofore been held back, and I gather that there are some people
who think you have not been held back, by fear that spending would
be inflationary, will have that eliminated. You will now say, well, there
is CLC, they are in the business of holding down wages and prices,
wNre canl gro ahead and worry about expansion aind put on more expan-
sionary heat. And that has already shown up. There is a great danger
that the budget deficit which promises to be large will be still larger.

Similar and equally important is the effect on monetary supply.
This effect is of two kinds: In the first place, if the monetary authori-
ties feel the same way and feel that now they can breathe a little
easier, somebody else is taking care of inflation and, therefore, they
can print more money, that -will produce greater inflationary pressure.
But there is another, much more important element. That is that the
larger Government deficits, plus the investment tax credit, plus the
reolloval of the tax on automobiles, are, in my opinion, measures that
are calculated to produce a higher level of interest rates. They are
interest rate raising measures, increases in the demand for credit
witi out increasing the supply.

The only offset to that would be a reduction in inflationary expecta-
tions, which miight lead people to accept lower interest rates. This has
had the indicated effect temporarily.

Now, the way in which the Federal Reserve system has operated,
it ias, despite the pleadings of this committee over many years-and
this committee, in this respect, has certainly been on the side of the
angles-despite that, the Federal Reserve, although it has shifted its
rhetoric and nowv pays more attention to the money supply than it
did before. is still trying to ride two horses at the same time; on the
one hand, interest rates; and on the other, money supply. The result
is -whenever external forces tend to increase interest rates, the Federal
Reserve tends to raise the money supply.

TMr. Burns, when he testified before your committee some time ago,
said exactly the same thing. I am just repeating his words.

In the past 2 months, you have a slowdown in the rate of monetary
growth. W1thy? Partly because the Fed wanted to slow it down, but
also, I believe, because external forces were tending to lower interest
rates. That is, the immediate psychological effect of the President's
message produced a decline in interest rates. This meant that the
money supply grew less than the Fed intended.

Now, if, in coming months, my fears are realized and there is again
upward pressure on interest rates, this will tend to produce a more
rapid rise in the money supply. So you will have inflationary pressure
building up under the controls, both from the monetary and the fiscal
side.

Now, I ask, what happens then? The controls can contain the pres-
sure perhaps for a time in terms of keeping stated prices down. The
price index numbers can look well. But if you have such pressure
building Ip, you will almost surely have a collapse of the controls.
This has happened in many countries. I do not mean to say it has
happened all the time, but it has happened enough to be concerned
about it.

GT-193-71-pt. 4 15
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Representative CONABLE. Or an effort to make them more
coinprehensive.

Mr. FRITEDMAN. Quite right, one or the other of those.
Let's take the first. Let's suppose you have a collapse and lets

suppose price indexes start rising at the rate of 4, 5, 6, 7, S percent
a year, which they might well do. If you look back at some of these
episodes, our own experience after World War II when we took off
the controls, the price indexes rose extremely rapidly. Real prices did
not, but concealed price increases came out into the open.

Under those circumstances, I believe there would be great pressure
on the part of the public and on the part of you gentlemen for
measures that would stop that inflation. And you would, in my opin-
ion, have thrown away what you gained at the cost of the mild
recession in 1970. You would be back at first base, in which you
would have to once again contemplate a very sharp stepping on the
brakes of monetary and fiscal expansion in order to offset that
inflation.

So in my opinion, the present situation contains within it the seeds
of, I do not say it is a certainty by any means, but contains within
it the possibility of putting us in a position where we are going to
have to take another and much more severe recession than we did in
1970 in order to stop this inflationary move.

The question is what can be done about it? The only thing that
can be done about it is for you gentlemen in your fiscal actions and
the Federal Reserve in its monetary actions to be able and sophisti-
cated enough to avoid this temptation, to be very tight, to have as
small a budget deficit as possible and to have a relatively small in-
crease in the rate of money. This is a policy that ought to appeal
to those people who believe in the effectiveness of the wage-price
controls. If you believe in the effectiveness of the wage-price con-
trols, you believe prices are going to rise less. Then you need a smaller
increase in nominal GNP to get the desired increase in real GNP.

I am not saying this is going to happen. But to answer your ques-
tion, those are the dangers I see.

Representative CONABLE. I am interested in the fact that neither
of you gentlemen this morning in dealing with the domestic policy
has talked very much about the balance in the tax program-whether
it is the right mix of consumer stimulation and business stimulation.
The Ways and Means Committee yesterday reported out a measure
which altered the President's balance to a minor degree. I wonder
if either of you would be willing to comment on this issue as it relates
to the specific proposals made.

Mr. Samuelson.
Mr. SAAMELSON. Yes, I was a critic quick off the mark to say that

the new economic program will appear as a lop-sided probusiness
program and in a time when consensus is needed among all parts of
the community for a wage-price freeze. That is a bad thing. And in
terms of both the value judgments which I hold and my diagnosis
of which parts of the economy are most in need of stimulus at this
time, I think it is an unbalanced program. Congress is making some
modifications, but they are relatively minor.

The original program added to fast depreciation by executive order,
of questionable legality in my judgment, and a definite departure
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from the legislative principle, which is that we are taxing money
income and not real income.

Added to that was the proposal for a temporary 10 percent invest-
ment tax credit, followed by a 5 percent tax credit. Well, it looks
as if we are going to get a 7 percent and something is goiltg to be
taken away from the fast depreciation. That is a move in the right
direction, in my view.

The exemption change proposed by the President, which is the only
thing that would come down directly to the low- and middle-income
classes and the lower income classes is being modified very slightly.
But by and large, when you weigh against this the change in reNvenue
sharing and the change in welfare reform, it seems to me that it is
a lop-sided program and it would be a healthier recovery and more
in accord with widely shared value judgments if it had been a more
broad-based fiscal stimulus program.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I would like to comment on it from two different
levels. In the first place, so far as relative stimulus to the economy
is concerned, I believe that we know almost nothing that will justify
us in making very sweeping comnments about that. Such evidence as
I know suggests to me that fiscal changes of this kind do not have
any significant stimulus in the sense of expansionary effect on the
economy unless they are accompanied by more rapid monetary ex-
pansion. If they are not, their major effect is to make interest rates
higher than they otherwise would be and to crowd out private ex-
penditures by comparision with the Government. So from that point
of view, I am really not going to comment one way or the other.

But I 'want to comment on something I think is much more impor-
tant. I think that talk about tax cuts being probusiness or not is
demagogy. Business does not pay any taxes, it can't. Only people pay
taxes. The question is if you impose a tax that the corporation writes
the check for, who pays it? Either the employees of that corporation
or the customers of that corporation or the stockholders of that cor-
poration. People pay. The corporation as such has no tax paying
capacity.

Moreover, it has long seemed to me that our present system of taxa-
tion was very undesirable from that point of view. It seems to me
that the Congress should impose taxes on people, not conceal the taxes
that people are paying by having it imposed on entities indirectly like
corporations.

I have long been in favor of an alteration of the tax structure in
which the corporate tax would be entirely removed, but in which
corporations would be required to attribute to individuals any income
they earned which was not distributed. The only justification for a
corporate tax is that it is a potential way of avoiding an individual
tax. That could be eliminated, in my opinion, by the device of
attributing income.

Then if you did that, it would seem to me it would be far better to
be explicit about who is paying what taxes. So I do not go along at
all with any of this talk and this argument about something being
probusiness or antibusiness. The question -we have to ask from an
equity point of view is what is a desirable tax structure? If you be-
lieve that a desirable tax structure is one which rests more equally
and in which people in similar conditions pay more nearly similar
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taxes, then I believe essential elements of it consist of eliminating the
corporate tax, attributing undistributed income, removing deductions
in the personal income tax, having a much broader base in the per-
sonal income tax, and having much lower and less graduated rates.
That seems to be more equitable.

Insofar as these measures move a mite in that direction, just a mite,
but they do move a little in that direction in the sense that the invest-
ment. tax credit and the depreciation allowance do in fact reduce the
weight of the tax on corporations, then they are a go(,d thing.

I wvant to add one other thing. That is that our tax structure is
very defective in whalt it does about inflation. We have a tax structure
in -which both corporate taxes and individual taxes go up relative
to income with inflation. If vou have 5-percent inflation, that is not
allowed in the depreciation base that the corporations may take and,
therefore, their income is overstated. Corporate profits are overstated
by the fact that they are not allowed to depreciate the real value of
their capita], but only the nominal value.

On the individual tax, if all prices were to rise by 5 percent, the
average rate of tax people pay would go up because you would have
people pushed into higher rate brackets. It has long seemed to me that
one of the most important reforms that Congress can make in this
area would be to attach price escalator clauses to the base for deprecia-
tion in corporate depreciation accounting! to the exemptions in the
personal income tax, and to the income tax brackets, so that you
would have a tax that was levied oln real income and not on nominal
income.

That is getting kind of far away *from your point, but I think
it is very relevant to the point you made.

Mr. SAMUELSON. One man's demagogy is another man's analysis.
May I give my analysis?

My response to your question may be related in terms of people,
in terms of income recipients, by income class and what happens to
their incomes, what happens to their accruing net worth. So I simply
reformulate my answer by saying that the August 15 proposals taken
as a whole are of the effect, in my judgment, to have beneficial effects
at the middle middle-high income groups at the expense of middle.
middle-low income groups. And this on the basis of accepting, as I
do not accept, Professor Friedman's notion of the corporation as
merely a conduit with no existence.

Chairman PROXTIREnn. Mr. Samuelson, is it not true that there are
two elements if we are going to get an effective negotiation in the in-
ternational currency situation? Number 1 we have discussed at some
length. There is one point here that I think has been missed. That is
that if wve increase the value of gold by, say, 8 percent, it makes it a
great deal easier for a head of State or for a legislator in Japan or
in Germanv or in these other countries to go the other halfway with
us. It seems to me it is extremely hard. if I w-ere in their position, to
take a step which would require a revaluation of the dollar if the
situation were reversed, whichi would obviously cost my constituents
jobs. That may not make any sense in the terms that Mr. Friedman
describes it. but for them. it is very clear and understandable. They
do not want shoes coming in from other countries competing with
shoes.made in Wisconsin. This is a pressure that I feel. It is a pressure
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of a similar kind that the Japanese legislators and heads of state feel
and they are very conscious of it. So that if we go a little way, especially
since it does not have anything but a theoretical effect, it seem to me
we are much more likely to get an effective compromise on their part
and ai effective devaluation of the dollar. Is that not so?

M r. SANEUELSON. That is why I used the offensive metaphor of milk
of magnesia.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I do not believe, Senator Proxmire, that you can
assume that it is purely meaningless. This is, again, the question of
supposing that they are really willing to give something real for
something that is zero, that you can get something for nothing.

Chairman POXM~LRE. Well, they are confronted with an immediate
political fact now. They have to satisfy their constituents.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Whatever happens to our nominal price of gold,
they must alter by exactly the same amount their buying and selling
pyices for their currencies.

Chairman PROXINiRE. That is true, but they do not have to take the
actual step themselves. It seems to ine it would be easier to revalue
the yen by 8 percent thani 16i percent. Maybe not. If it does not make
any difference to them. I think it would.

The experience I have had with 14 years in the Senate is that it
would be much easier to go halfway than all the way. It seems to me
it, would be much easier if I had to take action that would adversely
affect some of the producers or labor in my State than to take a position
that would affect many more.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. This is not going halfway. It is not doing a thing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Let's get back to something else that I think is

a much more fundamental argument. This is an argument that Mr.
Bernstein made and Mr. Okun made, too. I think we are missing it
this morning.

If we are going to have effective negotiation, a great deal hangs on
having relative prosperity in the world. especially in this country.
One of the reasons protectionism increases here is because we have
unemployment. We can feel that now. People in all of our States who
are concerned with losing their jobs, who see others have lost their
jobs, will fight to keep imports out and will fight to increase exports.
If we can stimulate our economy so that there are more jobs here and
we have a profound effect on economies in other countries, it seems
to me thev will be more willing to negotiate because they are in a
better position to do so. We will be in a better position also to negoti-
ate under these circumstances.

Is that logical, Mr. Samuelson?
Mr. SAJMUELSON. I think I must agree that protectionism has grown

in this country because as jobs have been lost to imports and as our
exports have been lost, there have not been found new jobs for them
as the theory of f ree trade presupposes.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me say that a distinguished international
French financier observed at a recent meeting that no country would
revalue the currency upward and no state would get the international
reahinement they are seeking to get if there is a recession.

That is why we have to tie these things together and we have to have
an effective expansionary economy so we can do something about
reducing our unemployemnt; something about giving people con-
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fidence that this country is going to move ahead. It seems to me that
is one of the weaknesses of the Nixon program.

Mir. FRIEDMAN. Senator Proxmire, there is no doubt that more rapid
economic growth would have the effect you say.

But if it was accomplished by a speeding up of inflation, it would
hav e precisely the opposite effect.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But you are almost alone. Your analysis is
perhaps as appealing as any economist's. But you have a great array
of economists who seem to disagree with your contention that we are
now in a position where a substantial stimulus of economy from a
fiscal standpoint and a monetary standpoint would give us the kind of
demand inflation we have had in the past.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. As you and I know, Senator Proxmire, one man and
the trufth constitutes a majority and fortunately, truth has never been
decided by a counting of heads.

Mr. SAMUELSON. And one man and an untruth constitutes a crank.
[Laughter.]

Mr. FRIEDM3AN. We will each accept our self-designation.
Mr. SAMUELSON. May I speak seriously? Professor Friedman, in

many of the things which he has said here, represents a substantial
part of the economics profession. But one of the things which he
said here, and as a Friedman watcher, I had not noted this, was that
he really does not think there is any change in the cost push mechanism
that is operating in the 1960's and the 1970's as compared to earlier
decades. If that was not his intention, I hope the record will now be
clarified.

AIr. FRIEDMAN. I do not believe there is any change.
Mr. SAMUELSON. I do not believe there is any significant number of

modern economicts whom Professor Friedman has yet persuaded of
that position.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I do not know whether that is true. But true or not,
there is no doubt that there have been greater rigidities in wages and
prices, not merely in the unionized industries but throughout the
economy. There is no doubt that that raises the problem of a transition
from a high level of inflation to a low level of inflation. The crucial
question is whether it is in and of itself a source of inflation. And this
is the respect in which I think there has been no fundamental
difference.

It is worth noting that if you look at the areas in the economy where
the prices have been rising more rapidly, except only for construction,
they have been in the least unionized sectors. It has been in medical
care, in personal services, it has been in the areas of that kind that you
have had the most rapid price rise.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That was up until about 2 years ago. In the
last couple of years, we have had a much more rapid rise in the con-
centrated sections of manufacturing than we had before.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Particularly in construction. Construction is the
extreme case.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I was not talking of construction so much.
We have had a more rapid rate of inflation recently in the concen-
trated areas.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. What does happen is that the more concentrated and
the more rigid the area, the later comes the inflationary effect. There is
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no doubt that nonunion wages started going up earlier than unionized.
Then unionized started going up later.

I am rather unaccustomed to defending trade unions. They do a
great deal of harnm, in my opinion, in denying opportunities to people
ueho have low incomes; that is to say, through their restrictive mneas-
ures. But the one thing I do not think they are guilty of is producing
inflation. I believe that the large Luiion increases which are regarded
as cost push have in most cases been a delayed makeup for the fact
that earlier contracts were made under the expectation of much smaller
Inflation than actually occurred; in the General Motors contract, both
General Motors and the union anticipated that by 1970, General Motors
would be paying a higher real wage than they were in. fact paying,
than General Motors intended to contract for. This large first year
jump was to get you back onto the real wage that both sides had
thought they were involved in.

This is the sense in which I believe it is true that there has been a
difference in rigidity. This changes the time pattern of effects, but I do
not think it produces any more inflation.

Chairman PROXM-IRE. Mr. Friedman, I think your position is clear
on a lot of questions I want to ask now. In the minute or two I have
left, I would like to get an answer from Mr. Samuelson on a couple
of points.

Should we expect an incomes policy as a permanent part of our
'economy in the future, some kind of incomes policy, at least on a
standby basis?

MIr. SAMUELSON. *Well, my suspicion is that the American society
and the American economy will not stand for a permanent incomes
policy and

Chairman Pnoxi-%RE. I am not talking about a freeze. I am talking
about simply guidelines and that kind of approach.

M~r. SAIUFLSON. No, I think there will be a permanent need for an
incomes policy and I think every President -will find himself pursuing
something of an incomes policy. But I think we are now in a period
of quasi-mandatory direct controls and that they can hope to make a
contribution over a limited period of time, but it is unlikely, if I may
speak as a prophet, that these will develop into permanent wage-price
controls and what is more likely is that you will have something like
that which you had at the time of the Korean -war. After they have
made whatever contribution for good or ill that they can make, there
will be some unwinding of the formal controls.

Chairman PROX31IRE. To what extent do you think that business and
labor should take part in administering the wage-price system? Should
they serve directly on the board, a designee by the AFL-CIO, for
example, and a designee by the business groups?

Mr. SAMUELSON. I would prefer that that not take place, for the
reason that it seems to me that the labor representatives and the busi-
ness representatives will then have to regard themselves as speaking for
their constituents, and they will be deemed to be treacherous to the
interests of their constituents if they do not vote on completely class
lines. Therefore, if it is possible to get a consensus-and witholut some
kind of consensus, the alternative is not going to work-I would prefer
to see a different composition.
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Chairman PNoxmRmE. Should the policy in phase 2 be entirely volun-
tary as organized 'labor has asked, or in your view should there be a
mandatory element?

Mr. SAMUELSON. I think there must be some mandatory element.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In other words, the President should be al-

lowed to hold down a price increase which has been proposed which
he thinks would be inflationary or a wage increase?

Mr. SAMUELSON. And there should be teeth in the penalties.
Chairman PROXIrTRmI. What consideration should be given to the

cost of living to productivity, and to equity adjustments in setting
guidelines? Should the guidelines be based exclusively on produc-
tivity?

Mr. SAMUELSON. No. Every study of guidelines and of the dynamics
of intersectoral development shows that there are different easy rates
of productivity change in different lines and to give current labor in
those sectors the easy productivity changes which come without say-
ing would be to create great discrepancies between wages and great
inequities. I, alas, happen to be in the sector with the least produc-
tivity growth; teaching, for example.

Chairman PRoximiIzE. W7hat I am talking about is an overall pro-
duc'tivity increase. Arthur Okun proposed that we recognize that
throughout the economy, we have a 31/2-percent increase, that you give
that 'as a basis and then give some allowance for the cost of living
increase.

Mr. SAI.MUELSON. Definitely, because I do not think you can roll
back prices and wages by King Canute's edicts. I do not think you can
stabilize prices at a consumer price index and wage rates at an overall
average productivity. But I think you can hope, in the period in which
you have mandatory controls, to take some fraction of the inflation
in being 'and, so to speak, countenance that, but outlaw some fraction
and so try to help the inflation burn itself out and approach a level,
,and the overall productivity 'is an extremely important variable in
'that problem.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you say on that kind of basis that you
could arrive 'at something like one of the guidelines that has been sug-
gested 'as a 5-percent increase for wages and a 1- or 2-percent increase
for prices?

Mr. SAMUELSON. Something like that., including not giving every-
body the escalator that economists want them to have.

'Chairman Pnox}iXiRE. Because if they increase their efficiency, they
can increase their prices 'without increasing costs.

Mr. SAMUELSON. If everybody wants to catch up all the time to the
previous situation, then you are going to have an egg-chicken-egg
situation which will perpetuate the rate of inflation, in my opinion.

Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up, but 'as I understand it, the
reason you suggest this is that you think we do not have pure and
perfect competition, we have great pricing 'power on the part of indus-
try, obviously great wage determination power on the part of labor
unions; and therefore, this element in the economy which is not deter-
mined competitively requires some kind of guidance when it gets out
of line and it seems to be getting out of line.

Mr. SAMUELSON. "It is a central fact that the American economy of
the 1970's could not be showing the behavior it has been showing if
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prices were set in auction-like markets that got cleared. You would
have an entirely different pattern and the deviation from that which
is a fact of life, of named prices, of administered prices, of named
wages, administered wages, both in the union and nonunion sector,
seems to me to be the significant underlying diagnostic reason why
the American economy of 1971 does not 'behave'like the American
economy of 1921 or 1911.

Chairman PRoxmiRE. May I ask on behalf of Senator Javits, before
I yield to Congressman Reuss, just one brief question?

Mr. Friedman, Senator Javits asked me to ask you whether you
would still object to a devaluation of gold in terms of dollars if it were
done not by this Government but by the IMF?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I am sorry, I do not see how the IMF could do it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. If the IMF made a recommendation-I pre-

sume that is what he had in mind.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I assume he is speaking of the IMF widening the

margin. But if the IMF widens the margin-
Chairman PROXMIRE. You are correct. I just had it called to my

attention.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I have no objection to the IMF widening the mar-

gin, but it does not have any impact on us whatsoever.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It will have impact on other countries.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. It does not change any gold price.
Chairman PROXMlIRE. Why would it not have the same effect, a 5

percent widening of the margin, as a 5 percent of the dollar devalua-
tion in terms of gold?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Let's suppose it widened the margin. What is in
that? If there are no sales, no purchases, how do you decide where you
are in that margin? What leads you to believe you are in one and not
the other?

Mr. SAMUrELSON. A statement by the Executive, no longer needing
the act of Congress, which would say, now we are widening the margin
to $38 by 4.99 percent.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. But I do not understand. The IMF announces that
the par value is plus or minus 5 percent. What determines whether
you are at $35 minus five or $35 plus five? Does the IMF also make
such an announcement? It does not now.

I do not see how that helps it. That only means that presumably, it
would somehow or other permit the United States to assert that we
are at the top end of that without an act of Congress. I may say that
my opposition to changing the price of gold does not rest on whether it
requires an act of Congress or not.

Chairman PROXmiIRE. The act of Congress might be simply to con-
form to a new IMF agreement which permits a margin of this, 5 per-
cent or maybe a little bit more. Then-I am not sure I understand
this completely, but the IMF might act, that might achieve the same
result, in the view of Senator Javits, without actually devaluing.

Mr. SAAMELSON. May I say there is an unreal quality about this dis-
cussion, because in the years ahead, no matter what the agreements or
disagreements are, there will be official and paper gold transfers be-
tween governments in the "Club of Ten." Suspending convertibility
does not mean that vou will not settle balances. And it is important to
know at what bookkeeping ratio those settlements are made.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I understood nothing in the President's August 15
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have these settlements at some time in the future years. It is just that
they are not automatic.

If I understand what the President said; and certainly if I under-
stand what I myself favor, which I understand much better, I believe
it rules out any settlements by the United States involving a physical
transfer of gold, except perhaps maybe there are already some already
in train, some carryover, some commitments. But as I understand it,
there will be no physical transfer of gold as announced by the Presi-
dent. If that is so, I do not know what you need a bookkeeping change
for.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Congressman Reuss.
Representative REUSS. Mr. Chairman, our witnesses have been very

patient and are probably very hungry. I am going to be very brief.
Professor Friedman, you have said that the President's tax reduc-

tion program sounds very good to you. You set forth again your long-
term proposal which I always found attractive: Why not cut down or
out the corporate income tax and attribute the income to the stockhold-
ers; it will be an equitable and good thing.

Then you expressed yourself as mildly pleased, at least, with what
had been done-namely, we cut down taxes by about $8 billion to cor-
porations, but we did not do a nickel's worth of attributing. Can I
count on you to lead the crusade of attributing the income to stock-
holders?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I am strongly in favor of attributing to stockhold-
ers. I have been all along and I have not changed in the slightest.

Representative REUSS. Good. You are a potential ally and I am'
delighted.

Now, Air. Samuelson, the morning after August 15, you told the
world, and I happened to read it, that in your judgment, the Presi-
dent's fiscal program was a nothing because it had no budgetary
impact. He was going to cut down on expenditures by the same amount
he was going to reduce taxes. I thought you were right then and I still
think you are right and I am a little distressed to find you seemingly
back-tracking a bit on that. I would have thought that you would be
even righter today than you looked like on August 15, because perfectly
obviously, what President Nixon, given his predilections, is going to
do is cut down on the jobs under things like the emergency residual
public service program which he once vetoed, thus throwing a man out
of work; and then the tax benefits are going to go largely to corpora-
tions which are unlikely to spend all that money, at least on job-
creating activities. The investment tax credit, for example, goes to the
whole existing $90 or $100 billion worth of investment that is going to
be paid anyway. So why were you not right on August 15?

Mr. SAMUELSON. Your confidence in the uniform correctness of
every utterance that falls from my pen exceeds my own. And I think if
you read the whole of the testimony this morning, my position will be
clarified. It may 'be that some of the things I said on this point were
said when you were not in the room and since the hour is late, I beg
your indulgence not to go into the whole position.

But let me say that the President's program, the new fiscal program.
as it is going to be worked out in all likelihood, is more expansionary-
upon close examination than the President's rhetoric of August 15;
would have suggested it was going to be.
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Now, you cannot simply take the expenditure reductions and then
the tax reductions and apply a simple textbook balanced budget multi-
plier to them.

Represenitative REIJSS. Look at the quality?
Mr. SAMUFLSON. Yes, look at the quality. In the first place, a lot of

the expenditure cuts he said he was making, he does not already have
those expenditures. There is wvhtat is possibly a phantom cut in his wel-
fare program. He did not have his welfare program on August 14 and
therefore in a real sense did not give it up on August 15.

He did not have the revenue sharing which he gave up. I am acting
under the supposition that the attrition of the Federal labor force of
1 in 20 will not necessarily come to pass. I hope that Congress will
have a lot to say about that.

I thought just as a matter of abstract economics that it was very odd
that a man who attributed much of our increase in unemployment to
attrition of the Armed Forces should have been obtuse in seeing that
attrition of the Federal bureaucracy not in uniform would have the
same kind of effect.

I may say that I never for a moment have accepted the notion that it
was attrition of the armed forces and the winding up of the Vietnam
war which was responsible for our unemployment. What is responsible
for our unemployment has been the fight against inflation, or, if
someone wants to put it this -way, the need to fight against inflation. In
many a past period, we have absorbed many more people into the labor
market that have ever been released by the Armed Forces in the same
period of time in a very healthy way.

Now, the reason that I think there is not that expansion is that when
I look at the computer forecasts and look at the actual pre-NEP multi-
plicands, including all those of Government on the fiscal side, and then
look at a controlled solution afterwards. Mr. Eckstein before you and
in the record is an example of that, I do find some net expansion. If you
look at the quality, Mr. Eckstein thinks there will be no increase in
money plant equipment expenditure as a result of the investment tax
credit, the one that Congress is now changing, but on that basis. But he
does have a $3 billion increase in real terms. I do not go along with that
magnitude, und I give my reasons why I think you do not give it a big
stimulus now. But I do have an add-on for that.

If you take the import surcharge, that is a revenue collection in a
simple macroeconomic model, such as the freshmen are working on at
this time. If you treat it like other tax things, you would be wrong,
because there are substitution effects between American workers and
non-American workers.

Wlhen I put all these things together, I find that the President's
program is better than his rhetoric and there is some increase. I just
am not as optimistic as the Wlharton School model, as Mr. Eckstein's
model, that there is that much of an increase in real terms.

Representative REuss. Mr. Friedman is torn between tfle desire of
his head to answer you and the desire of his stomach to have lunch.

Mr. SAMUEISO:S. I know which one I am rooting for.
Representative REUSS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the text

of the conclusion of the European Communities' Council of Ministers
meeting included in the record.

Chairman PROXM3IRE. Without objection.
(The information referred to follows:)
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TEXT OF CONCLUSIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES' COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
MEETING (ON THE EFFECTS OF THE UNITED STATES' NEW ECONOMIC MEASURES)
AT A MEETING OF FINANCE MINISTERS OF THE SIx IN BRUSSELS ON SEPTEMBER 13,
1971

Washington, D.C., Sept. 14.-Following is an unofficial translation of the main
conclusions reached by the Finance Ministers of the six Common Market coun-
tries at their Council of Ministers meeting held yesterday in Brussels. The
Ministers met to consider a common position with respect to recent U.S. trade
and monetary measures.

I

The Council of the European Communities has again examined the problems
arising from the measures taken by the United States on August 15, 1971.

The Council feels that the basic problem is one of the reconstruction of the
international economic and monetary order, based on the institutions that have
administered it so far (IMF and GATT), and one which would take into account
the needs of developing countries.

'I'he Council considers it necessary for Community countries to take a common
position in close cooperation with applicant countries (Great Britain, Ireland,
Denmark, and Norway).

The Council, after taking note of the work of the Monetary Comunittee of the
European Communities and the Governors of the Central Banks as well as the
communication of the Commission addressed to the Council on September 9,
agreed that a common position by the Community (within the Group of Ten and
the IMF) should be based on the following principles:

(A) The reforms to be carried out within the international monetary system
must respect the principle of fixed parities which should be adjusted as soon as
it becomes apparent that they are no longer realistic. Such a system is necessary
for the orderly transaction and expansion of trade, in which the Community,
as the most important trading unit, is particularly interested.

Satisfactory international payments relations based upon such principles will
only be possible if differentiated realignment is introduced in parity relations
between currencies of industrialized countries. Such a realignment should include
the currencies of all countries concerned, including the dollar. It should be
implemented in such a way as to take into account fair distribution of adjustment
burdens with regard to the economic situation and the foreseeable development
of the countries concerned.

(B) The correct functioning of the international monetary system thus re-
formed would require measures affecting the international movement of capital.
These measures could consist of a limited increase in fluctuation bands In order
to compensate for the consequences of interest rate differences and also of ap-
propriate measures to discourage short-term capital movements.

(C) International reserve assets will continue to depend upon gold, and to an
increasing degree, upon a collectively and internationally created-and-managed
reserve system. This calls for the adaptation and the development of the special
drawing rights system in connection with a gradual decrease in the importance
of national currencies as reserve assets.

(D) The new international payments balance can only be maintained if, in
the future, all countries or associations of countries respect, without fail, the
obligations and constraints involved in the adjustment process of the balance of
payments and if they implement appropriate internal policies.

(E) Within the framework of the reformed international monetary system,
the authority and range of action of the IMF must be reinforced in all fields of
competence. The member states should endeavor to adopt common positions within
this institution.

Taking into consideration that the functioning of the IMF has become more
difficult because of recent events, the Council feels that it is indispensable for
this institution to be able to pursue its regular activities through internal ar-
rangements relating to transactions of the main currencies used by the Fund. The
pursuit of this activity is not only of interest to industrialized countries but even
more so to developing countries. Moreover, It is indispensable to the proper func-
tioning of a specific Community exchange system.

II

The Council has also examined the developments of the exchange markets
within the Community.

It has noted that the functioning of these markets has so far not been seriously
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upset, and expresses satisfaction that cooperation has sprung up among the Cen-
tral Banks of the Community, which it would like to see continued.

The Council acknowledged that if the present monetary difficulties go on too
long, they would undoubtedly endanger the proper functioning of the Community,
in particular the common agricultural policy. The Council has asked the Com-
mission to prepare a special report on the consequences of the present situation
as far as the functioning of the agricultural common market is concerned. It re-
affirmed the mandate given to the Monetary Committee and to the Governors of
Central Banks on August 19, 1971, to set forth as soon as possible a solution to
assure the stability of exchange rates among Community countries.

III

The Council stressed the seriousness of the U.S. decision to impose a ten per
cent surtax on imports and -to grant tax advantages in favor of internal invest-
ment and on exports. Such measures prevent the formation of realistic exchange
rates. They also are an obstacle to the readjustment of parities. Furthermore,
they can provoke serious disturbances in international trade. Thus, the Council
requests that these measures be rescinded.

Chairman PRO1XMIIRE. Mr. Conable.
Representative CON\ABLE. I have one more question. As a layman, I

am always bemused in the area of economics by the relationship be-
tween myth and reality. You gentlemen seem to view different things
as myths and as realities here.

For instance, Mr. Friedman, you say the balance of payments is a
nonproblem. Yet other countries believe we have a balance of payments
problem and, therefore, it exists at least in their relation with us. And
apparently, you feel that major government involvement in income
policy is likely to be ineffective, to be ultimately a myth.

I gather Mr. Samuelson thinks that somehow it will be more of a real
factor in our economy.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I do not believe it is a myth. I believe it will be very
harmful. It is very real, but harmful.

Representative CONABLE. But a lot of people believe an incomes
policy can be effective, so it has at least psychological effect.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Partly and partly because insofar as it is effective,
it distorts economic relations.

You know, I am really baffled by this talk about the incomes policy
as a simple, obvious answer. Look at the numbers. Consumer prices
are rising at 4 percent a year. Over 3 months, that means they rise by
one percentage point. You erect this whole wage-price freeze to keep
the average of prices from rising by one percentage point. That seems
like nothing. But that one percentage point is the average of millions
of prices, some of which are going up by 10 percent, some of which
are going down by 10 percent. And it does great harm insofar as the
incomes policy is effective to prevent those price changes from steer-
ing the economy.

In the same way, what is true for price changes is also true for wage
changes. The freeze will do far more harm; the more effectively it is
enforced. If people evade it, it is a real danger both by the ways of
getting around it and because it weakens respect for the sanctity of
lawv.

Representative CONABLE. I am not precisely defining what is a myth
and a reality. We politicians, by believing myths, give a reality to them
and perbaps cause the distortions you are talking about.

I think it has, been a very constructive morning and I appreciate
your testimony, gentlemen.
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Chairman PhOXMIIJE. I have just one qriwsfion for each, of you
gentlemen. That question is how should profits be controlled, if at all,
during phase 2? We have had a firm request by organized labor for
profit tax of some kind. We have had at least one economist who has
come in and said he thought it was feasible and appropriate, Mr. Klein
of the Wharton School. But they are in a distinct minority. I would
like to get your views.

Mr. Samuelson.
Mr. SAMUELSON. I think the price of consensus for mandatory price

and wage controls on an interim basis does require the government to
do something about profit control. I would gladly welcome an excess
profits tax except our past experience has been that it digs so deep with
a sieve, meaning the exceptions. It makes work for lawyers and
economists if it is of the previous type, and it is very hard on marginal
decisions.

I would raise the corporate income tax, which has already effeetively
been lowered.

Chairman PvOXNITRE. That is the kind of tax Mr. Klein was talking
about. He would provide that as the share of capital compensation
increases relative to wage compensation, he would raise the corporate
income tax proportionately. If corporate income in relation to labor
income went up by 10 percent, then he would raise the corporation
tax.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. The fact is that corporate profits are lower in real
terms than they have been for a decade, they are lower in nominal
terms than for several years. There is no real justification for con-
trol over profits. It is undesirable to have control over profits. If for
face-saving, we are back in the question of gold, how much do we give
away for illusions?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Maybe recently, but in the past, they have risen
as much as five times as fast as wages.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Not only have they not been rising, they have been
falling in real terms. I think it is false to suppose that there is any
justification or basis for a profits tax.

Representative CONABLE. Does not an excess profits tax work inevi-
tably against productivity?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Of course.
Chairnian PROXMIRE. An excess profits tax does. I agree whole-

heartedly. The big part of my problem is that this is the real discipline;
if you want to hold your costs down, you do it to increase your profits.
Take away the incentive to increase profits, you take away the incentive
ot hold down cost.

But increasing the overall corporation income tax would not mean
an efficient firm that increased its efficiency would not be able to make a
profit.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I believe that corporation taxes are now too high.
They ought to be lower. It just seems to me again it is a-

Mr. SAMUELSON. You understand that I do not believe that, orga-
nized labor does not believe that, and the lower income classes gen-
erally do not act as if they believe that.

Let me also say it would be a very strange cyclical experience if the
expansion works out anywhere near as expansionary as almost all the
witnesses have testified before you, if in some transitional period, cor-
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porate profits did not rise rather rapidly relative to wages. I do not
think Professor Friedman will find that the manufacturers of this
country will ever get together and say, yes, we will settle to have our
profits not go up more than in constant shares.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I was only trying to illustrate what the nature of
the problem was. I personally am opposed to any kind of profit con-
trol, even if you have wage and price control. That is an indirect con-
trol on profits already. It seems to me just to be promoting economic
confusion of the kind we were talking about earlier to get the idea that
profits are somehow not received by people.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very, very
much. This has been an excellent finish for our hearings.

The committee will stand adjourned. The record will be kept open
for one week.

(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.)



STATEMENTS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. BALL, SENIOR MANAGING DIRECTOR,
LEHMIAN BROS., INC.

I regret that, due to professional obligations overseas, I have been unable to
accept the Committee's invitation to appear before it in connection with the
international aspects of the President's new economic measures. I thank the
Committee for its invitation.
* The comments offered in this statement are based on my experience as Under
Secretary of State and as a member of the Cabinet Committee on the Balance
of Payments for almost six years, from 1961 to 1966. They are addressed to the
only aspect of the President's new economic program on which I feel competent
to offer advice-our forthcoming negotiations with the other members of the
international trading and financial community.

I

The principal measures that will play a role in those negotiations are three:
First, the decision to "shut the gold window," or, in other words, our refusal

any longer to sell gold from our reserves at $35 an ounce; -
,Second, the imposition of a ten percent import surcharge; and
Third, the proposal to enact an investment tax credit limited to investments

in American:made equipment.
Since the latter two measures are protectionist devices that violate the spirit,

if not the letter, of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade which we have
long supported, they cannot be justified as permanent features of American policy
but only as tactical instruments designed to improve our bargaining leverage in
seeking to achieve a realignment of the parities of major currencies sufficiently
far-reaching to restore our balance of payments to equilibrium. They will prove
useful, in other words, only if they can be traded away for a substantial quid
pro quo. If this should not prove feasible and they should become permanent-
or even if it Mproves necessary to maintain them for a protracted period-the
international segment of the President's program will have failed. In that event,
not only the economic health of the United States but the environment for
healthy world trade will be in worse condition than before.

II

I underline this point because, in the transient euphoria that has followed
the President's announcement, there has been an understandable tendency to
confuse the announcement of the program with the attainment of its objec-
tives-as though the President's actions by themselves had brought a solution
to our international commercial and monetary difficulties, rather than merely
providing the occasion and the tactical instruments for the development of a
solution. Such euphoria is to be deplored, since it could lead to ill-conceived
action-or inaction-particularly if we approach the problem of sorting out the
parities of major world currencies in a mood of outraged innocence. For it seems
fashionable in some quarters to espouse the self-pitying thesis that, because of
the ineptitude and flatulence of our negotiators, we have been consistently taken
advantage of by other less generous and idealistic governments; thus we now
have every right to insist that our trading partners solve our problems for us.

Not only is this a foolishly wrong-headed attitude, but if we should let it
guide our actions during the forthcoming negotiations, we could do enormous
harm to the whole mechanism of International cooperation, while failing to
achieve our objectives.

(745)
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III

By and large, in our trade negotiations with our major European trading
partners, what has emerged from the Kennedy Round and other negotiations
has represented a fair give and take. I think fit significant, for example, that,
though many American businessmen complain bitterly that the Europeans got
far the better of the bargain, I have heard fully as many complaints from
European businessmen that Europe gave more than it got in return. A recent
study by the staff of the Commission of the European Economic Community
asserts, for example, that after the Kennedy Round the average import duty
in the United States was 12.8 percent as against 7 percent for the Common
Market; while our own Government statistics show that with the completion of
the Kennedy Round our average tariff on industrial products will be &3 percent
against 8.4 percent for the Common Market. Such reciprocal discontent is, I
would suggest, a good test of a fair negotiation.

That we still have some matters to complain about concerning our European
partners is, of course, true particularly the protectionist aspects of the EEC's
Common Agricultural Policy, the Common Market's association arrangements
with certain nations in Africa and on the Mediterranean littoral, and the border
taxes associated with the fiscal system of valued-added taxes.

But the United States is far more innocent. While we have more low tariffs
than the Common Market, we also have more high tariffs. Though we impose
import quotas on something like 67 industrial product categories, including
such major items as steel and oil, while the Europeans maintain quotas on 65
such items, our quotas cover almost 17 percent of our total industrial imports,
as against only 4 percent for the Common Market.

Statistics such as theese are, of course, subject to almost infinite interpreta-
tion and manipulation, and I am certainly not suggesting that our record for
liberalism is worse than that of our European trading partners, merely that it
is not so conspicuously better that we can afford the luxury of self-righteousness.
Let us not forget that we still maintain the so-called American Selling Price in
computing the tariffs on certain important chemicals, even though that repre-
sents protectionism in is most extreme form. Nor should we fail to note that
the surplus in our merchandise balance with the European Economic Community
increased last year-which suggests that we are far from being shut out of
European markets. In fact, the deterioration of our world-wide balance of trade,
both visible and invisible, is due almost entirely to the adverse developments in
our bilateral trading accounts with Japan and Canada, both of which deserve
special atention.

IV

What should be clear beyond doubt is that we are entrapped in our present
unhappy predicament not half so much because of the trading and financial
policies of other nations, but because, for a number of years, we have failed to
check powerful inflationary forces intensified by-but by no means altogether
caused by-an overseas war. The result of this inflation has been to over-price
many of our goods thus making them non-competitive in world markets. Thus
our present predicament-and let us be quite honest with ourselves-is nobody's
fault but our own and the world knows it.

What is clearly indispensable, if we are to regain a healthy economic posture,
is that, after the present temporary freeze, we adopt and enforce measures that
will effectively stop the inflation; otherwise, the President's program will have
been an exercise in futility. In fact, it will have done more harm than good, since
it will have disrupted world trade and finance without compensating benefits.

V

But let us assume that we do find a long-run solution to the excessive inflation
of the past few years. How shall we go about achieving the correction of those
imbalances that now mark our present unhappy position in the world economy?

The first priority, it seems to me, is for us to get rid of some of the illusions
that have clouded the public discussion of the problem during these past few
yeasty days.

The first illusion is that the determination of new parities can be left to
market forces. There is no evidence whatever to suggest that any of the major
nations whose currencies are out of line with real values have the slightest
intention of letting those currencies float freely. Not only is it against the religion
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-of a central banker to refrain from intervention when he sees his national
-currency moving in a direction of substantial disadvantage but the operation of
the import surcharge and the vast supply of available short-term money give
present market forces an inevitable bias. If, then, we adopt a passive posture
while waiting for the market to define what adjustments are needed, we will
cruelly deceive ourselves.

A second illusion, equally dangerous, is that, once having stopped the engine
of the Bretton Woods system by halting gold convertibility and seriously under-
cutting the GAI'r by unilaterally.blocking access to the United States market,
we can expect the other major trading nations on their own to develop new solu-
tions. For a long while we have been preaching the doctrine that one nation's
surplus is another nation's deficit and that surplus countries have as much of a
responsibility as deficit countries for maintaining equilibrium within reasonable
limits. Now we seem to be saying that, so far as the United States' deficit is
concerned, we are passing the whole burden to the surplus countries to devise a
solution through an upward valuation of their currencies, regardless of the
deflationary consequences for their own domestic economies.

Such a position, it seems to me, ignores all the lessons of past experience.
During the entire post-war period the United States has led in every constructive
monetary and trade move (other than regional initiatives) that were directed
at the improvement of the world's financial and trading systems. We have done
so not merely out of the goodness of our heart-although our record, on the
whole, is highly creditable-but because we commanded economic power equiva-
lent to the combined power of four or five smaller nations-and, as a single nation,
we were capable of incisive action.

In this regard our country is unique-and we dare not forget it. Though within
the past few years Europe has made gratifying progress toward economic
integration, the nations of the European Community are still far from having
achieved anything resembling unity of decision and action. Thus, even now we
are once more witnessing the familiar spectacle of the Community internally
divided because of French insistence on its own doctrinal prejudices.

Under these circumstances there is clearly no single entity other than the
United States that can command the authority to design and successfully pro-
mote a constructive initiative to realign currency parities. Yet, unhappily, that
does not rule out the possibility that, if we fail to pursue an active diplomacy
but permit the present stalemate to continue for a matter of months, one or
more nations may be tempted to set in train a chain reaction of competitive
protectionism, not necessarily as explicit retaliation for our actions but still
using the American import surcharge as an excuse.

Not only does the situation require active American diplomacy, but that
diplomacy must be directed with a sense of urgency. What we must seek to bring
about is an adequate program of currency readjustments within not more than
a month or six weeks from now. For the third illusion that we must rigorously
put aside is the assumption that time is somehow on our side and that if we only
maintain our protectionist measures and wait long enough, our bargaining
leverage will be enhanced.

Nothing is further from the truth. Rather than increasing in potency, our pro-
tectionist measures are a wasting asset. Already there are reports that Japanese
industry-cooperating, as it invariably does, with the government-is making
plans to adjust its operations to the ten percent surcharge. That surcharge. it is
argued. may not, after'all, prove a bad thing. It may provide the necesasry impe-
tus to long overdue rationalization. It could well lead to the concentration of in-
vestment in higher technology sectors, leaving labor-intensive production to
lower-cost Asian countries. Meanwhile, the government is reported to be plan-
ning massive public works investment in a much needed improvement in the
infrastructure while, at the same time, maintaining the momentum of industrial
activity.

Once these internal adjustments are achieved, Japanese industry is likely to
emerge more competitive than ever. To be sure, Japanese protectionist elements
will almost certainly use the American surcharge to justify further delay in
liberalizing trade and investment, while American companies trying to do busi-
ness in Japan may well encounter even more formidable obstacles. But, as a bar-
,aining counter, the surcharge will have lost much of its potency.

Nor is that all, for the longer the surcharge and the "buy American" features
of the investment tax credit remain in effect, the more American industry will
come to depend on them. Thus, vested interests will be built up in the mainte-
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nance of 'these two protectionist devices, a healthy process of rationalization will
be slowed down, and increased productivity will become less essential for meet-
ing competition. The result: new distortions and new rigidities on both sides.

VI

Before we commit ourselves to any line of strategy, it is essential that we care-
fully appraise the strength of the weapons in our hands. Here again, in the
euphoria of the past few days. we have shown a dangerous tendency to exag-
gerate the bargaining value of the import surcharge.

Though our ten percent import surcharge will adversely affect certain sectors
of Japanese trade (roughly thirty percent of Japan's total merchandise exports),
the resultant disadvantage would still be far less than a ten percent revalua-
tion of the yen, since the surcharge would affect only visible trade with the
United States, while an upward revision of the yen's parity would make both
Japanese goods and services less competitive in every market of the world.

Yet what we are seeking is not a ten percent revaluation but something sub-
stantially more than that. Most recent speculation has ranged around fifteen per-
cent, and I do not think that an impossible objective, provided we pursue a skill-
ful diplomacy, as I shall suggest in a moment. But there has also been a good deal
of loose talk about demanding trade concessions at the same time, not only from
Japan but from other countries.

The same considerations apply to West Germany, where our surcharge affects
only nine percent of the Federal Republic's exports; yet what we are apparently
seeking Is something approaching a fourteen percent revaluation of the Deutsch
Mark that would affect all West German trade throughout the non-Communist
world.

VII

This brings me to the fourth and final illusion which we should quickly dis-
card-the illusion that we can successfully employ our protectionist bargaining
counters to buy a whole shopping list of concessions from OUT trading partners
not only in the form of currency readjustments but also in the area of com-
mercial policy and even defense. Such an illusion is dangerous because it can lead
to over-trading, bogging down negotiations in an endless and angry wrangle and
ultimately causing irreparable damage to the whole system of international
cooperation which we have so painfully built up since the war.

'For not only is the import surcharge a limited instrument; it is a blunt instru-
inent. Though we must necessarily regard the principal target in the forthcom-
ing negotiations as Japan and its undervalued currency, the surcharge actually
affects a far larger percentage of the total foreign trade of such innocent third
nations as Mexico or Korea-whose currencies are not undervalued-than it does
of Japan.

Since we dare not make exceptions to the general application of the surcharge
without doing violence to the fundamental principle of non-discrimination that
underpins our whole system of commercial policy, we must recognize the inad-
vertent damage we will cause if we leave the surcharge in effect too long in an
effort to extract trade concessions from a mere handful of countries we regard
as pursuing unfair trade practices.

Nor, because it is unfocused, is the surcharge likely to be effective outside the
narrow area of currency readjustments. To be sure, we have a continuing argu-
ment with the Federal Republic of Germany as to the balance of payments
effects (probably about $900 million net) of the cost of maintaining our troops in
Europe. But it would be wholly impracticable to try to maintain a surcharge
against the whole world's commerce simply to bludgeon the Germans into more
favorable offset arrangements.

I strongly feel, therefore, that any attempt to settle too many loose ends and
to bargain for concessions outside the area of parity realignments is likely to
lead to total frustration. Though we should use every means at our command to
correct the present payments imbalances, it would be the height of folly to try
to achieve too much within the four walls of the present negotiation.

VIII

We will do well if we obtain a significant revaluation of the yen and some
lesser readjustments of other major currencies. But to deal effectively with the
Japanese will require a drastic revision of the tactics we have so far been
pursuing.
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In my judgment, the major mistake we have so far made in dealing with the
Japanese Government is to try to resolve our problems in a bilateral setting.
Among all the nations in the international trading community Japan is sui
generis. It has been only a hundred years since it experienced the Meiji Restora-
tion, whch released it from the inward-looking feudalism that had insulated the
Japanese people for three hundred years. To regard Japan today as simply
another capitalistic country roughly in our own pattern is to misconceive the
structure and history of the country. Not only the Japanese people, but the great
Japanese corporate enterprises regard themselves as instruments dedicated to a
common national purpose; in fact, many of the decisions of Japanese Industry
in approaching foreign markets are made not so much from the point of view of
the corporate profit and loss statement as from the relevance of that market to
the national objectives of Japan.

But if Japan differs in structure and outlook from the United States, it differs
equally from the other major trading nations of the West. To bring Japan, with
its special institutions, its unique structure of state-industry relations, and its
distinct habits of thought, into a world financial and trading system designed
largely in response to the institutions, structure and attitudes of the West is a
task requiring both firmness and sensitivity. Clearly it is not a task that the
United States should tackle by itself. If we continue trying to achieve it by our
own efforts-through the use of instruments of coercion such as those now
included in the President's Program-we will suffer the full onus of abrasive
relations with Japan, while at the same time angering and alienating our
Western trading partners by deflecting Japanese exports from our market to
theirs.

What we should instead seek to do is quickly to bring our Western allies to
understand that they have a common interest with us in resolving the special
Japanese problem. That point is reasonably well understood in industrial circles
in Britain, but, unhappily, I find very little understanding of it on the Continent.
and it will take intensive education on the part of our Government, as well as
American industry to persuade the Europeans that this is an urgent task require-
ing the closest transatlantic cooperation.

Ix

Finally, what is urgently needed is to reinject into present negotiation that
spirit of mutual give and take that has, in the past, marked all successful efforts
to solve our trade and monetary problems. This will require intense activity
and quiet leadership on our side and serious concentration on correcting the
impression that America plans to employ no instrument of persuasion more
subtle than a baseball bat. It will mean assiduously developing with the Group
of Ten those common positions that can be translated into effective pressure on
-those member nations whose currencies are furthest out of line. Quite likely it
would be useful to encourage the staff of the IMF, and particularly Its very able
director, M. Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, to put forward concrete proposals for
revised parities. After all, the IMF is the only impartial agency that commands
the respect of all the members, and, at the moment, its life and usefulness are
in serious jeapardy.

*Nor would I rule out the need-at an appropriate point and in a spirit of mutual
concession-for the United States to offer to take some action having the equiv-
alent effect of a modest increase in the gold price, although I would personally
like to assure the demonetization of gold. At best, I would see gold only as a
numeraire. We should not think of restoring gold convertibility. But, although
I have no competence at all as a technician, I would think it possible to advance
some American contribution to the achievement of new currency relationships
by restating the value of the Special Drawing Rights in relation to the dollar.

Yet. if we are ever to return to a system of fixed parities (hopefully with some
widening of the bands to provide increased flexibility), we must hurry, since I
think it likely that if matters remain unresolved over many weeks, nations may
diecover that controlled floating Is not all that painful. I recognize that some
experts would regard such a state of affairs as attractive, but I can see many
reasons why it would be hazardous to experiment with floating rates in the
present widespread manner, and I hope we will not let things come to that result
by default.
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STATEMENT OF GARY FROMM, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

WAGE-PRICE-PROFIT GUIDELINES

Discussion of appropriate guidelines to succeed the wage-price freeze has been-
rampant the past few weeks. Unfortunately, most of the alternatives publicly
proposed to date are merely variants of the 1962 Kennedy guideposts.' Those-
guideposts, leaving aside exceptional cases, provided that wages in every industry
should rise no faster than national productivity, say 3.2% per year. They also
indicated extremely vague price guidelines. Prices were supposed to be reduced by
an indeterminate amount (related to unit labor costs) if productivity in an indus-
try were greater than the national average and, conversely, rise if it were less.
than the average.

The Kennedy guideposts were never rigorously applied. The Council of Economic
Advisers informally did pressure individual companies, unions and industries.
Also, the government manipulated stockpiles of materials in attempts to decrease
prices.

While the statistical evidence is not clear-cut, to the extent that these guide--
posts had an effect, they fell mainly on wages and not on prices or profits.2 Thus,
they were inequitable.

Moreover, since national productivity is the wage-price standard for all indus--
tries, these guideposts are highly inefficient from a resource allocation standpoint.
Implicitly, they assume that the degree of substitutability between capital and
labor is uniform for all industries and is equal to unity. If it is less than unity (as
many studies have shown), then the capital share of industry income is favored.
If the elasticity differs between industries, then the resource combination and cost
implications also differ.3

Not only would some of the recently proposed guidelines reimpose the inequities
and inefficiency of the earlier Kennedy guideposts, but they would guarantee the
continuation of inflation, albeit at a lower rate than experienced the past few
years. They do this by setting a floor under wages above the rate of increase of
productivity. The excess of labor costs over productivity results in a rise in unit
costs and therefore, certainly in the long run, an increase in prices.

Ideally the mechanism for influencing or controlling wages and prices should
preserve the relative price and wage relationships which would arise from freely
competitive markets. Some of these relationships apply in absolute form, some in
percentage form and others in a combination of forms. This arises. for example,
from the existence of specific (absolute levies) and ad valorem excise taxes.
Therefore, not even absolute or percentage rollbacks preserve the ideal charac-
teristics. Nor would adherence to prices and wages of a present or past point in
time be a proper solution for a dynamic economy undergoing continual structural
transformations. It might be noted, too, that aggregate monetary and fiscal poli-
cies also are not neutral with respect to wages, prices, factor demands, final
demands or resource utilization.'

Consequently, no policy is truly ideal with regard to preserving competitive
norms. Short of not intervening to slow or halt inflation, all policies will cause
some distortions. What we are seeking then is not the ideal, but a "second-best"
solution. From a normative standpoint. this should be one that preserves the
freedom of action of firms and individuals and the operation of competitive mar-
kets while still inhibiting inflation. The following proposal was designed for this
objective.

1 Economic Report of the President, January 1962, pp. 185-190.
2 For example, it has been estimated that over the 1962-66 period for the manufacturing

sector, the guideposts reduced the annual rate of Increase of average hourly earnings of
production workers by about 1.25%, the rate of increase of unit labor costs by approxi-
mately 2% and the wholesale price index by about 1.4%. The drop in the WPI increase
mainly reflects the restraint on wages. See Gary Fromm, "The Wage-Price Issue: The Need
for Guideposts Testimony presented in Hearings Before the Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Congress, January 1968. pp. 3-7.

"The effects are extremely complicated and cannot be examined here. However, it is
clear that relative capital-lahor ratios would change.

'The world is more complicated than the simple pedagogical models that adorn
economics textbooks. It Is easy to show that relative proportions (price, wages, etc.) will
change with the level of real or nominal demand in systems that are nonlinear, have
constraints or suffer imperfections.
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A GUIDEPOST ALTERNATIVE

Before turning to the specifics, some of the broad underlying principles should
be stated. First, collective bargaining must be permitted to function and should,
in fact, be encouraged. Wage increases, however, are subject to maximum limits.
Second, firms must be free to set their prices as long as their average effective
price on all sales (based on actual transactions) conforms to the guidelines. Third,
both labor and management should be given incentives to increase productivity.
Fourth, except as required for stabilization and growth purposes, interest rates
should be prevented from rising by any significant amount. If necessary for
balance of payments and monetary stability reasons, a two-tier exchange rate
system or other measures should be instituted to deter massive, spectacular inter-
national money movements in U.S. dollars. Fifth, special provision must be made
for selected activities, for example, government, small business and exceptional
cases.

Now, to the specifics. Except as otherwise noted, all quantities below refer to
percentage increases. For the Consumer Price Index, this is assumed to be posi-
tive. The time frame over which these increases are calculated and the adminis-
tration of the guidelines will be discussed separately.

WAGES

The basic entity to which the guidelines pertain is the bargaining unit, the.
group which negotiates the terms and conditions of employment. This may be an
industry, a company, an establishment or a combination of these. The manage-
nent-labor agreement must be such that average labor compensation (wages plus

fringe benefits) is limited so as not to exceed the higher of:
(a) Productivity (constant dollar output per manhour) for the bargaining-

unit,
,(b) Consumer Price Index.5

The structure of wages within the bargaining unit could be changed, but the
average increase would have to satisfy the guideline constraints. Labor would
not be guaranteed the maximum limit or any minimum increase. It must bargain
with management for whatever it can obtain, up to the maximum. If the bar-
gaining unit 'had productivity gains less than the CPI, labor could still bargain
to preserve its real income. If the unit had productivity increases greater than
the CPI, labor could bargain to increase its real return. This should be an incen--
tive to labor to help increase productivity.

For reasons of equity and proper resource allocation, the wage guidelines must
be applied for non-union as well as unionized workers and for workers not-
covered by collective bargaining agreements as well as those who are. Most
companies with unionized workers already maintain a stable wage structure
vis-a-vis their non-union workers. Under the guidelines, this must be continued,
with non-union personnel (including executives) receiving no greater percentage-
increases in compensation than their unionized counterparts. Companies that:
do not engage in collective bargaining also must adhere to the guidelines and
can raise the compensation of their workers no more than productivity or the-
OPI (on a rate of increase basis).

PRICES

The basic entity to which the guidelines pertain is the price-setting unit. This
might not be identical to the bargaining unit. For example, steel industry wages.
are negotiated on an industry-wide basis. Steel prices, however, are set by indi-
vidual firms, and these are the price-setting units. If not otherwise identified,.
the pricing entity is defined as the unit which files an income tax return with the
Internal Revenue Service.

,Prices of individual commodities or services are not constrained by the guide-
lines. They can rise or fall by any amount. But the average effective price over'
all transactions (sales) of the price-setting unit is limited so as not to exceed
the lower of:

56The CPI does not include state and local income taxes. Rince these have been rising,.
It may be desirable to adjust the index for these taxes and use the modified CPI as the
standard. This would relieve pressure on real incomes of individuals and on fiscal con-
straints on state and local governments-at the expense of higher wages and prices, of
course. Where bargaining is local or regional In nature, rather than national, it may also-
be desirable to use a CPI for approximately the same area.
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(a) Average unit costs,6

(b) Consumer Price Index.'
If the rate of increase of unit costs exceeds that of the CPI, firms still could

not raise prices beyond that of the -rise in the CPI. They would thus be con-
fronted with lower profits or higher losses.8 That is, they would have to absorb
a portion of the costs of their failure to increase productivity and restrain
production expenses.
* If average unit costs are greater than zero but less than the CPI (both in rate
of increase terms), then the firm can raise its average price up to its unit cost
increase." The impact of this action on profits depends on the prices of competi-
tors and substitutes and so forth. Again, ceteris paribus, there is an incentive to
stimulate productivity.'0

Finally, there is the ease of falling average unit costs. Prices could be con-
strained to fall by a proportion, ranging from 0 to 100% of the unit cost drop.
If the proportion selected is 100%, profits can only rise through increases in
volume. With this prescription, the firm has far less incentive to restrain waste
and costs and raise productivity than if it can keep a fraction of the gain. If
the firm were operating in an unfettered competitive environment, prices would
probably drop to some extent but not necessarily the full amount of the unit
cost decrease. For example, this would occur where a firm obtained an advan-
tage over its competitors by fashioning more efficient production techniques,
developing superior products which permitted them to reap economies of scale
and so on. Normative competitive theory, which yields a social welfare maxi-
mum, provides that prices are determined by marginal productivity and that
efficient producers can earn extra returns (economic rents). Therefore, unless
the guideline objective is to reduce prices to the barest minimum, an exact cor-
respondence between unit costs and prices should not be ordered. This would
violate the competitive criteria set forth for a "second-best" solution.

A good case can be made for the other extreme. If unit costs fall, prices cannot
'be increased, but they can be cut, with.the firm left free to decide the amount.
Even without constraints, it is doubtful that many firms would raise prices when
unit costs were falling. Therefore, freedom of choice in this instance largely
duplicates what would happen if there were no guidelines.

PROFITS

The wage-price guidelines proposed above should themselves limit profits to
acceptable rates of increase in most cases. Companies with productivity lower
than the CPI would be under strong bargaining pressure from labor and prob-
ably would experience no significant gains in unit costs and profits. Companies
with high productivity gains that increased wage rates substantially, generally
would not show marked profit improvement, unless labor costs were a minor
component of total costs. Profits would rise dramatically for firms in which
productivity jumps ire high, wage rate increases are low and labor costs are
the major component of production expenses. Other scenarios 'that generate
extremely high profits can be imagined too.

While the percentage and number of firms that enjoy such profits is likely to
be low, demands for equity vis-&-vis other firms whose returns are limited may
require that "excess" profits be eliminated. This is largely a matter of the redis-
tribution of income and wealth, always a sensitive political issue.

If required for political reasons, there are several ways to inhibit or curtail
undue returns to capital. A multitude of tax schemes could do the job. Three

5 These are to be calculated over the same transactions as prices. Unit costs include
interest payments but not profits or capital distributions. Investment expenditures must
be amortized or depreciated under the same procedures followed on Internal Revenue
Service income tax returns. For the same reasons given in footnote 5, an allowance may
be permitted for state and local taxes.

7 It is possible to employ other price indexes as the standard, for instance the WPI. The
CPI was chosen here for reasons of symmetry with the wage guidelines. Whichever price
index is selected for the standard, it should apply universally. Again, state and local tax
adjustments may he deemed appropriate.

8 Exceptions might be made for new or established firms (hut not those merged for the
purpose of possible exceptions) whose losses are substantial and whose solvency is
threatened.

D A more stringent rule for slowing inflation would be to limit the average price increase
to a fraction (for example, 80% ) of the unit cost increase.

10 If only a fraction.of cost increases can be passed along as higher prices, productivity
incentives are even greater.
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have been prominently discussed. The first is an excess profits tax of the type
levied during World War II and the Korean War. Experience with these taxes
was not favorable, in that they stimulated avoidance, evasion and wasteful
expenditures.

Another alternative would be to raise the corporate income tax rate. But this
would apply to all corporations and not only to those earning excess Profits.
It would run counter to efforts to stimulate investment and economic activity.
It would penalize firms that were less capital intensive and invested in assets
with lower than average lives. It would dampen the growth prospects of new
firms that are just beginning to become profitable.

The third tax possibility is to use criteria on returns on assets. The proposal
has been made that the rate of increase of returns greater than that of national
productivity be taxed on a 100% basis. Even if revenues generated by this tax
were ploughed back in the form of higher expenditures, there are a number of
serious drawbacks. It is not clear why the rate of increase of returns to capital
should be tied to the rate of increase of productivity. This is tantamount to pre-
scribing that interest yields on bonds should grow at the same rate as produc-
tivity. Next, no provision is made for firms that are experiencing losses or
returns below their historical norms or are having difficulty raising capital. More
importantly, since the tax is based on the rate of return on assets, no account
is taken of different debt-equity ratios aounug firms and industries. The prescrip-
tion would favor equity holders and cause firms to attempt to raise their leverage
(the proportion of debt to assets), so as to maintain or raise returins to equity.
The only way to avoid all this and the attendant distortinims of fiuuammcial structure
and markets is to control all income payments, that is, to limit the rates of
return on all financial instruments.

All of the above tax proposals have another deficiency. They benefit the
Federal government without providing any actual or potential gains for labor,
except through use of tax funds for higher government outlays. A mechanism
that meets many of the above objections might take the following form.

The rate of increase of profits greater than the rate of increase of labor comU-

pensation rates (for the tax reporting unit) is to be taxed on a progressive
scale, if:

(a) Profits are positive; that is, decreases in losses are not subject to tax,
(b) Profit levels exceed the highest absolute amount reported in the last, say

five, taxable years.

Even if the previous high profit levels were exceeded. the real income of firms
would be lower than that earned in earlier periods, because of the intervening
inflation. Likewise, since the capital base has grown, rates of return would be
lower, too.

Because the extra taxes are levied against a base determined by labor eom-
pensation, high profit firms have an incentive to raise wages to a greater extent
than would otherwise prevail. They, of course, also have the alternatives of
lowering prices or paying the taxes. In all probability, a combination of effects
would occur, with firms, labor, government and consumers all sharing the gains
of undue profit potential.

DIVIDENDS

Nu guidelines may be required for dividends. especially if profits are con-
strained. It is not desirable to limit dividends paid to the elderly, to pension
funds, to universities and other nonprofit institutions and to those individuals
with moderate incomes. As to the wealthy, they, too, have a right to share in
the benefits of decreased inflation and higher real output. In any event, the pro-
gressive individual income tax schedule provides for government capture (70%
in the highest bracket) of extremely large dividend payments. Some wealthy
individuals escape these taxes through avoidance and evasion. Yet their number
is sufficiently small that the inefficiency costs of hampering the economy with
still another set of controls probably are far greater than losses in equity:
dividend controls cannot easily be justified.

TI'ME FRAME FOR CALCULATING PERCENTAGE INCREASES

Most labor bargaining and contracts are for payments to be made in future
periods. At times retroactive compensation is made for work performed during
negotiations or to correct past inequities. But the principal focus is on future
wages and working conditions. Similarly, prices are set for current and future
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transactions. Therefore, the ideal time frame for guidelines would be to base
standards on future productivity, unit costs and consumer prices. Forecasting
these quantities cannot be done with a high degree of accuracy. Consequently,
if predicted standards were applied rigorously, ex post corrections would be
needed to adjust labor and capital returns for deviations between actual and
predicted performance.

While feasible. the problems and costs of using predicted standards are suffi-
ciently great that reliance on past results seems more attractive-another
"second-best" solution. The question is which past period should be selected and
whether it should be uniform for all entities.

The least inflationary solution would be to prescribe that all computations
should be based on the period since the wage-price freeze was announced,
August 14, 1971. Implicitly, this would involve the assumption that all wages.
prices and the distribution of real income payments wVere in equilibrium on that
date. This is obviously false. Certain industries had granted large wage increases
and raised prices over the preceding few weeks and months, and other industries
had not adjusted for inflation over the past few years. To freeze relative prices
and wages to their August 1971 pattern would be highly inequitable and ineffi
'cient from ta resource allocation standpoint. Moreover, it would ignore the hard
won gains of labor in wage settlements that have not yet been fully implemented.

An alternative time frame possibility takes these considerations into account.
is more flexible and comes closer to reproducing the working of unfettered cora
ptetitive markets. This is to use time frames tailored to individual bargaining
units. Average rates of increase of productivity, consumer prices and unit costs
would be calculated over the interval in wvhich the latest contract was in effect.'1

Labor compensation agreements and prices then would be set to remain within
the guidelines given above.

If prices and wages exceed the guidelines limits on the date that the guidelines
-are put into force, rollbacks would not be required. However, they could not be
increased from those levels unless such increases were within the guideline
standards. In essence, this holds the line on sectors with recent highly inflationary
wage-price settlements, while allowing the rest of the economy to catch up to
more normal real income positions. Recomputation of guidelines and adjustment
of wages and prices would be permitted periodically (for example, monthly), if
labor and management agree to bargain or contract on that basis.

SOME SPECIAL PROBLENIS

The difficulties of measuring productivity are well-known. Real output per
manhour can be calculated relatively precisely for most gobds-producing and
many service sectors. Even if "true" productivity cannot be determined, closely
related proxy indicators can suffice for the short run. during the interval for
which the guideposts are in effect. Obtaining productivity and real output meas-
tures for the service sector is not as intractable as many believe. For example,
average hospital days per patient, revenue-ton miles flown, nights of hotel room
occupancy, insurance coverage issued .(at constant dollar premium rates), pas-
sengers carried, cases handled and so forth, all provide a means for measuring
real output of services. Combined with manhour and cost statistics, they yield
productivity and unit cost assessments.

There are some sectors for which productivity measurements cannot be made
readily or accurately. Government is one example. For these sectors, guideline
standards should be taken from external sources, such as productivity increases
and wage scales in comparable activities or professions. A last resort is to use
national averages of productivity, wage and price behavior as a guide.

Guidelines for small business also present problems. 'Many have neither the
records nor the expertise to perform the necessary calculations. Enforcing in-
*dividualized guidelines here is administratively formidable and extremely costly.
Nor may it be necessary. Small business is constrained by the actions of large
firms (which would, of course, be controlled) and is strongly influenced by demon-
stration effects and market forces. If it were exempted from strict adherence
to the guidelines (flagrant violations could be made subject to sanctions), little
barm probably would ensue for wage-price stability or relative equity.

"In the ahRence of contracts. a maximum statutory period (like the preceding twelve
months) would serve as the base interval.
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ADMINISTRATION

Structurally and administratively, the guidepost system should be partially
self-policing. The proposal above has a number of countervailing checks to help
bring this about. Labor compensation can rise no faster than productivity, nor
can prices rise at a greater rate than unit costs (or, in both cases, than the CPI,
if productivity is low). If the rate of productivity increase is overstated, unit
costs are understated. That is, labor can bargain for higher wages, but manage-
meat is limited to lower prices. The reverse occurs for understatement of pro-
ductivity. Therefore, both labor and management have a stake in accurate
productivity measurement.

Exactly which is the best administrative organization and mechanism for
supervision of guideline compliance is not clear. It probably should include a
high-level authority (guideline review board), which would have ultimate re-
sponsibility (aside from court-imposed and Congressional directives) for the
programn. 'Moreover, the burden of proof of compliance should be on bargaining,
price-setting and tax-paying entities, not on the government. In addition, the
Internal Revenue Service and regulating authorities (ICC, FCC, CAB) could as-
sist in the review process. JThe reports on wages and prices should be consistent
with income tax returns and regulatory reports. IRS and regulatory agents are
familiar with the accounting practices and historical financial performance of

inany firms. They would be in a good position to spot manipulation of accounts
for purposes of guidepost evasion.

Violations of the guideposts could be subjected to a number of sanctions. These
need not necessarily be limited to fines hut could include other deterrents, such
-as punitive rollbacks in prices, payment of multiple damages to overcharged cus-
.touners, a surtax on profits and income tax liabilities, and so forth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The above guidepost proposal is more complicated than simple rules, such as
limiting all wage increases to a fixed figure (say an estimate of national pro-
dustivity, plus a1n arbitrary increment). Such rules tend to be inequitable and to
distort resource allocation. Some inequities and distortions also would result
from the guidelines proposed here. But they would be far less severe and perva-
sive than those from simpler alternatives.

STATE-MENT OF RICHARD W. LINDHOLM. PROFESSOR OF FINANCE,
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MIANAGEAMENT AND BUSINESS, UNIVERSITY
OF OREGON. EUGENE. OREG.

IS A NATIONAL VALUE-ADDED TAX JUST AROUND THE CORNER?

The economic program of the administration announced the Sunday evening
of. August 15 can be interpreted as the first step toward a national value added
tax (VAT), of 10 per cent.

VAT is the tax used by very nearly all of the major trading nations of the
world. It permits them to levy a border tax on imports and to grant tax refunds

-on exports equal to the rate of VAT applied. These rates currently are as low
as around 6 per cent and as high as around 33 per cent. The trend of the rates
has been upward and that of the base toward greater breadth.'

There are few who would deny that to assist in making international adjust-
ments is an important plus for any domestic tax system to possess, and that if
a general tax measured by value of product does this better than a general tax
measured by income, then product taxation possesses an advantage justifying
consideration. Support stops here if the acquisition of international strengths
requires the surrender of important attributes a good domestic tax system must
possess. Domestic tax effectiveness cannot be surrendered to gain international
advantages. The tail cannot be permitted to wag the fiscal policy dog as it tends
to in the case of the monetary policy dog.

I VAT is either now In effect or legislation providing for it is In the process of being
adopted in the following European nations: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway and Sweden. VAT Is levied on imports
as a border tax.
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ANTI-VAT ARGUMENTS

The first basic objection to use of a general national tax based on the value
of product rather than business and personal incomes arising from sales of
products and services is the difference in the effect on consumer prices, and on
intermediate goods and services costs of collecting the same revenues in these
two different ways.

The second basic objection is that taxes based on the value of goods and serv-
ices cannot be related to ability to pay, as can income taxes, and, because this
is the situation, are necessarily less just than income taxes.

A third basic objection is that taxes based on value, except retail sales taxes
or where the tax is stamped on the product, are hidden taxes; and therefore,
taxpayers are not aware of the tax cost of government activities? This is believed
to prevent citizen equating benefits of government service with tax cost, and this
inability results in uneconomic use of resources.

A fourth basic objection is that tax collections based on transactions lose a
large portion of the built-in cyclical flexibility enjoyed when collections arise
largely from corporate and individual income taxes.

The fifth, and perhaps by far the most important, is the fear of the unknown
and the unfamiliar. Much of this objection boils down to a belief VAT, if in-
troduced, becomes just another tax and will reduce individual and business
well-being.

Each of these five basic objections are undoubtedly offered by persons sincerely
concerned. However, it is alsb true they are raised as a political smokescreen and
utilized by those fearful of the destruction of a special privilege or an intellec-
tual position. long maintained and defended. When used in this fashion, the
seriousness 'of the objection is apt to be exaggerated. This is often done by enu-
mnerating undesirable aspects of VAT without comparing these with the short-
comings of continuation of past practices.

PRO-VAT ARGUMENTS

For example, the price objection, to be given perspective, must be compared
with price increases arising in the U.S. without a VAT and in Germany. for
example, with. a VAT. The consideration should also point out 'that spending
financed with deficits has price increase impacts which do not provide a new
substantial tax base to reduce next year's deficit as would be true if a national
VAT were introduced.

'More than likely, it 'is impossible to measure the variation in domestic prices of
internationally traded goods 'and services that arises from a difference in the
portion of total taxes collected through applying indirect and direct taxes. 3 If the
export prices of a nation decrease substantially, and border charges increase as a
result of a sharp decline in use of direct and increase in use of indirect taxes,
other nations must react to -this change and the domestic economy of the nation
making the shift must change. Just what changes will take place cannot be fore-
cast. But one would expect domestic prices of imports to increase in the short
run. However, as foreign reaction takes place through changed exchange rates
and a similar move to more indirect taxes, 'the original upward movement of
import prices would be inodified. Domestic export industries would experience
an original stimulation. The length of the stimulation would depend to a large
extent on the same actions that are expected to reduce price increases of imports.'

I see little to fear from price increases arising from the introduction of a
major VAT in the near future. Price changes caused by taxes are much more
closely related to total taxes collected and method of expenditure than to type
of tax used. After all, it is a truism that all prices must be covered by prices
charged. The movement to VAT could help to stabilize prices by reducing deficits

2 The study of VAT sponsored by the American Retail Federation came out favoring a
VAT collected as an add-on as Is the retail sales tax. Cambridge Research Institute, "The
Value Added Tax In the United States-Its Implications for Retailers," Cambridge, Mlass.
American Retail Federation, 1970, pp. 153-154.

3 Individual Income taxes, payroll taxes and corporate profit taxes are called direct
taxes. VAT, retail sales taxes, special excise taxes, and tariff duties are called Indirect
taxes. Under GATT only indirect taxes can be levied on Imports and refunded on exports.

'Current studies show that Western European export prices have not increased along
with domestic Internal price levels. A portion, but perhaps not all, of this difference is
explained by the more rapid increase of service prices and the protected domestic market
for high cost goods not able to compete In the international markets. However, the wide
use of VAT is also an element.
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and the need to expand the money supply to meet U.S. Treasury financing needs.
The common objection that VAT, and all indirect taxes, are not suited to grad-
uated rates and, therefore, cannot be taxes "according to ability to pay" assumes
that only a particular tax should be considered -in evaluating a fiscal system ofa nation. Actually it is the tax system, i.e., all the taxes, that must be included inthe analysis. In addition, the manner in which the money collected is spent can-
rnot be excluded when evaluating a nation's fiscal system.

ln aiddlition. those objeceting to VAT on the ability to pay issue are frequently
shedding crocodile tears. However, the fact they influence many unaware of the
shortcomings of direct 'taxes in reaching taxpaying ability is important in the
context of this discussion.

DISAPPOINTING INCOME REDISTRIBUTION EFFECT

In addition, those objecting to VAT on the ability to pay issue are frequently
collection has been pushed more actively than 'in most other countries. Despiteone of the xvorld's highest top individual income tax rates, no provision for in-
cluding corporate profits taxes as paid at source income taxes, the inclusion ofcapital gains in taxable income, and what must be the world's best income tax
enforcement organization, America's progress toward the goal of muore equalincome distribution through tax collections has been disappointing. In recogni-
tion of the shortcomings of the progressive income tax in redistributing income,
its use for this purpose has been nearly abandoned in Germany.5

Executive and Oongressional herculean efforts brought forth the 1969 Revenue
Act. It is too early to judge the impact it will have on the income redistribution
power of the federal tax system. But failure to reach goals set in a number ofimportant areas and added complexity reduce one's optimism that it will have a
major impact.

The democratic method to help the poor is rapidly shifting from taxing policy
to spending policy.6 The size of the economic pie has increased rapidly and con-
tinuously since World War II. This new economic stability, expanding pro-ductivity and reduced armament expenditures point toward democratic gov-
ernieauts speading to maintain income of citizens throughout life and more
spending to increase citizen education and productivity to reduce poverty at
the source.

Under the circumstances of the present and visible future, the role of taxationin a demnocracy will be to provide stable revenues while encouraging economic
growth within an international framework where tax harmonization is of vital
importance. This type of tax goal does not require liberal, democratic govern-
ments to continue their historical tax attitudes favoring substantial use of only
those taxes that use graduated rates. In a broad and meaningful sense incomesare made, more than likely, more equal by government spending aimed at this
goal, than through soak-the-rich taxes.

CAN SHOW VAT SEPARATELY

The "hidden tax" shortcoming of the third basic objection is not a necessaryVAT feature. The general European practice separates VAT out and makes
it a separate item on the invoice down on the retail level. The retail price,
however, does not separate out VAT. More than likely, this is the correct
approach and the one to be used in America. This would make VAT similarto the corporate profits tax and the property tax. However, if Americans should
want to make this particular tax stand out, it could be quoted separately as
are state and local retail sales taxes, and as recommended by the American
Retail Federation study.

The third basic objection seems to be largely a strawman. As used in Europe,
VAT is more visible than other taxes and this would also be the situation if
adopted in America, even if it was not added on as are retail sales taxes.

Frederick G. Reuss. "Fiscal Policy for Growth Without Inflation," (Baltimore, Md.:Johns Hopkins Press, 1963) p. 82.6 At the same time as the Swedish government was presenting plans for adoption of aVAIT and some reduction ol income taxes. it was providing for large increases in children'sallowances. Karl-Olaf Faxen. "A Programme for Tax Policy, 1966-1970," SkandinaviskaBanken Quarterly Review, 1961 3. p. 77.
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BUILT-IN TAX FLEXIBILITY MYTH

The loss of cyclical flexibility, the fourth basic objection, is a positive good
possessed 'by VAT and not a weakness. Government has been a major creator
and not an eliminator of post-war economic instability.7

The record demonstrates the federal tax on corporate profits at the basically
flat rate of around 50 percent is by far the most cyclically sensitive major revenue
source. This degree of sensitivity of a major revenue source is bad-both in
good times and in bad times. Bad in good times because a large portion of the-
cash flow of compaanies creating the good times is drained off for use by the
Treasury.8 VAT does not have this weakness.9

The relative desirability of enjoying economic stability through government
revenue stability and some built-in expenditure flexibility, e.g., unemployment
benefit payments, seems to have suffered too great a decline since the fiscal
and monetary policy discussions of the 1930's.

Built-in flexibility of tax collections makes government expenditure main-
tenance or expansion more difficult during periods of economic decline. The
large budgetary deficit required for an appropriate expenditure program creates
international monetary problems and frightens away middle-of-the-road and
conservative political support. Therefore, a government expenditure program
aimed at using uncommitted labor and capital resources during a recession is
retarded by the major use of taxes that bring in sharply reduced revenues during
a recession. Those favoring taxes with collections that fall sharply in a recession
often fail to note that the recession caused decreased tax collections arise
largely from a reduction of capital gains and business profits. Therefore, reduced
tax collections do not represent an increase in private spending incentives as
would be true if payroll taxes, for example, were reduced.

Basically, built-in tax flexibility as an economic stabilizer settles down to
a monetary approach to the problem. It turns out to rest on the development
of budget deficits and surpluses and a resulting change in the demand for savings
and a change in the quantity of high powered money created by the Fed. It is
doubtful if it is desirable to rest appropriate money supply on fiscal determinants.
Under these conditions, monetary policy loses a degree of its independency and
acquires a tendency to forego making independent judgments of appropriate
policy.

The final major objection is fear of the unknown. Education and the experi-
ence of others are perhaps the only general cures for this. After this has been
accomplished, and this- point is about here relative to VAT, the next step is
general awareness of a need.

Change becomes possible when need is demonstrated. The Presidential actions
of August 15 began this process. The debates which have followed are continuing
the process. It involves international trading relations, budget requirements
as well as reconsideration of the elements of liberal fiscal policy.

STATEMENT OF GARDINER C. MEANS, ECONOMIC CONSULTANT

GUIDELINES FOR AN ANTI-INFLATION POLICY

It is the purpose of this article to outline a set of guidelines for the determi-
nation of wage rates and profit margins in order to limit inflationary price in-
creases in the period in which monetary and fiscal policy is employed to expand
aggregate demand and thus raise the economy from an unemployment rate of
over 6 per cent and industrial activity of 73 per cent of capacity to an interims
goal of appreciably below 4 per cent unemployment and industrial activity of
over 86 per cent of capacity. These are designed to resist the inflationary
pressures which restoration of full economic activity would engender, as well as to
overcome the inflationary tendencies which the first Nixon game plan failed to.

7 Wilfred Lewis. "Federal Fiscal Policy in the Post-war Recessions," (Washington, D.C,.:
The Brookings Institution. 1962), pp. 195-198.

8 Economic Report of the President, 1963 (Washington, D.C., Council of Economic
Advisers, 1963), pp. 66-68.

9 Richard W. Lindholm, "Business Activity Tax." Michiqad Tax Studies (Lansing, Mich.:
Michigan Legislature, 1958), p. 275.
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check, and at the same time not interfere with the forces that work toward fuir
employment.

Whether adherence to anti-inflation measures is to be enforced by law or is to
be voluntary, subject to the pressures of public opinion, the enunciation of guide-
lines is essential. Indeed, if adherence were to be subject to legal enforcement as
under the Nixon 90 day freeze, the absence of clearcut guidelines or stand-
ards would make the legislation of doubtful constitutionality. Whatever program
goes into effect after the 14th of November, guidelines are crucial and must be
clearly enunciated as a part of the program.

THE NEW TYPE OF INFLATION'

It is clear that the problem of simultaneous inflation and under-employment
involves a new type of inflation which derives from the market power of big
business and big labor. Economic theory is capable of explaining inflation as a
result of an excess of demand. It is also capable of explaining excessive unem-
ployment as a result of a deficiency of demand. But it is unable to explain both
inflation and under-employment at the same time. The problem is a product of
the modern big corporation and the organization of labor which corporate con-
centration engenders.

The new type of inflation has nothing in common with the demand inflation
which is the only kind of inflation known to classical theory. It arises from the
private administration of prices and of wage and salary rates and does not
depend on an excess of demand.

The source of this new type of inflation could be either management or labor
or a combination of the two. Management could cause it by unreasonably widen-
ing profit margins or by maintaining profit margins which should come down. If
a particular inflation were solely from this source it could appropriately be
called a "profit" inflation. But the new type of inflation could equally well de-
velop from the side of labor as wage and salary rates were pushed up faster than
is justified by increased national productivity and living costs. A particular in-
flation arising solely from the side of labor could appropriately be called a
"wage' inflation. More often the new type of inflation comes from the manage-
ment side in some industries, from the labor side in others and sometimes from
both sides in the same industry. Its distinctive characteristic is that it arises
from private administrative pricing decisions, whether of management or through
collectve bargaining. Therefore this new type of inflation is appropriately called
"administrative" inflation.

Finally, it is the very fact that the new type of inflation arises from private ad-
ministration of prices and wages that opens up the possibility of limiting it.
Classically competitive prices such as those of farm products are extremely diffi-
cult to control even in a major war. Without rationing, prices move to equate
supply and demand. But where prices and wages are administered through pri-
vate decisions, they are not determined by supply and demand and the actions
of the decision-makers can be directly influenced. Those who think in terms of
classically competitive prices and therefore say that inflation cannot be coIl-
trolled are not discussing administrative inflation.

SOURCES OF THE CURRENT INFLATION

The present government seems to be confused as to the main source of the
present administrative inflation. Om the one hand it has been charging labor
with the responsibility for forcing up prices by raising costs. On the other hand,
the President, in announcing the price and wage freeze, said to labor: "In the
four years between 1965 and 1969 your wage increases were completely eaten up
by price increases. Your pay checks were higher but you were no better off". Yet
in these years national productivity increased by more than 10 per cent. If the
President's figures are correct, labor has been denied the gains in productivity
which are legitimately due to it and cannot have been the main source of inflation
in this period.

An examination of the national accounts published by the Department of
Commerce indicates that the primary drive for inflation in recent months has
been an expansion of profit margins. According to the Department's figures, com-
pensation to employees per physical unit of Gross National Product produced
by non-financial corporations remained constant in the first half of 1971. In the
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same period, profit margins per unit of production increased over 6 per cent.
This does not look like wage inflation.

More fundamental as a cause of the current inflation is a curious paradox.
Labor holds the opinion that wage rates have not kept pace with increases in
productivity and living costs and assumes that this is because profit margins are
too high. Management holds the opinion that profit margins are low and assumes
that this is because wage rates are too high. The paradox lies in the fact that
both groups are right in their opinion and each is wrong in blaming the other.
Wage rates have not kept pace with combined increases in productivity and liv-
ing costs and profit margins are low by historical standards. Each group, seeking
to obtain what it regards as its fair share, contributed to the administrative
inflation. The sources of this paradox and the way it leads to inflationary de-
cisions will be examined in connection with hardship adjustments after the basic
guidelines have been proposed. It is enough here to notice that when labor and
management each sincerely believes that its share of income is unreasonably
low, market power results in administrative inflation. This is something more
than the normal striving of each for more.

THE BASIC GUIDELINES

The two areas in which market power generates inflation involve the deter-
mination of wage rates and profit margins. If inflationary action in these two
areas can be prevented, the major source of inflationary price increases will
be eliminated.

Basic guidelines for these areas which limit administrative inflation must

strike a balance between greater simplicity and greater perfection. For the
short period of recovery, simplicity must dominate. For this purpose, two simple
basic guidelines would serve, except for hardship cases which would require
special adjustments:

1. Wage and salary increases should not exceed the combined increase in
national productivity and living costs as measured from a base period, say the
first half of 1971, or the whole of 1970.

2. Profit margins per unit of production should not rise above the level in the

same base period, except for cost-of-living adjustments from the base period.
Such guidelines, if adhered to, would bring to labor the full benefits of increased

national productivity plus adjustment for living costs from the base period, but
any adjustment for a previous lag or for other inequities would come under hard-
ship rules.

The profit guideline would allow management to pass on all legitimate increases
in cost and would allow profits per unit to rise with the cost of living, but, apart
from this, increased total profits would come from expanding production rather
than from raising prices.

In operation, if there were no hardship cases and all wages and price decisions
were current, the application of these guidelines could be relatively simple. An
emergency guidance board could announce the changes from the base period in
national productivity and living costs from time to time, and individual com-
panies and unions could calculate the appropriate limits on wage and salary in-
creases and in profit margins. In connection with other costs, this would allow
management to set prices consistent with the guidelines. If these guidelines were
adhered to. the pricing actions of labor and management would make no net con-
tribution to inflation, and the objective of holding the line while employment and
economic activity expands would be achieved.

But these basic guidelines would produce inequities if there were initial in-
equities in the base period and might produce inequities through the overly
simple profit-margin guideline. Important inequities would require hardship
adjustment lest they make the guidelines program break down. The guidelines
for dealing with hardship cases should also be clearly stated in order to avoid
lengthy and repetitive administrative negotiations.

PRINCIPLES FOR HARDSHIP ADJUSTMENTS

There are two general principles which should guide the allowance of adjust-
ments in hardship cases:

1. No adjustment should be made for minor hardships. Under the guidance pro-
gram all hardships cannot be eliminated in the short period of the recovery pro-
gram. The guidelines should not allow any adjustment where a correction for
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liarlahip would (11nailoulit to less thali, say. per eenlt of tlie wage or prolit lia gi
Iv(s 0 1 v ( L.

2. Vlihere sulst'l tifil hlar(lsllil) wp o Vld 1ie involvid in a strict a diheroin e to tIe
,iidelilles, adustiiieit should lie ninde. but only paril of tihe ha idrsi p shoidd li1
ti lor tefed, plrticulairly vlehrc it is of longStiiilnifg.

In its short duration, the guidanince prograim cannot l[e expected to go far in
correcting inequities in the system of wage rates anid proit mlalrgins. ]Ii e*se of'
sIhbslti ltial hardshiip, eg more than 5 per cent of the wage rate or pro0it 11rgii.
I bl, ha rdship allowallee should be figured (lo the basis of the excess over 5 per cent.
If the lhardsliip hias arisen drini ig i le period oef tle programin bec iiuse of its silil-
plicity, the whole excess should be allowed. If it results fromt a lowv level in tihebase period, only ai poirtion of the excess. say 20 per e(llt. s)lotild Ie allowed in aniy
ol1' year.

Titl [.tIi'.C.ATION ()E 'lit11 Il. l:DiilI l'lU.NCII'I.I.0r 1ll oM 'IAO COMI I'INS ATIION

The uapplication of t lie hardship principles to wages an;d salaries wvould center
onl tile conipetLsation per hour being paid in tihe base period. In general, but
probably with inylly exceptions, the coinpensa tion to employees haSilS not kept pInee
with thle hisloric rise ill national producrivity an111d living costs.

A (olnsidel ;0ide diserelianey developed dtlrinlg tile four year period of the Ken-
n1edy guideposts. This occurred fromt the (:moIlibillationi of 3 factors Tile cost of
living rose arouind 5 per cent in the four years. The guideposts allowed adjustment
for increasing prouilctivity but hot for cost-of-living iicle:tses. And Iabor adhered
so elosely to tile Wage gui(leliost that labor cost per unit of production for all
noll-filltaIlieial corporailiOnlS did not go up at all and for maiiufacturing enterlprises
it actually venlt dowvn nlearly 3 per cent beeause. in that reiovery period. prodiuc-
tivilt y in Iantlufacttlriwig wenlt ulp this nIuci ]llore tbtail inatiolnal produltivity. Iln rt(stibsercilelit period, Some of this setback luis iteelf overcome but so01e still remaiIs.

An euierggenly guidalnce boalrd should take a short period of years prior to tile
Kennedly guideposts nid report the estimated rise in eniployee cimplelnsation from)
hlait period to the base period tile [last nortilal period]. Tlhe rise might not be inuell

greatei thaii the average rise in the comiipenisatioii per lan-houLr. If this is thic
case, there would be n large iulilber of cases in which no handshlip adjustileilt
from this source would be called for by the guidelines. But ill sonile cases. coill-
penlsationl has lagged well behind this average and the ha rdshi)p guideline would
call for some adjustment.

'PIhe othier Inajor type of wvage hardshlip would arise wN-here, in the base period.
inliployee compensation per hour il one activity w1sn clearly out of line with

eomnpellsatioll for other similar activities. If the difference were substafltial. the
guidelines sholild allow some adjustment, provided the comipeisationi for tile
couiparable activity was hot substantially out of line in the *;pposite direction by
t lhe historical measure.

Iii 01l vage aitd salary guidelines, employee compensationl should 0e defined
to include fringe benefits and apply to lilors actually worked and they should
aipIly to manlagemilent alid directors as Well as to ll)-iitlualagellilt eipiloyees.

APPLICATION OF THIE 3BARIlDSHIP P'ttINCH'LES TO PROFIT ARAING LXS

I'lIe applicatioll of the hardship principles to profit margins is conmpliciited by
the paradox already nientionied that both conipelisation to emplovees and profit
mnirgills aippear to be low. Tlhe reasonl for the lowtless of wage rates has already
]been indicated. Tile lowiness of profit margins in the base period is quite another
matter. It arises primarily from three sources. In part it is a result of changes
in the haiidliug of depreciatiotn and to this extent is a fiction so fal a1s the guide-
lines are concerned. Ini part it is a result of increased interest paynienls per nnit
of production and may be irrelevant to the guideline programu. In pait it arises
front thle low rate of opelratioin which spreatds overhead costs over a smaller
nuumher of ullits, thereby increasing Ullit costs aind sqlleezilla -ilitrginS except
wviere prices lhave beell correspondingly increased.

'lThe effect on profit miargins of changes il the treatnienit of deproviation is
snldple. Progressively over the years tile charges for depreci;mtinn have lbeen
shifted away fromt a straighlt line to anl accelerated basis so that ft larger prO-
portionI of tile capital invested il nelw pdlant and equilmient is recovered through
depreciation charges il the early years of their lives. The delireciation ien(efits
of *R,3.5 billiotn il year put into effect January 1 of this year are a con1tilnlialiot of
tills process. As a result of this sinlerh 19)71 ellatl;e aneolultinig profits before

G17-193-71 4- 17
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taxes wvould be $3.5 billion less even if gross profits teforc dePreci(INtOl /rIMI t(ltus
ervve the same. The lowver profits would be nit aceiountilig fiction. With exact ly tiIe

same output, prices and eosts except for the handling of depreciation. the new
regulation wvould bring something like a 6I per cent reduction in profit. margins
per unit of production. Over a longer period the shift of income from protits to

depreciation would be very much greater.
'T'bis in part expllainis why 1 tiofit niargins 7ook,7 so low. Capital is taking pal rt of

its comiipensation in t1he form of tax-exenilpt depreciationt not taxable protit.
'l'ltis iieNIIIS that in :ny comparison of profit niargins -at different times for
guideline purposes the same methods of calculating depreciation niist lie uiseu

;,r an iadjustment madle for the difference.
This ,accounting shift of current profits into depreciation miust be taken into

account not only in applying the basic profit guideliie but also in making hard-

.shill) adjiustnieutsS. For ilie basic guideline, where the method of. ealeulatinig delpre-
eiation has changed it is the profit margin per unit cealclatedl ivith tile identical
macfolOl of charging depreciat ion which should be kept constanit. Similairly. in

hardship adjustments. it is only historical coniparisons of profit margins which

have been adjuste(l for differences in the aecountin.g for depreciatioll (imheldling

depletioi) which can hle acceptedi as a basis for determining hardship. This shofid
he made clear in the guideline.

TIhe second reason that profit margins have tended to be lowv is the increased
role of interest payments in the compensation to capital. In the last fifteen years.

interest costs per unit of physical output produeed by non-finalincial corporations
hatve increased more thaii fivefold. Part of this comes from the donbling of in-

lerest rates but more of it comes from a great increase in the proportion of in-

dustrial capital that is derived from debt rather than equity sources. T'Ihese two
reasons for the increase in interest payments per unit of product ion involve somme-
what different problems in a guidelilne progranm.

TI'he very stilistantial in(rease in the ratio of debt to equity umeans thlit a larger
proportioit of the compensation to capital comies in the form of tax-exempt in-

terest rather than taxable profits. But the fact that corporate management
chooses to finance with debt rather thau stock does not provide any justilicatiomi
for higher prices. Rather, it means that profit margins per unit of production
should be lower. If trvo conipanies are alike in all respects except that on(e has
no debt and no interest costs while the other has obtained half its capital by bol-

rowing and therefore has substantial interest costs there is no reasoi wvhy con-

sumers should pay the extra cost of interest in higher prices or vhy, at the same
priees. the interest should come out of wages. Rather, the interest should come out

of profits and the prolit margin per unit of production should be less. This also
should be spelled out ill the guideline.

This example imdi(cates that. to the extent that the debt -e(uity la ti i has shifted
to hi rger proportion of dert. profit niargins shonld be lower. To tihis extetit. just
ais in the Case of the shift in deproeiation accounting. the lower profit margins do

not represent a case of hardship. In measuring the stability of a comipaniy's profit
iamirgins or its average margin as compared vith the base period. the profit guide-
line should require an adjustment for any substantial shift in the debt-equity
ratio as compared with the base period. Likewise. ii hbardship cases ilt histori-
cal shift in this ratio should be taken into aeount.

The less inmport~Lnt, problem presenited by the increase in interest rates raises
the issue of whose income should be lower because interest rates have risen.

Should the extra cost come out of consumers. wages or prolits' 'Though a per-
feet set of guidelines vould resolve this problem. it is sufficiently Slglnt so that

any inequities involved in disregardinig it in etlenulafting ehaniges in profit margin.s
from the base period nnad in making hardship adjuistments will be siall, espe-

ially if a sneeessfnl effort is made to reduce interest rates.
The third miajor explanation for low- profit tnrgints is the relatively low rate

of operations. This presenits a problem whieltl tends to differ among eompanies
depetiding on how they have reacted to the diminisled volume of sales and the
intcrease in overhead costs per unit in the recessiou frottt nid ih)u:i). Some coin-

pilnies tldmhinister tIheir iirices to keep their profit mnargitis relatively constant in a
recessinl. hopiltg to n verage out their aggregmit e profits over the cycle. Soine coin-
panies ptice to vidien their profit niargins in a recessiolt so as to niake more

acahrly the samte aggregate profits in spite of variatiotls in sales. And still others
reduee profit marginls ini recessio(m.

In the period of recovery, a perfect guideline program would take these dif-
fereences into account, bult this would appreciably complicate the profit guideline.
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For the short duration of the recovery progrtirn it may be preferable to neglect
this factor ini administering the basic guideline b))it to take it inito accouit. with
respect to liardship cases. This n-ould require a discount from actual profit
inargilis in tneasurilig the hardshlih where the margin had been increased ill re-
cessioit allot an addition ill measuring the hardship wvhere the margin had been re-
diliced. Of couise. the guideline would allonv a mdiodificttion of the base periodmargin otily if. after t lis aicd other modlificatiolis wvere nade. tile ha rdshlip wvas
substlint ial.

One fui rtllel subject aliso needs to be men t ionied. If there hItd been a subst ainti:l
clhllige inl I le ratio of eapitaIl to labor used iII produII ctioln. IlIe r:tfi of the i'ottpieltI-
satiton to e (liployees ilitd comlpelIlSatiOtl to ctat)it al shou ld shift in favor of tilie iat -
ter. It is well established that, even in cotisttilt dollirs, tihe dollars invested per
worker have been increasitig. But this is uot the import tint factor il a giuidelitie
progr:uit. What is inmporitiatt is whethier the 'vaice of eaipitalt per worker lots in-
erc sezd relative to fihe valice of laitor per iwol er t. Ill thle 1:1Ast tll yeas. retil w wage
rates jwr loiur ilm l iii fti liig wentti pll) ap1p1ro. ximniately .30 per cetit aud the retilI
cald].)ita I 1 u ed r man~l-hOIIr' xvelt up in a bout the salme iiagltittlde. 'hus there loas
beent no suihsttintial change in the ratio between the labor cost and the capital
used ill plroductioll. This faictor would. t herefote, not need to tie takedn into

OtIrI.I.NC[G AtiHIERiENCE TO THIE GUIIDEi.JNEiS

Silnee the tilarket power (oi big busiiiess anid big labor is tIie miajor source of
the ailtiiistrtative intflatiohu. the problem if ad nleretice to the guidelines shonid
focus (oit the exercise of tIhis ljowel. Atly elite'rptise or tliiiit litli ing sigiiicaiil
i:airket power should be vicittiwourged to odl1here to the gifidelilcs dulriig I hi'

eiuiirgelncy. lI.ut the fortmil effort; to obtaini adbereteice sholod le Ii ilited to thie f 'w
litdr ed big eorporationls wt Whci coistitltie twIo thirds oe ildulstr y aind Nvl ose
iarilket lpowetr vests lieni wit It i :iti mjot publici illtet re.st.

A.n exaiiiplle of such a litiitaltiou is given ini l.R. 2502 which wvould create all
Eniergeuecy (uidatice Boaid to litnit itiflatioti by establishing aid seeking adhier-
ence to a set of voluntary price and wage gnideliines. Its legal powers Nvould
apply only to: (1) corporations with capital assets in excess of $500 million, (2)
corporattiiitis wvhich supply more thal 3(\ perr cent of aniy niallret of substantial
volillle. aulid (3) tiny corporation with capitil assets in excess of R100 inillioit orsupplyitig inore than 1/) per cent of anly niarket of substantial voliltie where the

utidaulice Botard deterwiites such inclusion t0o be necessary to itirry out tIte pur-
povses of the tet. We may tIake this liroposal as a basis for exatitigii the problem
of adherelne.

Such a limtitatiiin in legal scope vould. at the outset, allow- a guidance board to
tiing solne 300 big eorporatioits within its prograimi immediately, thereby cover-
ilg liore than half of the natiolis indttstridl capacity. Then, is experience was
gailed. otiher lesser lig coili inies could lie blrugit under the lirogram to the
extent required by the anti-illhltiotl objective. It would leave smaller companies
iutside the bolId's activity.

Labor unions bargaitiing vith these big companies should also be brought under
the legal powers of ati emergenicy price board.

W\ithlI the problem of olitaiiiuig adhetrence limited to a few hunidred corporations
aiad a siialler number of ittiins. the problem of adherence wrould be greatly
sinIumlified thotgli it would still he conlplicated.

AlillElElCE BY Ol:GAXNI'I)n LABOR

Adlieretue by organized laluor should not be difficult to achieve, provided
labor is tIlioroughly sold oil the need for the guidance programi aind the essen-
tial fairiuess iif the actual guilelines, and believes that the profit guidelines will
lie iiiforced *iil nanagetitent. T'lere are three Inajor reasons for this expectation.
First. Iaior adliered remarkably closely to the Kxennledy guideposts even though
ilibe Iatrer %vere unfair to labor. Second. manlagement will tend to use the labor
guideliie ill resistitig excexsive delatlnds. atlid third. the alit i-inlHitioll prograt
iottlined here s-ill inclilde a tax on corporatiolns atpplicable to auyu iiocreases in
IWOlit tan1:1giis (Vvel the Matirgitn prevailinig in Ile bnse period except as ain emer-
gu'ellcy gui (litie boaiird aiprovies a specitic adjutstitetit for iuidshitip.

0nly ill iie situatio in shouild an y union have ti ltalie reports t aill etiergen ty
u idineIia hiard. Un ions should lie free to strike. itt Iefore lix Uiy iot 1 bharg"aill-

inl, with inie ir miiore (of the htg corlporations sttltjtCt iti the pe I hiowtets uif the
bliii-d itilrd sirike it should te relitireud t,- tile Xvithi the halimn a silbst:aitimil ecIi-
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nolilic justilicatioit fr the increases in labor compensation and other terms for
which tile strike Call was being issued, with evidence that the strike demands
wvere consistent with the wage guidelines or in wvhtat ways they exceeded these
lines. Tile board could theni publish the justification, review it and if it found

h'lat! taking into account the hardship considerations in the guidelines, the
Cleaniiads were excessive it could make this conclusion public. Such a process
Aould not abridge the right to strike but could bring public opinion to bear.

ADIIEI;EINCE BY 'TILE NIA-NAGEM.AENTS OF BIG CORPORIATIONS

The problem of obtaining mialnagement adherence to the profit guideline is more
difficult. Under the four cears (if the Kennedy guideposts. the compensation to
caliital per unit of production for all non-financial corporations wvent up 2:5 per
cent wlhile thle comltpensaltionl to empldol yees per unit of production remained prac-
tiica111y constant. decl liming a little. Otl aIveralge. alit1OSt all1 of the extra colupenlsa-
tion l o capital caime from raising priees.

Tlhe difficulty stenis fromn two major sources. There is no strong consumer or-
galtization. to bargain with mallinagement on profit margins comparable to manage-
Ili:alt in largailnling ol wages. alid. sec'ondly, it is much inlore difficult to bring
about a reduction in prices when costs per unit go down than it is to prevent
a1n increase in price wlhen costs per unit do not go ult.

For the latter, an advance notice and economnie justifiation for an intended
price increase and a review by aim emergency guidance board could contribute
greatly to securing adherence. Such a board should have the legal power to require
all the big corporations which it has found to come under its authority to file
wvith it any planued price increases for any significant prodluit or line of products,
say 30 (lays beftore tile increase would be Illade. :ld to provide evidence that
tlhe increase is consistent with the profit-margin guideline.

The boaVd eCould( then publish the justification, review' it aiid if it found that,
taking into account the hardship conisiderations in the guidelines. the proposed
price increase w^as not warranted or wvas excessive, it could make this conclu-
sion public. Such a process could considerably temper any tendency to raise
prices. It wounkl not. however. have anay effect ili limiting an increase in profit
lia rgigls w llen costs per unit have gotte deown since only price increases would be
repor ted.

Au effort to apply a reporting technique where costs go down would be inuch
more difficult and cumbersome to handle. A price increase is a positive and easily
reporlted event and only those corporations which proposed to raise prices wvould
have to report. But reductions in cost are not so simple and monitorilig them
would require that practically every corporatioli should file a report on costs.
This would overwheli a, guidance board.

A NE\W TAX P12OPOSAL-A IMARGIN TAX

To deal with this difficulty antd also to reduce price increases, it has been pro-
posed that all execss-profits tax le imposed. Such a tax, however, wvould tend to be
counter-prodtietive because, once a corporation was making the allowable profits,
the indulement to expand its production further and hire more workers would
be diminished.

A IIuch more effective tax would be to tax unjustified increases in profit
maoorgins. Each corporation would be required to report to the Treasury its
total sales and its total profits after taxes in the base period. It wtould also
report its total sales anld total profits after taxes in a current period. If the
ratio of protits to sales had inereased, this would be prima facie evidence of a
rise in profit lmargins. Unlness this evidence was rebutted by evidence of a hard-
ship accepted by the guidance board or by a change in product lilix, the protits
arisitig from the increase in ratio wvould be heavily taxed.

Wwhere aln emergency guidance board has found that a constant margin would
-reate a severe hardship and has accepted a higher profit niargili as consistent
with thie guidelines. the Treasury would be required to use the adjusted profit
inaririn il calctlating anll increase. Likewise where the product tiix has been
hAminged beeause of a chatige itt the degree of integration or for some other

teason sollue adjuisttmtenit should be itade. If the change in mtix arises from
difierences in the products of differemit subsidiaries, this could be eliminated
by allowving corporations to repfirt their IlIt:Igil)s for each subsidia ry septri ely.
In lithtlr caIses sOlite atdJustmtetit w ould bil llecessalry. Only th 'isi e i'lipt iOnls for
Iil.rd i lll lto IliX Sil heuh be' a hi' wed. I 1 lthe rNi se tIle simipli figu reS .h ttlId

to tts(dl.
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:11 tile de(i'siol (01 the tax rate to be charged on taxable increases in prolit
nloargils, account noust be taken of the imperfection of the guidelines. If the
guidelines were perfect and all hardships were adjusted for, it would be appro-
priate to tax away all profits resulting from increases in the adjusted profit
margins. But because sonie legitimate increases in margins cannot be taken into
account without greatly complicating the administration of t hc guidance pro-
gra in. smll lesseir proportion should( he ta ken, say .50 per cent. 'l'lfis %volild prov ide
a signiic:ait deterrent to unwarranted price increases and a clear incentive to
price reductions NvIlere costas were lower. It would not be counterproductive but
WoUld. ratlnr, focus the mlaking of protit on expaniiding lproduction oied
eiploymelint.

IRESULTS TO BE EXPECTED

'The1 minlin objective of the set of guidelines here propI)sed would b(? 10 provide
elioll(yees (If the big corporations with the gains from national productivity that
ar-e their due without having them taken avny by a rise in living costs, and tI
give muanagemlent the prime inducement to make prolits by proIItilig nmore. nlot
i1y incriasilag pro0it liarginis. If adheredi to, they would not prevent all tinfnitioii
Illrilig the period (Of recovery. First, there would be the limited inflation result-
ing from the rise in classically conipetilive prices such as those for farmi products
;lid sonie industrial raw moaterials. but this source of inflation wvould cease once
full emaploymient wvas readled. Second, there wvould be sonie price increases due
to tile ad.juslinenit of hardship cases. Finally, there would be the pi>ibability of
sonie price inlcreases among the simiall anll miediumil colipatiies and services not
sulijeet to classical conipetition. At the samlie time. an expansion of demand
thiouggh fiscal al(h lilonetary measures could expand production anid elillloymiielnlt
wlith only a iillor prolplrtio(l diverted to infliation.

STA'ilMENT ' TH'E lR ETA IL CLERKS iNTEIKNATI ONAL ASSOCIATION

A.\ GCIA FULL EmPLOYvMENT, ANTI-IN FLATION PIROGRAMt

We respectfully call upon the President and the U.S. Congress to work together
to imllelmnnt the following 2(0-point program to bring the economy under control:

EnDact tax legislation : to reduce tax rates for families earning less than $1.5.000
a year: to increase personal exemptions to $1,21)0: to increase standard deduc-
tion: allow deductions for child care and education to close tax loopholes allow-
ing lorporaitionis a ad individuals to avoid their fair tax burden: to oppose
iivestment tax credits and accelerated depreciation allowances, particularly for
invest ilelit in Ameirican owlned plants and facilities located in foreign countries.

Enarict an excess profits tax at least for period of wage-price restraints.
1`11"ct a freeze on dividen(is at least for period of vage-pric e restraints.
Place presently authorized freeze on interest rates. particularly for mortgage,

,i nlsiumer. small business, and small farm loars.
Pursue NXlRB action to extend contract bar application throughi period of

wvage-price freeze to protest bargaining unit stability and bargaining strength
or organized workers.

Secure a meaningful and effective role for organized labor in the shaping of
zoverrnmenit policy antI programs to follow the 90-day freeze.

l'Pursue action for interpretation. protest and, if necessary, litigation to chlilige
regulaltiows wvhich are arbitrary or beyond the scope (If the Executive Order.

llelea.-e the $12' billion of funds appropriated for public facilities and services,
XvIlich the Presideut has impounded. to provide the increased public investment
intended by Congress when the funds vere appropriated.

I ll'rease the federal minimuni wage to at least $2 an hour immediately to
bonost -onsumuer buying.

Ilncrease Social Security benefits to allowv those on fixed retirement or dis-
ability incomec, to catch up to cost-of-living increases.

l.,xtend unemploymienit compensation benefit payments to as1Sist long-term

Ujpgrmle anid itlcat tIle Foiiily As.istanice 'l'laa ilmeiiaeli tely.
Enact thi' Natiollmal Health Seeurity bill anad m i-f:oi t auto inst15rliee legisli-

tioln to provide better. more equitable protectiol. wvhile holding dowvn the cost.s
of illedical an11d hospital care :1111 aulto insuirnlnie.
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Enact the ecor.oinc disaster bill to providle specizAl assist;niue to eoninlilultiCs
affected by mtn-nmide economic disasters coiit)naralde to those provided for
natural disasters.

Establish or expaind research and development aetivities in such areas as the
Cnvironnictu1t, pollution controls. mass transportation, land use. urban deeviop-
went, health services, and basic researchi to provide displaced scientists, engi-
neers. and technicians with the opportunity to apply their talent-s and skills to
enrich our nation.

Remiove tax and other incentives for businesses to establish production anid
aisembly facilities abroad, thereby discouralging the exporting of thousands of
A ne rican -jobs.

Elstablishi international lair labor standards.
Require clear labeling of plrodncts to show the country of origin of components

as wvell as the final product-a trnth-in-hibeling policy.
lrovide that all imports conform strictly to all laws desigined to protect the

safety and health of American consumers.
Establishi a national policy of fair anid reciprocal international trade, demand-

ing that countries that wiSh to continue trading wvith the IjUited States remove
batriers to interinational trade to the same degree that this country removes
t hen.

STAT-AlEMET OF THEi SAXN FRANCISCO COALITION FOR FULL
EI7l IPLOYM ENT

OeCTonBR S. 19711.
SM'lenator VIrLLA t PiIOXMIRv.
(hOerni a. Joiont econ oenic Cominittcc.
l,.Sy. (onress,
11(ii7 iltJtton, D.C.

DEARxn SA Atrori l'tWoxMTmo; We are writting on belialf of the San Franciseo
Voa tition for Full Eimployment. anm organization formed in June of this year,

ivith 1S affiliated groups (listed in Enclosure A). The very existence of our
Coalition indicates the serious concern of all people in our City about
uneninployaeiit.

Although many groups, from labor. business, the uniiversities. and govern-
nient. are nlow advising Yomiir colmnittee and the White House about ecollomlic
policy, we think they may not be involved as our Coalition ineniibers are in
direct wontacts with the unemployed, and in continuing efforts to assist them.
W ith the help of coordimnating groups like the Humnia Rights Coniui&s~Aon of Sall
Francisco. and educational groups like the Institute of Industrial Relations.
Unhiversity of California. Berkeley. ve have nade a careful analysis of the eeo-
noaids of uniemlloymemit at local, regional. state, and nationial levels. The Sunil-
mlua y of Findings alid Recomaimendatiomis of our June 3rd Conference on
1 ne"iuploy-nient in SnI Franclisco. attended by about 200 of ouI Coalition group
leaders anid their rank aiad file ineihbers. is enclosed aloneg with a1 list of Con-

Ii'feri-ln(e participanlts ( Enclosures 13 an(l C).
r.. deterilning the policies which wvill seek to deal with these issues we

imizenmtly petitioul your (arefilt consideration of the followvilug poinlts of viewv
which repres'ent the thinking and sometimes the eniotional response of unen-
plye(d people. and those who work with tbem and for them:

1. On the subject of inflatiomi controls, the main issues now beinig overlookod
or under-emplihsized are:

(a) That people M-ho are already livilng below- conimonly defined poverty
le-vels should be given special exemptions from any current or future
wa^ge iOl lotol-. Industries which include low- wage job categories should
be studied to diseover wvorker. s whvhose wiages bring them below the
Federal]ly-definued poverty levels and who would therefore suffer fromi the
dellial of raises.

(b) That any cliamiges in tax policy should give special consideratioim and
relief to thoie at the lowest earning levels. beauise they have the great-
est, spending needs and the highest effective demand for goods and
services. and because a tax break could give many of them the helping
hand they need to elimb out of poverty.

(c) That any further consideration orf a delay in Social Security tax in-
era eses iiust includle n unich inore careful nanalysis of the ilnpact of slle h

a delay oin Social Security belletit levels. Aillions of people are kept
fromo poverty onlo by tljeir Social Security eititlemients. which luist
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;mzl-;^14.c Io *-over ;III incr eatsing Iilllh-r of redriees :II~d pl-Inifi morei thall
n hare sulsistellee level of existelnee for iliost, of tileml.

(d) That any further considerat ion of delays in touch needed aId long lpromn-
ised reforms of our Nvelfirei education and(] health care systeniis must
iltiude Iiitlell ille (410ileftl ani111: lysis of the (dinligers I lir;t ;risc ill a
dlemlocitic society wh11en0 the dishtlnce tetween hlie ext reles of poverty
111(1 weal li becomelics too great for mllanyl to Ilorl a0:v.

2. I iii tihe suiltject. of crelt-ilug Johs. not olily Ilie ecelolnillic lprogra ill 1folded lby
Iresidenlt Nixoei, lut also thei naltional difiloglie hoilml tihat prograill halve heen
inreca sinigly disapjpoiliting to o1. Con oaliti on. for these rea son01.

(a) In cities like San Fialleisco. our pulic service lleeds areSOmsoituci greatei
Hiatt1 our lee(ls for 11moSt 010tel -l goodis1 t11at w1.e cannort comp1rehenid a
prograill vIlihell lproliltiscs more e11lop )yiellit o11ly if thie Nittion iprodilues
nln eventi greater sulfeit of maiiiifacttiured goods. ((lii onr pubtlie sector
needs in Son FIl-aucisco. p1ealse refer to iiife .June 1., stilt ement of our
Co ailit ito Subhcommiittee oil thle ( .lluses of 1 ) em p t ey lll ( wnhiI-h is at:-
to elled as LEnc-hlosu 1 Ie D) ).
1,1 hie pa(ist .20 yjcers. lierle is l0 leior d of'l avy/ v xpall iosn of la liaufactill -
Inig eliliploymenbit ill Sani Frlslchszeiso inl responlse t-XI ;111y evlolinlie xtislnl7il,.s
or lor allY Other l'ei(itsl. IISte11d. our1 (City has (olitiiu;lly lost ma1m1-
loctill tlng Jotbs to tile slitiIlSliS, Wliwii(lle orolilic Selvive IleedS have (eX-
:painlded. ()ili ia ill-cijl iesomilces ale 110 Itoilngir adlleqlillte to lermilit. 1S to
itlro(iluce ltle lillic selvice pirogliltls which Nvolf!i lilpovide lolre j1 oibs
wlile Ave mIieet otil lera iests evell ttiottgt vilu tve ye I0l1 ol;llily (11ll4 ;llire
trial)l most Cities ill hlelpingr to de velop illiplortldll reg ionall pro'grl'lis ilike
tihe Iluly Area RIap-idl TIritsit systtfli.
Sa1 FI-riancis(-o is Ilot liUique. We know Hn t11111 inr li-ent: vealrs. n.ltill;ll Cii-
ployit evit liis lbee5 n riSilng in till puiblitc 'Ind sel'viv' see-tors of the eeotloniy
11uc(11 101or0 rop1(idly tIalilt ill tiltepriva t1ld iltl1iluii tillnlgl sdctoiIs. We
bielieve that our illost imlilportanlt ttil-s ole no(4w lililie Miid social ill
tiatilre. an(i wvill not be 1let1 with lil10 toasters a ni d ight htults. or ev(II
n utoillIohiles.
Our leaders should illSiSt o0n eeCiollo 0 i "stiII111-tiitoni p olilies Nli-iell e1ll-
ph411size I) (ilt matiifail ctu-ed goods 11lii( pullic si-rviee jolbs. alid (l* real
needs for coluniltlity facilities a lid services. lhils tIle Ollpitpil a1nd(1 plat-
ning nnd jobs to fl eet tilese lieeds.

1I,) lf there is to lie speedy *elief of the estilated Sain Frolicisco lilemploy-
lnIeilt r(te of 7.3% (wllicli itself is helieved to ie g-esltely unldelestimnated.
esliecia!ly for tilhe Iinority neiglborhlioods wvhiere 2t0% is a fre(itently
mientiotiedl tigure) ;ipplic;ltion of tile "Trickle-Dowviti (ktx andl
other concessionls t(o indlustry to eneourage illvestnlelt) wvill not be ef-
fective here. We fear a pattern of resistance by ma jor emilloyers as lnis
ieen experielleed il Detroit by thle Uniited Anto WorkerS. That is. nlOnieS

so ved fillinglo conceessiolns are not S1d5t1 I r liie i1o1e vorkers. 11.t in-
ste.ld to raise aniolnts (ot overtimie pl idid to these a'ready emplloyed.
Therefore wve nsk that there be 11ole pllnnintg for cOittrols Oil prolfits
uiS well aIs th(e ones preselntly in effect ill wvlges ., 1(n thalt the profits
contirols would he loosened-or cancelleil altogether-ill those eomnplInies
wvhere it would lie shoiwn tiat a sigIlificaIt niuimiher of niew jolbs litd b( en
l rea ted.

(e) If it is afrgiteil that the rest of OIle \v(oll( lineeds 11ateerial tlhings and if as
a1 co1seqellilee C lC 11ti-a tioltll Corpioiraltioll I re t o U(sO l i c eranti tO x
dollars to invest in their overseol s pltImts an1d to expad lilt their overseas
production. ie ; ask. Av11i1t. does this halve to ilo wvithi jiils fr Amlericins?
We are in favor of helpilig othels to obtutn needed Illialufletilredl goods.
lilt; tt tilis p oilIt in Our1 tiltioln s e-onolllic llistory. we are Im1ore concern110
ahont tile desperaute need of (u1 ow n people for jobs. OIl the local scene.
wCe don t wvant hltsitess rlunnini ;I\\;Iy to the snuilllus or n1broad.

(d) If the pliority il allocating ourl mlaterial tax dollar is to he giveln Amer i-
call cot-li-otatiOIls -t leone andl nbrohoti throiughl tix lelllefits tand ineein-
tives. then how and11 -vi-hen call we expect th(le Federal Goviernmtiient to have
en(Ugil tolx revelilues for tile dieveiiltliopet of piblicii service jobs-ind
the tilli of pIubhlic service needls-inI this ci(11try. anl lii pri-ittlarly in
our City niz(t Countv of San Franicisco i

Nfore is involved thaiI decreasinig the Fedelral Government's t ax h(0se iy direct
heiiefits to tbusiness. iecause tile plreseit Adminiistrationi has held ulp more thnil
12 billion dollars of apipropriatiomis wlhicil Cong-ress lois already approved for
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grnit s-inl-a ( and for io ubli service a iid urban needs Ilrograias. This freeze ill thle
funding of public sector prograllms (anlnot he justilied in terms (if economic policy.

On behalf of those people who arehbeing asked to pay the price for economic
policies which contribute to their continued uneinploymient, their insecurity. and
their deprivation, we plead that there he a thorough modification of Adinijistra-
tion policies which fail to consider the urgent needs of the unemployed ioth ill-
mediately, and in the long run.

Respectfully.
WILLIAm BECKER,

Acting Chairinan.
(For Reverend Eugene Boyle, Chairmiln,

San Francisco Coalition for Full Employment).

SAN FRANCISCO COALITION FOR FULL EMPLOYMENT

Ne w Arrivals Service Center
Sacred Heart Church
Community College District
American Indian Center
institute of Industrial Relations
Employment Law Project-Legal Aid

Society
Jewish Commiunity Relations Council
Jewish Labor Committee
louth For Service
National Alliance of Businessmen
Bay Area Urban League
Archdiocese of S.F. Commission on

Social Justice

Mayor's Manpower Unit
Arriba Juntos
Bank of America
U.S. Human Resources Corp.
SF Conference on Religion & Race
Central City Foundation
Step Program, N.A.S.C.
Office of Senator George Moscone
Mayor's Deputy for Social Programmis
Bayview-Hunter's Point Model Cities

Agencies

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONFI REcI:CE ON UNEAIPLoYAMExN

June 3, 1971

Sami Francisco. California

Cosponsored by
The Human flights Commission of the City and County of San Francisco

and the
Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, Blerkele y

FINDINGS

Theme are three kinds of employment problems in San Francisco:
l. An insufficient number of jobs;
2. All unequal distribution of jobs that do exist;
:1. An inadequa:cy of training programs to solve the probleni of under-

employment.
Because of the nature of the local economy. and the limitations of local finances.

the problem of insufficient jobs can be met chiefly only by fcdcral action.
The problem of the unequal distribution of jobs can be met chiefly by loeal

cf tion, with accompanying Federal and State action.
In short, it is massive governmental intervention which is required at this

point: and it is therefore mainly political action which is required to stimulate
that intervenition.

RECOMMENDATIONS

TO PROVIDE SUFFICIENT JOBS
Ol fhe.ic'cdcr-l Levcl

l. The estabhlishmmuenit of a comprehensive program of public service eml)ovy-
maent by the federal government. In this situation, the federal government must
serve as employer of last resort."

However, this is to be seen not as a welfare programu, but as a nornuativt
program for the country. Full emldoynient-the ofliciil policy of the nation
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since 1948-is to be seen not as the result of a healthy economy, but as the cause
of a healthy economy. Thus, we have to stand our present concept of the rela-
tionship between economy and employment on its he'ad. Nor is this a "WPA"
make-work program. The jobs which government should provide should be in
needed public services, such as the educational and health systems and oln the
ecology front. The National Commission on Technology, Automation and Eco-
nomic Progress has identified 5 million such meaningful public service jobs which
are not now being filled.

Special training and apprenticeship programs can be built Into such jobs-
as in 'the case, for example, of para-medical personnel.

2. Tle release of up to 12 billion dollars in construction funds by the Federal
Government for the construction of needed buildings.

3. The funding of the accelerated public works program as passed by Congress,
but not yet signed by the President.

On the Local Level
4. The promotion of local enterprise that will fit the labor market through tax

incentives, in conjunction with the Federal Government.
6. The routine use of "hidden local funds"-such as the Gas Tax funds-to

create a large pool of jobs for young people.

TO FAIRLY DISTRIBUTE JOBS
On the Local Level

6. The establishment and implementation of a residency requirement for all
government and government-connected jobs, so that priority in 'hiring will be
given to San Francisco residents.

7. Implementation of the legal requirement that builders, contractors and
suppliers to the City Government engage in an affirmative action employment
policy. Implementation depends on the Board of Supervisors and the Mayor
providing funds for enforcement of the law already on the books.

8. The requirement that all high-rise developers train San Franciscans for the
long-ternm jobs in their buildings, offices, service and maintenance.

9. A comprehensive affirmative action program by Civil Service, including
reassessment of all tests and qualifications, and active search for qualified and
qualifiable applicants, and necessary training programs.

10. Establishment of adequate child care system so that mothers capable of
and interested in working can do so.

TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE TRAINING PROGRAMS

On Federal Level
11. Constraints and incentives by the Federal Government to impel private

industry and labor to provide more training and apprenticeship programs within
the framework of affirmative action.

12. Establishment of the government as "trainer of last resort." The use of the
public institutions as training institutions, especially in the area of the public
service jobs which are needed.

On the Local Level
13. The creation of other public educational institutions and programs that

will relate more directly to the preparation for jobs in our modern society. This
might include the development of more "4-4" situations in the schools.

TO ACTIVATE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

14. The creation of a constituency or public which will be cohesively active
on this specific political front. This should be a coalition of the many elements
in the community which have a stake in these objectives. The first step should
be a continuation committee flowing from this conference which will attempt to
provide a network of communications on these issues and explore the
development of an action coalition.

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS FOR CONFERENCE ON UNEMPLOYMENT

Apprenticeship Opportunity Foundation
Archdiocesan Commission on Social Justice
Arriba Juntos-Organization for Business, Education, and Community Advance-

ment
67-193-71-pt. 4 18
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Assemblyman Willie L. Brown Jr.'s Office
Assemblyman John Burton's Office
Assemblyman Leo McCarthy's Office
Associated General Contractors of California

California Department of Human Resources Development
California State Council of Carpenters
Carpenters Bay Counties District Council
Centro Social Obrero
Chinatown-North Beach District Council, Inc.
Chinatown Youth Service and Coordinating Center
Chinese Newcomers Service Center
Civil Service Commission of San Francisco
Concentrated Employment Program-Economic Opportunity Council

Fil-Am South of Market Neighborhood Association

Greater Chinatown Community Service Association
Greater San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, Berkeley
International Longshoremen and Warehousemen's Union, Local 34 (Ship Clerks'

Association)

Jewish Community Relations Council

Mayor's Office-Office of Social Programs
Mission Coalition Organization

National Alliance of Businessmen

Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Contractors of San Francisco, Inc.

San Francisco Community College District
San Francisco Conference on Religion, Race and Social Concerns
San Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce
San Francisco Labor Council
San Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
San Francisco Retailers Community Relations Group
San Francisco Unified School District
Senator George Mascone's Office

United Filipino Association

Western Addition Project Area Committee

Youth For Service

STATEMENT OF DAVID J. STEINBERG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY

The idea of an import surcharge seems as ill-conceived in 1971 as were the
Johnson Administration's balance-of-payments proposals in 1968. The Johnson
Administration over-reacted to the balance-of-payments deficits of 1967. The
Nixon Administration appears to be over-reacting to the balance-of-payments
problem today. The 10 percent surcharge-boosting the cost of most dutiable
imports by 10 percent-is a kind of overkill.

The purpose of the surcharge, the President said, is "to make certain that
American products will not be at a disadvantage because of unfair exchange
rates." But floating the dollar, the most important foreign-economic move in the
Administration's emergency economic policy, will result in a cheapened dollar
in relation to other currencies, thus itself making imports more expensive by
an estimated 10 to 15 percent. The unfairness of the fixed exchange rates, which
the import surcharge is supposed to correct, would thus be diminished by the
consequences of the monetary action.

If the real purpose of the surcharge is psychological warfare with the Japanese
and the Vest Europeans, this is a very risky gamble. If it was intended, at least
in part, to dampen domestic pressures for import quotas, this is protectionism
the country can ill afford. An import surcharge is, of course, preferable to an
import quota, but the situation did not call for a choice between one or the
other.
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The surcharge also raises a host of complications for importers, and for busi-
nesses to whom they sell. Some of the importers are themselves manufacturers,
some greatly dependent on imports. The surcharge can be added to prices even
during the freeze. But this, in varying degrees, will be resisted by consumers.
Sonie businesses using imported materials will be discouraged from using them
in the short and possibly longer run. Imports already en route float on a sea
of uncertainty. The tax is temporary, but far-reaching.

Besides being unnecessary and disruptive, the surcharge has magnified the
considerable doubts already surrounding U.S. trade policy. U.S. policy has at
best been drifting. Now more than ever, the drift seems backward. The new
policy also requires purchase of American equipment as a condition for the
proposed investment tax credit. "Buy American" has in the past applied to Fed-
eral government procurement. It is now, in a sense, being applied to industry
investment as well. A rash of state and local "Buy American" laws should come
as no surprise, even if their constitutionality is questionable. What train of trade
restrictions has the new policy set in motion, at home and abroad? We are
reacting shortsightly and counterproductively to symptoms, not prudently and
constructively to the real ills and urgent needs of our international economic
position.

This is a time of deep crisis in foreign econmic policy. But the United States
gives too much evidence of unpreparedness for the steps needed to solve it. The
time has come, not just to patch up the world monetary system, but to develop
a comprehensive strategy to dismantle the trade barriers and distortions of the
industrialized countries, up-date the rules of fair international competition,
upgrade labor standards throughout the world trading system, and build a strong
world monetary system that fosters fair competition and expanding interna-
tional trade. We would do much more toward restoring world confidence in the
dollar if we shunned direct or indirect devices for restricting imports, and in-
stead launched such a dramatic initiative, backstopped by a coherent adjustment
strategy at home. One result would be a highly productive stimulus to our
economy.

To move dramatically in this direction now would be a sign of American
strength. Resorting to import restrictions ,and lacking a coherent, dependable
free-trade policy, are a sign of American weakness. Letting the dollar float is
one thing. Letting trade policy drift is something else.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT TRIFFIN, FREDERICK WILLIAM BENINECKE
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, YALE UNIVERSITY

ToWARD AN INTERNATIONAL RESEBVE SYSTEM

IT HAD TO HAPPEN AGAIN

August 15, 1971 calls back to mind September 21, 1931. Mr. Nixon has finally
been forced to throw in the sponge, just as Mr. MacDonald forty years ago. and
very much for the same reason: the ultimate unviability of a gold-exchange
standard, whose functioning places unbearable burdens as well as "exorbitant
privileges"-in President deGaulle's words-on the reserve-currency country.

The gold-exchange standard is indeed a three-act play.
The first act displays the euphoria and financial irresponsibility bred by the

"exorbitant privilege" of being able to finance large and growing deficits through
the country's own IOU's: sterling or dollar balances accumulated as currency
reserves by other 'countries' central banks.

Economic and political woes emerge in the second act, as the defense of the
country's declining net reserves forces it to increase interest rates, while the
growing overvaluation of its currency spreads recession and unemployment in
export industries and import-competing industries.

In the third act, domestic considerations prevail. Expansionist and low inter-
est-rate policies accelerate external deficits, and in the last scene speculators
rush in as the rise of gold-convertible obligations far above the level of vanish-
ing gold stocks creates a growing "credibility gap" about the continued willing-
ness. and even sheer ability, of the reserve-currency country to honor its gold
commitments.
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A HARD CHOICE

President Nixon's decision faces all other countries with an agonizing dilemma:
whether (1) to continue to run their currency printing press to finance unpre-
dictable U.S. deficits, arising from policies which may, at times, be highly dis-
tasteful to them, or (2) to stop buying dollars and let their own currency appre-
ciate to levels that may be-or be deemed-uncompetitive by large and politically
powerful sectors of their economy.

The short-run outcome is unlikely to be the same everywhere. A large number
of countries will undoubtedly prefer the first term of the dilemma and gravitate
toward a "dollar area" reminiscent of the post-1931 "sterling block." Others, and
particularly the major surplus countries-Japan and most of Western Europe-
have already opted for some degree, at least of currency revaluation, or will do
so tomorrow to stem the dollar flood and obtain from Mr. Nixon a lifting of the
10% surcharge on their exports to the United States. They will, if need be, try
to shelter their currency from excessive appreciation through various forms of
capital controls-including possibly a two-tier exchange system d la Belge-and
through some further, but limited, spontaneous ornegotidted dollar accumulation.

The most naive illusion is that of those flexible exchange-rate fanatics who
imagine that politicians will let free market forces, helped by speculators, deter-
mine the future levels and fluctuations of each country's exchange rates.

LOOKING AHEAD

This, however, is only the beginning of the story. The international monetary
system must be reconstructed and, one must hope, on a basis vastly different
from that which plagued Britain and the world, in the late 1930's, and the
United States and the world throughout the decade of the 1960's.

One feature of this reconstruction will certainly be an attempt to shelter the
exchange-rate pattern of the world against wild and disorderly capital move-
ments prompted by interest-rate distortions and currency speculation. This may
entail a variety of national measures as well as better concertation and joint
implementation of agreed policies, notably with relation to the Eurocurrencies
and Eurobonds markets, the external transactions of banks and financial inter-
mediaries, and even massive fund transfers from one market to another by large,
particularly multinational corporations. Residual, reversible capital movements
may also be offset, in part, by a broader network of short-term swap agreements
and by compensatory transfers of funds by the IMF and national central banks.

Prompter readjustment of clearly undervalued as well as overvalued exchange-
rates will also be encouraged. Wider "bands" around- official currency par
values-if and when restored-are also likely to emerge from the negotiations
now in process, even though I would far prefer-for effective results-the defini-
tion of an agreed "fork" around "normal" reserve levels. Persistent, or excessive,
reserve gains as well as reserve losses should trigger forced consultations in the
IMF, sanctioned in case of disagreement by a flat prohibition-or gradual limita-
tion-of further interventions by monetary authorities on the exchange market
in defense of a clearly undervalued or overvalued exchange rate.

Equally, .or more, important will be a system of reserve creation and manage-
ment adjusting their total levels to world needs and making use of them for
internationally agreed objectives. Reserve deposits with the IMF should ideally
become the exclusive medium of reserve accumulation, replacing scarce gold and
overflowing dollars, and merging gold and super-gold tranches on the Fund with
SDR's and even Fund credit lines under so-called standby agreements. Such a
radical solution is probably too simple and rational to be negotiable with routine-
bound officials and puzzled politicians. Transitional agreements will be necessary,
anyway, to ease the passage from the old system to the new, and deal with cost
to $90 billions of gold and national currency reserves inherited from the ill-fated
gold-exchange standard.

Currency reserves-primarily dollars-should be limited in the future at
least for major countries not joining a formal "dollar area" or other regional
monetary group-to modest levels (15% of overall reserves?) of "working bal-
ances" needed for daily stabilization interventions by central banks in the
exchange market. Any foreign currencies bought by them in excess of this ceiling
should be promptly deposited with their IMF reserve account, and debited from
the account of the debtor countries. An exception would have to be made, how-
ever, for all, or most, of the vast currency holdings accumulated under the many
gears of functioning of the gold-exchange standard. These should preferably be
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retained by the IMF as "consols", with appropriate interest and exchange-rate
guarantees, and be amortized primarily from subsequent surpluses raising the
debtor countries' gross reserves beyond their agreed "normal" level.

As for gold, central banks will undoubtedly insist on the right of retaining
their present holdings until full confidence has been gained in the new system
and makes acceptable an orderly disposal of surplus stocks in the private market.
In the meantime, deficit countries whose gold proportion in their total reserves
is higher than average might be required to use some gold-via the IMF-for
settlement to the surplus countries whose gold proportion is lowest.

THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

The increased exchange-rate flexibility which is clearly in the wind of current
negotiations will of course be incompatible with the commitment of the EEC
countries-including Britain tomorrow-to full monetary union, and even with
the survival of the Common Market as it now functions under the Treaty of
Rome.

Space does not permit a full discussion of this issue. Suffice it to say that the
only reasonable solution of the problem lies in an acceleration of the Werner
plan calendar. The EEC countries will have to agree on a stable-but not yet
irrevocably fixed-pattern of exchange rates among their own currencies, within
existing-and indeed gradually declining-margins of authorized fluctuations.
They will float together vis-A-vis the dollar, following the Benelux example. This
will require the use of their national currencies-in lieu of the dollar-in market
interventions needed to prevent excess fluctuations among their own currencies,
and a close concertation of their interventions on the dollar market itself. Both
of these requirements could hardly be implemented efficiently without the early
setting up of the European Fund for Monetary Cooperation initially envisaged
only for the end of the first stage, or the beginning of the second, but for which
the Council of Ministers has already requested a detailed draft proposal before
the end of next year.

CONCLUSION

Past experience should make us skeptical about a quick, orderly, and success-
ful negotiation of these ambitious objectives. But, as Mr. Abba Eban said, "men
and nations behave wisely . . . after all other alternatives have been exhausted."

STATEMENT OF JERRY VOORHIS, FORMER MEMBER OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON INFLATION AND DEBT-MONEY

Until this nation's monetary system is radically changed, inflation may well
be the price of survival of our economic system.

If that statement is a shocker in these days of wage-price freezes and usurious
interest rates-so be it!

In Old Testament times the Hebrews had a law that all debts were cancelled
every seven years. They knew that a limitless piling up of unpayable debt could
never be endured by any people.

In more modern times two different methods of freeing nations from an
insupportable debt burden have been used.

One of these has been runaway inflation such as Germany used after World
War I. It wiped out all indebtedness, public and private, and made possible a
new start for the German economy. France and other countries have done almost
the same thing from time to time.

In the United States the method used In the years before the New Deal was
the "panic" marked by waves of bankruptcies, which did away with much of
private debt if not that of the government.

One of the decisions of the New Deal period-scarcely recognized at the time-
was a decision that the nation should never again go through a period of panic
and widespread bankruptcy. Instead the government would go into debt to what-
ever extent was necessary to obviate the necessity of private bankruptcy.

This was the beginning of deficit financing to revive a sick economy.
We are still at it-only more so.
The Nixon deficit for fiscal year 1971 was about $23 billion. And it may go

much higher than that in 1972. In fact, Treasury Secretary Connally has esti-
mated the deficit for fiscal year 1972 at $28 billion. The reason why the Nixon
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Administration plans to incur these deficits is precisely the same reason that
prompted the action of the New Deal.

Now there are valid reasons why the Federal Government should incur a deficit
in periods of unemployment and shortage of people's buying power.

But a serious and Increasingly dangerous problem looms ahead because of
the way in which deficit financing is handled.

For if the actual desirability-even necessity-of a sharp inflation is to be
avoided, deficit financing should-and must-be accomplished without increasing
the public debt.

The Constitution of the United States requires that this be done.
So does every decent moral consideration.
So does the survival of an even partially "free" economic system.
And there is no reason whatsoever why we, the Federal Government of the

United States, cannot inject additional buying power into the economy, when
needed, without increasing the nation's debt and without the necessity of inflation.

As background let us see what has actually happened since the close of World
War 11.

In 1946 our national debt stood at $269 billion. Interest rates then were at
reasonable levels so the interest bill was $5 billion.

When the Eisenhower Administration came to power in 1952 all the measures
which had successfully held average interest rates on government securities-
short and long term-at less than 2 percent, even during the war, were abandoned.
And interest began to skyrocket. That skyrocketing has not stopped since.

Today, in autumn 1971, our national debt stands at $411 billion, about one and
one-half times what it was in 1946. But interest on that debt will probably exceed
$25 billion in this fiscal year, five times what it was in 1946! For comparison,
that $25 billion is about eight times the amount which the Federal Government
provides for education.

In 1968, the last Democratic year, interest on the public debt was $14 billion.
In 1969, the first Nixon year, it went to $16.9 billion. In 1970, it was $19.6

billion. And in fiscal year 1971, the year ending June 30, 1971, it is estimated to
have exceed $21 billion. For 1972, as has been said, it will probably top $25
billion.

That is almost a 50 percent increase in the debt burden in just three years of
the Nixon Administration.

The reason, of course, has been the highest level of interest rates since the
Civil War. Even short-term, 15-month, U.S. bonds have been carrying an interest
rate of more than 6 percent.

Now during the years since World War II, price inflation has been continuous.
It is true that during the early years of the 1960's under Kennedy's and part of
Johnson's Administration, inflation was nominal-not more than 1.5 percent In
any one year. But in 1965 as a result of a 4 to 3 decision of the Federal Reserve
Board to boost its rediscount rate by some 12'/2 percent, interest rates began to
climb precipitously. And so did inflation.

As interest rates climbed so did the rate of inflation, even as the false excuse
for high interest rates was given that they were "necessary to curb inflation."
The cold figures make that excuse ridiculous. The rate of inflation in 1965-66 was
2.4 percent, in 1966-67 it was 3 percent, in 1967-O8 it was 3.7 percent, in 1968-69
it was 4.9 percent, and in 1969-70 it was 6.2 percent.

In a way it was almost fortunate for the American people that they had to
endure a 5 percent to 6 percent price inflation in 1969 and 1970. They might have
suffered an even worse fate.

For let us see what would have happened had there not been inflation in the
post-war years.

The dollar has lost more than half of its buying power since 1946. In other
words each dollar represents only half as much real wealth as it did 25 years ago,
which makes debts somewhat easier to pay.

Had there not been this inflation in the post-war years, the real debt burden
today would be double -what it is. We would be paying, in terms of real wealth
of the people, not $21 billion or $25 billion in interest on the national debt, but
$42 billion or $50 billion.

Even the most ardent of debt merchants and debt apologists would be a bit
staggered by such a figure. It would be a quarter of our total national tax pay-
ments! And be it never forgotten that the larger the debt, public and private,
becomes, the more vulnerable our country becomes to any downturn in economic
activity. So the government must resort to more and more drastic action to
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avoid the danger of a cycle of defaults setting In. But the remedy thus far
applied has been, and is in the present crisis, to still further increase the
mountain of debt!

This is, indeed, a gospel of despair.
Thus it almost seems that some fateful, and perhaps benign, hand has been

pushing up our prices so we could live with our soaring debt and meet its exactions
with cheaper dollars.

But the grim tragedy of the matter Is that neither the inflation nor the
staggering burden of debt are at all necessary.

The Constitution of the United States says: "Congress shall have power to
coin money and regulate the value thereof."

Congress does no such thing.
Here is the heart of our trouble. Private banks coin our money and regulate

Its value.
In doing so they take from the government and people of the United States a

large chunk of their sovereignty, a large chunk of the taxing power, and the key
to a prosperous economy without inflation.

This is no sudden discovery of mine. The most unimpeachable authorities in the
land have said the same thing. For example, in testimony before the Banking
and Currency Committee of the House of Representatives, Marriner Eccles, then
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board itself, said this:

"In purchasing offerings of Government bonds, the banking system as a whole
creates new money, or bank deposits. When the banks buy a million dollars of
Government bonds as they are offered-and you have to consider the banking
system as a whole-as a unit-the banks credit the deposit account of the
Treasury with a billion dollars. They debit their Government bond account a
billion dollars, or they actually create, by a bookkeeping entry, a billion dollars."

Here is how it works:
The private banking system of our country creates our money in the form of

demand deposits on the banks' books. The reason it is able to do this is because
no bank is required to have in its vaults anything like the amount of money
which its depositors think they have in the banks.

Banks are only required by the Federal Reserve System, which the banks are
sure they own, to have in their vaults anywhere from $1 to $1.50 for every $10
of demand deposits on their books.

Thus for every $1 or $1.50 which people-or the government-deposit in a bank,
the banking system can create out of thin air and by the stroke of a pen some
$10 of checkbook money or demand deposits. It can loan all that $10 into circula-
tion at interest just so long as it has the $1 or a little more in reserve to back
it up.

This is, of course, the "fractional. reserve system" of banking. It is more or
less controlled by the Federal Reserve System, whose only stock is held by the
private banks of the Federal Reserve System, without a single share of such
stock being held by the government or people of the United States, as should be
the case.

Now let's see what happens to the Nixon $23 billion deficit for fiscal 1971.
This deficit was caused by the economic recession, for the recession meant less
earnings for businesses and individuals, hence less taxes collected by the govern-
ment. So there is need to revive the economy by having the government put into
the stream of commerce more money than it takes out. This, as always. is calcu-
lated to increase buying power and effective demand, and thus to get some of the
28 percent or idle productive capacity back to work.

It is important to remember that deficit financing is engaged in to bring about
greater production, more employment, and more full use of productive capacity
when much of it is idle. In other words we use deficit financing because we are
confident that it will increase production, hence increase tax revenues, and hence
broaden the base of the nation's credit.

Now to the extent that government bonds are sold for cash to Individuals
or to institutional purchasers other than bankc.z the government is taking out of
circulation approximately as many dollars as it will put back in when it spends
the money.

To do any good, deficit financing must result in the creation of new money,
and the use of it to increase mass buying power. Only if this happens will there
be any stimulation of Idle plants to go back into production. or more employment.

Under these circumstances what ought to happen Is that the credit of this great
nation should be drawn upon directly by the government-not that It should go
mote deeply into debt.
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For the credit of this or any nation is squarely based upon and derived from
the production of wealth by the nation as a whole and the power of the gov-
*ernment to tax.

By whatever percentage it can be anticipated that production and hence po-
tential tax revenues will increase as a result of deficit spending by that same
amount the credit of the nation and its government will be increased. This same
percentage of the volume of money previously in circulation should appear on
the books of the Treasury as a credit entry to be drawn upon just like tax reve-
nues. To do that would be nothing more than rational and proper bookkeeping.
It would also be morally right bookkeeping.

But this is not what happens at all. Instead the sovereign government of the
United States goes hat in hand to the private banking system and asks it to
create the new money that the economy needs.

But not for nothing! No Sir! Despite the fact that it costs the banks con-
siderably less than nothing to create the money in the form of brand new demand
deposits or checkbook money; they are rewarded for such action by the receipt of
very substantial interest from the taxpayers' pockets.

The government gives-the word is used advisedly-it gives to the banking sys-
tem, including the Federal Reserve banks, government bonds, the debt of all
the people. Interest bearing bonds, that is, bonds bearing as high an interest
rate under today's regime as the banks decide to demand. Else they won't buy
the bonds.

The banks "buy" the bonds with newly created demand deposit entries on their
books-nothing more. It is fountain pen money and it is considerably more infla-
tionary than would be the same amount of dollar bills created by the govern-
ment, as will be explained.

Unlike other demand deposits which they create, the banks, by permission of
an indefensible act of Congress, need have no reserves at all to back the demand
deposits they create when the government bonds are given to them.

The deposits the banks create with which to own your debt and mine are
backed by nothing eocept the bonds themselves! In other words, they are backed
by the credit of the American people.

What the government has "borrowed" from the banks, what the people must
for years pay high interest on, is nothing more nor less than the credit of the
nation, which obviously the nation possessed in the first place or the bonds
would be no good!

At long last, a few years ago the Federal Reserve made tacit acknowledge-
ment of the facts just stated. As a direct result of logical and relentless agitation
by members of Congress led by Congressman Patman, as well as by other com-
petent monetary experts, the Federal Reserve began to pay to the U.S. Treas-
ury a considerable part of its earnings from interest on government securities.
This was done without public notice and few people, even today, know that it is
being done. It was done, quite obviously, as acknowledgement that the Federal
Reserve Banks were acting on the one hand as a national bank of issue, creating
the nation's money, but on the other hand charging the nation interest on its own
credit-which no true national bank of issue could conceivably, or with any
-show of justice, dare do.

But this is only part of the story. And the less discouraging part, at that. For
where the commercial banks are concerned, there is no such repayment of the
people's money.

We said a moment ago that the banks buy the bonds for less than nothing.
This is true because the bonds once acquired can be counted as reserves by the
banks possessing them. And for every $1 of such bonds which the banks hold they
can create roughly another $9 of demand deposits and lend them into circulation
at interest.

Good business if you can get it.
Good business if any sovereign nation is foolish enough to give it to you.
When the commercial banks create money, as they do when they acquire gov-

ernment bonds, they levy a tax on every person in the United States. This is so
because every new dollar that is created makes every dollar previously in
existence worth somewhat less than it was worth before. This is the very heart
of inflation.

It is also taxation without representation with a vengeance.
Until this system is changed our debt will continue to skyrocket without limit,

and the fixing of debt limits by the Congress will continue to be an exercise in
utter futility. And unless there is inflation to reduce the debt burden, it will
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become insupportable by. the economy much sooner than would otherwise be
the case.

What ought to be done?
Eventually, no doubt, banks should be required to actually have In their vaults

a real dollar for every dollar their depositors think they have In the bank. This
is called 100 percent reserves. But such a reform could not and should not be
accomplished quickly. It could and should be realized by a gradual increase in
reserve requirements for demand deposits (but not for savings deposits) over a
period of years. Such increases in reserve requirements should be geared to the
flow of money in the economy, as brought about by the creation of credits on
the nation's books through a true national bank of issue.

Once this reform were instituted we, the people, would have to-and should-
pay our banks honestly and fully for the very real service they render in servic-
ing our accounts. But that would be a cheap price to pay for the establishment
of a livable monetary system, in which the nation's supply of money would no
longer be they can create roughly another $9 of demand deposits and lend
them into circulation at interest.

Good business if you can get it.
Good business if any sovereign nation is foolish enough to give it to you.
When the commercial banks create money, as they do when they acquire gov-

ernment bonds, they levy a tax on every person in the United States. This is so
because every new dollar that is created makes every dollar previously in
existence worth somewhat less than it was before. This is the very heart of
inflation.

It is also taxation without representation with a vengeance.
Until this system is changed our debt will continue to skyrocket without

limit, and the fixing of debt limits by the Congress will continue to be an exer-
cise in utter futility. And unless there is inflation to reduce the debt burden, it
will become insupportable by the economy much sooner than would otherwise
be the case.

What ought to be done?
Eventually, no doubt, banks should be required to actually have in their vaults

a real dollar for every dollar their depositors think they have in the bank. This
is called 100 percent reserves. But such a reform could not and should not be
accomplished quickly. It could and should be realized by a gradual increase
in reserve requirements for demand deposits (but not for savings deposits) over
a period of years. Such increases in reserve requirements should be geared to
the flow of money in the economy, as brought about by the creation of credits on
the nation's books through a true national bank of issue.

Once this reform were instituted we, the people, would have to-and should-
pay our banks honestly and fully for the very real service they render in servic-
ing our accounts. But that would be a cheap price to pay for the establishment
of a livable monetary system, in which the nation's supply of money would no
longer be dependent upon ever-increasing debt.

Banks should lend existing money. But, as the Constitution clearly requires,
the money (or credit) of the nation should never be created by any private
agency, but-by an agency of the nation itself. It is the duty of Congress to provide
for this by a carefully drawn statute.

The stock in Federal Reserve Banks should be purchased by the government
from their present private bank owners. The Federal Reserve should then become
our national bank of issue. It should create Reserve Bank Credit as it does now.
But that credit should be credited to the United States Treasury, not charged
against it and the people as debt. As much such new credit should be created each
year as is needed to keep our economy running at or near capacity-and no
more than that. A stable price level could result.

Then and only then can we expect to overcome recessions, to put our people
to work, and to do this without the danger of-indeed necessity for-the infla-
tion, or the ever-increasing debt which are inescapable under the present mone-
tary system.
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BERNARD F. ZUCCARDY, ECONOMIC CONSULTANT

THE NATION'S LARGEST INDUSTRY AND PHASE II

All American Consumers have reason to be hopeful that their largest industry-
construction-will be building products and providing services at much less
inflationary costs in the future.

The action taken by President Nixon last August, freezing prices, rents, wages,.
and salaries, brought encouraging, long-overdue relief from the sky-rocketing
costs that have plagued the construction industry-and for which all consumers
have paid a very heavy price. The 90-day freeze has been not only a sobering
experience for everyone-businessmen, consumers, government officials, and labor
unions-but it has provided the Cost of Living Council that was established by
the President, the time to devise new anti-inflation Phase II policies and proce-
dures that will commence in mid-November.

The central dilemma for government officials groping with Phase II considera-
tions-and for all Americans-is how to realize in combination the economic and
political benefits of freedom inherent in a system of free competitive markets,
with a government-imposed system of constraints in those markets where the
pricing mechanism in terms of supply factors is ineffectual. Among these supply
factors, the most dominant in terms of both economic cost and availability is-
the one of skilled and semi-skilled labor.

Nowhere in the nation's economy have the forces of competition relative to-
both economic cost and labor supply been less effectual in giving consumers mini--
mal prices, than in the construction industry. And, nowhere in the nation's
economy have the forces of wage-cost inflation been more rampant.

Knowledgeable analysts have characterized the labor cost-inflation problem
in construction with terms such as "chaos", "wage madness", and "formula for-
disaster". Even President Nixon has been compelled to identify wage and price
inflation in the construction industry in terms of "dangerous consequences".
While these are very strong words, unfortunately they are extremely accurate
In identifying the utterly irrational wage "demands" that labor unions have-
obtained in past years-and, indeed, were still obtaining right up to August 15,
of this year.

The reason why the construction industry requires special scrutiny now and
in the years ahead, is because of its enormous size and pervasiveness. It is no
exaggeration to say that every consumer and every other industry in the United
States are profoundly affected by the construction sector. Last year, total con-
struction activity a mounted to nearly 13 percent of the nation's entire gross
product of $974.1 billion. In 1971, new construction and maintenance and repair
will amount to an estimated $135 billion-larger than the automotive and steel
industries combined. Indeed, the construction industry is the largest market for-
the giant steel industry, accounting directly and indirectly, for over 30 percent
of steel's total sales and output. In 1970, the construction Industry accounted for-

$64.8 billion, almost one-half of the nation's gross fixed capital formation
of $132.2 billion;

About $36 billion, or over 16 percent of total government (national, state
& local) purchases of goods and services of $221 billion;

About $31 billion, or 26 percent of state and local government purchases of
goods and services of $121 billion.

Based on input-output relationships in the U.S. economy, the total construction
sector, new and maintenance and repair, last year purchased about $69.7 billion-
of the products and services of other industries, and added $52.6 billion in value
(and costs) at construction sites-which were distributed among employees,
owners of business and other capital suppliers, and government. For each dollar
of the $122.3 billion total construction expenditures in 1970, about $.57 (cents) in
sales was yielded to the many industries selling to the construction sector.

Gross private fixed Investment, or capital formation, amounted to $132.2 bil-
lion in 1970, comprised of $67.4 billion of producers durable equipment, and
$64.8 billion of residential and nonresidential structures. Between 1958 and 1970.
the wage-price inflation incurred to build these structures increased 140 percent
more per year than the cost increases incurred to manufacture producers dur-
able equipment. When one examines the relationships between wage rates and
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earnings in construction with those In durable goods manufacturing, the reason
for this inordinately excessive wage-cost inflation in construction becomes very
evident.

In 1958, all contract construction workers averaged $2.82 per hour, 25 percent
more than workers in durable goods manufacturing-or, $103.78 per week, 16
percent more. By 1970, however, average hourly earnings of contract construc-
tion workers had increased by 85 percent to $5.22, V8 a 58 percent increase for
durable goods manufacturing workers, and were then 47 percent more-an
acceleration of 88 percent. Moreover, average weekly earnings of contract con-
struction workers increased by 88 percent to $195.23 in 1970, v8 a 61 percent in-
crease for durable goods manufacturing workers, and were then 37 percent
more-an acceleration of 131 percent! These increased weekly earnings of con-
struction workers were realized notwithstanding the fact that they worked 2.7
less hours per week in 1958, and 2.9 fewer hours per week in 1970, than workers
in durable goods manufacturing. These facts should put to rest the false ra-
tionale that inordinately higher hourly earnings of construction workers are
justified because of the seasonality problem in construction work.

It is highly significant to realize that the index of wholesale prices of all ma-
terials used in construction increased by only 18.1 percent-about 1.5 percent
per year-between 1958 and 1970. Productivity in terms of output per man-hour-
the real basis for a country's economic advancement-rose at the rate of 2.5
percent per year for all private nonfarm industries, while productivity in the
construction sector actually declined relatively, during these years. If the nega-
tive effect of productivity in the construction sector is omitted, the rate of in-
crease in productivity in the private nonfarm economy is significantly greater.

In terms of real net spendable earnings, after adjustment for fed-
eral income and social security taxes and inflation, the take-home pay
of contract construction workers with 3 dependents, increased 10 per-
cent between 1965 and 1970, while the take-home pay for all other
private nonfarm workers declined 1.1 percent.

A higher percentage of the gross product of the contract construc-
tion industry is allocated for "employee compensation" than in any
other industry sector of the U.S. private economy. In 1970, employee
compensation amounted to $451.9 billion, or 56 percent of the total
gross product of the private sector of the economy of $814 billion, ex-
clusive of contract construction. However, employee compensation in
the contract construction industry amounted to $35.6 billion, or 78
percent of its $45.8 billion gross product last year for new construc-
tion. In other words, the labor component in contract construction is
about 40 percent greater per dollar of gross product, than the labor
component in the total private sector of the economy, exclusive of con-
tract construction.

Because contract construction is such a labor-intensive industry, in-
creases in the rate of costs of employees generates a higher leverage
on total costs of its products and services than in any other industry.
Hence, the inflationary element in construction emanating from labor
costs is higher than in any other industry not only because of the alarm-
ingly higher annual rates of increase evident in hourly costs for wages
and benefits relative to other industries and to productivity, but also
because of the much higher percentage that employee costs represent
in the industry's total gross product.

These compounding effects in terms of inflation generated, should
be recognized by the leadership of the industry and should be dealt
with accordingly by the government agency that administers the Phase
II stabilization program.
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TABLE 1.-WAGE DECISIONS, ANNUAL PERIODS

Average (mean) yearly percent change in decisions during 4 quarters ending-

1969 1970 1971

Sep- Decem- Sep- Decem-
March June tember ber March June tember ber March June

Ist year adjustment:
Construction -8. 7 11. 8 12. 9 13. 1 13. 8 16. 5 17. 3 17.6 18.1 19.6
Manufacturing - 7.0 7.1 7.5 7.9 8.4 8.4 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.0

Over life of construction:
Construction -8.6 12.1 13. 1 13. 1 13. 4 13.9 14. 0 14.9 15. 3 15. 2
Manufacturing - - 5. 3 5. 4 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.0 6.1 5.9

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

Table 1 indicates that the average first-year wage costs in the construction in-
dustry, exclusive of fringe benefits, increased in the year ending June 1971,
by an average of 19.6 percent-or, at a 19 percent faster rate than the 16.5 percent
average increase in the year ending June, 1970, and at a 66 percent faster
rate than in the year ending June, 1969 of 11.8 percent. When adjustment is
made for the added cost of fringe benefits, total wage and benefit first-year costs
increased by an average of 22.1 percent in the year ending June, 1971, compared
with an 18.6 percent average increase in the year ending June, 1970.

Clearly, these alarmingly excessive average yearly rates of wage and benefit
costs were accelerated by the enormous average yearly increases granted in
the second, third and fourth quarters of 1970, of 20.6 percent, 25.0 percent and
24.0 percent, respectively.

Moreover, the average increase in construction wage costs alone, over the
life of contracts-meaning usually a 3-year period-increased by 15.2 percent
in the year ending June, 1971-over a 9 percent faster rate than the 13.9 per-
cent average increase for the year ending June, 1970. Adjusted to include the
cost of fringe benefits, total wage and benefit costs increased over the life of
contracts by an average of 17.2 percent in the year ending June, 1971, compared
with an average increase of 15.7 percent in the year ending June, 1970.

It has been reported in the press that the Phase II anti-inflation program
should be modeled after the CISC-Construction Industry Stabilization Com-
mittee-that was established by President Nixon on March 29, of this year.
Whatever small success may be attributed to the CISC, such as providing an
additional focus for public attention to the inflation problem in the construc-
tion sector, its decisions, at best, were extremely marginal relative to mitigating
the preponderant inflationary forces in the construction industry.

While the CISC focused on influencing a downward trend in first-year in-
creases in wage and benefit costs under new agreements in 1971, these reduced
rates of increases would have been a long time in significantly affecting the
yearly advances in construction labor costs because they deal only with the "top
of the inflationary-cost iceberg".

Based on wage and benefit costs of construction workers in 1970, and ad-
justed for first-year increases through June, 1971, of 22.1 percent, employee com-
pensation of 1.7 million construction workers covered under deferred increases
amounts to about $24.8 billion. Comparatively, only about 596,000 construction
workers are covered under collective bargaining agreements expiring In 1971,
for which new agreements are required. In 1970, wage and benefit costs of these
workers were about $7.1 billion.

Assuming that workers under these new 1971 agreements had received wage
and benefit increases amounting to 10.5 percent-based on the average one-year
increase in contracts approved by the CISC through June 15, 1971-this, in com-
bination with 1970 total costs, amounts to about $7.8 billion in 1971. Thus, in
mid-1971. total wage and benefit combined costs of construction workers eovered
under deferred increases ($24.8 billion) and those that would have been cov-
ered under new CISC agreements ($7.8 billion) amount to about $32.6 billion.

Accordingly, the quantitative dollar relationship of total costs of construction
workers covered under deferred increases relative to total costs of workers'
covered under new agreements is a ratio of 3.2 to 1. Expressed in percentage
terms relative to the purpose of the CISC to stabilize construction costs, one
must conclude that the inaction of the CISC on deferred increases resulted in
a failure rate of 76 percent. Clearly, this could not have been identified as a
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"success" in mitigating inflationary labor costs in the consruction industry.It is contended that the reason why the CISC did not act on these inflationarydeferred increases is because legal contracts had been made between construc-tion contractors and the labor unions providing for these increases in wage andbenefit payments. It is argued that had the CISC lived up to its responsibilitiesunder President Nixon's executive order creating it, would have been to abrogatethese contracts.
However, notwithstanding the propriety of the 'legalities" called for in thesecontracts, if not the irrational economics, the CISC could have required thatthese contracts specifying unreasonable inflationary increases in deferred wageand benefit payments, be re-opened, and that new rates be decided by the CISCthat were more in line with cost-of-living and production factors. Indeed, hadthe CISC assumed this commendable posture and acted forthrightly, it wouldhave been doing nothing more than what it was, in fact, obliged to do under theterms of the executive order that stated:
"Section 3(b). Each board (and the Committee) shall also have the authorityto emamine collective bargaining agreements negotiated prior to the date of thisorder which contain wage or salary increases scheduled to take effect on orafter such date to deterniinc whether any increase is unreasonably inconsistentwith the criteria established in section 6." [Italic added.]
If the language above were not clear enough, the CISC issued a statement

entitled "Procedures of Construction Industry Stabilization Committee", datedApril 30, 1971, which stated:
"The Executive Order also specifies (Section 3b) that craft boards and theCommittee shall have the authority to examine wage and benefit increasesprovided for in collective bargaining agreements negotiated earlier, so-calleddeferred increases, to determine whether any increase is unreasonably incomn-sistent with the criteria provided in Section 6 of the Order . . . The ExecutiveOrder makes it clear that the authority to examine deferred increases may beexercised in those cases which provide for increases that are unreasonably incon-sistent with the criteria of Section 6."
',the criteria specified in the executive order stated:
'Section 6. The following criteria shall be aplied in determining whether anywage or salary increase is acceptable:
(a) Acceptable economic adjustments in labor contracts negotiated on or afterthe date of this order will be those normally considered supportable by pro-ductivity improvement and cost of living trends, but not in excess of the averageof the median increases in wages and benefits over the life of the contract nego-tiated in major construction settlements in the period 1961 to 1968."
It should be noted that the average median increase in wages and benefits inthe construction industry in the period 1961-68, was about 4.5 percent. However,in the face of this fact, the CISC still did not see fit to challenge numerous con-tracts containing deferred annual increases of 25 percent and more that werepresented to it by contractor associations.
In testimony before the U.S. Congress last summer, the Chairman of the Boardof Governors of the Federal Reserve System, stated:
"The problem of cost-push inflation, in which escalating wages lead to esca-lating prices in a never-ending cycle, is the most difficult economic issue of ourtime....
Wage increases . . . in automobile, can, aluminum, and AT & T settlements,amount to 12 percent or more for the first year."
In this regard, considerable public attention was given to the inflationarysettlement in the steel industry in July. It is estimated that wage and benefitcost increases of $650 million will amount to nearly 15 percent in the first year.However, in terms of direct economic effects, first year increased costs in thesteel industry will amount to only about 10.5 percent of the $6.2 billion in in-creased wage-benefit costs of construction workers in 1971 over 1970. In otherwords, the added inflationary costs of construction workers in the past year(as of July, 1971) were over 9y2 times what the increased direct costs willamount to in the steel industry in the coming year. When consideration is givemmto the much higher rate of productivity in the steel industry relative to theconstruction industry, the inflationary effects of labor costs in construction havebeen most severe. Moreover, it should be recognized that while in the case of thesteel industry, its products and services can be (and are) imported from lesscostly foreign producers, the more inflationary products and services of the con-struction industry can not be so imported, unfortunately.
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In view of the foregoing, what can be said about the Phase II stabilization

program and its ingredients?
It seems clear that the prospects for either (1) doing nothing at the end of

the 90-day period, or (2) instituting across the board wage-price controls, are

the two extremes that would not be tolerated by the American people under

present conditions. Rather, it seems probable that a government board, coin-

mission or some such agency will implement the Phase II stabilization program.

More important is the question of establishing guidelines or criteria under which

wages and prices would be administered by such an agency, the industries to be

covered, and the members who would constitute such a board or commission.

There is wide agreement among most economists that if price stability-

interpreted as a 2 percent or less increase per year in consumer prices-is to be

achieved, then increases in wages must be limited to productivity increases in

the private nonfarm industries, plus an incremental amount not to exceed 2

percent. For example, in the ten-year period, 1960-1970, productivity in the pri-

vate nonfarm industries increased at the average annual rate of 2.6 percent,

compounded. Accordingly, if the objective is to limit consumer prices to 2 per-

cent per year, then wages should not increase more than 4.6 percent per year.

Some illustrations:
In industries with no productivity improvement, wages and prices would

be limited to a 4.6 percent increase;
In industries with a productivity improvement of 1.6 percent, wages could

increase by only 1 percent;
In industries with a productivity factor exceeding 4.6 percent, wages

could be increased by 4.6 percent, but prices would be reduced by the per-

centage which that industry's productivity exceeds 4.6 percent.

Relative to the industries that would be covered under Phase II, it seems

reasonable to assume that the heavily unionized industries almost certainly will

be covered. This, of course, would include a very large chunk of the private labor

force, in addition to employees at the national, state and local levels of govern-

ment. While it is to be expected that the Phase II program will be administered

with impartiality, it also must be recognized that some equity adjustments will

be required for those workers who did not "get in under the wire" thirty days

prior to last August 15.
On the matter of the members who would constitute a proposed Wage-Price

Board, most suggestions advanced by members of the Congress and others is to

set up a tripartite group made up of representatives from labor, management and

the public. The primary reasoning of the tripartite advocates seems to be that it

worked during former emergencies though under somewhat different arrange-

ments than what is envisaged currently. And they also point to the establishment

by President Nixon this year of the CISC-a group of twelve persons, four each

representing labor, management and the public.
While the tripartite grouping seems highly plausible in that it is constituted by

members representing 3 major segments of our national economic life, it is very

questionable whether it is the most effective way to administer a wage-price

stabilization program. Rather, there is much to commend that the Phase II

program should be administered strictly by government officials and personnel,

with an Advisory Committee or Council composed of representatives of labor,

management and the public. Such an Advisory Committee or Council could be

sub-divided into as many Industry Advisory Subcommittees as may be required.

Surely, such an arrangement whereby both labor and management are removed

from the final decision-making of the proposed Wage-Price Board would mini-

mize the kind of continuing conflict that is virtually inherent in a tripartite

arrangement.
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